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South Gloucestershire Council
DECISION REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
ACTING UNDER DELEGATED AUTHORITY
SUBJECT OF REPORT: TO CONSIDER OBJECTIONS TO:
A. THORNBURY - CASTLE COURT, HIGH STREET, THE CLOSE AND
THE PLAIN - Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting - STATUTORY
NOTICE
B. THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Designated Disabled Persons'
Parking Place - STATUTORY NOTICE
C. THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Proposed Designated Loading Place
- STATUTORY NOTICE
D. THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Proposed Prohibition of Driving
(except for access) - STATUTORY NOTICE
E. THORNBURY - VARIOUS ROADS - HIGH STREET AREA - Proposed
20 mph Speed Limit - STATUTORY NOTICE
DATE: 17th November 2021
Purpose of Report
1.To consider objections received following the statutory advertisement of five Traffic Regulation Orders
between 1 Sept 2021 and 25 September 2021:
-

Thornbury - Castle Court, High Street, The Close and The Plain - Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting Statutory Notice PT.7029

-

Thornbury - High Street - Designated Disabled Persons' Parking Place - Statutory Notice PT.7034

-

Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Designated Loading Place - Statutory Notice PT.7033

-

Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) - Statutory Notice PT.7028

-

Thornbury - Various Roads - High Street Area - Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit - Statutory Notice PT.7038

Consideration is given within this report primarily to comments relevant to proposed restrictions and related
highway matters. What this report does not aim to address is more general commentary submitted through this
statutory process about the Council’s Future High Street Vision for town centre regeneration in Thornbury. Such
comments may go beyond the remit and duties of the Highway Authority. Those wider comments submitted
through this statutory process are included in appendices to the report for information and transparency, though
may not influence the decision as to whether to implement the proposed Traffic Regulation Orders.

Procedure
2.South Gloucestershire Council as the local highway authority can place temporary, experimental, or
permanent restrictions on traffic within the authority by way of a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO). The relevant
legislation relating to Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) is Parts I, II and IV of the Road Traffic Regulation Act
1984, as amended.
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Section 1(1) of the 1984 Act states that local traffic authorities in England and Wales (outside London) may make
permanent orders for the following purposes:
 To avoid danger to persons or other traffic using the road or any other road or to prevent the likelihood of
any such danger arising;
 To prevent damage to the road or to any building on or near the road;
 To facilitate the passage on the road or any other road of any class of traffic (including pedestrians);
 To prevent the use of the road by vehicular traffic of a kind which, or its use by vehicular traffic in a
manner which, is unsuitable having regard to the existing character of the road or adjoining property;
 To preserve the character of the road in a case where it is specially suitable for use by persons on
horseback or on foot;
 To preserve or improve the amenities of the area through which the road runs; or
 To preserve or improve local air quality
Section 2 of the 1984 Act states that Orders may be used for almost anything prohibiting, restricting, or
regulating the use of a road by traffic – which includes motor vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians.
The procedure to be adopted by a local authority for making permanent orders is set out in: the Local Authorities'
Traffic Orders (Procedure) (England and Wales) Regulations 1996 as amended.
It should be noted that the Council acts in a separate role as promoter of High Street regeneration and uses the
statutory order process in discharging duties as the Highway Authority to introduce Traffic Regulation Orders.
The advert is published to inform of the Highway Authorities intent to restrict traffic and elicit feedback from the
public. It is not a referendum as the absolute weight of objection and public feedback are not the only
considerations where many factors often need to be balanced.

Policy
3.The joint Local Transport Plan (2011-2026) sets out policies to deliver an affordable, low carbon,
accessible, integrated, efficient and reliable transport network to achieve a more competitive economy and
better connected, more active and healthy communities. The Joint Local Transport Plan is based around five
key transport goals.


Reduce carbon emissions



Support economic growth



Promote accessibility



Contribute to better safety, security and health



Improve quality of life and a healthy natural environment

Background
4. As a result of the COVID-19 crisis, restrictions on motor vehicles in Thornbury High Street were trialled as
part of the council’s network management duty and associated guidance and funding announced by the
Secretary of State for Transport, Grant Shapps on 9th May 2020. In this the government urged local authorities
to act quickly and capitalise on travel pattern changes and increased active travel seen in lockdown
With lockdown restrictions gradually easing at that time and the reopening of shops and public houses trial
measures were introduced to help keep essential workers and goods moving, provide safe access to shops and
other high street businesses in the town, and provide people space for social distancing.
The layout changes aimed to reduce danger to the public in connection with Covid-19, by encouraging active
travel to an attractive low speed, low traffic environment and by helping people to stay 2 metres apart for social
distancing purposes. Temporary physical changes in the street were supported by signing and road markings
and Experimental Traffic Regulation order following an emergency Temporary Traffic Regulation Notice. This
allowed a very rapid reaction within weeks to the evolving situation and the ability to assess what implications
the traffic restrictions have over an extended period before consideration is given to making those restrictions
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permanent. Through the comments submitted during the experiment it became evident that the restrictions were
too severe to make permanent in like terms.
As a response to the opportunities presented for High Street rejuvenation and having listened to stakeholder
comments with a wide range of support, criticism and suggestions, the council sought a way of making more
appropriate long term improvements and this resulted in a report to cabinet on the future of the High Street.
In light of the experience gained through the Experimental Traffic Regulation Order and temporary speed
restriction in place in Thornbury town centre since summer 2020, the councils Future High Street Vision for
Thornbury was endorsed at the cabinet meeting of 7 June 2021. This included a decision to enhance on-street
parking for disabled blue badge holders within the High Street as part a wider review of parking and accessibility
in the Town Centre. Authority was also delegated to the Director of Environment and Community Services, to
enable the permanent scheme to be developed and delivered in keeping with that vision. Accordingly, the Head
of Legal Governance and Democratic Services was also authorised to seal the relevant Traffic Regulation
Orders in support of the scheme.
To achieve this vision supplemental restrictions would be required before the 2020 Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order expired in January 2022 and so has resulted in the advertisement of five permanent orders
under consideration now. Proposals incorporate loading and unloading bays, enhanced provision of 3
enforceable disabled parking bays each taking several vehicles, drop off points, limited waiting, prohibition of
motor vehicles except for access and a section of One Way, restricted parking zone and a 20mph speed limit
and these proposals accord with concurrent planning of permanent physical layout change.
The traffic regulation order proposals under consideration here have been devised to help facilitate that vision.

The issues
5.The High Street vision set out in the cabinet report supports the town centre regeneration and anchors the
High Street at the heart of a thriving community supporting the town’s recovery from the pandemic. A space
that meets the needs of all residents and visitors both in safety, access and experience. Providing a range of
retail from High Street brands to independent shops, selling both essential and non-essential goods. A
welcoming space for all ages to meet and spend time together in a range of hospitality and cultural experiences,
that supports and embodies the future hybrid working expected from more home working and less commuting.
This vision will embrace and encourage active travel, through improved safe cycling and walking routes to the
High Street and secure parking for cycles including those adapted. Enabling all to enjoy the reduction in traffic
and noise when using the High Street.
In achieving the aims of the vision, the High Street environment should provide in highway terms:
 Access for servicing and loading and unloading of goods and people for both commercial and residential
property.
 Seating areas outside hospitality premises.
 Provide enforceable parking for blue badge holders.
 Provide short term parking.
 Provide a 20mph speed limit.
 Restriction of the route so that is less attractive as a general motorised vehicle through route.
 Provide adequate mitigations for displaced traffic on alternative roads.
 Provide and retain some on street parking for those residents of the High Street who do not have access
to off street parking.

6.The scheme engineer has worked with the local members, town council and various community groups in
developing the proposals. It is recognised that potential exists for future refinement of the restrictions to
accord with detail design considerations and where further demands on the restricted space warrant review
and amendment.
Legal advert

7.The advertised proposals consist of: -
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I.

Thornbury - Castle Court, High Street, The Close and The Plain - Prohibition and Restriction of
Waiting - Statutory Notice
a) Prohibiting vehicles waiting at any time in the restricted parking zone (includes Castle Court)
and in lengths of The Plain, The Close and High Street, Thornbury;
b) To restrict vehicles waiting in designated limited waiting places for a period of 10 minutes, no
return in 2 hours in lengths of High Street, Thornbury;
c) To restrict vehicles waiting in designated limited waiting places and shared use waiting places
for a period of 30 minutes, no return in 2 hours except for permit holders in lengths of The Plain
and High Street, Thornbury;
d) To restrict vehicles waiting in designated limited waiting places between the hours of 10am and
11am; and 2pm and 3pm, Monday to Friday (inclusive) in lengths of The Plain, Thornbury;
e) To vary further the South Gloucestershire Council (Severn Vale Area - South Gloucestershire)
(Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting) (Consolidation) Order 2007, in so far as it relates to The
Plain, The Close and High Street, Thornbury the provisions of which will be brought forward
into the new order subject to items a) to d) (above);
f) To revoke the South Gloucestershire Council (High Street and Rock Street, Thornbury)
(Designated Taxi Ranks) Order 2008 in so far as it relates to High Street, Thornbury; and
g) To revoke the South Gloucestershire Council (Castle Court, Thornbury) (Prohibition of
Waiting) Order 2021.
Responses to the Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting advert received are as follows:
 20 objections
 5 comments in support
 16 other comments.
The responses are summarised in Appendix A.

II.

Thornbury - High Street - Designated Disabled Persons' Parking Place - Statutory Notice
a) To provide designated disabled persons’ parking places at various locations in High Street,
Thornbury.
b) Use of the parking places is restricted to 3 hours no return within 1 hour.
Responses to the Designated Disabled Persons' Parking Place advert received are as follows:
 12 objections
 1 comment in support
 17 other comments.
The responses are summarised in Appendix B.

III.

Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Designated Loading Place - Statutory Notice
a) To introduce a designated loading places in a lengths of High Street, Thornbury.
Responses to the Proposed Designated Loading Place advert received are as follows:
 11 objections
 2 comments in support
 14 other comments.
The responses are summarised in Appendix C.

IV.

Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) - Statutory Notice
a) To prohibit any vehicle entering, proceeding or waiting (except for access) in that length of High
Street, Thornbury which extends from its junction with Castle Court to its junction with The Close;
b) To introduce one way traffic working in the length of road specified in item a) above. Permitted
motor vehicles will travel in a southerly direction.
Responses to the Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) advert received are as follows:
 32 objections,
 6 comments in support
 21 other comments.
The responses are summarised in Appendix D.

V.

Thornbury - Various Roads - High Street Area - Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit - Statutory Notice
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a) To introduce a 20 mph speed limit in lengths of High Street, The Close, Chapel Street, St Mary
Street, Castle Court, The Plain and Quaker Lane (part), Thornbury.
Responses to the Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit advert received are as follows:
 4 objections
 14 comments in support
 10 other comments.
The responses are summarised in Appendix E.
Plans showing the proposals are shown in Appendix F.

8.The proposals were advertised from 1st September 2021, 00:00 to 25th September 2021, 23:59
Local Members
9. Following circulation of the report the local members have commented as follows:“I recognise that the decision to make changes to the High St was made in June and the proposals for the
TROs appear to support South Gloucestershire Council’s broad vision for the future of the street.
The number of objections from residents reflect the well-known opposition to the plans as a whole. I
acknowledge that several aspects of the scheme have changed since the idea of pedestrianisation was
first conceived and these are appreciated, not least the expansion of access to traffic to drop off and pick
up people and goods. It is notable that some of the objections and the officer responses clearly
demonstrate that several aspects of the scheme are not understood, and should the TROs be approved
and the proposed scheme for the High St be continued, South Gloucestershire Council should make
immediate efforts to publicise exactly what the public can and cannot do. Good signage is essential, and
it has been inadequate up to this point.
The final design, should it not revert to two-way traffic, must be such that it ensures the safety of
pedestrians and in particular, should restrict the speed and movement of bicycles, which are causing
concern at present. There has been concern expressed by disabled residents that the location of some of
the disabled parking is unsafe and reassurance is sought that these have been adequately addressed.
While I am pleased to see the amount of disabled parking proposed, I have concerns that the 3-hour limit
restricts turnover and therefore the number of disabled people who can take advantage of these spaces.
Given that all the disabled parking in the nearby car parks is for 3 hours, allowing people to travel some
distance from their cars in that time, I feel it would be useful if there could be a shorter time restriction at
this location.
Even though a considerable improvement on the initial changes that were hastily implemented and poorly
maintained, the current interim design is not good. Any decision to either revert to the pre-covid situation
or to implement the TROs must be done quickly as the current layout is both unattractive and confusing.
Should the proposed scheme be abandoned then work needs to be undertaken to address pre-covid
concerns that were raised by residents about the safety of the road. The town deserves to have the
highest quality design and materials given what it has had to endure over the past months.
The effect on Rock St, particularly when buses are waiting at the stops, must be mitigated as a matter of
urgency. Local Councillors have constantly asked that the whole traffic situation around the town is
considered as one integrated scheme but there is no indication within these TROs that this is happening.
I understand the Town Council raised a number of points during this consultation phase that needed
clarification and while some verbal explanations were helpful, as yet those questions and suggestions
have had no written response. Presumably this is due to SGC following normal processes of TRO
decision making but it is difficult for that Council’s staff and Cllrs to communicate anything helpful to the
public under these circumstances, emphasising once again that clear communication of South
Gloucestershire’s plans for the High St should be an absolute priority.” – Councillors Maggie Tyrrell,
Shirley Holloway & Jayne Stansfield.

Options
10. There are four options for how to proceed:-
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A. Implement as proposed, implement with changes, defer decision pending further public
engagement or abandon the THORNBURY - CASTLE COURT, HIGH STREET, THE CLOSE
AND THE PLAIN - Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting - STATUTORY NOTICE
B. Implement as proposed, implement with changes, defer decision pending further public
engagement or abandon the THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Designated Disabled Persons'
Parking Place - STATUTORY NOTICE
C. Implement as proposed, implement with changes, defer decision pending further public
engagement or abandon the THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Proposed Designated Loading
Place - STATUTORY NOTICE
D. Implement as proposed, implement with changes, defer decision pending further public
engagement or abandon the THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Proposed Prohibition of Driving
(except for access) - STATUTORY NOTICE
E. Implement as proposed, implement with changes, defer decision pending further public
engagement or abandon the THORNBURY - VARIOUS ROADS - HIGH STREET AREA Proposed 20 mph Speed Limit - STATUTORY NOTICE
Financial Implications (includes tax implications such as VAT)
11. Implementing the; 1.Thornbury - Castle Court, High Street, The Close and The Plain - Prohibition and
Restriction of Waiting - Statutory Notice, 2.Thornbury - High Street - Designated Disabled Persons' Parking
Place - Statutory Notice, 3.Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Designated Loading Place - Statutory Notice,
4.Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) - Statutory Notice,
5.Thornbury - Various Roads - High Street Area - Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit - Statutory Notice can be met
from the £1,081,923.89 allocated to active travel fund (VT856) within the Directorates 20/21 Capital
Programme (of which £943466.87 has been spent to date) Should the scheme be abandoned or part
abandoned, any remaining funding would be reallocated according to the grant conditions.
James Bidwell, Corporate Finance Manager
 01454 868510.

Legal Implications
12. In reaching a decision the Director of Environment and Community Services is required to consider the
responses received to the consultation. Subject to the decision maker taking proper account of all consultation
responses. There are no other legal implications arising from this report.
Gill Sinclair, Deputy to the Head of Legal Governance and Democratic Services, Legal Team
 01454 863039.

Human Resources Implications
13. There are no human resources implications arising from this report.
Gaynor Fisher, HR Business Partner - Environment and Community Services
 01454 868193.

Climate Emergency and Environmental Implications
14. The report focuses on a number of changes to statutory measures relating to aims to redesign Thornbury
High Street to increase visitors to the High Street by closing the road to cars excluding for deliveries and for
disabled access. The intention is that this will improve safety for road users and improve the attractiveness of
the local environment for residents in the area and include a reduction in carbon emissions from vehicles and
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therefore delivering some improvements to localised air quality on the high street. These measures would also
make a contribution to the delivery of the Council’s Climate Emergency declaration. Ultimately the provision
of local services is critical to low carbon communities and the support of local communities to embrace
measures that reduce carbon emissions is critical. South Gloucestershire’s Local plan review recognises how
important it is that our town centres are vibrant, healthy and safe places.
Lucy Rees, Senior Environmental Policy & Climate Change Officer
 01454 862224

Social Implications
15. The restrictions consulted on have been developed to help implement the agreed vision for Thornbury
High Street. The decisions made should take into account the positive social implications of that vision as
well as the individual operational choices. Development of the High Street at the heart of a thriving
community, supporting the town’s recovery from the pandemic, will have a positive social impact.
Robert Walsh, Head of Safe Strong Communities
 01454 865818.

Economic Implications
16.This Traffic Regulations Order report is specifically designed to facilitate the decision made at Cabinet on
the 7th June 2021 to deliver the Council’s vision for the future of Thornbury High Street.
Mark King, Head of Streetcare and Transport Services
 01454 863912.

Equalities Considerations
17.The issue of accessibility for disabled people is key and is covered by the Equality Act 2010. The TRO
covered by this report specifically covers three disabled persons’ parking places. The provision of only 3 blue
badge parking spaces in Thornbury high street would be inadequate to meet the needs of residents,
especially considering that the most recent Census figures available show that the local area has one of the
highest populations of disabled people and older people in South Gloucestershire.
However, the 3 blue badge parking spaces referred to within this report are not the only blue badge parking
spaces on the high street, nor are they the only blue badge parking spaces in the vicinity of the high street.
There are a further five blue badge spaces proposed along the hight street (three at the north end of the high
street and two at the south end of the high street with potential for an additional one) and in addition, there are
blue badge parking spaces in Castle Street car park and proposals to enhance the blue badge parking spaces
in both Rock Street and St Mary’s car parks. There are also proposals to include one 10 minute waiting bay
and two 30 minute waiting bays on the high street and the waiting time of 30 minutes for these bays has been
increased from 10 minutes to 30 minutes as a direct result of consultation with disabled people.
The availability of parking for disabled people is one element within the wider issue of accessibility and the
new design itself will enhance accessibility overall as it includes such features as level surfacing, crossing
points, seating areas and overall, a more pedestrian friendly environment.
Opportunity for blue badge parking on the high street would reduce under the proposals and this would result
in a negative impact – particularly in respect of the protected characteristics of ‘Disability’ and ‘Age’, However,
any decision to implement the proposed TROs as set out within this report this must be balanced against
wider plans to enhance accessibility on Thornbury high street and surrounding areas and the proposals to
ensure that blue badge parking along the high street is enforceable where there were no enforceable blue
badge parking spaces in the past.
Daniel Wood, Corporate Equalities Officer
 01454 866351
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Privacy Impact Assessment
18.There are no privacy issues.
Marc Cashmore, Senior Engineer, Design & Operations Team, Streetcare
 01454 863398

Risks, Mitigations & Opportunities
19.Alternative routes are signposted on the High Street to advise of the restrictions. A range of options to
mitigate increased traffic levels on Quaker Lane, Rock Street and Midland Way are under consideration
including junction alterations, enhanced pedestrian facilities and relocation of the temporary south bound bus
stop.
20. There are no other adverse implications identified.

Other Implications
21.There are no other significant implications for the council.
Conclusions
1. Whist we recognise that the scheme has received a number of objections officers have worked with
members and other stakeholders to mitigate the impact of the scheme and therefore given the benefit to the
community it is recommended that the following schemes are implemented as advertised:
b. Thornbury - High Street - Designated Disabled Persons' Parking Place - Statutory Notice,
c. Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Designated Loading Place - Statutory Notice,
d. Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) - Statutory
Notice,
e. Thornbury - Various Roads - High Street Area - Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit - Statutory
Notice be made permanent
And that the following scheme is implemented with a minor alteration to the scheme boundary at the junction
of The Plain and High Street to ensure it is consistent with the proposed new road layout entry treatment for
signing purposes:
a. Thornbury - Castle Court, High Street, The Close and The Plain - Prohibition and Restriction of
Waiting - Statutory Notice

Decision
1. Both the local members and officers see value in making the traffic regulation orders outlined below
permanent. It is therefore recommended that;
a. Thornbury - Castle Court, High Street, The Close and The Plain - Prohibition and Restriction of
Waiting - Statutory Notice,
b. Thornbury - High Street - Designated Disabled Persons' Parking Place - Statutory Notice,
c. Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Designated Loading Place - Statutory Notice,
d. Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) - Statutory Notice,
e. Thornbury - Various Roads - High Street Area - Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit - Statutory Notice be
made permanent.
2. That the Head of Legal Governance and Democratic Services be authorised to seal the Traffic Regulation
Orders.
3. That the objectors are informed accordingly.

Decision of the Director of Environment and Community Services
I make the decision as recommended having been advised and taken account of all relevant
factors.
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Signed:

Nigel Riglar
Director of Environment and Community Services
Date: 19th November 2021
Departmental Contact
Katie Myles, Assistant Engineer, Design & Operations Team, Streetcare
 01454 863028

Background Papers
Responses to the advertisement of traffic regulation order
Statement of reasons
Cabinet paper Thornbury High Street Vision 7June 2021

APPENDICES
Appendix A – Thornbury - Castle Court, High Street, The Close and The Plain - Prohibition and Restriction of
Waiting - Statutory Notice responses received and officer comments.
Appendix B – Thornbury - High Street - Designated Disabled Persons' Parking Place - Statutory Notice.
Appendix C – Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Designated Loading Place - Statutory Notice.
Appendix D – Thornbury - High Street - Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except For Access) - Statutory Notice.
Appendix E – Thornbury - Various Roads - High Street Area - Proposed 20 Mph Speed Limit - Statutory Notice.
Appendix F – Legal advert proposed plans.

Key
Objection
Support
General comments
APPENDIX A – RESPONSES RECEIVED AND OFFICER COMMENTS FOR THORNBURY CASTLE COURT, HIGH STREET, THE CLOSE AND THE PLAIN - PROHIBITION AND
RESTRICTION OF WAITING - STATUTORY NOTICE PT.7029
Comments
Officers comments
1
Dear Kristy and Donna,
Thank you for your interest regarding
the waiting restriction proposals.
We have received two letters explaining about the TRO
Drop in or briefing sessions are aimed
consultations from the 1st September.
at the councils' wider vision and
emerging proposals for Thornbury
There is also a briefing session on Monday 6th
Town Centre. Although these
September 9.45-4.30pm. Are are there going to be no
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other drop in sessions at weekends or out of working
hours as we both work full time and this concerns us as
residents who live on the High street.
Also following recent feedback on our views around
resident parking will you be arranging any other sessions
or even a specific session for residents, particularly in
light of the sentence in the most recent letter
'complementary changes are also proposed to parking
arrangements along the section of High Street between
The Close and Midland Way, where two-way access
would be retained' and what this means for us?
As you can image there is a lot of heated discussion and
debate about pedestrianisation of the High street and
parking and we would like to be supportive of proposed
plans, but also like to know how this affects us as it can
severely impact on our day to day life.
We would welcome your response

proposed permanent traffic regulation
orders help support those
improvements, Traffic Regulation
Orders at Statutory Notice
advertisement stage are usually
undertaken solely by providing
documentation online and in council
buildings with notification in the press
and by posting of notices on street.
No further face to face meetings are
envisaged specifically for these traffic
regulation orders.
The experimental traffic regulation
order in place over the last year has
provided a wealth of consultation
opportunity. The permanent traffic
regulation orders now proposed have
been devised in response to both the
councils vision and to address some
of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.
Specific changes to the arrangement
of restrictions between Midland Way
and The Close are detailed in
proposed restriction drawings T430374-066 Rev C Proposed waiting
restrictions & T430-374-068 Rev A
Proposed restricted parking zone;
along with pre-existing traffic
regulation orders. These documents
were available throughout the
advertisement period and remain
available through our online
consultation page for this statutory
notice.
Additional parking space is being
made available for approximately two
vehicles to park in lieu of the bus stop
and double yellow lines outside Age
Concern.
Additionally, the proposed change of
restriction to 30 minutes waiting and
no return within 2 hours, except for
permit holders at all times; should
offer increased parking opportunity for
permit holders compared to the 1 hour
no return within 2 hours except permit
holders Monday to Saturday between
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2

Hello
I am a business owner of Thornbury Discounts which is
on a High Street “unfortunately”
You guys have managed to ruin every business on the
high street including mine, give yourself a pat on your
back for doing that!
Now why on earth are you rubbing this in? Why do you
keep sending letters like the one i attach now, STOP
pretending you care about businesses!
You are a bunch of clowns, a bunch of cowboys from the
old times!
HIGH STREET IS DEAD!!!! nobody has ever seen high
street like this you idiots! Totally utterly idiots!
In a year’s time there will be NO HIGH STREET!!!
We have families, kids, mortgages to pay, bills to pay,
stop playing games with us and please stop sending
letters i cannot stand another letter from you cowboys
who run the SouthGloucestershire!
Bring the busses back to high street!!!
You should be ashamed of yourselves!!!!

8am and 6pm that has previously
been the case.
Officers are sorry to be advised you
feel that strongly against the recent
changes to the high street aimed at
helping businesses and enabling a
safe retail and leisure environment in
response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
In addition to advertisement in local
press and posting of notices on roads
affected, letters have been issued to
those most immediately affected by
traffic regulation order proposals as is
usual practice. The local authorities
traffic orders procedure regulations
require the Highway Authority to
provide adequate publicity of their
intentions to persons likely to be
affected by the order.
Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is currently
being considered in response to the
2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order, new emerging layout designs
and restricted traffic movements that
would result from the permanent
traffic regulation orders currently
proposed.
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3

I have two questions:
1.
Will we still have residents parking permits as we
do now?
How will the 20 mph limit be enforced? Speeding cars
are a serious threat to pedestrians.

4

I am fully supportive of the changes that you are planning
to implement in this consultation with the following
comment:
Is the road junction of the High St with The Plain
changing? The plan seems to indicate that there is a Give
Way at the pump?

Thank you for your comments.
Yes the residents permits will not be
changing as part of this scheme.
Enforcement of speed limits in South
Gloucestershire is undertaken by the
Police. You can find the following
statement on their website:- "20mph
speed restrictions will be treated in
the same way as any other speed limit
in the Avon and Somerset Police area
in that enforcement will not be routine
but will be intelligence led and where
there is evidence of clear and
excessive offending, accompanied by
an aggravating factor, Avon &
Somerset Constabulary may consider
enforcement where appropriate.”
Thank you for your comments. Yes
there are plans to change the layout
of the junction of the High Street and
The Plain. There will be further
engagement on the detail of the
scheme, the communications strategy
will be made public in due course.
The design process has several
stages to it and currently we are
working to accommodate a variety of
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comments and requirements raised
through the consultation process.
5

I fully support the proposals for Thornbury High Street, it’s
the best thing you could have done. It’s now safer for
families, the elderly & there’s no longer cars parked on
the pavements the noise or the pollution. One thing I must
point out is that some drivers are still ignoring the one
way system & some are still cutting through the high
street early mornings (5am)

6

I agree with the proposals.
I think the areas marked in red should also be no loading.

7

I know sgc wants to destroy thornbury but what try and
hurt people by removing the crossing. What ever half
baked plans are being used people have to cross the
road safely. The crossing is still in a two way part of the
road, people going to the car park and the people that will
continue to ignore the partial closures. Also disabled,
elderly and partially sighted rely on crossings when they
cant see traffic, I know this as I care for disabled people
who are taught to only cross on a set crossing.
Also its obvious the shops don’t matter to sgc and now
you want to stop people getting near them to buy from.
You might as well kick out the shop owners and make
them all flats as that is what will soon be the case.
Abandon all of this policy
THORNBURY HIGH STREET DRAFT ORDER

8

I have looked at this Order and Statement of Reasons
and am not convinced that the proposals are justified. In
fact, I think that the project is totally misconceived.
Since the closure of South Gloucestershire Council’s
offices in Thornbury, I have visited the town less
frequently. However, my visits will increase again
because the Thornbury branch of HSBC UK is the
nearest to my home at Charfield now that the Yate branch
has closed. During my recent visits, High Street
Thornbury has usually been almost deserted, quiet, even
dead. The widened pedestrian area, with its unused
tables and seats, has not been easy to walk through. On
the rare occasion when I have met someone coming the
other way, it has not been easy to maintain social
distance because of the amount of obstructive furniture.
The comment about social distancing in the Statement of
Reasons is irrelevant or wrong, or both.
I hope that the Council will abandon this proposal and
think again, with a view to producing a pedestrian-friendly

Thank you for your comments. If the
scheme is implemented there will be
more robust and permanent
measures put in place to deter people
from driving the wrong way or driving
through when they shouldn’t be. The
police will also be able to enforce the
restrictions should they become
permanent.
Thank you for your comments. The
areas marked in red are proposed
double yellow lines. A loading
restriction can not be added at this
late stage of the scheme.
Thank you for your comments. The
zebra crossing near the junction with
Castle Court is staying and will not be
removed.
The zebra crossing south of the town
council offices is proposed to be
removed as it will be within the new
zone where it is safer to cross at any
point in the road because of the
reduced amount of traffic.

Thank you for your comments.
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scheme that encourages use of the High Street whilst still
permitting vehicular access to businesses.
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Hello
In the broad statement of reasons for this and other
proposals under consultation for Thornbury High Street it
is stated,
“This vision will embrace and encourage active travel,
through improved safe cycling and walking routes to the
High Street and secure parking for cycles….”
Can you please tell me what improved safe cycling routes
to the High Street are planned.
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Thanking you in anticipation.
Re Thornbury High Street consultation No.s 1-5:
PT.7028, PT.7029,PT7033, PT7034 & PT.7038
Please can you register my objection to the above
proposals; I could not find the online questionnaire
suggested, only a place to upload a document or submit a
response by post.
I went to the consultation at Turnberries on Monday 6th
September, and was given the impression I could
provide feedback to some of the points I raised, however
the online document implies that feedback is only
required regarding the specific items rather than the
points you have omitted.
1.With regard to the new road layout at the bottom of the
High Street/ Pump - we will need a crossing to enable
shoppers to access the shops on the other side of the
road; The George, new coffee shop Savery's and Craft
shop etc.. It is difficult to cross there at present, but with
traffic not having to stop at a junction it will become
dangerous. A crossing will suggest there are other places
to visit so may encourage more footfall.
2.Re the outdoor seating area in front of the Swan, at
present the seating area is so close to the footpath that,
combined with the frontage pillars there is less space to
pass than before the changes were implemented. In the
past it was possible to step down off the kerb, between
parked cars, to enable a buggy or mobility scooter to
pass. Please ensure adequate space is given.
3. The leaflet I was was handed at the consultation states
there will be "waiting" bays - this suggests someone must
remain in the vehicle. At the consultation I was advised it
would be possible to park for a limited time, however I am
now unsure as to whether I was correctly informed.
Please can you advise whether this is short time parking

Thank you for your comments.
By introducing a prohibition of driving
except for access it makes the area
safer for cyclist to pass through as
there will be less traffic to contend
with. Furthermore, the proposal to
introduce a one way will improve the
safety for cyclists travelling in the
opposite direction as they will not be
cycling with the flow of traffic. There
will also be dedicated cycle lanes in a
northernly direction.

Thank you for your comments. The
new road layout has not yet been
finalised and is not part of this advert.
There are limited waiting bays
proposed as part of this scheme
which means that you can park your
vehicle for a short period of time in
this case 30 minutes or 10 minutes.
The limited waiting bays and loading
areas are available to anyone with
reduced mobility and without a blue
badge to use for pick up and drop off
purposes.
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or waiting only, which still requires a second person in
the vehicle.
4. It appears you have decided to not allow buses back
up the High Street, as I notice the bus stop is replaced
with Disabled parking - please can I draw your attention
to the traffic issues at the Traffic Lights between Aldi/Rock
Street car park. The increased congestion and
annoyance is significant.
5. Re the FAQ on your leaflet "I have reduced mobility but
not a Blue Badge where can I park?" Can I strongly point
out that if someone feels the need to point out that they
have reduced mobility, it is probable they asking because
they are unable to walk the min 5 minute walk from a car
park. I found this response tone deaf and offensive. It
also suggests that the waiting areas are not for parking,
but that someone will have to remain in the car.
Dear Cllr Savage,
Thank you for your comments.
I have finally found the above consultations, only by a
diligent and tenacious search, not on the general
consultations page but through a specific traffic
consultations page.
Now I find that I can only respond if I have to have Office
365 or by post. Why not in the same way as planning
applications?
Is this in the true spirit of democracy?
Also why is the closure of the High Street in the power of
South Glos Council and not Thornbury Town Council?

Legislation relating to the making of
Traffic Regulation Orders under the
Highways Act are the powers of the
highways authority ie South
Gloucestershire Council. The Town
Councils do not have any equivalent
powers.
The format in which objections are to
be submitted is specified in
Regulation 8 of The Local Authorities’
Traffic Orders (Procedure) (England
and Wales) Regulations 1996:8.— Objections
(1) Any person may object to the
making of an order by the date
specified in the notice of proposals or,
if later, the
end of the period of 21 days
beginning with the date on which the
order making authority has complied
with all the
requirements of regulation 7(1) to (3).
(2) Without prejudice to its right to
object under paragraph (1), an
authority required to be consulted
under paragraph
6(3)(c) of Part II of Schedule 5 to the
1985 Act may object to the making of
an order by the end of the period of
21
days beginning with the date on which
the notice of proposals was sent to
that authority.
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(3) An objection under paragraph (1)
or (2) shall—
(a) be made in writing;
(b) state the grounds on which it is
made; and
(c) be sent to the address specified in
the notice of proposals,
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I wish to object to the 5 planned alterations to Thornbury
High Street. I attended the meeting at the Sports Centre
where only 100 could attend and 200 more were waiting
outside.
As a vote of no confidence in Thornbury Town Council or
South Gloucestershire was passed surely these
alterations can’t go ahead especially as there are 200
more people waiting to voice their opinions. There is a
Resident’s Association being formed to fight these plans.
The meeting was a fiasco and no one from South Glos
even had the courage or courtesy to attend the meeting.
Everyone hates what you have imposed on Thornbury
and I have walked down the deserted High Street today,
a lovely day and it is empty. Thornbury has lost its heart.
Mr. Savage has a lot to answer to, he doesn’t even live in
South Glos.
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I object to THORNBURY - CASTLE COURT, HIGH
STREET, THE CLOSE AND THE PLAIN - Prohibition and
Restriction of Waiting - STATUTORY NOTICE
for the following reasons ;It discriminates against people who do not qualify for Blue
Badges but have issues that prevent them accessing the
high street.
It does not allow for a bus service or private transport i.e.
taxis access.

and an objection under paragraph (2)
shall in addition state whether or not it
is alleged that the order would have
any direct
effect on traffic on any road, other
than a trunk road, in the area of the
authority making the objection.
Thank you for your comments. Drop in
or briefing sessions are aimed at the
councils' wider vision and emerging
proposals for Thornbury Town Centre.
Although these proposed permanent
traffic regulation orders help support
those improvements.
The experimental traffic regulation
order in place over the last year has
provided a wealth of consultation
opportunity. The permanent traffic
regulation orders now proposed have
been devised in response to both the
councils vision and to address some
of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.
Thank you for your comments.
Taxis are able to pick up and drop off
within the prohibition of driving zone.
There are several limited waiting bays
in the area that have been proposed
some with a max stay of 30 minutes,
others with a max stay of 10 minutes
to accommodate people who only
need to pop into a shop quickly and
allow a higher turn over of vehicles.

It will restrict the economic activity as some of the trades
in the high street rely on passing through trade.
Any waiting times should be a minimum of 30 minutes
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The high street used to work pre covid so why change
something that was no broken.
Police Response:

Thank you for your comments.
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Thank you for your email and attachments regarding the
proposed waiting restrictions on various roads in
Thornbury, as shown on the attached drawings.
I understand from the Statement of Reasons that “As a
result of the COVID-19 crisis, restrictions on motor
vehicles in Thornbury High Street were trialled as part of
the council’s network management duty and guidance
announced by the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant
Shapps on 9th May 2020.
With the reopening of shops and public houses the
proposed measures were introduced to help keep
essential workers and goods moving, provide safe access
to shops and other high street businesses, and provide
people space for social distancing. The proposed layout
changes aimed to reduce danger to the public in
connection with Covid-19, by encouraging active travel
and by helping people to stay 2 metres apart for social
distancing purposes when outdoors.
On the 7 June 2021, cabinet agreed a future vision for the
High Street, seeking investment to provide one way
access through the high street that supports the
economic activity and includes loading and unloading,
disabled bays and drop off points
Purpose of Scheme
The High Street vision supports the town centre
regeneration and anchors the High Street at the heart of a
thriving community supporting the town’s recovery from
the pandemic. A space that meets the needs of all
residents and visitors both in safety, access and
experience. Providing a range of retail from High Street
brands to independent shops, selling both essential and
non-essential goods. A welcoming space for all ages to
meet and spend time together in a range of hospitality
and cultural experiences. That supports and embodies
the future hybrid working expected from more home
working and less commuting.
This vision will embrace and encourage active travel,
through improved safe cycling and walking routes to the
High Street and secure parking for cycles including those
adapted. Enabling all to enjoy the reduction in traffic and
noise when using the High Street.
Proposed Scheme
The proposals in the High Street include:•
Prohibition of driving except for access between
the junction with Castle Court and The Close.
•
One Way except for cycles
•
Disabled badge holder only bays
•
Loading only bays
•
Limited waiting bays

ECS78/2021
•
Restricted parking zone except in marked bays
•
Shared use (limited waiting or residents permit
holders) bays”
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Enforcement of waiting restrictions within the South
Gloucestershire Council area rests with South Glos.
Parking Services.
The proposal should meet the aspirations set out in the
Statement of Reasons.
I reject all the proposed restrictions a-g.
They do not support the High street in economic activity;
in fact they destroy economic activity.
The High street should remain as it was before it was
closed without any notice by the South Glos council
leader using Covid powers to close at pace.
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Covid restrictions are over and this closure along with all
the proposed nonsense should be gone with it.
RE: THORNBURY - CASTLE COURT, HIGH STREET,
THE CLOSE AND THE
PLAIN - Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting STATUTORY NOTICE
Dear Sir,
I wish to object to the 5 planned alterations to Thornbury
High Street. I attended the meeting at the Sports Centre
where only 100 could attend and 200 more were waiting
outside.
As a vote of no confidence in Thornbury Town Council or
South Gloucestershire was passed surely these
alterations can’t go ahead especially as there are 200
more people waiting to voice their opinions. There is an
Resident’s Association being formed to fight these plans.
The meeting was a fiasco and no one from South Glos
even had the courage or courtesy to attend the meeting.
Everyone hates what you have imposed on Thornbury
and I have walked down the deserted High Street today,
a lovely day and it is empty. Thornbury has lost its heart.
Mr. Savage has a lot to answer to, he doesn’t even live in
South Glos.
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029 I disagree with this notice
because this will make the High Street less accessible to
disabled and infirm members of the public. a) In the past
disabled people were able to park anywhere on the High
Street and on the double yellows in the Castle Court or
Plain area fully prohibiting all vehicles from waiting at any
time in this area adds to the difficulties of disabled people
who may or may not have a blue badge from parking or
being dropped off to go into the High Street. Businesses
along the Plain will struggle to get deliveries, just
yesterday I saw a large lorry delivering to the hair
dressers which will be impossible with this change.
Remodelling that area as shown on the map and

Thank you for your comments. The
experimental traffic regulation order in
place over the last year has provided
a wealth of consultation opportunity.
The permanent traffic regulation
orders now proposed have been
devised in response to both the
councils vision and to address some
of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.
Thank you for your comments. Drop in
or briefing sessions are aimed at the
councils' wider vision and emerging
proposals for Thornbury Town Centre.
Although these proposed permanent
traffic regulation orders help support
those improvements.
The experimental traffic regulation
order in place over the last year has
provided a wealth of consultation
opportunity. The permanent traffic
regulation orders now proposed have
been devised in response to both the
councils vision and to address some
of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.

Thank you for your comments.
Although disabled badge holders
were able to park anywhere on the
High Street historically it doesn’t mean
that they could actually find a space.
Making a space safe and accessible
for disabled and vulnerable road
users is a balancing act. They need
spaces to park close to amenities but
similarly the more cars in the area the
higher the risk of an accident. The aim
of the scheme is to try and strike a
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funnelling all the traffic along Castle Street and past FIVE
schools in Thornbury is crazy, it's bedlam down there
already at school drop off and pick up time, and there are
several pinch points already for traffic, without sending
more that way. Narrowing that road further will just lead to
more accidents at the rush hour times. b) Ten minutes is
not enough time, particularly with no return in two hours.
If I want to take a disabled relative who does not have a
Blue badge into town to pick up a prescription from the
opticians, it needs to be 30 minutes minimum. If I drop
them off (assuming they are safe to do so, this can’t be
done with someone who has dementia, for example) then
I can’t go back within 2 hours to pick them up again. This
will not function practically and excludes more of our
elderly and infirm from the High Street. If there was a bus
service up the High Street then there would be much less
demand for these sort of spaces, but they just will not
function one way or the other. c) The 30 minute wait on
the Plain is more acceptable, but due to the distance then
taking elderly relatives up the hill, I think 45 minutes to an
hour would be better d) I don’t understand this one
looking at the plan, but if it is that deliveries can be made
but only in that time, then I don't see how buisnesses can
comply with that. f) I would prefer a taxi rank to remain on
the High Street if you are not bringing the bus back up the
High Street, as at least that is then a form of transport for
those without cars. But I have a strong preference for the
bus. It was unanimous at the Disability and Equality group
meeting with SCG that reinstating the bus service up the
High Street for our disabled members without cars is
essential. We were pleased to hear the council equality
officer state that the ‘message is coming through loud and
clear’. We are concerned not to see this in the latest
scheme design released in September. Reinstating the
bus service for disabled and infirm people who do not
qualify for a Blue Badge that this is their only way of
maintaining independence.The traffic engineers
department have stated that relocating the bus to the
High Street will cause less congestion on Rock Street as
cars will not have to wait behind the bus while it loads and
unloads passengers. This is better in terms of emissions
and the council’s climate change policy, and is safer in
terms of cars trying to overtake semi blind and causing
collisions with cars exiting the car park. The traffic
engineer thinks the most appropriate place is outside
Costa where the pavement is widest and that a bus
shelter with real time information can be provided in this
space. I think the new bus stop should be relocated
outside Costa in the middle of the High Street. I am
against any new High Street design which is LESS
disabled friendly than it was before as it is discrimination
due the legal and moral duty to those with protected
characteristics and the Public Sector Equality Duty. I see
these proposals as leaving the disabled substantially

balance between less vehicles and
more access.
The 10 minute bay is to allow people
to quickly pop into a shop or takeaway
to pick up items and then leave again.
The short time frame creates a high
turn over of vehicles which allows
more people to use the space.
The 30 minute limited waiting on The
Plain is existing and is not proposed
to be changed at this time.
Section d) relates to the existing bays
on The plain that are limited waiting
places between the hours of 10am
and 11am; and 2pm and 3pm,
Monday to Friday. This is not
changing and has been included in
this advert to allow us to remove it
from the old traffic regulation order
document and include it in the new
one.
A provision to reinstate the bus
service for The High Street is currently
being considered.

ECS78/2021
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worse off in the High Street. Our interpretation of the UN
Human Rights Article 6 is that if as a public authority you
make a decision that has an impact on these civil rights of
disabled peoples’ rights to a barrier free High Street
(which is not limited to a few disabled bays) that you will
have failed in your duty as the the golden rule of statutory
interpretation is barrier free, full access
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
Prohibition and restriction of Parking
Why is the short stay parking within the High St area
restricted to only 10 mins when the other areas are 30
mins. You are denying people with restricted mobility but
who do not qualify for a disabled badge access to the
High Street. 10 minutes is not sufficient time to park, go
into a shop to collect goods, prescription and then get
back to the car.
I also note that the restricted parking area has now grown
to include the area down to and including The Plain, this
has previously not been in any of the consultation
information or documents, how can you now change the
total area of what you are looking at without a proper
public consultation process?
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To move the junction of The High Street/ Castle St/The
Plain to the other side of the pump is detrimental again to
access to Castle Court Car Park as people who do not
know the area will think they cannot proceed into the road
leading to Castle Court. This will then push traffic to drive
down Castle Street, which will have an impact on the
safety of 5 schools that traffic will then be directed past,
there are also two very narrow paths/roadways for traffic
to pass and school children walk up this way to go to the
bus stop so you are putting them in greater danger. Also
access to the Nat West Bank car park will be made more
difficult due to cars not being able to see the exiting cars
from the other side of the pump. Access for funerals will
also be impacted at the Methodist Church as their front
access will be in effect pedestrianised according to the
plans submitted.
You should read this response in conjunction with my
comments in the other 4 Proposals in connection with the
Thornbury High Street Consultation.
Firstly, please, please don’t remove the Zebra Crossing at
the southern end of the High Street near the junction with
The Close. Lots of families with young children, buggies,
dogs etc exit Mundy’s Playing Fields through The Close
and use this SAFE crossing to reach the eastern side of
the High Street. If you think this is too close to the
Designated Loading Place for the Thornbury Deli, then
move this a few metres south. There should be a safe
crossing place for pedestrians at both ends of the High
Street.

Thank you for your comments
The 10-minute bay is to allow people
to quickly pop into a shop or takeaway
to pick up items and then leave again.
The short time frame creates a high
turnover of vehicles which allows
more people to use the space.

Thank you for your comments.
The zebra crossing south of the town
council offices is proposed to be
removed as it will be within the new
zone where it is safer to cross at any
point in the road because of the
reduced amount of traffic.
The measurements shown in the legal
order, notice and consultation page
are also shown on the plans.

ECS78/2021
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The much reduced waiting restrictions and prohibition
zones make access to the High Street very difficult for
residents/visitors with what I believe are now referred to
as ‘special characteristics’. Not everyone who has a
mobility issue has a motor vehicle or access to one and
with the increase in the over 65 years old demographic is
going to be able to walk, cycle or catch a bus to the High
Street. Also many of this group are not in possession of a
Blue Badge, so the proposals greatly restrict their ability
to reach the High Street, let alone shop or socialise there.
Before the current temporary restrictions were in place,
the High Street was regularly accessed by a large
number of residents/visitors with Blue Badges who
parked everywhere on double yellow lines, with very few
using the demarked spaces in the Rock Street or Castle
Court car parks, because they are too far away for their
limited mobility. For example, there are regularly 3 or 4
cars with Blue Badges parked outside the Methodist
Church Hall in Castle Court when there are
meetings/activities there. So, I very much doubt that there
will be any availability for non-disabled drivers to access
the restricted waiting areas in the High Street until after
say 6.00pm when lots of people use the two fish & chip
shops and collect pizzas from Dominos etc. After 6.00pm
the double yellows in Castle Court are regularly used by
click and collect food shoppers with little impact on
access to Castle Court residences or the car park, so I
really can’t see why they shouldn’t be allowed to be
allowed 10 minutes between 6.00pm to 7.00am to click
and collect or pop into the Co-Op or nearby shops to pick
up a coffee, breakfast or lunch. This all helps businesses
to tick over.
Finally, irrespective of the lengths you appear to be going
to in order to stop people getting to the High Street, ie
defining it as a ‘No Through Route’, everyone who enters
the High Street in a vehicle from the northern end has to
exit via the southern end so, unless you are going to
install multiple CCTV cameras or employ staff to monitor
parking 24/7/365, you are never going to be able to
effectively police your proposals.
All that these Draconian measures that you are proposing
just shout out ‘the High Street is shut’ unless you are
Disabled, a shopkeeper or resident with a parking permit.
As for your Schedule 1, 5, 7B and 8, it would have been
helpful if you had inserted shop names or house numbers
as I don’t suppose too many local residents have metric
measuring wheels!!!
Comment on Proposed TO 1 Waiting Prohibition areas
Thank you for your comments.
Ref: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
We have included a 10 minute limited
I oppose the proposed prohibition of waiting or parking in waiting bay for those wishing to make
short visits to the High Street.
the Thornbury High Street and adjacent roads. My main
objection is to the use of areas made available by
adopting a One-Way system and limiting the traffic in this
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roadway. The outdoor seating areas on the roads were
appropriate during lockdown but are no longer needed.
Many people would now like to return to the High Street
including many who are unable or unwilling to walk from
the car parks when they just wish to pay a short visit to
the shops, banks, barbers, town hall, citizens advice or
post office.

The zebra crossing south of the town
council offices is proposed to be
removed as it will be within the new
zone where it is safer to cross at any
point in the road because of the
reduced amount of traffic.

I object to the removal of the zebra crossing, particularly
when bicycles are not subject to the one-way system.
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I support the one-way proposal providing it is available to
though traffic including buses and is subject to a speed
limit. The extra space should be used to provide
additional parking, so no waiting prohibitions are needed.
I object to this TRO.
L3/dfa/stop/pt 7024- If the high street is restored to its
pre-covid layout - - as I sincerely hope it will be - none of
these proposed restrictions will be required or even
relevant - if however the current proposals are passed ,
together with this order, it will be the end of our historic
and buoyant high street.
We thought you were going to listen to the 77++% of
Residents & others from villages round Thornbury re the
High Street.
BRING BACK THE BUSES &OPEN THE ROAD TO
TRAFFIC, one way up if not both ways.
1 The closure was due to pandemic so money was given
for that all spent & to return it to as we would like it ,we
the tax payer will have to pay . What has been done
should not have been done until decision with Thornbury
Town Council & the residents had come to an agreement
or not. It was not SGC decision to make with out proper
consultation.

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
The experimental traffic regulation
order in place over the last year has
provided a wealth of consultation
opportunity. The permanent traffic
regulation orders now proposed have
been devised in response to both the
councils vision and to address some
of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.

Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is currently
being considered in response to the
2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation
2 The road should not have been closed to disabled who Order, new emerging layout designs
could not get anywhere IT WAS ILLEGAL. It was our
and restricted traffic movements that
right to have access. Not all disabled have wheel chairs , would result from the permanent
or mobility buggies. etc so even worse for them
traffic regulation orders currently
especially without a bus service.
proposed
3 The Banks,Post office , Boots ,Age Concern
,Solicitors, Financial Advisors . Opticians ,Charity shops,
Discount Stores ,Shoe shop & coffee places etc. all in
High Street cut off. Many of these places are talking of
closing ,no matter how much money is pumped in ,if there
are no customers. THE BANKS WILL disappear & POST
OFFICE. Life line for many who don't do everything on
line don't even have computers.
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4 We need the road OPEN for all traffic up oneway if not
both. BUSES back as not everyone has a car & it is to far
to walk from Rock Street. Many have ailments that don’t
enable the person to get a Blue Badge. There are not
enough spaces for BB. So one finds oneself polluting the
air driving round & round finding a parking. Much better
to have parking for all as BB can park on yellow lines .
5 No use having mobility buggies to hire clutter up the
walk ways altogether.
6. The table & chairs are far to many for size of Thornbury
.Not seen anyone sitting outside at Prezzo ,they could
have fewer & near the building , The Knot of Rope are
huge & round ,should be rectangular & their railing taken
away so tables can be nearer building & they are only
used at night mainly & blocking the pavement badly. The
Swan does have people but they hav a garden at the
back so don't need tables out front but a couple would do
. VERY DIFFICULT TO WALK PAST THESE PLACES
TWO ABREAST OR WITH PRAM & CHILDREN &
WHEELCHAIRS.
7. The road should be left as a road with proper
pavements & lowered for wheelchairs, prams & infirm &
anybody crossing the road, with zebra crossing markings
with them, top middle & bottom . It would slow traffic
down.
8. What about people trying to get to Mundy Playing
Fields from High Street. Families no car walking need a
BUS
9 What about EMERGENCY vehicles trying to get
through if road closed. .
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10 The Chepstow Market should not be allowed in The
High Street but in St Mary's Centre where the Farmers
Market is held & can be accessed by all . In the High St.
the shops are cut off because of security round stalls.
We also already have a Saturday Market that you are
KILLING.
11 Rock Street Bus Stop is a HAZARD CAUSING MORE
POLUSION than Cars in the Hight St. ever did .Cant walk
on pavement because of shelter & people getting on &
off buses. Blocking main & side roads into Rock St.
which has a dangerous end anyhow.
Dear Sir
Thank you for your comments.
As your web pages will not allow me access to comment
on the below listed TRO'S I have resorted as advised to
do it this way

The new road layout has not yet been
finalised and is not part of this advert.
It is unlikely there will be a need for
planning permission as the current
scheme is being devised solely within
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1. The first outstanding fault in all of the orders are that
you are using street plans which at present do not exist.
and I ask if there is a means to object to the shown
alterations to the road network.
2. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Does not allow for natural movement of pedestrians.
The furniture placed outside of Swan Inn caused social
distancing to be
i infringed and increased likely
hood of cross infections. Retention of this furniture
presents a hazard to pedestrians and permitted vehicle
movements. The placing of furniture outside of The
Malthouse again infringes social distancing apart from
obstruction of footpath. his should be removed
immediately.
3. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
The imposition of loading places does not allow people
with serious physical disabilities to use shopping facilities.
The loading/unloading areas are not convent for even
every day movement of goods making it harder for
premises to receive deliveries.
4. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Disabled parking. Though this goes a little way of
satisfying Mr Luke Hall MP request it falls short of what is
actually needed. People with severe walking problems
like myself would still have serious difficulty in getting to
the remaining business in High Street. Think again.
5. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20mph Seed limit. Areas designated are sound if traffic
were permitted to use all of the area as an everyday
activity though there are places in the area which at the
present time 20mph cannot be achieved. The alterations
to road layout shown but not yet carried out would allow
an increase of speed not now possible.
6.TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
WAITING RESTRICTION. These restrictions are too
limiting to allow day to day use of premises in the High
Street and again does not take account of the large
number of disabled persons in Thornbury. I again note
use of a plan which does not exist at present.
I urge that serious thought be put to implementing these
restrictions in view of the fact that 7 out of 9 schemes in

the highway extends and as such
would be covered under the wide
ranging powers under the highway
authority. However, our colleagues in
a number of teams will be consulted
over detail aspects including materials
and greening of the High Street.
As detailed plans are evolving, we are
not yet at a point where a detail plan
can be presented to the public though
this will be forthcoming in due course.
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London have been reversed and that ALL schemes in
Wales have been lifted.
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With regards plan used when are the Council going to
publish changes and does planning permission apply?
I wish to object to the above order as follows:
This Order is part of an overall scheme by South
Gloucestershire District Council to part-pedestrianise
Thornbury High Street, against the wishes of a majority
(61%) of respondents to the Council’s own survey, and
against the wishes of the majority of members of
Thornbury Chamber of Commerce.
The above-mentioned scheme was further agreed by the
Council in Cabinet on 7 June 2021, and carried
unanimously by Councillors who do not represent
Thornbury and thus have no mandate from the electors of
Thornbury to make such decisions on their behalf.
The scheme as envisioned by the Council calls for the
narrowing of the High Street, so as to allow more
pedestrian movement and the consumption of food and
drink in the open. It does not permit through traffic
movement, or even movement in one direction only,
excluding certain permitted use, and cannot be said,
therefore, to promote the passing trade which formed the
bulk of commerce in the street prior to the pandemic. It
also fails to provide, consequent upon the limitations in
movement on the High Street, adequate parking spaces
for that passing trade.
The Council has permitted and encouraged licensed
premises and coffee houses to place seating on the High
Street, thus denying potential use of those spaces by
shoppers at all times of the year, whereas those spaces
will not be in use for all but a few weeks of the year, when
weather conditions permit. If the aim of the Council is to
revive trade in the High Street, it will best be achieved by
permitting all vehicles free access to High Street parking
at all times of the year, thus ensuring the passing trade
which has always been the life blood of High Street
trading.
The map attached to this Order shows that the Council
intends to re-route the northern end of the High Street at
its junction with The Plain, which will create a narrow
passage for vehicles in both directions and will create an
unnecessarily sharp left-hand turn for traffic exiting the
High Street northbound onto Castle Street. In order to
facilitate the passage of vehicles in both directions,
parking on the south eastern side of Castle Street at its
southern end will be made subject by the Order to time

Thank you for your comments. The
legal advert is to determine whether to
implement the TROs as proposed and
is not an opportunity to comment or
object to the wider Thornbury High
Street vision which has already been
approved in cabinet.
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limitations between arbitrarily chosen hours, which have
no bearing on the business of the High Street. This
element of the Council’s scheme, therefore, should not be
progressed.
Closing the High Street, some 02.km long does not
provide a solution to the Secretary of State for Transport,
Grant Shapps on 9th May 2020 announcement. Because
the shops and roads became closed or less busy by Mar
20, COVID social distancing became easier in the already
wide, non modified High Street. The announcement has
been used to close the High Street for other reasons such
as a licensing for markets and events, street art, alfresco
style dining, trees, sand pits – all of which can be
accommodated in the existing High Street infrastructure
or elsewhere (Munday Playing Fields, Sports Centre,
Armstrong Hall, Coltston Hall, Turnberries or the Chantry
if needs be.) assuming one way single lane High Street
for all vehicles. Walking and cycling is a challenging
activity (for those that do) during the months of Oct to
April because of the weather and the daylight hours
imposed by nature (also applies for Alfresco dining).
Traffic noise and pollution has been transferred
elsewhere and perhaps now increased requiring a further
roundabout at the Rock Street/Gillingstool Road “T
junction”. The mixing of cycling and walking is not safe for
those that are disabled, frail, accompanied young
children, the blind/partially sighted and/or the deaf –
cyclists dismount which must be possible in a less than
0.2km road length if the cycling and walking mix pertains!
After all, if one cycles to Thornbury dismounting a bicycle
and walking for less than 0.2km is possible other wise
why bother! Consultations DESIGNATED DISABLED
PERSONS' PARKING PLACE - proposal would seem
reasonable to help those that are disabled as the High
Street has become essentially barred for disabled drivers
and/or passengers.
DESIGNATED LOADING PLACE proposal would seem
reasonable for business requiring a loading or unloading
activity. PROHIBITION OF DRIVING Disagree as this
bars others such as the passing through motor vehicles
and buses. There is a need to get people passing through
and unfortunately this needs to be encourage. Perhaps
some signage is required for parking where there is Long
and Short stay which other towns have but no charging
this will make it difficult for those residents in Thornbury
without a drive and push shopping to other places where
there is no charge. “Exemptions are contained in the
order for vehicles to be used for building, industrial or
demolition operations; the removal of any obstruction to
traffic; ……., or of any main, pipe or apparatus for the
supply of gas, water or electricity or any
telecommunication apparatus;….. Further exemptions will
be included for pedal cycles, disabled persons’ vehicles,

Thank you for your comments.
There is signage in Thornbury
directing people to its various car
parks. Also South Gloucestershire
does not charge for its parking
currently.
Under current legislation it is not
possible to introduce a speed limit
lower than 20mph on the public
highway.
Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is currently
being considered in response to the
2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order, new emerging layout designs
and restricted traffic movements that
would result from the permanent
traffic regulation orders currently
proposed.
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loading and unloading; and access to limited waiting
parking places” (Does not include buses. (Bus
passengers are placed in the High Street and have to
pass through it and hence visit the shops and or stay
which includes disabled). Car park notices should be
positioned at the entrances to the High Street (at the
north end and south end) to divert the passing through
vehicles to Thornbury car parks (long/short stay) or to
bypass the High Street.) VARIOUS ROADS,
THORNBURY 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT There is no issue
with this and perhaps 15mph or less is sufficient as
accidents, noise and pollution is reduced and less.
Perhaps more important for the constrained conditions in
Chapel Street. As an aside drivers use this rat run
(Chapel Street) to avoid the Midland Way/Rock Street
mini roundabout queues because the High Street Is
closed. PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTION OF WAITING
This is not acceptable as vehicles cannot pass through
and buses are not allowed to drop-off and board
passengers within the high Street. This will means
returning the use of the previous bus stop outside the
Coop and saving finance for extensive bus stop
modifications and an additional roundabout in Rock
Street. However, returning the High Street to a single
lane, one-way system with a speed restriction for buses
and other vehicles (for quick drop off and/or passing
through) would help to bring back the now reduced
footfall to the High Street. Should markets and events
activities be required then some smart signage could be
used for the duration of these non enduring activities.
Increasing walking and cycling for the surrounding area is
challenging (the terrain and geography) coupled with the
inclement weather (rain and wind) and the reduced
daylight hours in the spring, winter and autumn together
with that it it is possible to carry everything (including
young children ) or indeed walk with the challenging
timings set by business and ones private life. In certain
circumstances work, school and home life does not allow
this in our current society in which there is only 24hrs in a
day!!!! Essentially there is not a need to shut the High
Street to cycle and walk there – much terrain, geography
and weather has to be negotiated for a less than 0.2km
High Street length it is an isolated historic market town
some 1 mile plus from the A38 – have you tried cycling up
Thornbury Hill in the rain, with a south westerly wind in
reduced daylight hours? The only way people will cycle or
walk (if minded to) is to ban all private vehicles ownership
at say a 2.5 mile radius or more from the High Street
centre removing all noise and pollution which is not a
reality. This includes all visiting SGC representatives or
their agents and see if they can fit everything into their
working day – perhaps local authorities could be included
in the “Prohibition of Driving” and not be exempt!
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Dear Sirs,
I have submitted completed Consultation documents in
respect of all five issues via the Upload facility on your
website.
However, I am also attaching a copy of a document that I
handed to Donna Whinham at the presentation event held
recently at Turnberries.
In addition to my comments made in all 6 of the abovementioned documents, I would also like to make or
reinforce the following points:
1. Your Officers pointed out that the Council do not
consider that Thornbury High Street has been
'pedestrianised' and that this was misreported by local
media. This needs to be made widely known to the few
local residents who believe that they are entitled to
prevent the free movement of any traffic along the High
Street in a southerly direction.
2. Since 1st June, I have walked an average of 75-80km
per week around Thornbury and I speak to a LOT of local
residents, even if I don't know them! I can assure you
that, despite the rare protestations about the 'silent
majority' who are in favour of the current arrangements, I
have only managed to find 2 or 3 people out of literally
hundreds, who share this view!
3. Since the 2011 Census, I am pretty sure that the
population demographic for Thornbury will have greatly
increased for the 65+ group. In 2011 this group
numbered 2,567 (21.2%) and I'm sure that Andy
Cornelius will have some more up-to-date
figures/estimates for the 2021 Census. A large number of
this age group do not drive cars, do not have Blue
Badges, do not have the ability to walk far, do not have
access to digital technology and have to rely on family,
neighbours, infrequent bus services to gain access to the
High Street and surrounding area. You can rest assured
from me that they feel their opinions are greatly underrepresented in this current round of Consultations. Many
of them now just steer clear of going to the High Street,
not because of COVID-19, but through lack of
accessibility. Start thinking of ways that you could
improve their lives by making access to the various
Pensioners' drop-in centres/meeting places so much
easier and enjoyable.
4. Stop the groups of cyclists 'bombing' down the High
Street (northbound) at 20+mph, by enforcing the one-way
traffic system. Near misses, don't make me start!
5. Clear the pavements of the clutter that is picnic
benches, advertising boards, planters,
inappropriately placed signage etc in order to provide a
safer route for disability vehicles, zimmer frames,
childrens' buggies etc.

Thank you for your comments.
The one way system does not apply
to cyclists and at present there is not
a legal way to control the speed at
which cyclists travel.
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In its current or proposed form, it does not represent a
welcoming destination for shoppers. The only people
who appear to enjoy it are those who wish to spend large
amounts of time in coffee shops, pubs or eating
establishments and are fortunate enough to possess the
time, transport or mobility in order to achieve that
aspiration. What about the rest of us?!!!
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I would appreciate a full response to some, if not all, of
the issues/questions I have raised/asked.
I look forward to hearing from you.
I agree with the Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting
between
The Close and Midland Way.
I am totally against the Proposals on The Plain.
To realign the existing arrangements and to DO AWAY
WITH THE PUMP

Thank you for your comments.
The layout proposals are not being
consulted upon as part of this TRO
process.
As detailed plans are evolving we are
not yet at a point where a detail plan
can be presented to the public though
this will be forthcoming in due course.

is Criminal.
What on earth are the so-called planners thinking about.
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I have lived and worked in Thornbury for 55 years, and
these changes are NOT acceptable.
Dear Mr Cashmore
I was looking at the proposed TROs for Thornbury High
Street T430-374-063 etc. which are intended to replace
the current Covid-19 installations. These proposals and
the accompanying illustration include the possibility of the
elimination of the kerbs at the side of the roadway. Have
there been any studies to consider the effect of this
change on drainage ?
The current system of storm drains and gutters was
installed to stop flooding of roadside premises some time
ago. It seems to have worked well over several decades.
In the future we are warned of increasing occurrences of
rain storms and flash floods. Any alteration to the water
flow such as levelling roads and walkways would result
more rapid run-off and potential flooding of the premises
at lower level.
What steps can be taken to avoid such run-off? Have you
any recommendations on improvements that could be
incorporated in this improvement scheme for the High
Street to combat heavier rainstorms due to climate
change as the final scheme will be in place for decades to
come.

Thank you for your comments.
The hard paved area is unlikely to
increase and may well be reduced by
the greening of the HS. Drainage
improvements and maintenance will
be considered as part of the detailed
design and works programme.
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I am particularly concerned about these proposals as a
member of an accessibility group as well as a taxpayer!
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Thank you for your comments.
Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is currently
being considered in response to the
2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order, new emerging layout designs
and restricted traffic movements that
would result from the permanent
traffic regulation orders currently
proposed

After reviewing the plan, it shows that the pump and
island is no longer on The Plain or Castle Street. This is a
historic part of our town
Where is the pump to be sited or how will it be
impacted by these plans?
(a) prohibit vehicles waiting at any time in the restricted
parking zone(includes Castle Court) and in lengths
of The Plain, The Close and High Street, Thornbury;
Buses need to have access to the High Street for
accessibility reasons. Large delivery vehicles and
emergency vehicles also require access to the High
Street travelling south from the Plain. The plans shows a
sharp left turn onto the High Street which would force
buses/lorries/emergency vehicles into oncoming traffic
from the Castle Court car park
(b)restrict vehicles waiting in designated limited waiting
places for a period of 10 minutes, no return in 2 hours in
lengths of High Street, Thornbury;
Anyone with mobility issues (non blue badge holders) or a
family using child seats, would not be able to get out of
their vehicles, into a shop, eg the Post Office, queue for
their items, buy them and return to their vehicle in 10
minutes. 30 minutes is the minimum that should be
permitted.
(c) restrict vehicles waiting in designated limited waiting
places and shared use waiting places for a period of 30
minutes, no return in 2 hours except for permit holders in
lengths of The Plainand High Street, Thornbury;
Anyone with mobility issues (non blue badge holders) or a
family using child seats, would not be able to get out of
their vehicles, into a shop, eg the Post Office, queue for
their items, buy them and return to their vehicle in 10

Thank you for your comments.
The zebra crossing south of the town
council offices is proposed to be
removed as it will be within the new
zone where it is safer to cross at any
point in the road because of the
reduced amount of traffic.
There is no proposal to relocate the
pump from its current location.
Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is currently
being considered in response to the
2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order, new emerging layout designs
and restricted traffic movements that
would result from the permanent
traffic regulation orders currently
proposed.
Although there is no proposed taxi
bay, taxis will still be permitted to
enter the High Street to pick up and
drop off passengers.
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minutes. 30 minutes is the minimum that should be
permitted.
There needs to be more 30 minute parking spaces in
general in the High Street to allow easier access to our
High Street for passing trade. The footfall has
dramatically reduced and a high percentage of shopping
was previously done by people popping in to collect buy a
newspaper, coffee, sandwiches for the day. This trade
has now gone away. Our shops are suffering as a direct
consequence
(d) restrict vehicles waiting in designated limited waiting
places between the hours of 10am and 11am; and 2pm
and 3pm, Monday to Friday (inclusive) in lengths of The
Plain, Thornbury;
Those time restrictions were originally put in place to
prevent the employees of South Glos Council parking all
day in the parking spaces. The Council offices are no
longer there and there is therefore no longer a
requirement for these complicated time restrictions to
apply. The spaces marked yellow on this plan should be
30 minutes limit, no return in 2 hours.
(e) vary further the South Gloucestershire Council
(Severn Vale Area - South Gloucestershire) (Prohibition
and Restriction of Waiting) (Consolidation) Order 2007, in
so far as it relates to The Plain, The Close and High
Street, Thornbury the provisions of which will be brought
forward into the new order subject to items a) to d) above;
(f) revoke the South Gloucestershire Council (High Street
and Rock Street, Thornbury) (Designated Taxi Ranks)
Order 2008 in so far as it relates to High
Street, Thornbury; and
Taxis are required in the High Street for those who can
only get to the shops/banks/post office, due to mobility /
visual impairment reasons.
Taxis are also required in the High Street to pick-up/drop
off to restaurants/pubs etc especially late at night for
vulnerable people
(g) revoke the South Gloucestershire Council (Castle
Court, Thornbury) (Prohibition of Waiting) Order 2021.
As stated above, non-blue badge holders but those with
mobility issues/visual impairments still need access to the
High Street. By removing spaces, you are taking away
their right of access.
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Note: Please note the pedestrian zebra crossing in
the High Street, Thornbury, located 55 metres north of its
junction with The Close will be removed.
The current Zebra crossing is a key safe crossing point
for children accessing the Munday’s Playing Fields. This
should not be removed.
Cyclists should only be permitted to cycle SOUTH. It is
very confusing for children when you teach them that the
traffic comes from the south and then cyclist can come in
both directions, often at speed northbound as it is
downhill.
Overall the whole scheme is undemocratic, ill thought out,
with little knowledge or regard for the actual people who
use our High Street.
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Please can the term 'a destination town' be fully defined.
This costly, ill-thought out scheme has been invented by
people who do not live or work here.
Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029





Enforcement will be essential and Council has
concerns about how this will be done effectively.
The 10 minute waiting period is insufficient and will
need to be increased.
Council would like consideration to be given to a
taxi space on the High Street.
Council is concerned that there are not enough
short wait bays.

Designated Disabled Persons’ Parking Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034


The three hour period seems excessive and will
reduce the number of people overall that can
access this facility. We would suggest reducing
this to two hours which seems sufficient and will
allow more people to use the spaces.

Proposed Designated Loading Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033




There needs to be very clear signage specifying
who can use these areas and for what purpose,
and also making it clear that this general area is a
shared space.
There is some misunderstanding about whether
shoppers/members of the public can use these
spaces and for what purpose, as opposed to
delivery drivers dropping off supplies for example.

Thank you for your comments.
The 10-minute bay is to allow people
to quickly pop into a shop or takeaway
to pick up items and then leave again.
The short time frame creates a high
turnover of vehicles which allows
more people to use the space.
There are other sections of limited
waiting on The Plain, the High Street
and Castle Street which are 30
minutes or there are the three car
parks which people can park in.
The 3 hour period is a national
standard for all disabled parking, we
decided on 3 hours so as not to add
extra restrictions that may confuse
drivers when they are used to being
able to park for 3 hours everywhere
else.
The signage used will comply with the
Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions as well as the traffic signs
manuals.
It is not possible to implement a
10mph speed limit on the High Street.
The lowest speed limit allowed
currently on the public highway is
20mph.
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There are concerns about whether the loading
bays are wide enough to larger vehicles.

Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except for Access) L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028


There needs to be very clear signage clarifying
who can drive along the High Street and for what
purpose, specifically under what circumstances
access to shops is permitted.

Proposed 20 MPH Speed Limit - L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
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Council would strongly suggest that the speed limit
along the High Street itself is reduced to 10 MPH.
The issue of enforcement is crucial, both along the
High Street and in the other roads affected.
There is particularly concern about the area
around Quaker Lane/The Plain/Castle Street and
enforcement in this area will be crucial to ensure it
is safe. Council would also like to see some kind
of crossing in this section – it is a dangerous area
for crossing now, and this could be made worse
when the changes in the road layout are made.

Council is very concerned regarding the speed that some
cyclists are travelling along the High Street.
Consideration needs to be given to controlling this. If
nothing else, clear signage needs to be in place to urge
cyclists to be cautious and reduce their speed.
Why are there five different proposals to respond to?
Thornbury High Street is now neither one thing nor the
other, you can't walk in the road as it is still a road albeit
impeded by tables and planters and you can't walk on the
pavements as they are blocked with tables, randomly
scattered A boards and planters. How on earth are the
vision impaired supposed to manage?
The current ratrun through Chapel Street must be
stopped.
Drivers wanting to beat the queues at the two mini
roundabouts at Tesco and Rock Street nip through
Chapel Street and pull out into Rock Street where there is
limited vision.
I have had two cars one turning left and the other right
pull out on to Rock Street in front of me without pausing
where they are so intent on beating other traffic.
The bus stop on Rock Street between two junctions and a
traffic light controlled crossing is an accident waiting to
happen.

Thank you for your comments.
There are five different proposals
because there are five different Traffic
Regulation Orders (TROs) that the
council are proposing.
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Cyclists should either be banned from the High Street,
made to dismount and walk or be subject to the one way
uphill rule as this would stop them weaving all over the
road at high speed in the downhill direction.
The pedestrian area should be the same level as the
pavement right across the road with access ramps at
each end, this would make motor traffic more aware that
they are encroaching on a pedestrian area. The curbs are
now just a trip hazard.
A boards need to be banned or restricted.
The tables in the High Street look awful and I am sure the
noise from people seated outside at night will be an
annoyance for residents in the new flats in Castle Court
and Wildings.
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Either close the High Street properly or reopen it.
Consultation Feedback – Thornbury High Street South
Glos References: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038 This is
brief bullet point consultation feedback from observations
via a short 15 minute visit to Turnberries and while
looking at the takeaway leaflet, it is not a full assessment
of the proposals, hopefully there will be further
opportunities to look in more detail. The presentation in
the room wasn’t clear. It was difficult to view the context
and holistic overview; given that I am a design
professional and found legibility tricky, it’s questionable if
the public will be able to visualise the reality of some of
the proposals. Keys and orientation diagrams would have
been useful. The 3D graphics are gloomy, unclear,
lacking context and short of details. For example, the
main pedestrian thoroughfare from St Mary’s Arcade
accessing onto the High Street isn’t clearly legible on
plans and graphics, nor are entrance and exit points from
properties. The pavement outside St Mary’s Arcade is
kept narrow, this is a natural congregation point, one
might expect more to be made of this node (wider with
street furniture). The crossovers are indicated as paving
areas set in tarmac, it’s questionable if these are in the
best location for pedestrian desire lines. Space syntax or
observable use patterns should be studied to position
these, or preferably, the entire high street should have
setts. The arcade mentioned above should have a
crossing in alignment with it, people naturally cross there.
Why is Prezzo’s new seating area so wide, as it’s located
where evening shadows fall? I would suggest the
designers visit on a Friday evening as well as in the
daytime. It was stated that road surfaces are not yet fixed
and that crossover points are indicative, it is my view that

Thank you for your comments and
support for improvement of the High
Street.
Traffic order proposal plans include a
proposed carriageway and layby
alinement whist other scheme details
are finalised such as materials.
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you can’t separate out urban and hard landscape design
from traffic order issues (I have experience of designing
urban landscape and home zones via community
consultation, so do not make this statement flippantly). It
was suggested that the detail will be developed later and
the scheme is not a fait accompli, I would challenge this
logic, as once traffic orders are fixed, it’s questionable if
there’s enough scope left for future urban design ideas to
be accommodated. What is driving the strategy? Is the
scheme going to be set out solely by parking / loading
bays, or is there an aspiration for a broader spatially
driven vision in the design? Is the strategy reacting to
user groups proportionally? While user input from shop
owners and the disabled users is important, what broader
strategies and visions are there for holistically conceived
quality urban spaces? Is there scope to position disabled
parking to rear of the town hall, alleviating pressure on
the High Street? The bus stop design adjacent to Rock
Street car park is poor in terms of urban place making
and traffic issues, given it’s one of the main community
transport nodes in the Town; the 2.57 metre passing gap
is too small and will likely to lead to incidents and
congestion, this is already evident at present. Firstly, why
can’t the bus stop be pleasant and engaging i.e. a nice
place to wait for a bus, rather than cramped spot next to
traffic queues? Can the bus stop be relocated back to the
previous location in the High Street? Most forward
thinking urban designers usually place community
transport in the heart of the town, not on the periphery. If
the bus stop is to stay adjacent to Rock Street car park,
why can’t the road be widened and a designated bay with
better landscape and shelters be added by taking part of
Rock Street car park? Compare the bus stop to the
seating adjacent to the sheltered housing, there’s a
mismatch in terms of spatial quality. There appears to be
a lack of holistic thinking at present and it seems to be a
rushed process. I might have expected to see more
options for certain areas and evidence of broader studies
showing how all access routes and adjacent spaces link
and influence the design, rather than viewing a single
solution based chiefly on traffic considerations. Similarly,
it’s customary to have Post-It feedback on drawings and
coloured dot voting preferences on various design options
and decisions. Why was the process not held in the
covered arcade to catch passing pedestrians who use the
area (or drawings made visible in an empty shop unit)?
It’s questionable if the council / design team are taking
user / community participation seriously in this
consultation; the event felt more of an expectation
management exercise. Whilst I am supportive of the
principle of improvement works to the High Street, there is
a danger that a solution will be imposed on the town in a
less than optimum arrangement, the work needs to be
done well. I would expect to see further consultations and
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improved solutions following on from this event, as there
are clearly some issues that could be improved upon. It
would be highly questionable if the scheme was to
proceed in its current form.
Statement of Objection to Order 202 and all the other
Current Orders
On 7 June 2021 the Council took an undemocratic decision
contrary to the expressed wishes of 65% of the people of
Thornbury, who responded to the so-called consultation
about the changes to and closure of Thornbury High Street
to vehicles.
Far from supporting any town centre regeneration, the
whole scheme is signalling the death of this town, with
measures which were in any case completely
unnecessary. The use of the Covid pandemic to justify the
scheme was clearly an excuse to do something that had
been in somebody’s head for a long time, looking for some
reason to implement it.
The further extension to prohibit or restrict parking on The
Plain and the bottom end of the High Street is equally
unjustified, and I need to ask what is happening to the town
pump in the plans which have been drawn up. It looks as if
the pump will be demolished.

Thank you for your comments. Yes
there are plans to change the layout
of the junction of the High Street and
The Plain. There will be further
engagement on the detail of the
scheme, the communications strategy
will be made public in due course.
The design process has several
stages to it and currently we are
working to accommodate a variety of
comments and requirements raised
through the consultation process.
Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is currently
being considered in response to the
2020 Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order, new emerging layout designs
and restricted traffic movements that
would result from the permanent
traffic regulation orders currently
proposed

The Council clearly does not care about the future of our
town and the local Councillors, both South Glos and Town,
should be ashamed of themselves for failing to represent
the wishes of the majority of the residents of this town.
The removal of cars from the High Street has simply
caused more traffic problems elsewhere – particularly in
Rock Street. The whole scheme should be reversed and
buses in particular should be allowed to travel up the High
Street as they did previously and as has recently been
requested by Luke Hall, our local MP.
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Thank you for your comments.
We object to these TROs. The High Street should return
to being a through traffic Road, there are some generic
reasons why these are flawed proposals.
1. The Council implemented the restrictions in
Thornbury High Street as part of the COVID-19
crisis. Fundamentally, that action was totally
unnecessary, as the width of pavements in the
High Street for the associated footfall were
perfectly adequate ( they were widened a number
of years ago). Indeed the area where any queues
did form, was at the Post Office, and by virtue of
where it is in the High Street, it was not possible to
increase the width of the pavement! Many other

All of the hard copies of the brochure
that were not used at the event were
left at Thornbury Library.
We are currently working on a
webpage, this will enable us to share
all if the information about the
Thornbury High Street Project in one
place. This is expected to be available
mid-November.
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Market Towns/Towns/Cities with much narrower
pavements ( a local example being Wotton Under
Edge) did not implement such drastic schemes.
Hence the premise on which the whole scheme
was implemented, was fundamentally flawed.
2. Cabinet agreed a future vision for the High Street
on 7th June, ignoring their own Consultation data.
65% disagreed. A similar result came from
the forums held. South Glos were asked to
consider a one-way THROUGH traffic
system as a compromise- this was
dismissed in the report in 4 lines.In a
brochure produced by South Glos for the
recent briefings, they actually concede this
position...’Why are the council pursuing this
when the survey confirmed people want the
High Street to remain as it was’. So where is
the justification for ignoring it? We hear that
you have received ‘many views’, but where
is the actual evidence of this? The forums,
the Consultation all provide actual tangible
data, Council have a duty to provide the
tangible data of the ‘supporters view’ so it
can be properly considered and a
comparative evaluation made.
I understand that no formal traffic impact
analysis had been or has been done to
analyse these proposals – this is totally
irresponsible. Any Developer has to carry
out traffic impact analysis as a condition of
their proposals, how is it that that is not a
pre-requisite of the Council? Thornbury
Town Council actually asked for a full traffic
review. The resultant chaos that has now
ensued on Bristol Road, Midland Way, Rock
Street, Bath Road, Grovesend
Road(Gillingstool), Gloucester Road, The
Plain and Castle Street is unacceptable.
Suddenly there are also additional plans to
reduce speeds on Midland Way, install
speed Cushions/permanently reduce speed
on Gloucester Road and speed tables on
Morton Way. These will all have a
contributory effect and are all grid-locking
Thornbury.
Pollution monitors on the High Street for 10
years, have been within acceptable levels.
The grid lock that now ensues on Midland
Way, Rock Street and Gloucester Road
have no similar assessment. I understand
that a monitor on Rock Street will only
produce data in Spring 2022....after the
decision! Hence there will be no
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comparative pollution data, so that the true
analysis of the proposals impact on pollution
can be assessed. Surely, when the Council
has declared its position re Climate Change
impacts etc, indeed quoted it as a reason to
remove traffic from the High Street, it has a
duty to consider all relevant data.
Fundamentally, it does not support the
economic prosperity of the High Street. Has
the Council genuinely surveyed the Traders
for comparative accounts? Even hospitality
establishments may not have increased
trade...purely moved where it takes place. I
am aware of over 70 of about 75 asked,
said they did not support it, why would they
say that if business were booming?..and we
have had the summer period when ’closure’
/the ’bee trail’ (poorly supported in thornbury
I understand) should have provided that
expected economic boost. All ‘passing
trade’ has been slashed from the ledger.
South Glos in a newspaper report by their
Leader June 12th quoted the Timpsons
owner and ‘Shopify’ research -‘about half
of consumers now expect to shop locally
often favouring a small, independent retailer
over shopping centres’, and the survey said
’ 68% of consumers in the UK believe that
shopping locally is important and a majority
expect to shop more locally postpandemic than before. There is a
willingness to support local businesses if the
experience is convenient, close-by, and if
the product is of good quality at a
reasonable price ‘
....so why would South Glos seek to
promote a scheme that is likely to sacrifice
those few independent traders we still
have? They should be doing everything to
bolster and support their continued
existence and providing incentives for
others to come. How too , do they consider
the provision of hospitality space to be
equitable? Does the ‘kebab van’ still have to
pay for his pitch?
Given that this ‘public meeting’, due to
media failings, could not be ‘heard’ by the
general public and that the report consisted
of hundreds of pages, it would appear very
little discussion took place, being decided in
approx 30 minutes. It would suggest that
this was a ‘done deal’. For such a
momentus decision for the town of
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Thornbury...one of the biggest in its history,
to be denied public scrutiny is unacceptable.
We understand this proposal, potentially
unlocks a sum of £6 million( but no
guarantees)- and that is not going to go far!
I am aware that South Glos spent £203,000
June - August 2020 on the COVID High
Street scheme. From the same brochure
and question above, ‘capitalising on an
opportunity to invest’...might this be the real
reason - that South Glos are chasing
available ‘monies’ that have strings
attached and hence it has nothing to do with
what the local population might want? This
suggests that local democracy is worthless.
South Gloucestershire Council’s cabinet
member for communities and local place,
Rachael Hunt, said: “The changes we are
making will help the precinct recover and
thrive by unlocking a major public
investment package.” Thornbury High Street
is not a ‘precinct’ and we don’t want it to be,
she clearly has little knowledge of
Thornbury! Again this cements the view that
they are chasing a money pot.
3. Thornbury is an ‘historic market town’ and is a
Conservation Area, complete with coaching inns. It
has been described previously as ‘the Jewel of the
Severn Vale’. Introducing into the High street a
proliferation of signage and paraphernalia, taking
away its ‘historic purpose’, will totally undermine its
context and standing as the historical asset that it
was and arguably make it less accessible to the
public.
4. It does not anchor the High Street at the heart of
the Community, does not meet the needs of ALL
residents ( and primarily those that are able to use
it for the majority of the time (9-5:30pm MondayFriday when the retail outlets are open!) Typically,
the working population will only access evening
establishments (hospitality)/retail
Saturdays/Sundays hospitality and families with
school children for 38 weeks of the year only after
3:30 Monday to Friday and Saturdays/sundays).
The retail sector will probably do the greater
proportion of their trade Monday-Friday....has
anyone asked them?
Safety is definitely compromised, access
fundamentally and therefore experience follows. It
often looks sad and soulless and devoid of activity
(we have the photos to prove it)...rarely the case
previously, as people were always passing
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through. Many cannot even now come. If this
scheme is implemented, our independent retail
outlets will be threatened, if the high street brands
lose money, they will close and all that will be left
will be the hospitality sector – outdoor will be
seasonal and we know from past experience, only
so many can be sustained...a new one comes and
an existing business goes. With respect, we have
just gone through the ‘largest hybrid working
period’ and trade for most has reduced...and
whilst there may be some hybrid working that
remains, categorically it will never be at the levels
of the COVID period as it is impractical for
business and mental well-being.
Active travel is only relevant for those that are
able( and when weather suits) and with respect,
Thornbury supports the wider village community in
the area too, from which it is not so feasible! There
have always been walking routes to the High
Street and cycling was always possible, but hard
work as Thornbury is not flat! There have always
been facilities to secure cycles.
Please accept that fundamentally, Thornbury high
Street cannot be devoid of traffic and its impact.
The whole of the Western side can only receive
deliveries from the High Street and a number of
residential properties on this side also have access
from the High Street. Some establishments on the
eastern side also receive deliveries from the High
Street. Currently a number of new residential
developments are also taking place so the
vehicular access need will actually increase.
Hence the High Street is totally unsuited to
removing traffic. As such, you then have a totally
‘no-win scenario’, a real ‘hotch-potch affair’ . This
resultant half-way house suits no-one and actually
is far more dangerous. I suspect there have been
far more ‘near misses’ and with the potential for a
much greater level of injury than there has ever
been in the past. I do not recollect previous
accidents in the High Street and I have been
associated with Thornbury since 1976.
There is a suggestion that noise will be reduced
too. Given outdoor hospitality and associated noise
from that as well as music playing, I suspect there
will be times at which the noise nuisance may be a
future issue. I have certainly been in the High
Street at 10pm and there has been raucous noise
and some local residents may consider the former
High Street to be a much quieter and more
ambient place! In addition, with the suggested
advent of ‘electric’ vehicles, the noise factor would
reduce anyway...but give the added danger that no
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one hears a vehicle coming...much like a cyclist
coming down the High Street.
Hence, the whole purpose of the scheme is flawed.
I would also draw attention to the safety/security
issue. I have previously frequented the High Street
to attend evening meetings. Earlier this week,
leaving a meeting in the High Street, I had to return
as a female, to Castle Court Car Park on my own.
There were a handful of cars in there , it backs
onto fields and one can feel very vulnerable –
poignant in that today there is another vigil for a
murdered young teacher in London. I previously
would have parked in the High Street, where there
were passing people/vehicles. Equally...it will be
interesting to see if the security of High Street
business is compromised on the basis there is now
no ‘passing traffic’ through at night.
Ironically, 10% of the responses to the NDP called
for MORE parking!...not less...and that was preCOVID and all the extra houses!!
Thornbury High street and associated streets have
always been successfully closed for
events...Carnivals, Parades, Christmas Lights
Switch-on, Arts Festivals and Art Trails etc and
initiatives like Christmas Lights, Thornbury in
Bloom etc...these are what makes it the
Community Hub....and special events.
5. We are aware of only a handful of people who
agree with the proposed scheme and
overwhelmingly know dozens that think it should
return to through traffic. The public Town meeting
at the Leisure Centre, which was radically
oversubscribed demonstrates that strength of
feeling. Many of those represented their extended
family too and many were not in a position to
attend. There is a strong sense of community and
care in Thornbury and that should be welcomed
and fostered- it is part of what makes it a special
place to live. Many, many volunteers have
invested their time and energy in creating it. In
recent days, neighbours who split time between
London and Thornbury (long standing family
residents of Thornbury), remarked how they really
dislike it and how in London , it is not permanent, it
is ‘evening/ weekend ’ closures. Only yesterday, a
lady witnessed me photographing the queues at
midland Way/Bristol Road and proceeded to say
what could she do to stop it. This morning at a
‘Parkinsons’ meeting another lady told me she was
against the scheme and did not know anyone who
was for it...Hence there is a wealth of opposition.
As always there will be a proportion ‘who don’t
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care’/no point in commenting as no one will take
any notice.
6. Further briefing of the latest proposals took place
at Turnberries to a very select audience. A
brochure was available. Where is this available in
the public domain? When are South Glos going to
publish these proposals? Many will be unaware of
what these proposals and the details underpin the
context of these TROs. I would suggest that South
Glos should have made these brochures available
in all public spaces and published the detail widely
prior to the consultation on the TROs.
7. Way forward
Scrap these TROs.
Return the buses to the High Street, with two stops
as previously.
Open the road to through traffic. Consider a
genuine assessment of one way/herringbone
parking with predominantly disabled spaces, but
several able-bodied spaces throughout the High
Street and The Plain. Previously there were often 3
/ 4 ‘ disabled’ cars parked on the double yellow
lines outside Prezzo and no doubt several others
in available spaces on the eastern side. In
addition, they would also park on The Plain,
outside the Italian, Nat West Bank, Crossmans, in
Castle Court. For many this allowed them
independence and connection with their ‘home
town’. Equally, it is vital that individuals with
impaired ability, but not such that they qualify for a
blue badge, have the ability to independently
access their High Street. That is what it is..many
will have lived here 10s of years. It is ‘our home’,
hence people feel passionately about it. Arguably
with a reduced speed to 20mph on the High
Street(timed), herringbone parking would provide
greater safety for disabled users(shielded by
parked cars either side) and no impairment of
visibility when reversing due to the incline of the
Road. ‘Parking cars’ also naturally slow traffic. An
hours parking was previously viable. Disabled
would need the statutory requirement.
Objections to the specific TROs
TRO 1
We object to this Traffic Order
1. SHARED USE parking top High Street.
30 minutes, is totally inadequate to walk to
wherever and attend a dental
appointment/‘shop’/carry out business and return
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to the car. Permit holders need a means to park
permanently and a facility for visitors to utilise a
space.
2. Limited waiting 10 minutes no return in 2 hours
10 minutes is wholly inadequate. An order placed
at the chip shop would take 10 minutes to cook!!
This is barely two spaces. Previously there would
have been bays fully utilised and double
parking!...this has hit their trade enormously. A 5
minute walk and 5 minute walk to an
establishment, takes no account of the purchase,
finding an order, a queue etc.eg. a perscription at
Boots will take much longer than 10 minutes from
this space...especially if the person is less able,
has children to get out of a car etc.
3. Limited waiting 30 minutes at the Plain
As in 1 above 30 minutes is totally in adequate to
walk to wherever and carry out associated
business when one considers queues etc(eg Post
Office...this Christmas when someone might be
carrying many parcels etc)
4. M-F 10-11, 2-3 30 minutes. we fail to understand
why these times have been chosen and with the
current scheme proposed and the High Street
junction opposite, potentially chaotic and a recipe
for disaster. Added to which, what will the visibility
be around the Pump? I sincerely hope that there
will be no plans to modify that! The Pump has an
historical context.
5. Schedule 2 implies that the only taxi rank will be in
Rock Street. Again wholly unacceptable in
promoting the High Street as the centre of the
community and accessible for all.
6. With restricted parking in Castle Court, whilst we
might agree that the regular double yellow line
parking causes chaos for access and egress from
Castle Court and the conflict with
deliveries/collections to the Butchers
Hook/Thornbury Garden shop, how many will
continue to frequent ‘Parky’s Chip Shop’ when they
can no longer park to collect ‘hot food’. Yet another
establishment who may cease to be able to trade
from the High Street.
7. Pedestrian crossings should remain at the top and
bottom, to provide a safe refuge for young
children(without adult escort) and slower adults to
ensure a recognised place for safe passage.
TRO 2
We Object to this Traffic Order
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1. 3 disabled spaces adjacent to Lloyds bank. 2
disabled spaces adjacent to card shop/HSBC
bank.
It is important to understand that Thornbury High
Street is a hill. Many disabled people will only be
able to walk a few yards and that often it is a
breathing difficulty that impairs that walking ability.
Thus having the ability to park ‘outside’ a premises
means that the energy is maximised in order that
they may be able to engage in the process for
which the journey is intended. Hence, previously,
there was parking throughout the High Street on
the double yellow lines. Previous parking bays,
meant that otherwise they could circuit until an
appropriate space became available. This is
absolutely vital for continued ‘independence’ and
self worth. Anyone who has pushed an adult in a
wheelchair up Thornbury High Street, knows how
hard this is – often this will be an elderly
wheelchair user and an elderly carer. These
restricted few spaces would always require a walk
‘up a hill’. In addition, there would be a need to
cross the street to access the western side. It is a
‘wide’ street and a significant distance. The slow
speed at which they would cross would make them
vulnerable to the passing traffic and the cyclists
coming both ways.
Raised kerbs that remain from the previous bus
stop, have made it impossible for some passenger
doors on vehicles to be opened. Again this could
result in these users ceasing to utilise their High
Street.
2. 3 disabled spaces beyond the restricted parking
zone. These were previously police/taxi spaces.
Where will they park instead?
These may be acceptable for the businesses
adjacent to where they sit, but definitely too far
otherwise. However, as previously indicated, there
was little or no use of disabled spaces in the car
parks as they were too far away, now the
restriction will be 5 spaces within the High Street
area and 3 outside sited here. I would suggest that
it is not enough! There is also no provision for The
Plain area and the walk as proposed by the
pedestrianisation around the pump/Owens corner
etc will all be excessive for many, along with
associated an road crossing etc.
TRO 3.
We object to this Traffic order
1. Loading places will only exist in 3 places. These
will barely accept a ‘lorry’. Deliveries to ‘The Lion’,
will mean that barrels will need to be trundled a
significant distance, with time associated.
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Previously these would have been brief and
outside the entrance. Some businesses on the
eastern side of the street also receive deliveries
from the High Street (eg. COSTA). Previously
there was appropriate flexibility.
2. We also express concern with regard to deliveries
of monies to all financial establishments(including
at The Plain and the Post Office) and the
associated vulnerablity from a security viewpoint of
personnel and passers by. When these personnel
are required to walk greater distances the danger
increases.
TRO 4.
We object to this Traffic Order
1. THROUGH Traffic(including buses) should
return to the High Street without delay to
promote the economic viability and well being
of the High Street. The generic points above(17) give many reasons why this is a flawed
proposal.
2. The High Street can be readily closed for
Events as has been readily done in the past via
a Temporary Events notice or via a Premises
Licence(one is already held by me on behalf of
TCLA to close the High Street , Castle Street
and the Plain up to 4 times per year).
3. A formal traffic analysis must be done to
analyse the long term impact of ‘one way’
through options on all roads in the vicinity,
BEFORE embarking on a ‘oneway’ through
traffic option. Cycling in a northerly direction, in
a southerly one way system has dangers
associated for unsuspecting pedestrians and
has to be properly assessed and analysed.consider crossing the Road from the Westerly
side to the Town Council Offices...one is blind
to cyclists coming down the hill( often at
speed). Herring-bone parking should also be
considered.
TRO 5
We object to this Traffic Order, please see
qualification.
1. In principal we do not object to 20mph and
were amazed that 20mph was brought in in
Castle Street but not The High Street!.
However, we would suggest that it is a time
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related. Hence between the hours of 7:30 and
11pm say as outside those hours the
pedestrian activity will be minimal. Maintaining
20mph outside those hours will mean that they
are frequently flouted.
We also represent 5 other family members.
36

Thank you for your comments.
Response to 5 statutory notices for the closure of
Thornbury Highstreet
The council has broken its own guidelines on
consultations by restricting the consultation period to less
than 6 weeks.
The council has made it difficult to respond to the
consultation by breaking the documents into 5 separate
consultations and by not providing a simple online form to
complete
None of the consolations show how the loss of vehicle
capacity will be addressed.
None of the consultations show the reinstatement of the
“do not follow Sat nav” signs on the A38 B4061 junction.
None of the consultations address the safety of
pedestrians outside the take aways by the entry to castle
court car park. This area has become very unsafe
especially on Friday evenings
The consultations fail to show how the safety of residents
on the B4061 will be ensured given the restricted access
to Thornbury. There has been a substantial increase in
holiday traffic trying to access Wales via this road when
the traffic is heavy on the motorway. The speed
restrictions and associated road hardware will impede
any holiday traffic through the town or ring road resulting
in further issues along the B4061. The Thornbury ring
road has to many small islands that will also restrict the
flow of holiday traffic creating a potentially unsafe
situation for caravans and trailers.
The scheme has not considered the impacts on
surrounding parishes and their access to Thornbury. The
overall scheme makes Thornbury a less attractive
destination as it becomes more difficult to access the
Highstreet and surrounding ring road. Most parishes
surrounding Thornbury have to drive to Thornbury. As the
roads become more congested and less accessible due
to the decreased capacity Shopping in Bristol and Cribbs
Causeway becomes more attractive and is only an
additional 10 minutes drive.
There has been no investment in the surrounding
infrastructure in 50 years and the road can not cope with
the traffic. Closing road capacity without think of the
surrounding infrastructure will make this worse.
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Response to TRO1 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029

The length of time that the council
must legally advertise proposed
Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) is
21 days, these legal orders were
advertised for longer than this.
There are 5 separate consultations
because there are 5 separate TROs
that must be legally advertised.

Thank you for your comments.
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I object to this TRO as it seriously restricts access to the
Thornbury High Street shops, banks, town Hall, citizen’s
advice office, coffee shops and offices. In Particular this
applies to disabled and those of limited mobility but also
to most other residents and visitors including bus
travellers.
A one-way system could be used for all traffic including
buses, with the space saved used for more car parking
possibly herringbone on one side and a new central busstop with shelter.
I reject this proposal.
I l will list a number of items that ratepayers seem
concerned about.
1/ the bus stop in Rock street should be returned to High
street as a matter of urgency. It,s current location is a
danger to all road users. This was demonstrated when
there was a serious
accident close to the site in question
2/ If the High street is to become one way it needs to be
clearly signposted to cyclists/skateboarders etc that that
is the case so there are no accidents.
3/ Steps must be taken to ensure that disabled/elderly
people can convenienly access the High street i.e.
disabled spaces/ reinstatement of bus service.
4/ Pubs/ cafes are making surrounding areas look untidy
with their street furniture.Are they paying extra rates for
the additional space they take up?
5/ The planters make the High street look uninviting.
Someone has told me they can cost up to £1000 ! Don,t
say this is not out of our rates bill because it is still the
taxpayer
funding unnecessary expenditure.
6/ Has pollution levels on Rock street and surrounding
roads been monitored since the increase in co ngestion
at busy times?
7/ I fear there will be further loss shops/businesses if
S.G.C. don,t take the High street in the right direction.
8/ The feelings of the electorate are being ignored! This
was most apparent by reading the latest edition of
Thornbury Voice( pages 4/5) The number of people seen
by S.G.C.
in advance of Sept 9th meeting was insignificant
compared to the public meeting(many of whom could not
get in.) I think many of S.G.C councillors are on another
planet.
Remember Thornbury high street belongs to the
ratepayers of Thornbury not councillors who do NOT live
in the area
9/ There is no need to remove one of the pedestrian
crossings. Unnecessary expense.
10/ I have lived in Thornbury for more than 50 years and
it pains me to see what has been done to the High street

Thank you for your comments.
Cyclists are exempt from the one way
restriction on the High Street.
Any businesses that use space on the
public highway for things such are
tables need to apply and pay for a
licence.
We monitor air quality, specifically
nitrogen dioxide which is a traffic
related pollutant, in Thornbury High
Street at a site between Chapel Street
and The Close (Site 11). The
monitoring results for the site from
2015 - 2020 are shown in the table
below.
Site No.
Site Name Annual
mean NO2 concentration (µg/m3)
20
15
20
16
20
17
20
18
20
19
2020
11
Thornbury – High Street 25.5
26.8 25.6 24.7 24.2 14.7
The results show the annual average
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels are well
below the national target of 40 μg/m3
at this site in these years. In 2020, the
nitrogen dioxide levels fell by nearly
40% compared to 2019 due to the
Covid-19 pandemic restrictions and
the closure of Thornbury High Street
to vehicles.
As the results are reported as an
average for the calendar year, the
2021 results will not be available until
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2022, however the 2021 data so far
indicates similar low levels to those
monitored in 2020 due to the
considerable reduction in traffic
through the High Street.
A monitoring site in Rock Street
opposite the Chapel Street junction
(site 187) was set up in February
2021 following the changes to the
High Street. As this is a new site,
there is no previous data for direct
comparison.
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Good evening,

As for the High Street site, because
the results are reported as an annual
average, the results for Site 187 will
not be available until 2022. However,
the preliminary data from the new site
indicates the annual average nitrogen
dioxide levels are also likely to be well
below the national target (40 μg/m3)
as at site 11. It is acknowledged that
the pandemic restrictions earlier this
year would have reduced traffic
volumes, so the monitoring in Rock
Street will remain in place to assess
any potential ongoing impacts of the
changed traffic movements in the
town centre, although it is not
anticipated that air quality will be
significantly affected
Thank you for your comments.

As an incredibly IT literate person, I have never seen
anything so complicated in terms of giving feedback via
the website, so hence I have reverted in frustratioin to
email. I am seriously concerned that many people will just
give up, and wonder if this is part of the council's plan to
force through unwanted and ridiculously short timerestricted changes.

The layout changes proposed for The
Plain are not part of this TRO advert
process. As detailed plans are
evolving we are not yet at a point
where a detail plan can be presented
to the public though this will be
forthcoming in due course.

I write these following comments as an individual not as a
representative of Accessibility Thornbury.

Your concerns regarding the disabled
bays at the bottom of the High Street
nearest the Co-Op have been noted.
However, there are several disabled
bays proposed at different locations
along the High Street. Furthermore
the disabled bays in this specific
location have been designed to be
wider than normal disabled bays so
that there is enough room for a driver
to exit their vehicle without being in
the road.

The Plain & Castle Street
I firmly object to all changes to The Plain, and the
proposed changes to the road layout. Pushing traffic
down Castle Street which is residential, with two elderly
people's residential accommodation, and in the direction
of local schools is highly dangerous, and damn right
stupid. Any town planner who suggests this does not
deserve to be employed. Just this week (Tuesday 21st
September 2021) we have had a child knocked over by a
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car on the way to Castle School, so pushing more traffic
that way will only exacerbate an already difficult stretch of
road as it also narrows as you go down the road. Please
also consider that we have a special needs school on this
road as well. The changes suggested are not sensible for
the area, and were also not part of the original
consultation and road closure so therefore should have a
separate consultation process from the start of now.
These have not been previously discussed and the town
people only found out when this RTO was launched. This
is highly undemocratic, and again shows a predetermined
outcome, and a council that is unwilling to accept that
71% of the people in Thornbury object to these changes,
but we have been undemocratically ignored!
High Street Disabled bays.
1) As previously commented to the council at the
accessibility and equalities group meetings, and at the
open day, the disabled bays on the plan are just not
workable. The three bays at the North end of the Street
(the old bus stop)a t the bottom of the hill are extremely
dangerous and as a disabled driver I have on numerous
occasions had to wheel my wheelchair up the open part
of the road to reach a safe exit point. All the while with
cars behind me revving their engines and beeping me!
They are not now and never will be a safe place for
disabled people. Also trying to self propel yourself up a
hill in a chair is no easy task, and to place the disbaled
spaces at the bottom of the hill is just crazy!
2) The three disabled bays to the South of the Road
(Opposite the Malthouse pub). These bays are again in a
location that is not suitable to the wider community, and
pose a serious risk to drivers, residents and children
exiting the Mundy playing fields.

Consultation with disabled and elderly
residents has been undertaken and a
clear need for blue badge parking
along the length of the High Street
has been communicated to us.
Therefore, the new design will see 3
enforceable blue badge parking bays
at the bottom of the High Street, 3 in
the middle and 3 at the top. When
coupled with enhanced blue badge
parking bays in both St Mary’s car
park and Rock Street car park and a
far more pedestrian friendly design,
we believe that accessibility will be
enhanced and will meet the
requirements of the Equality Act 2010.
With regards to the comments made
regarding the no waiting zone on
Castle Court and how this will effect
the garden centre: loading and
unloading is allowed within the
restricted parking zone so their
business should be unaffected by this
change as there are already double
yellow lines in this location that
prevent waiting.

English Heritage have not been
consulted as part of this scheme as
they are primarily concerned with
ancient monuments, historic sites and
artifacts, so this scheme would no
longer fall within their remit. Historic
The Malthouse pub has taken over the entire pavement
England, who may have a pertinent
with their round tables! This is forcing people into the road interest in the built heritage of
beyond the planters, as if you stay within the planter area Thornbury have been contacted and
a wheelchair user can't get off the road onto the
will be invited to comment on the
pavement, there is no drop curb, its obstructed by the
physical layout designs as it evolves.
Malthouse! The Flower pots installed by the council take
up the full left side of the road, this means that the drivers Assessment of risks and mitigations is
of disabaled cars will have only half a road to do a five or an iterative process as part of the
six point turn to maneuver their vehicle whilst avoiding
design of the scheme and the
vehicles exiting the High Street south. However, most
potential impacts at this location are
don't do this because it's too much hard work so reverse
being taken into account in a number
into the close, which is normally busy with deliveries etc,
of ways including internal scrutiny
and makes it difficult to see children running quickly out of panels, road safety audits and
the playing fields. This is a dangerous situation and
through public engagement.
wondering if a full risk assessment has been undertaken
for this?
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3) New disbled bays within the High Street that are
restricted as per planned changes
Three bays! Seriously! It is undemocratic and illegal and
refer you to the Equality Act 2010, Human Rights
legislation and Public Sector Equality Duty. To make a
public road less accessible to the disbled people in the
community, which you are proposing to do on a
monumental scale, is in my view illegal. Prior to the
closure, the High Street had 25 marked car parking bays,
and double yellow lines. The disbaled in the community
had access to those 25 bays, and if they were full could
park on the double yellow lines with their blue badges
where safe to do so. From what I am given to understand
this will not be possible either going forward. So you've
taken away 25 spaces and given us 3! Honestly, do you
think that is right? Is it more accessible or less
accessible? Definitely less by a significant margin and as
a town with a large elderly population totally impractical
and leaves people forced out of the High Street for
shopping, and unable to take part in community cafe and
elderly people meet up sessions. The very reason you
wanted to change the high street was to make it more
vibrant and a destination tourist town, did this plan include
making no disbled people welcome? Have you
deliberately set out to exclude the disbled and people with
reduced mobility? I am beginning to think that I am not
welcome to the High Street or this town anymore.
High Street - drop off/ Click and collect ten minute waiting
Have you ever tried to help someone with reduced
mobility? To get them out of a car, and their walking aid,
then walk/waddle and assist them to the chemist, fetch a
prescription (if it's actually ready on time for you!) and get
back to the car, reload and leave within 10 minutes? I can
assure you this is totally impossible, and I have been
caring for my mother since I was 15 so have a good 30
years experience of this before becoming disbled myself.
Minimum wait times should be changed to 30 minutes lets
just have some common sense here please.
Castle Court
I totally object to the no waiting zone on Castle Court.
Has the knock on effect on Thornbury Garden Centre
business who are based here been considered in this?
Their van loads and unloads in this location for shop
deliveries as well as suppliers making deliveries, they
also offer a customer delivery service so need to load the
van, and they will load a customers' car at their shop
gates for heavy items purchased in person. As a disbled
person this is a vital service to myself. There is no issue
with Castle Court and again was never part of the original
consultation process so is once more being
undemocratically forced through.
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Pedestrian Crossing - Located 55 metres North of the
junction with the Close.
I object to the removal of the crossing on the High Street.
These are fully recognised as safe places to cross, and
drivers of vehicles will stop to let people cross the road
safely. For the elderly in our community this is essential.
They can't walk quickly so need to know that's their place
without any worry about how long it takes to safely cross
the road. I would like to know - why would you remove
something so basic and critically important to road
safety?
I apologise for the tone of this email but I am totally fed up
and frustrated with this nightmare situation forced upon
our beautiful town that is being destroyed. Businesses are
not getting the footfall they used to have, some reporting
reductions by 60% less to pre-pandemic. Four
businesses have indicated they are leaving the town,
three are national brands , and one has been on the high
street for over 100 years! We are not now or never will be
a "destination tourist town", we have nothing to offer
except an overpriced Castle and our Britain in Bloom
awards! We are a rural farming community town that is
being choked to death by people trying to force a city
based plan into a rural town that only has two main roads
in and out, one of which you've closed! Wider impacts to
the whole town have not been considered at all.
All the council needs to do is the right thing, to fully
reopen the High street minimum one way, reinstate the
bus service, mark out some parking spaces available to
all like we had before and the double yellow lines to
provide disabled drivers with additional options. The bad
feeling and toxic divide being caused in the community by
the current situation will go away as well, then don't forget
71% wanted this road opened one way as a compromise
according to your consultation data! The same people
also took a vote of no confidence in South
Gloucestershire Council and Toby Savage at the public
meeting with the Town Council on 9th September. So
PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING AND GIVE US FULL
ACCESS, ONE WAY!!!
This current road layout, nicknamed locally as 'Mario Kart
race track' its an unnecessary man made winding road,
and is just an eye sore and not compatible with our town
heritage. Can you tell me if English Heritage have been
consulted on the design? As a heritage town they will
need to be involved in the planning too and don't recall
any conversations where they have been mentioned as
consulted.
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APPENDIX B – RESPONSES RECEIVED AND OFFICER COMMENTS FOR THORNBURY - HIGH
STREET - DESIGNATED DISABLED PERSONS' PARKING PLACE - STATUTORY NOTICE
PT.7034.
Comments
Officers comments
Statutory orders response
1

Hello
I am a business owner of Thornbury Discounts which is
on a High Street “unfortunately”
You guys have managed to ruin every business on the
high street including mine, give yourself a pat on your
back for doing that!
Now why on earth are you rubbing this in? Why do you
keep sending letters like the one i attach now, STOP
pretending you care about businesses!
You are a bunch of clowns, a bunch of cowboys from the
old times!
HIGH STREET IS DEAD!!!! nobody has ever seen high
street like this you idiots! Totally utterly idiots!
In a year’s time there will be NO HIGH STREET!!!
We have families, kids, mortgages to pay, bills to pay,
stop playing games with us and please stop sending
letters i cannot stand another letter from you cowboys
who run the SouthGloucestershire!
Bring the busses back to high street!!!
You should be ashamed of yourselves!!!!

2

I agree with the location of the 6 parking spaces for
disabled drivers which are allocated at the moment. They
are not in the “pedestrianised” zone, which is appropriate.
I disagree with the 3 additional ones in the middle of the
High Street.
This scheme is supposed to be about space and safety of
pedestrians.
Encouraging more people to drive up the High Street
does not fit with this ethos. Drivers will speculatively use
the High Street as a through road even more than they do
at present. People will favour using these spaces over
and above all the other spaces in the town which will
encourage more traffic in the “pedestrianised” High
Street.
There are many spaces for disabled drivers already close
to the High Street. The spaces in Castle Court car park
are rarely used, in my observations. Also there are many

Officers are sorry to be advised
you feel that strongly against the
recent changes to the high street
aimed at helping businesses and
enabling a safe retail and leisure
environment in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
In addition to advertisement in
local press and posting of notices
on roads affected, letters have
been issued to those most
immediately affected by traffic
regulation order proposals as is
usual practice. The local
authorities traffic orders procedure
regulations require the Highway
Authority to provide adequate
publicity of their intentions to
persons likely to be affected by
the order.
Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is
currently being considered in
response to the 2020
Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order, new emerging layout
designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from
the permanent traffic regulation
orders currently proposed.
Thank you for your comments,
they have been noted.
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spaces in Rock Street car park reserved for Blue Badge
holders. The presence of parked cars in the
“pedestrianised” zone will cause noise and pollution and
hazards for pedestrians. Any vision for a clean green
space with priority for pedestrians will be further eroded,
along with the other proposals for loading and unloading
which are on a separate document.
I have supported the council’s plans from the start
because I thought there was a vision for Thornbury Town
Centre to be a quiet green space for people to walk, sit
and socialise. I expected awnings, trees, benches,
fountains and flowers. Instead the whole scheme is being
subject to attrition by stealth and will hardly resemble
anything like “pedestrianisation” at the end.
Good afternoon
Re Thornbury High Street consultation No.s 1-5:
PT.7028, PT.7029,PT7033, PT7034 & PT.7038
Please can you register my objection to the above
proposals; I could not find the online questionnaire
suggested, only a place to upload a document or submit a
response by post.
I went to the consultation at Turnberries on Monday 6th
September, and was given the impression I could
provide feedback to some of the points I raised, however
the online document implies that feedback is only
required regarding the specific items rather than the
points you have omitted.
1.With regard to the new road layout at the bottom of the
High Street/ Pump - we will need a crossing to enable
shoppers to access the shops on the other side of the
road; The George, new coffee shop Savery's and Craft
shop etc.. It is difficult to cross there at present, but with
traffic not having to stop at a junction it will become
dangerous. A crossing will suggest there are other places
to visit so may encourage more footfall.
2.Re the outdoor seating area in front of the Swan, at
present the seating area is so close to the footpath that,
combined with the frontage pillars there is less space to
pass than before the changes were implemented. In the
past it was possible to step down off the kerb, between
parked cars, to enable a buggy or mobility scooter to
pass. Please ensure adequate space is given.
3. The leaflet I was handed at the consultation states
there will be "waiting" bays - this suggests someone must
remain in the vehicle. At the consultation I was advised it
would be possible to park for a limited time, however I am
now unsure as to whether I was correctly informed.
Please can you advise whether this is short time parking
or waiting only, which still requires a second person in
the vehicle.
4. It appears you have decided to not allow buses back
up the High Street, as I notice the bus stop is replaced
with Disabled parking - please can I draw your attention

Thank you for your comments.
The new road layout has not yet
been finalised and is not part of
this advert.
There are limited waiting bays
proposed as part of this scheme
which means that you can park
your vehicle for a short period of
time in this case 30 minutes or 10
minutes.
The limited waiting bays and
loading areas are available to
anyone with reduced mobility and
without a blue badge to use for
pick up and drop off purposes.
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to the traffic issues at the Traffic Lights between Aldi/Rock
Street car park. The increased congestion and
annoyance is significant.
5. Re the FAQ on your leaflet "I have reduced mobility but
not a Blue Badge where can I park?" Can I strongly point
out that if someone feels the need to point out that they
have reduced mobility, it is probable they asking because
they are unable to walk the min 5 minute walk from a car
park. I found this response tone deaf and offensive. It
also suggests that the waiting areas are not for parking,
but that someone will have to remain in the car.
4

Dear Cllr Savage,

Thank you for your comments.

I have finally found the above consultations, only by a
diligent and tenacious search, not on the general
consultations page but through a specific traffic
consultations page.

Legislation relating to the making
of Traffic Regulation Orders under
the Highways Act are the powers
of the highways authority ie South
Gloucestershire Council. The
Town Councils do not have any
equivalent powers.

Now I find that I can only respond if I have to have Office
365 or by post. Why not in the same way as planning
applications?
Is this in the true spirit of democracy?
Also why is the closure of the High Street in the power of
South Glos Council and not Thornbury Town Council?

The format in which objections are
to be submitted is specified in
Regulation 8 of The Local
Authorities’ Traffic Orders
(Procedure) (England and Wales)
Regulations 1996:8.— Objections
(1) Any person may object to the
making of an order by the date
specified in the notice of
proposals or, if later, the
end of the period of 21 days
beginning with the date on which
the order making authority has
complied with all the
requirements of regulation 7(1) to
(3).
(2) Without prejudice to its right to
object under paragraph (1), an
authority required to be consulted
under paragraph
6(3)(c) of Part II of Schedule 5 to
the 1985 Act may object to the
making of an order by the end of
the period of 21
days beginning with the date on
which the notice of proposals was
sent to that authority.
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(3) An objection under paragraph
(1) or (2) shall—
(a) be made in writing;
(b) state the grounds on which it is
made; and
(c) be sent to the address
specified in the notice of
proposals,

5

I object to THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Designated
Disabled Persons' Parking Place - STATUTORY
NOTICE
for the following reason ;Propose parking spaces near The Close are unsuitable
due to the road been a single lane which cars can travel
in both directions. The planters put in front of The Malt
House restrict the turning of vehicles there they have no
option but to either reverse in to The Close or going into
The Close and reverse out into the traffic flow as they
cannot access the High Street.

and an objection under paragraph
(2) shall in addition state whether
or not it is alleged that the order
would have any direct
effect on traffic on any road, other
than a trunk road, in the area of
the authority making the objection.
Thank you for your comments.
The road at the point where the
High Street and The Close meet
has been designed and tracked to
ensure that a commercial vehicle
can make a 3 point turn and exit
the High Street.

The high street used to work pre covid so why change
something that was not broken.
6

Police response: Thank you for your email and
attachments regarding the proposed Disabled Persons
Parking Space in High Street, Thornbury, as shown on
the attached plan.
I understand from the Statement of Reasons that “As a
result of the COVID-19 crisis, restrictions on motor
vehicles in Thornbury High Street were trialled as part of
the council’s network management duty and guidance
announced by the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant
Shapps on 9th May 2020.
With the reopening of shops and public houses the
proposed measures were introduced to help keep
essential workers and goods moving, provide safe access
to shops and other high street businesses, and provide
people space for social distancing. The proposed layout
changes aimed to reduce danger to the public in
connection with Covid-19, by encouraging active travel
and by helping people to stay 2 metres apart for social
distancing purposes when outdoors.

Thank you for your comments.
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On the 7 June 2021, cabinet agreed a future vision for the
High Street, seeking investment to provide one way
access through the high street that supports the
economic activity and includes loading and unloading,
disabled bays and drop off points
Purpose of Scheme
The High Street vision supports the town centre
regeneration and anchors the High Street at the heart of a
thriving community supporting the town’s recovery from
the pandemic. A space that meets the needs of all
residents and visitors both in safety, access and
experience. Providing a range of retail from High Street
brands to independent shops, selling both essential and
non-essential goods. A welcoming space for all ages to
meet and spend time together in a range of hospitality
and cultural experiences. That supports and embodies
the future hybrid working expected from more home
working and less commuting.
This vision will embrace and encourage active travel,
through improved safe cycling and walking routes to the
High Street and secure parking for cycles including those
adapted. Enabling all to enjoy the reduction in traffic and
noise when using the High Street.
Proposed Scheme
The proposals in the High Street include:•
Prohibition of driving except for access between
the junction with Castle Court and The Close.
•
One Way except for cycles
•
Disabled badge holder only bays
•
Loading only bays
•
Limited waiting bays
•
Restricted parking zone except in marked bays
•
Shared use (limited waiting or residents permit
holders) bays”
Enforcement of waiting restrictions within the South
Gloucestershire Council area rests with South Glos.
Parking Services.
The proposal should meet the aspirations in the
Statement of Reasons.
7

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your comments.

I have been unable to access my Bank in the High street
for 18 months as I now cannot park my car outside of the
H.S.B.C. premises. Can you tell me precisely where the
new disabled bays are to be placed and, if you make the
street one-way, how will we be able to exit ? I have
written to your offices in Yate and cannot get any sense
out of any of the replies.

There are plans on the councils
consultation website showing
exactly where the disabled bays
are proposed to be installed. You
can view this information by
following this link:
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I think the local residents have suffered enough through
this shambolic messing around with our traffic and the
mixing of delivery lorries and cars of the residents of the
High Street with the tatty seating from the pubs. Who
wants to be eating a meal in a howling gale with the
fumes from vehicles taking a crafty sneak through ?
I have loved this market town for many years and
frequently travelled from Bristol to shop here. We had the
opportunity to move away from Bristol 24 years ago and
came to Alveston where we have been very happy. All of
these changes now mean we would like to go somewhere
more amenable.

https://consultations.southglos.go
v.uk/PT.7034HighStThornburyDP
PP/consultationHome

I reject this proposal

Thank you for your comments.

If the street is made one way as
proposed you would enter from
the north end of the High Street,
near the junction with Castle
Court and exit the south end near
the junction with The Close.

The High Street should be reopened and this looked at
for a fully functioning High Street.

9

Ie Solve the issue of disabled cars parked from Castle
Court to the Presso.
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034 I disagree with this notice
because this will make the High Street less accessible to
disabled and infirm members of the public and it does not
fully implement the agreements made in writing to our
organisation Accessibility Thornbury. When we submitted
our report she said that it was very much in line with the
council’s own thoughts and then failed to implement our
suggestions. My objections are based around the fact that
two of the spaces offered are either inadequate or unsafe.
We raised this in your disability focus group meetings.
The top disabled parking only works as a visual on a map
and not in practise. Drivers have to drive into them from
the top of the High Street and then they are stuck. They
have no safe way to exit the space as they can't drive on
down the High Street. They have to attempt to do a three
point turn by driving forward and then reversing into the
Close which often has delivery trucks and other parked
cars, then they have to attempt to negotiate the road out
which is now hugely narrowed by the planters outside the
Malthouse. Additionally children are running up and down
the Close as it is the exit to the Mundy Playing Fields, this
is very unsafe. The space at the bottom of the High Street
should be used for park and drop parking. This area is
NOT SAFE as a disabled parking space since disabled
drivers have to exit their car into active traffic which is
coming around two blind corners and then drive their
wheelchair up the road on traffic to get on the pavement
at the crossing. It is unacceptable disabled people to
have to exit their vehicles on this blind corner. Additionally
it is right at the bottom of the hill and not everyone can
afford an electric wheelchair Self propelled wheeling up
the hill is exhausting. I am against any scheme which
does not meet the standard recommended in our report
and in the disability focus groups summarised as follows:

Thank you for your comments.
Although disabled badge holders
were able to park anywhere on
the High Street historically it
doesn’t mean that they could
actually find a space.
Making a space safe and
accessible for disabled and
vulnerable road users is a
balancing act. They need spaces
to park close to amenities but
similarly the more cars in the area
the higher the risk of an accident.
The aim of the scheme is to try
and strike a balance between less
vehicles and more access.
The 10 minute bay is to allow
people to quickly pop into a shop
or takeaway to pick up items and
then leave again. The short time
frame creates a high turn over of
vehicles which allows more
people to use the space.
The 30 minute limited waiting on
The Plain is existing and is not
proposed to be changed at this
time.
Section d) relates to the existing
bays on The plain that are limited
waiting places between the hours
of 10am and 11am; and 2pm and
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We recommend safe spaces for disabled bays, and do
not wish to have disabled parking at the bottom of the
High Street as disabled drivers then need to exit their
vehicles in the traffic which is coming around to Castle
Court Car Park.We also suggest the locations are in safer
places and not at the bottom of the hill. We recommend
locating these near to WHS/H&M, and then another set
up by Hawkins. These are good locations and give much
easier access to many parts of the High Street, St Marys
and the over sixties café and community groups etc. We
recommend that these new bays are all marked as yellow
enforceable spaces to discourage non disabled drivers
from using them rather than the white unenforceable bays
currently provided. Bus service -It was unanimous at the
Disability and Equality group meeting with SCG that
reinstating the bus service up the High Street for our
disabled members without cars is essential. We were
pleased to hear the council equality officer state that the
‘message is coming through loud and clear’. We are
concerned not to see this in the latest scheme design
released in September. Reinstating the bus service has
always been one of our three aims as an organisation
because we recognise that for disabled and infirm people
who do not qualify for a Blue Badge that this is their only
way of maintaining independence. You saw the strength
of feeling for this motion at the Town Council meeting
yourself. For your information, the traffic engineers
department have stated that relocating the bus to the
High Street will cause less congestion on Rock Street as
cars will not have to wait behind the bus while it loads and
unloads passengers. This is better in terms of emissions
and the council’s climate change policy, and is safer in
terms of cars trying to overtake semi blind and causing
collisions with cars exiting the car park. The traffic
engineer thinks the most appropriate place is outside
Costa where the pavement is widest and that a bus
shelter with real time information can be provided in this
space We recommend that the new bus stop is relocated
outside Costa in the middle of the High Street, but if the
council prefers somewhere different that it will be
acceptable as long as there are then two bus stops as
previously (one top and one bottom of the High Street) I
am against any new High Street design which is LESS
disabled friendly than it was before as it is discrimination
due the legal and moral duty to those with protected
characteristics and the Public Sector Equality Duty. We
see these proposals as leaving the disabled substantially
worse off in the High Street. Our interpretation of the UN
Human Rights Article 6 is that if as a public authority you
make a decision that has an impact on these civil rights of
disabled peoples’ rights to a barrier free High Street
(which is not limited to a few disabled bays) that you will
have failed in your duty as the the golden rule of statutory
interpretation is barrier free, full access. The majority of

3pm, Monday to Friday. This is
not changing and has been
included in this advert to allow us
to remove it from the old traffic
regulation order document and
include it in the new one.
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responders to the previous consultation wanted the High
Street open, this is undemocratic. If this is the best you
can do, I am also fully against the new scheme
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Response to Disabled Parking bays
The disabled bay marked on the plan are not fit for
purpose.
The disabled bays placed in what was previously the bus
stop opposite Castle Court entrance. The bays are at this
end of the High street, anyone getting out of the vehicle
are doing so into a 2 way live road on a blind bend. They
then have to walk or be pushed uphill, through either a
congested pavement past the outside seating area of The
Swan, or walk into the middle of the live 2 way road to get
into the High Street area, as there are railings blocking
access except the area that vehicles drive through so not
very suitable for anyone with mobility issues. The other
problem is that when driving out of these spaces you are
trying to turn in the road again in front of a blind bend, or
you have to drive through the one way system to exit
more safely.
The disabled space within the High Street is not sufficient
there should be more, but particularly there should be
short stay spaces for people who do not qualify for a
disable badge but they should be for at least 30mins.
The disabled spaces at the end by the Malt House. To
park in these and then try to turn in the road to go back is
again not possible due to the planters blocking one side
of the road, the full length of the Malt House. So you
have to drive up to the no entry sign and reverse into The
Close, this is a very tight turning for someone with a
disability and if there are children coming from the Mundy
Playing Fields is a dangerous operation. Has a risk
assessment been done for using The Close as a turning
point?
new locations of disabled spaces may suit some disabled
but not all blue badge holders who can at present stop on
yellow lines if no obstruction caused - proposed one way
"service ?!"road appears to prevent this due to its
apparent width ? blue badge holders will therefore be
denied the access they enjoy now - this must be
unacceptable - IMPORTANT- none of these traffic orders
affecting central thornbury can be considered without a
full and comprehensive traffic report on their affect on
traffic throughout the central area especially rock st !
finally sglos policy on "one way systems"- due to their
expense should only be considered as part of a major
development ?

Thank you for your comments.
Your concerns regarding the
disabled bays at the bottom of the
High Street nearest the Co-Op
have been noted. However, there
are several disabled bays
proposed at different locations
along the High Street.
Furthermore the disabled bays in
this specific location have been
designed to be wider than normal
disabled bays so that there is
enough room for a driver to exit
their vehicle without being in the
road.
Assessment of risks and
mitigations is an iterative process
as part of the design of the
scheme and the potential impacts
at this location are being taken
into account in a number of ways
including internal scrutiny panels,
road safety audits and through
public engagement.

Thank you for your comments.
Your concerns regarding the
disabled bays at the bottom of the
High Street nearest the Co-Op
have been noted. However, there
are several disabled bays
proposed at different locations
along the High Street.
Furthermore, the disabled bays in
this specific location have been
designed to be wider than normal
disabled bays so that there is
enough room for a driver to exit
their vehicle without being in the
road.
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We thought you were going to listen to the 77++% of
Residents & others from villages round Thornbury re the
High Street.
BRING BACK THE BUSES &OPEN THE ROAD TO
TRAFFIC, one way up if not both ways.
1 The closure was due to pandemic so money was given
for that all spent & to return it to as we would like it ,we
the tax payer will have to pay . What has been done
should not have been done until decision with Thornbury
Town Council & the residents had come to an agreement
or not. It was not SGC decision to make with out proper
consultation.

Thank you for your comments.
The experimental traffic regulation
order in place over the last year
has provided a wealth of
consultation opportunity. The
permanent traffic regulation
orders now proposed have been
devised in response to both the
councils vision and to address
some of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have
been bought to our attention.

Reintroduction of bus services
through the High Street is
currently being considered in
2 The road should not have been closed to disabled who response to the 2020
could not get anywhere IT WAS ILLEGAL. It was our
Experimental Traffic Regulation
right to have access. Not all disabled have wheel chairs , Order, new emerging layout
or mobility buggies. etc so even worse for them especially designs and restricted traffic
without a bus service.
movements that would result from
the permanent traffic regulation
3 The Banks,Post office , Boots ,Age Concern
orders currently proposed
,Solicitors, Financial Advisors . Opticians ,Charity shops,
Discount Stores ,Shoe shop & coffee places etc. all in
High Street cut off. Many of these places are talking of
closing ,no matter how much money is pumped in ,if there
are no customers. THE BANKS WILL disappear & POST
OFFICE. Life line for many who don't do everything on
line don't even have computers.
4 We need the road OPEN for all traffic up oneway if not
both. BUSES back as not everyone has a car & it is to
far to walk from Rock Street. Many have ailments that
don't enable the person to get a Blue Badge . There are
not enough spaces for BB. So one finds oneself polluting
the air driving round & round finding a parking. Much
better to have parking for all as BB can park on yellow
lines .
5 No use having mobility buggies to hire clutter up the
walk ways altogether.
6. The table & chairs are far to many for size of Thornbury
.Not seen anyone sitting outside at Prezzo ,they could
have fewer & near the building , The Knot of Rope are
huge & round ,should be rectangular & their railing taken
away so tables can be nearer building & they are only
used at night mainly & blocking the pavement badly. The
Swan does have people but they hav a garden at the
back so don't need tables out front but a couple would do
. VERY DIFFICULT TO WALK PAST THESE PLACES
TWO ABREAST OR WITH PRAM & CHILDREN &
WHEELCHAIRS.
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7. The road should be left as a road with proper
pavements & lowered for wheelchairs, prams & infirm &
anybody crossing the road, with zebra crossing markings
with them, top middle & bottom . It would slow traffic
down.
8. What about people trying to get to Mundy Playing
Fields from High Street. Families no car walking need a
BUS
9 What about EMERGENCY vehicles trying to get
through if road closed. .
10 The Chepstow Market should not be allowed in The
High Street but in St Mary's Centre where the Farmers
Market is held & can be accessed by all . In the High St.
the shops are cut off because of security round stalls.
We also already have a Saturday Market that you are
KILLING.
11 Rock Street Bus Stop is a HAZARD CAUSING MORE
POLUSION than Cars in the Hight St. ever did .Cant walk
on pavement because of shelter & people getting on &
off buses. Blocking main & side roads into Rock St.
which has a dangerous end anyhow.
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Dear Sir
As your web pages will not allow me access to comment
on the below listed TRO'S I have resorted as advised to
do it this way
1. The first outstanding fault in all of the orders are that
you are using street plans which at present do not exist.
and I ask if there is a means to object to the shown
alterations to the road network.
2. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Does not allow for natural movement of pedestrians.
The furniture placed outside of Swan Inn caused social
distancing to be
i infringed and increased likely
hood of cross infections. Retention of this furniture
presents a hazard to pedestrians and permitted vehicle
movements. The placing of furniture outside of The
Malthouse again infringes social distancing apart from
obstruction of footpath. his should be removed
immediately.
3. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
The imposition of loading places does not allow people
with serious physical disabilities to use shopping facilities.
The loading/unloading areas are not convent for even
every day movement of goods making it harder for
premises to receive deliveries.
4. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Disabled parking. Though this goes a little way of
satisfying Mr Luke Hall MP request it falls short of what is

Thank you for your comments.
The new road layout has not yet
been finalised and is not part of
this advert.
It is unlikely there will be a need
for planning permission as the
current scheme is being devised
solely within the highway extends
and as such would be covered
under the wide ranging powers
under the highway authority.
However, our colleagues in a
number of teams will be consulted
over detail aspects including
materials and greening of the
High Street.
As detailed plans are evolving, we
are not yet at a point where a
detail plan can be presented to
the public though this will be
forthcoming in due course.
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actually needed. People with severe walking problems
like myself would still have serious difficulty in getting to
the remaining business in High Street. Think again.
5. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20mph Seed limit. Areas designated are sound if traffic
were permitted to use all of the area as an everyday
activity though there are places in the area which at the
present time 20mph cannot be achieved. The alterations
to road layout shown but not yet carried out would allow
an increase of speed not now possible.
6.TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
WAITING RESTRICTION. These restrictions are too
limiting to allow day to day use of premises in the High
Street and again does not take account of the large
number of disabled persons in Thornbury. I again note
use of a plan which does not exist at present.
I urge that serious thought be put to implementing these
restrictions in view of the fact that 7 out of 9 schemes in
London have been reversed and that ALL schemes in
Wales have been lifted.
With regards plan used when are the Council going to
publish changes and does planning permission apply?
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Closing the High Street, some 02.km long does not
provide a solution to the Secretary of State for Transport,
Grant Shapps on 9th May 2020 announcement. Because
the shops and roads became closed or less busy by Mar
20, COVID social distancing became easier in the already
wide, non modified High Street. The announcement has
been used to close the High Street for other reasons such
as a licensing for markets and events, street art, alfresco
style dining, trees, sand pits – all of which can be
accommodated in the existing High Street infrastructure
or elsewhere (Munday Playing Fields, Sports Centre,
Armstrong Hall, Coltston Hall, Turnberries or the Chantry
if needs be.) assuming one way single lane High Street
for all vehicles. Walking and cycling is a challenging
activity (for those that do) during the months of Oct to
April because of the weather and the daylight hours
imposed by nature (also applies for Alfresco dining).
Traffic noise and pollution has been transferred
elsewhere and perhaps now increased requiring a further
roundabout at the Rock Street/Gillingstool Road “T
junction”. The mixing of cycling and walking is not safe for
those that are disabled, frail, accompanied young
children, the blind/partially sighted and/or the deaf –
cyclists dismount which must be possible in a less than
0.2km road length if the cycling and walking mix pertains!
After all, if one cycles to Thornbury dismounting a bicycle
and walking for less than 0.2km is possible other wise
why bother! Consultations DESIGNATED DISABLED
PERSONS' PARKING PLACE - proposal would seem
reasonable to help those that are disabled as the High

Thank you for your comments.
There is signage in Thornbury
directing people to its various car
parks. Also South Gloucestershire
does not charge for its parking
currently.
Under current legislation it is not
possible to introduce a speed limit
lower than 20mph on the public
highway.
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Street has become essentially barred for disabled drivers
and/or passengers.
DESIGNATED LOADING PLACE proposal would seem
reasonable for business requiring a loading or unloading
activity. PROHIBITION OF DRIVING Disagree as this
bars others such as the passing through motor vehicles
and buses. There is a need to get people passing through
and unfortunately this needs to be encourage. Perhaps
some signage is required for parking where there is Long
and Short stay which other towns have but no charging
this will make it difficult for those residents in Thornbury
without a drive and push shopping to other places where
there is no charge. “Exemptions are contained in the
order for vehicles to be used for building, industrial or
demolition operations; the removal of any obstruction to
traffic; ……., or of any main, pipe or apparatus for the
supply of gas, water or electricity or any
telecommunication apparatus;….. Further exemptions will
be included for pedal cycles, disabled persons’ vehicles,
loading and unloading; and access to limited waiting
parking places” (Does not include buses. (Bus
passengers are placed in the High Street and have to
pass through it and hence visit the shops and or stay
which includes disabled). Car park notices should be
positioned at the entrances to the High Street (at the
north end and south end) to divert the passing through
vehicles to Thornbury car parks (long/short stay) or to
bypass the High Street.) VARIOUS ROADS,
THORNBURY 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT There is no issue
with this and perhaps 15mph or less is sufficient as
accidents, noise and pollution is reduced and less.
Perhaps more important for the constrained conditions in
Chapel Street. As an aside drivers use this rat run
(Chapel Street) to avoid the Midland Way/Rock Street
mini roundabout queues because the High Street Is
closed. PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTION OF WAITING
This is not acceptable as vehicles cannot pass through
and buses are not allowed to drop-off and board
passengers within the high Street. This will means
returning the use of the previous bus stop outside the
Coop and saving finance for extensive bus stop
modifications and an additional roundabout in Rock
Street. However, returning the High Street to a single
lane, one-way system with a speed restriction for buses
and other vehicles (for quick drop off and/or passing
through) would help to bring back the now reduced
footfall to the High Street. Should markets and events
activities be required then some smart signage could be
used for the duration of these non enduring activities.
Increasing walking and cycling for the surrounding area is
challenging (the terrain and geography) coupled with the
inclement weather (rain and wind) and the reduced
daylight hours in the spring, winter and autumn together
with that it it is possible to carry everything (including
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young children ) or indeed walk with the challenging
timings set by business and ones private life. In certain
circumstances work, school and home life does not allow
this in our current society in which there is only 24hrs in a
day!!!! Essentially there is not a need to shut the High
Street to cycle and walk there – much terrain, geography
and weather has to be negotiated for a less than 0.2km
High Street length it is an isolated historic market town
some 1 mile plus from the A38 – have you tried cycling up
Thornbury Hill in the rain, with a south westerly wind in
reduced daylight hours? The only way people will cycle or
walk (if minded to) is to ban all private vehicles ownership
at say a 2.5 mile radius or more from the High Street
centre removing all noise and pollution which is not a
reality. This includes all visiting SGC representatives or
their agents and see if they can fit everything into their
working day – perhaps local authorities could be included
in the “Prohibition of Driving” and not be exempt!
You should read this response in conjunction with my
comments in the other 4 Proposals in connection with the
Thornbury High Street Consultation.
Firstly I would like confirmation of the number of Disabled
Bays being proposed. From the Plan, I would estimate 3
down in the old bus stop lay-by, 2 in the bay near the
entrance to St Mary Centre and 3 beyond The Close, so a
total of 8 altogether.
Personally I think that the bus stop, for all services
leaving Thornbury in a southbound direction, should be
reinstated, although I would remove the seating areas
outside The Swan and Prezzo to allow more Disabled
parking. Blue Badge holders who have a mobility
disability are the group who most need parking access in
the proximity of shops.
Also, I can see no reason why these bays couldn’t be
used for limited period click and collect before 7.00am
and after 6.00pm. If you really want the High Street and
the adjacent businesses to thrive, then you should be
encouraging people to use it/them, not take every chance
to stop them getting there!
Dear Sirs,
I have submitted completed Consultation documents in
respect of all five issues via the Upload facility on your
website.
However, I am also attaching a copy of a document that I
handed to Donna Whinham at the presentation event held
recently at Turnberries.
In addition to my comments made in all 6 of the abovementioned documents, I would also like to make or
reinforce the following points:
1. Your Officers pointed out that the Council do not
consider that Thornbury High Street has been
'pedestrianised' and that this was misreported by local
media. This needs to be made widely known to the few

Thank you for your comments.
The zebra crossing south of the
town council offices is proposed to
be removed as it will be within the
new zone where it is safer to
cross at any point in the road
because of the reduced amount of
traffic.
The measurements shown in the
legal order, notice and
consultation page are also shown
on the plans.

Thank you for your comments.
The one way system does not
apply to cyclists and at present
there is not legal way to control
the speed at which cyclists travel.
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local residents who believe that they are entitled to
prevent the free movement of any traffic along the High
Street in a southerly direction.
2. Since 1st June, I have walked an average of 75-80km
per week around Thornbury and I speak to a LOT of local
residents, even if I don't know them! I can assure you
that, despite the rare protestations about the 'silent
majority' who are in favour of the current arrangements, I
have only managed to find 2 or 3 people out of literally
hundreds, who share this view!
3. Since the 2011 Census, I am pretty sure that the
population demographic for Thornbury will have greatly
increased for the 65+ group. In 2011 this group
numbered 2,567 (21.2%) and I'm sure that Andy
Cornelius will have some more up-to-date
figures/estimates for the 2021 Census. A large number of
this age group do not drive cars, do not have Blue
Badges, do not have the ability to walk far, do not have
access to digital technology and have to rely on family,
neighbours, infrequent bus services to gain access to the
High Street and surrounding area. You can rest assured
from me that they feel their opinions are greatly underrepresented in this current round of Consultations. Many
of them now just steer clear of going to the High Street,
not because of COVID-19, but through lack of
accessibility. Start thinking of ways that you could
improve their lives by making access to the various
Pensioners' drop-in centres/meeting places so much
easier and enjoyable.
4. Stop the groups of cyclists 'bombing' down the High
Street (northbound) at 20+mph, by enforcing the one-way
traffic system. Near misses, don't make me start!
5. Clear the pavements of the clutter that is picnic
benches, advertising boards, planters,
inappropriately placed signage etc in order to provide a
safer route for disability vehicles, zimmer frames,
childrens' buggies etc.
In its current or proposed form, it does not represent a
welcoming destination for shoppers. The only people
who appear to enjoy it are those who wish to spend large
amounts of time in coffee shops, pubs or eating
establishments and are fortunate enough to possess the
time, transport or mobility in order to achieve that
aspiration. What about the rest of us?!!!
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I would appreciate a full response to some, if not all, of
the issues/questions I have raised/asked.
Plan for Disabled Persons Parking
The disabled spaces between The Close and Chapel
Street, are acceptable.

Thank you for your comments.
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The disabled spaces at the bottom of the High Street –
Outside of Lloyds Bank – should be removed, and the
Bus Stop re-instated.
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More disabled spaces should be allocated on the East
Side between the HSBC Bank and the Town Hall.
Dear Mr Cashmore

Thank you for your comments.

I was looking at the proposed TROs for Thornbury High
Street T430-374-063 etc. which are intended to replace
the current Covid-19 installations. These proposals and
the accompanying illustration include the possibility of the
elimination of the kerbs at the side of the roadway. Have
there been any studies to consider the effect of this
change on drainage ?

The hard paved area is unlikely to
increase and may well be reduced
by the greening of the HS.
Drainage improvements and
maintenance will be considered
as part of the detailed design and
works programme.

The current system of storm drains and gutters was
installed to stop flooding of roadside premises some time
ago. It seems to have worked well over several decades.
In the future we are warned of increasing occurrences of
rain storms and flash floods. Any alteration to the water
flow such as levelling roads and walkways would result
more rapid run-off and potential flooding of the premises
at lower level.
What steps can be taken to avoid such run-off? Have you
any recommendations on improvements that could be
incorporated in this improvement scheme for the High
Street to combat heavier rainstorms due to climate
change as the final scheme will be in place for decades to
come.
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I am particularly concerned about these proposals as a
member of an accessibility group as well as a taxpayer!
The Close
The disabled bays by the Close will be impossible to use.
If you drive in frontwards, northbound, in order to exit the
car park space you have to turn around in the close. If
you go into the Close front facing and reverse back out,
you then go blindly into traffic coming up through the High
Street.
If you reverse into the Close, you risk hitting children as it
is the main pedestrian access to the park (Munday’s
playing field).
If the High Street is opened up to through traffic, disabled
badge holders can drive up the street, facing southbound
and pull out of the space without having to manoeuvre
into the Close.

Thank you for your comments.
The road at the point where the
High Street and The Close meet
has been designed and tracked to
ensure that a commercial vehicle
can make a 3 point turn and exit
the High Street.
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This is much safer and much more logical.
Previously, when the High Street was open to two way
traffic there were approximately 30 parking spaces, so
anyone with mobility difficulties but without a blue badge
could park easily. Blue Badge Holders could park legally
anywhere on the High Street.
These new parking bay plans discriminate against nonblue badge holders, particularly for those who have
mobility issues.
THE TRAFFIC PLANS ARE VERY DIFFICULT TO READ
AS THERE IS NOT ONE PLAN SHOWING THE
OVERALL PICTURE, SO EACH HAS TO BE EXAMINE
IN ISOLATION AND THIS IS NOT SATISFACTORY.
Overall the whole scheme is undemocratic, ill thought out,
with little knowledge or regard for the actual people who
use our High Street.
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Please can the term 'a destination town' be fully defined.
This costly, ill-thought out scheme has been invented by
people who do not live or work here.
Having struggled to provide feedback on the proposed
changes to Thornbury High Street online, I must now
resort to email.
RE Blue Badge spaces: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Those at the top of the High Street, opposite The
Malthouse public house are inaccessible. You have to
approach them from the top of the High Street, which
means that you are driving in the opposite direction to
vehicles coming out of the one way system, potentially
causing a head-on obstruction. When leaving the spaces
or if unable to park because they are already occupied
(currently the norm) there is nowhere to turn around.
Space is limited by the planters outside the pub and the
only alternative is to go into The Close to manoeuvre.
However this can be difficult when more than one vehicle
needs to do this at the same time, and in any case, it is
annoying for the residents and office workers in that area,
and there is pollution from car exhaust fumes.
Those spaces outside the co-op at the bottom of the High
St are frequently required for Royal Mail vans and
delivery vehicles for the businesses there, rendering them
unavailable to Blue Badge holders.There is also still a
raised kerb for the bus stop at this location so drivers
have to stop at a distances from the kerb so that disabled
passengers are able to exit the vehicle safely. Given that
there is no alternative loading/unloading space for
businesses in this area, it would seem sensible to

Thank you for your comments.
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relocate the Blue Badge spaces. The spaces are also
used by Dominos Pizza drivers as a waiting/pick up area,
which also needs to be addressed.
Prohibition of Driving L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
One way restriction should apply equally to cyclists as to
other vehicles. Pedestrians don't expect to find bicycles
approaching from the opposite direction and I have seen
a number of near-miss potential collisions between
pedestrians and cyclists.
20 mph Speed limit L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20 mph speed limit is essential because pedestrians are
at huge risk of injury from vehicles and bicycles in the one
way street area. It is particularly risky for elderly and
hearing impaired residents, who are often unaware of the
approach of vehicles, especially electric ones, and
bicycles. Delivery vehicles and cyclists often travel at
speed through the one way street, and seem to expect
that pedestrians will simply get out of their way.
Other comments - can't find references or relevant
documents for these and time is running out. Sorry, but
you could have helped by making the process much
simpler. It feels as if you are doing everything possible to
discourage feedback.
Traffic chaos in Rock Street and surrounding areas,
resulting from rerouting traffic that previously used the
High St needs urgent attention and action. At busy times,
eg rush hour and school opening/closing times, traffic in
Rock St backs up so much that tailbacks are often seen
from Thornbury Hill coming from Alveston and down
Gloucester Road beyond the Castle School sixth form
centre. Standing traffic emits fumes that hang in the air,
affecting pedestrians and local residents, including
children in local schools, and elderly and disabled
residents from the Churchill Residential homes and
Quaker Court. Elderly residents have great difficulty in
crossing the road to get to local shops and amenities. The
bus stop that moved from the High Street to Rock Street
is now too far from the High Street to allow those with
restricted mobility to walk to the shops, depriving them of
independence, choice and access. Buses waiting at this
stop cause an obstruction to the flow of traffic in the area,
and block the vision of drivers attempting to leave Rock
St car park. Tailbacks in Rock Street make it completely
unsafe for drivers leaving Aldi car park to turn right. The
alternative is to turn left and use the pump at the bottom
of the High Street as a roundabout to get back to where
they need to be ... because of course they can't use the
other alternative of the High Street. The roundabout at the
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junction of Rock Street and Midland Way has always
been dangerous because of its limited visibility, but with
the increased volume of traffic in that area it is now lethal.
Drivers have to pull halfway across the roundabout before
they can even see whether or not there is traffic
approaching from the right and then it is too late. It is an
accident waiting to happen. The situation is exacerbated
by the increase in the number of buses and other large
vehicles that have to negotiate the roundabout, where
they previously drove up the High Street. This is one of a
number of arguments for reinstating the bus services
going up the High Street.
One of the plans I have seen suggests building up the
pavements at the bottom of the High Street so the pump
would effectively be on the pavement. How will the 60 bus
service to Wotton under Edge negotiate this? Currently it
goes around the pump to turn into Castle Street and on to
Stokesfield Close. There is also a suggestion of building
out the pavement on the other side of the street and
providing an art installation. I would be against this
prososal on the grounds that it would restrict visibility for
drivers leaving Castle Court car park and turning right
from the bottom of the High Street towards Gloucester
Road. It would also compete, aesthetically, with the
pump, which is currently a focal point for Thornbury in
Bloom displays and a much loved local landmark.
Please do not remove the zebra crossings. These need to
be highly visible and recognisable as crossings by all
users of the area, both pedestrians and drivers, in order
to prevent accidents. The use of coloured bricks as an
alternative to kerbs to mark the edge of the road is also
not a good idea. I am the carer of 2 relatives in their 90s
and they would struggle to recognise the purpose of the
bricks.
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There is so much more that I could say if only there was
more time. I really don't feel that the consultation period
has been long enough for such an important development
Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting Thank you for your comments.
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
The 10-minute bay is to allow
people to quickly pop into a shop
 Enforcement will be essential and Council has
or takeaway to pick up items and
concerns about how this will be done effectively.
 The 10 minute waiting period is insufficient and will then leave again. The short time
frame creates a high turnover of
need to be increased.
vehicles which allows more
 Council would like consideration to be given to a
people to use the space.
taxi space on the High Street.
There are other sections of limited
 Council is concerned that there are not enough
waiting on The Plain, the High
short wait bays.
Street and Castle Street which are
30 minutes or there are the three
Designated Disabled Persons’ Parking Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
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The three hour period seems excessive and will
reduce the number of people overall that can
access this facility. We would suggest reducing
this to two hours which seems sufficient and will
allow more people to use the spaces.

Proposed Designated Loading Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033






There needs to be very clear signage specifying
who can use these areas and for what purpose,
and also making it clear that this general area is a
shared space.
There is some misunderstanding about whether
shoppers/members of the public can use these
spaces and for what purpose, as opposed to
delivery drivers dropping off supplies for example.
There are concerns about whether the loading
bays are wide enough to larger vehicles.

car parks which people can park
in.
The 3 hour period is a national
standard for all disabled parking,
we decided on 3 hours so as not
to add extra restrictions that may
confuse drivers when they are
used to being able to park for 3
hours everywhere else.
The signage used will comply with
the Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions as well as the
traffic signs manuals.
It is not possible to implement a
10mph speed limit on the High
Street. The lowest speed limit
allowed currently on the public
highway is 20mph.

Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except for Access) L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028


There needs to be very clear signage clarifying
who can drive along the High Street and for what
purpose, specifically under what circumstances
access to shops is permitted.

Proposed 20 MPH Speed Limit - L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
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Council would strongly suggest that the speed limit
along the High Street itself is reduced to 10 MPH.
The issue of enforcement is crucial, both along the
High Street and in the other roads affected.
There is particularly concern about the area
around Quaker Lane/The Plain/Castle Street and
enforcement in this area will be crucial to ensure it
is safe. Council would also like to see some kind
of crossing in this section – it is a dangerous area
for crossing now, and this could be made worse
when the changes in the road layout are made.
Council is very concerned regarding the speed that
some cyclists are travelling along the High Street.
Consideration needs to be given to controlling this.
If nothing else, clear signage needs to be in place
to urge cyclists to be cautious and reduce their
speed.

Why are there five different proposals to respond to?

Thank you for your comments.

Thornbury High Street is now neither one thing nor the
other, you can't walk in the road as it is still a road albeit
impeded by tables and planters and you can't walk on the

There are five different proposals
because there are five different
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pavements as they are blocked with tables, randomly
scattered A boards and planters. How on earth are the
vision impaired supposed to manage?
The current ratrun through Chapel Street must be
stopped.
Drivers wanting to beat the queues at the two mini
roundabouts at Tesco and Rock Street nip through
Chapel Street and pull out into Rock Street where there is
limited vision.
I have had two cars one turning left and the other right
pull out on to Rock Street in front of me without pausing
where they are so intent on beating other traffic.
The bus stop on Rock Street between two junctions and a
traffic light controlled crossing is an accident waiting to
happen.
Cyclists should either be banned from the High Street,
made to dismount and walk or be subject to the one way
uphill rule as this would stop them weaving all over the
road at high speed in the downhill direction.
The pedestrian area should be the same level as the
pavement right across the road with access ramps at
each end, this would make motor traffic more aware that
they are encroaching on a pedestrian area. The curbs are
now just a trip hazard.
A boards need to be banned or restricted.
The tables in the High Street look awful and I am sure the
noise from people seated outside at night will be an
annoyance for residents in the new flats in Castle Court
and Wildings.
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Either close the High Street properly or reopen it.
Consultation Feedback – Thornbury High Street South
Glos References: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038 This is
brief bullet point consultation feedback from observations
via a short 15 minute visit to Turnberries and while
looking at the takeaway leaflet, it is not a full assessment
of the proposals, hopefully there will be further
opportunities to look in more detail. The presentation in
the room wasn’t clear. It was difficult to view the context
and holistic overview; given that I am a design
professional and found legibility tricky, it’s questionable if
the public will be able to visualise the reality of some of
the proposals. Keys and orientation diagrams would have
been useful. The 3D graphics are gloomy, unclear,
lacking context and short of details. For example, the
main pedestrian thoroughfare from St Mary’s Arcade

Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs)
that the council are proposing.
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accessing onto the High Street isn’t clearly legible on
plans and graphics, nor are entrance and exit points from
properties. The pavement outside St Mary’s Arcade is
kept narrow, this is a natural congregation point, one
might expect more to be made of this node (wider with
street furniture). The crossovers are indicated as paving
areas set in tarmac, it’s questionable if these are in the
best location for pedestrian desire lines. Space syntax or
observable use patterns should be studied to position
these, or preferably, the entire high street should have
setts. The arcade mentioned above should have a
crossing in alignment with it, people naturally cross there.
Why is Prezzo’s new seating area so wide, as it’s located
where evening shadows fall? I would suggest the
designers visit on a Friday evening as well as in the
daytime. It was stated that road surfaces are not yet fixed
and that crossover points are indicative, it is my view that
you can’t separate out urban and hard landscape design
from traffic order issues (I have experience of designing
urban landscape and home zones via community
consultation, so do not make this statement flippantly). It
was suggested that the detail will be developed later and
the scheme is not a fait accompli, I would challenge this
logic, as once traffic orders are fixed, it’s questionable if
there’s enough scope left for future urban design ideas to
be accommodated. What is driving the strategy? Is the
scheme going to be set out solely by parking / loading
bays, or is there an aspiration for a broader spatially
driven vision in the design? Is the strategy reacting to
user groups proportionally? While user input from shop
owners and the disabled users is important, what broader
strategies and visions are there for holistically conceived
quality urban spaces? Is there scope to position disabled
parking to rear of the town hall, alleviating pressure on
the High Street? The bus stop design adjacent to Rock
Street car park is poor in terms of urban place making
and traffic issues, given it’s one of the main community
transport nodes in the Town; the 2.57 metre passing gap
is too small and will likely to lead to incidents and
congestion, this is already evident at present. Firstly, why
can’t the bus stop be pleasant and engaging i.e. a nice
place to wait for a bus, rather than cramped spot next to
traffic queues? Can the bus stop be relocated back to the
previous location in the High Street? Most forward
thinking urban designers usually place community
transport in the heart of the town, not on the periphery. If
the bus stop is to stay adjacent to Rock Street car park,
why can’t the road be widened and a designated bay with
better landscape and shelters be added by taking part of
Rock Street car park? Compare the bus stop to the
seating adjacent to the sheltered housing, there’s a
mismatch in terms of spatial quality. There appears to be
a lack of holistic thinking at present and it seems to be a
rushed process. I might have expected to see more
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options for certain areas and evidence of broader studies
showing how all access routes and adjacent spaces link
and influence the design, rather than viewing a single
solution based chiefly on traffic considerations. Similarly,
it’s customary to have Post-It feedback on drawings and
coloured dot voting preferences on various design options
and decisions. Why was the process not held in the
covered arcade to catch passing pedestrians who use the
area (or drawings made visible in an empty shop unit)?
It’s questionable if the council / design team are taking
user / community participation seriously in this
consultation; the event felt more of an expectation
management exercise. Whilst I am supportive of the
principle of improvement works to the High Street, there is
a danger that a solution will be imposed on the town in a
less than optimum arrangement, the work needs to be
done well. I would expect to see further consultations and
improved solutions following on from this event, as there
are clearly some issues that could be improved upon. It
would be highly questionable if the scheme was to
proceed in its current form.
Statement of Objection to Order 202 and all the other Thank you for your comments.
Current Orders
On 7 June 2021 the Council took an undemocratic decision
contrary to the expressed wishes of 65% of the people of
Thornbury, who responded to the so-called consultation
about the changes to and closure of Thornbury High Street
to vehicles.
Far from supporting any town centre regeneration, the
whole scheme is signalling the death of this town, with
measures which were in any case completely
unnecessary. The use of the Covid pandemic to justify the
scheme was clearly an excuse to do something that had
been in somebody’s head for a long time, looking for some
reason to implement it.
The further extension to prohibit or restrict parking on The
Plain and the bottom end of the High Street is equally
unjustified, and I need to ask what is happening to the town
pump in the plans which have been drawn up. It looks as if
the pump will be demolished.
The Council clearly does not care about the future of our
town and the local Councillors, both South Glos and Town,
should be ashamed of themselves for failing to represent
the wishes of the majority of the residents of this town.
The removal of cars from the High Street has simply
caused more traffic problems elsewhere – particularly in
Rock Street. The whole scheme should be reversed and
buses in particular should be allowed to travel up the High
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Street as they did previously and as has recently been
requested by Luke Hall, our local MP.
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Thank you for your comments.
We object to these TROs. The High Street should return
to being a through traffic Road, there are some generic
reasons why these are flawed proposals.
1. The Council implemented the restrictions in
Thornbury High Street as part of the COVID-19
crisis. Fundamentally, that action was totally
unnecessary, as the width of pavements in the
High Street for the associated footfall were
perfectly adequate ( they were widened a number
of years ago). Indeed the area where any queues
did form, was at the Post Office, and by virtue of
where it is in the High Street, it was not possible to
increase the width of the pavement! Many other
Market Towns/Towns/Cities with much narrower
pavements ( a local example being Wotton Under
Edge) did not implement such drastic schemes.
Hence the premise on which the whole scheme
was implemented, was fundamentally flawed.
2. Cabinet agreed a future vision for the High Street
on 7th June, ignoring their own Consultation data.
65% disagreed. A similar result came from
the forums held. South Glos were asked to
consider a one-way THROUGH traffic
system as a compromise- this was
dismissed in the report in 4 lines.In a
brochure produced by South Glos for the
recent briefings, they actually concede this
position...’Why are the council pursuing this
when the survey confirmed people want the
High Street to remain as it was’. So where is
the justification for ignoring it? We hear that
you have received ‘many views’, but where
is the actual evidence of this? The forums,
the Consultation all provide actual tangible
data, Council have a duty to provide the
tangible data of the ‘supporters view’ so it
can be properly considered and a
comparative evaluation made.
I understand that no formal traffic impact
analysis had been or has been done to
analyse these proposals – this is totally
irresponsible. Any Developer has to carry
out traffic impact analysis as a condition of
their proposals, how is it that that is not a
pre-requisite of the Council? Thornbury
Town Council actually asked for a full traffic
review. The resultant chaos that has now
ensued on Bristol Road, Midland Way, Rock

All of the hard copies of the
brochure that were not used at the
event were left at Thornbury
Library.
We are currently working on a
webpage, this will enable us to
share all if the information about
the Thornbury High Street Project
in one place. This is expected to
be available mid-November.
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Street, Bath Road, Grovesend
Road(Gillingstool), Gloucester Road, The
Plain and Castle Street is unacceptable.
Suddenly there are also additional plans to
reduce speeds on Midland Way, install
speed Cushions/permanently reduce speed
on Gloucester Road and speed tables on
Morton Way. These will all have a
contributory effect and are all grid-locking
Thornbury.
Pollution monitors on the High Street for 10
years, have been within acceptable levels.
The grid lock that now ensues on Midland
Way, Rock Street and Gloucester Road
have no similar assessment. I understand
that a monitor on Rock Street will only
produce data in Spring 2022....after the
decision! Hence there will be no
comparative pollution data, so that the true
analysis of the proposals impact on pollution
can be assessed. Surely, when the Council
has declared its position re Climate Change
impacts etc, indeed quoted it as a reason to
remove traffic from the High Street, it has a
duty to consider all relevant data.
Fundamentally, it does not support the
economic prosperity of the High Street. Has
the Council genuinely surveyed the Traders
for comparative accounts? Even hospitality
establishments may not have increased
trade...purely moved where it takes place. I
am aware of over 70 of about 75 asked,
said they did not support it, why would they
say that if business were booming?..and we
have had the summer period when ’closure’
/the ’bee trail’ (poorly supported in thornbury
I understand) should have provided that
expected economic boost. All ‘passing
trade’ has been slashed from the ledger.
South Glos in a newspaper report by their
Leader June 12th quoted the Timpsons
owner and ‘Shopify’ research -‘about half
of consumers now expect to shop locally
often favouring a small, independent retailer
over shopping centres’, and the survey said
’ 68% of consumers in the UK believe that
shopping locally is important and a majority
expect to shop more locally postpandemic than before. There is a
willingness to support local businesses if the
experience is convenient, close-by, and if
the product is of good quality at a
reasonable price ‘
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....so why would South Glos seek to
promote a scheme that is likely to sacrifice
those few independent traders we still
have? They should be doing everything to
bolster and support their continued
existence and providing incentives for
others to come. How too , do they consider
the provision of hospitality space to be
equitable? Does the ‘kebab van’ still have to
pay for his pitch?
Given that this ‘public meeting’, due to
media failings, could not be ‘heard’ by the
general public and that the report consisted
of hundreds of pages, it would appear very
little discussion took place, being decided in
approx 30 minutes. It would suggest that
this was a ‘done deal’. For such a
momentus decision for the town of
Thornbury...one of the biggest in its history,
to be denied public scrutiny is unacceptable.
We understand this proposal, potentially
unlocks a sum of £6 million( but no
guarantees)- and that is not going to go far!
I am aware that South Glos spent £203,000
June - August 2020 on the COVID High
Street scheme. From the same brochure
and question above, ‘capitalising on an
opportunity to invest’...might this be the real
reason - that South Glos are chasing
available ‘monies’ that have strings
attached and hence it has nothing to do with
what the local population might want? This
suggests that local democracy is worthless.
South Gloucestershire Council’s cabinet
member for communities and local place,
Rachael Hunt, said: “The changes we are
making will help the precinct recover and
thrive by unlocking a major public
investment package.” Thornbury High Street
is not a ‘precinct’ and we don’t want it to be,
she clearly has little knowledge of
Thornbury! Again this cements the view that
they are chasing a money pot.
3. Thornbury is an ‘historic market town’ and is a
Conservation Area, complete with coaching inns. It
has been described previously as ‘the Jewel of the
Severn Vale’. Introducing into the High street a
proliferation of signage and paraphernalia, taking
away its ‘historic purpose’, will totally undermine its
context and standing as the historical asset that it
was and arguably make it less accessible to the
public.
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4. It does not anchor the High Street at the heart of
the Community, does not meet the needs of ALL
residents ( and primarily those that are able to use
it for the majority of the time (9-5:30pm MondayFriday when the retail outlets are open!) Typically,
the working population will only access evening
establishments (hospitality)/retail
Saturdays/Sundays hospitality and families with
school children for 38 weeks of the year only after
3:30 Monday to Friday and Saturdays/sundays).
The retail sector will probably do the greater
proportion of their trade Monday-Friday....has
anyone asked them?
Safety is definitely compromised, access
fundamentally and therefore experience follows. It
often looks sad and soulless and devoid of activity
(we have the photos to prove it)...rarely the case
previously, as people were always passing
through. Many cannot even now come. If this
scheme is implemented, our independent retail
outlets will be threatened, if the high street brands
lose money, they will close and all that will be left
will be the hospitality sector – outdoor will be
seasonal and we know from past experience, only
so many can be sustained...a new one comes and
an existing business goes. With respect, we have
just gone through the ‘largest hybrid working
period’ and trade for most has reduced...and
whilst there may be some hybrid working that
remains, categorically it will never be at the levels
of the COVID period as it is impractical for
business and mental well-being.
Active travel is only relevant for those that are
able( and when weather suits) and with respect,
Thornbury supports the wider village community in
the area too, from which it is not so feasible! There
have always been walking routes to the High
Street and cycling was always possible, but hard
work as Thornbury is not flat! There have always
been facilities to secure cycles.
Please accept that fundamentally, Thornbury high
Street cannot be devoid of traffic and its impact.
The whole of the Western side can only receive
deliveries from the High Street and a number of
residential properties on this side also have access
from the High Street. Some establishments on the
eastern side also receive deliveries from the High
Street. Currently a number of new residential
developments are also taking place so the
vehicular access need will actually increase.
Hence the High Street is totally unsuited to
removing traffic. As such, you then have a totally
‘no-win scenario’, a real ‘hotch-potch affair’ . This
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resultant half-way house suits no-one and actually
is far more dangerous. I suspect there have been
far more ‘near misses’ and with the potential for a
much greater level of injury than there has ever
been in the past. I do not recollect previous
accidents in the High Street and I have been
associated with Thornbury since 1976.
There is a suggestion that noise will be reduced
too. Given outdoor hospitality and associated noise
from that as well as music playing, I suspect there
will be times at which the noise nuisance may be a
future issue. I have certainly been in the High
Street at 10pm and there has been raucous noise
and some local residents may consider the former
High Street to be a much quieter and more
ambient place! In addition, with the suggested
advent of ‘electric’ vehicles, the noise factor would
reduce anyway...but give the added danger that no
one hears a vehicle coming...much like a cyclist
coming down the High Street.
Hence, the whole purpose of the scheme is flawed.
I would also draw attention to the safety/security
issue. I have previously frequented the High Street
to attend evening meetings. Earlier this week,
leaving a meeting in the High Street, I had to return
as a female, to Castle Court Car Park on my own.
There were a handful of cars in there , it backs
onto fields and one can feel very vulnerable –
poignant in that today there is another vigil for a
murdered young teacher in London. I previously
would have parked in the High Street, where there
were passing people/vehicles. Equally...it will be
interesting to see if the security of High Street
business is compromised on the basis there is now
no ‘passing traffic’ through at night.
Ironically, 10% of the responses to the NDP called
for MORE parking!...not less...and that was preCOVID and all the extra houses!!
Thornbury High street and associated streets have
always been successfully closed for
events...Carnivals, Parades, Christmas Lights
Switch-on, Arts Festivals and Art Trails etc and
initiatives like Christmas Lights, Thornbury in
Bloom etc...these are what makes it the
Community Hub....and special events.
5. We are aware of only a handful of people who
agree with the proposed scheme and
overwhelmingly know dozens that think it should
return to through traffic. The public Town meeting
at the Leisure Centre, which was radically
oversubscribed demonstrates that strength of
feeling. Many of those represented their extended
family too and many were not in a position to
attend. There is a strong sense of community and
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care in Thornbury and that should be welcomed
and fostered- it is part of what makes it a special
place to live. Many, many volunteers have
invested their time and energy in creating it. In
recent days, neighbours who split time between
London and Thornbury (long standing family
residents of Thornbury), remarked how they really
dislike it and how in London , it is not permanent, it
is ‘evening/ weekend ’ closures. Only yesterday, a
lady witnessed me photographing the queues at
midland Way/Bristol Road and proceeded to say
what could she do to stop it. This morning at a
‘Parkinsons’ meeting another lady told me she was
against the scheme and did not know anyone who
was for it...Hence there is a wealth of opposition.
As always there will be a proportion ‘who don’t
care’/no point in commenting as no one will take
any notice.
6. Further briefing of the latest proposals took place
at Turnberries to a very select audience. A
brochure was available. Where is this available in
the public domain? When are South Glos going to
publish these proposals? Many will be unaware of
what these proposals and the details underpin the
context of these TROs. I would suggest that South
Glos should have made these brochures available
in all public spaces and published the detail widely
prior to the consultation on the TROs.
7. Way forward
Scrap these TROs.
Return the buses to the High Street, with two stops
as previously.
Open the road to through traffic. Consider a
genuine assessment of one way/herringbone
parking with predominantly disabled spaces, but
several able-bodied spaces throughout the High
Street and The Plain. Previously there were often 3
/ 4 ‘ disabled’ cars parked on the double yellow
lines outside Prezzo and no doubt several others
in available spaces on the eastern side. In
addition, they would also park on The Plain,
outside the Italian, Nat West Bank, Crossmans, in
Castle Court. For many this allowed them
independence and connection with their ‘home
town’. Equally, it is vital that individuals with
impaired ability, but not such that they qualify for a
blue badge, have the ability to independently
access their High Street. That is what it is..many
will have lived here 10s of years. It is ‘our home’,
hence people feel passionately about it. Arguably
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with a reduced speed to 20mph on the High
Street(timed), herringbone parking would provide
greater safety for disabled users(shielded by
parked cars either side) and no impairment of
visibility when reversing due to the incline of the
Road. ‘Parking cars’ also naturally slow traffic. An
hours parking was previously viable. Disabled
would need the statutory requirement.
Objections to the specific TROs
TRO 1
We object to this Traffic Order
1. SHARED USE parking top High Street.
30 minutes, is totally inadequate to walk to
wherever and attend a dental
appointment/‘shop’/carry out business and return
to the car. Permit holders need a means to park
permanently and a facility for visitors to utilise a
space.
2. Limited waiting 10 minutes no return in 2 hours
10 minutes is wholly inadequate. An order placed
at the chip shop would take 10 minutes to cook!!
This is barely two spaces. Previously there would
have been bays fully utilised and double
parking!...this has hit their trade enormously. A 5
minute walk and 5 minute walk to an
establishment, takes no account of the purchase,
finding an order, a queue etc.eg. a perscription at
Boots will take much longer than 10 minutes from
this space...especially if the person is less able,
has children to get out of a car etc.
3. Limited waiting 30 minutes at the Plain
As in 1 above 30 minutes is totally in adequate to
walk to wherever and carry out associated
business when one considers queues etc(eg Post
Office...this Christmas when someone might be
carrying many parcels etc)
4. M-F 10-11, 2-3 30 minutes. we fail to understand
why these times have been chosen and with the
current scheme proposed and the High Street
junction opposite, potentially chaotic and a recipe
for disaster. Added to which, what will the visibility
be around the Pump? I sincerely hope that there
will be no plans to modify that! The Pump has an
historical context.
5. Schedule 2 implies that the only taxi rank will be in
Rock Street. Again wholly unacceptable in
promoting the High Street as the centre of the
community and accessible for all.
6. With restricted parking in Castle Court, whilst we
might agree that the regular double yellow line
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parking causes chaos for access and egress from
Castle Court and the conflict with
deliveries/collections to the Butchers
Hook/Thornbury Garden shop, how many will
continue to frequent ‘Parky’s Chip Shop’ when they
can no longer park to collect ‘hot food’. Yet another
establishment who may cease to be able to trade
from the High Street.
7. Pedestrian crossings should remain at the top and
bottom, to provide a safe refuge for young
children(without adult escort) and slower adults to
ensure a recognised place for safe passage.
TRO 2
We Object to this Traffic Order
1. 3 disabled spaces adjacent to Lloyds bank. 2
disabled spaces adjacent to card shop/HSBC
bank.
It is important to understand that Thornbury High
Street is a hill. Many disabled people will only be
able to walk a few yards and that often it is a
breathing difficulty that impairs that walking ability.
Thus having the ability to park ‘outside’ a premises
means that the energy is maximised in order that
they may be able to engage in the process for
which the journey is intended. Hence, previously,
there was parking throughout the High Street on
the double yellow lines. Previous parking bays,
meant that otherwise they could circuit until an
appropriate space became available. This is
absolutely vital for continued ‘independence’ and
self worth. Anyone who has pushed an adult in a
wheelchair up Thornbury High Street, knows how
hard this is – often this will be an elderly
wheelchair user and an elderly carer. These
restricted few spaces would always require a walk
‘up a hill’. In addition, there would be a need to
cross the street to access the western side. It is a
‘wide’ street and a significant distance. The slow
speed at which they would cross would make them
vulnerable to the passing traffic and the cyclists
coming both ways.
Raised kerbs that remain from the previous bus
stop, have made it impossible for some passenger
doors on vehicles to be opened. Again this could
result in these users ceasing to utilise their High
Street.
2. 3 disabled spaces beyond the restricted parking
zone. These were previously police/taxi spaces.
Where will they park instead?
These may be acceptable for the businesses
adjacent to where they sit, but definitely too far
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otherwise. However, as previously indicated, there
was little or no use of disabled spaces in the car
parks as they were too far away, now the
restriction will be 5 spaces within the High Street
area and 3 outside sited here. I would suggest that
it is not enough! There is also no provision for The
Plain area and the walk as proposed by the
pedestrianisation around the pump/Owens corner
etc will all be excessive for many, along with
associated an road crossing etc.
TRO 3.
We object to this Traffic order
1. Loading places will only exist in 3 places. These
will barely accept a ‘lorry’. Deliveries to ‘The Lion’,
will mean that barrels will need to be trundled a
significant distance, with time associated.
Previously these would have been brief and
outside the entrance. Some businesses on the
eastern side of the street also receive deliveries
from the High Street (eg. COSTA). Previously
there was appropriate flexibility.
2. We also express concern with regard to deliveries
of monies to all financial establishments(including
at The Plain and the Post Office) and the
associated vulnerablity from a security viewpoint of
personnel and passers by. When these personnel
are required to walk greater distances the danger
increases.
TRO 4.
We object to this Traffic Order
1. THROUGH Traffic(including buses) should
return to the High Street without delay to
promote the economic viability and well being
of the High Street. The generic points above(17) give many reasons why this is a flawed
proposal.
2. The High Street can be readily closed for
Events as has been readily done in the past via
a Temporary Events notice or via a Premises
Licence(one is already held by me on behalf of
TCLA to close the High Street , Castle Street
and the Plain up to 4 times per year).
3. A formal traffic analysis must be done to
analyse the long term impact of ‘one way’
through options on all roads in the vicinity,
BEFORE embarking on a ‘oneway’ through
traffic option. Cycling in a northerly direction, in
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a southerly one way system has dangers
associated for unsuspecting pedestrians and
has to be properly assessed and analysed.consider crossing the Road from the Westerly
side to the Town Council Offices...one is blind
to cyclists coming down the hill( often at
speed). Herring-bone parking should also be
considered.
TRO 5
We object to this Traffic Order, please see
qualification.
1. In principal we do not object to 20mph and
were amazed that 20mph was brought in in
Castle Street but not The High Street!.
However, we would suggest that it is a time
related. Hence between the hours of 7:30 and
11pm say as outside those hours the
pedestrian activity will be minimal. Maintaining
20mph outside those hours will mean that they
are frequently flouted.
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We also represent 5 other family members.
Response to 5 statutory notices for the closure of
Thornbury Highstreet
The council has broken its own guidelines on
consultations by restricting the consultation period to less
than 6 weeks.
The council has made it difficult to respond to the
consultation by breaking the documents into 5 separate
consultations and by not providing a simple online form to
complete
None of the consolations show how the loss of vehicle
capacity will be addressed.
None of the consultations show the reinstatement of the
“do not follow Sat nav” signs on the A38 B4061 junction.
None of the consultations address the safety of
pedestrians outside the take aways by the entry to castle
court car park. This area has become very unsafe
especially on Friday evenings
The consultations fail to show how the safety of residents
on the B4061 will be ensured given the restricted access
to Thornbury. There has been a substantial increase in
holiday traffic trying to access Wales via this road when
the traffic is heavy on the motorway. The speed
restrictions and associated road hardware will impede
any holiday traffic through the town or ring road resulting
in further issues along the B4061. The Thornbury ring
road has to many small islands that will also restrict the
flow of holiday traffic creating a potentially unsafe
situation for caravans and trailers.

Thank you for your comments.
The length of time that the council
must legally advertise proposed
Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs)
is 21 days, these legal orders
were advertised for longer than
this.
There are 5 separate
consultations because there are 5
separate TROs that must be
legally advertised.
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The scheme has not considered the impacts on
surrounding parishes and their access to Thornbury. The
overall scheme makes Thornbury a less attractive
destination as it becomes more difficult to access the
Highstreet and surrounding ring road. Most parishes
surrounding Thornbury have to drive to Thornbury. As the
roads become more congested and less accessible due
to the decreased capacity Shopping in Bristol and Cribbs
Causeway becomes more attractive and is only an
additional 10 minutes drive.
There has been no investment in the surrounding
infrastructure in 50 years and the road can not cope with
the traffic. Closing road capacity without think of the
surrounding infrastructure will make this worse.
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Response to TRO 2 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
I am opposed to this proposal for Disabled parking bays
as they are part of a scheme that limits access to many
users and does not come near to the access previously
available to me as a blue badge holder. This is against
my human rights as part of a disadvantaged minority.
The High Street could become a one-way roadway with
parking and loading bays on both sides, with all traffic
allowed through and a speed limit. This would be safer
than the original 2-way system and better access to the
benefit of residents, business and visitors including bus
passengers.
I oppose this TRO.

Thank your for your comments.
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I l will list a number of items that ratepayers seem
concerned about.
1/ the bus stop in Rock street should be returned to High
street as a matter of urgency. It,s current location is a
danger to all road users. This was demonstrated when
there was a serious
accident close to the site in question
2/ If the High street is to become one way it needs to be
clearly signposted to cyclists/skateboarders etc that that
is the case so there are no accidents.
3/ Steps must be taken to ensure that disabled/elderly
people can convenienly access the High street i.e.
disabled spaces/ reinstatement of bus service.
4/ Pubs/ cafes are making surrounding areas look untidy
with their street furniture.Are they paying extra rates for
the additional space they take up?
5/ The planters make the High street look uninviting.
Someone has told me they can cost up to £1000 ! Don,t
say this is not out of our rates bill because it is still the
taxpayer
funding unnecessary expenditure.
6/ Has pollution levels on Rock street and surrounding
roads been monitored since the increase in co ngestion
at busy times?

Thank you for your comments.
Cyclists are exempt from the one
way restriction on the High Street.
Any businesses that use space on
the public highway for things such
are tables need to apply and pay
for a licence.
We monitor air quality, specifically
nitrogen dioxide which is a traffic
related pollutant, in Thornbury
High Street at a site between
Chapel Street and The Close (Site
11). The monitoring results for the
site from 2015 - 2020 are shown
in the table below.
Site No.
Site Name Annual
mean NO2 concentration (µg/m3)
20
15
20
16
20
17
20
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7/ I fear there will be further loss shops/businesses if
S.G.C. don,t take the High street in the right direction.
8/ The feelings of the electorate are being ignored! This
was most apparent by reading the latest edition of
Thornbury Voice( pages 4/5) The number of people seen
by S.G.C.
in advance of Sept 9th meeting was insignificant
compared to the public meeting(many of whom could not
get in.) I think many of S.G.C councillors are on another
planet.
Remember Thornbury high street belongs to the
ratepayers of Thornbury not councillors who do NOT live
in the area
9/ There is no need to remove one of the pedestrian
crossings. Unnecessary expense.
10/ I have lived in Thornbury for more than 50 years and
it pains me to see what has been done to the High street

18
19
11

20
2020
Thornbury – High Street
25.5 26.8 25.6 24.7
24.2 14.7

The results show the annual
average nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
levels are well below the national
target of 40 μg/m3 at this site in
these years. In 2020, the nitrogen
dioxide levels fell by nearly 40%
compared to 2019 due to the
Covid-19 pandemic restrictions
and the closure of Thornbury High
Street to vehicles.
As the results are reported as an
average for the calendar year, the
2021 results will not be available
until 2022, however the 2021 data
so far indicates similar low levels
to those monitored in 2020 due to
the considerable reduction in
traffic through the High Street.
A monitoring site in Rock Street
opposite the Chapel Street
junction (site 187) was set up in
February 2021 following the
changes to the High Street. As
this is a new site, there is no
previous data for direct
comparison.
As for the High Street site,
because the results are reported
as an annual average, the results
for Site 187 will not be available
until 2022. However, the
preliminary data from the new site
indicates the annual average
nitrogen dioxide levels are also
likely to be well below the national
target (40 μg/m3) as at site 11. It
is acknowledged that the
pandemic restrictions earlier this
year would have reduced traffic
volumes, so the monitoring in
Rock Street will remain in place to
assess any potential ongoing
impacts of the changed traffic
movements in the town centre,
although it is not anticipated that
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air quality will be significantly
affected
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As an incredibly IT literate person, I have never seen
anything so complicated in terms of giving feedback via
the website, so hence I have reverted in frustratioin to
email. I am seriously concerned that many people will just
give up, and wonder if this is part of the council's plan to
force through unwanted and ridiculously short timerestricted changes.
I write these following comments as an individual not as a
representative of Accessibility Thornbury.
The Plain & Castle Street
I firmly object to all changes to The Plain, and the
proposed changes to the road layout. Pushing traffic
down Castle Street which is residential, with two elderly
people's residential accommodation, and in the direction
of local schools is highly dangerous, and damn right
stupid. Any town planner who suggests this does not
deserve to be employed. Just this week (Tuesday 21st
September 2021) we have had a child knocked over by a
car on the way to Castle School, so pushing more traffic
that way will only exacerbate an already difficult stretch of
road as it also narrows as you go down the road. Please
also consider that we have a special needs school on this
road as well. The changes suggested are not sensible for
the area, and were also not part of the original
consultation and road closure so therefore should have a
separate consultation process from the start of now.
These have not been previously discussed and the town
people only found out when this RTO was launched. This
is highly undemocratic, and again shows a predetermined
outcome, and a council that is unwilling to accept that
71% of the people in Thornbury object to these changes,
but we have been undemocratically ignored!
High Street Disabled bays.
1) As previously commented to the council at the
accessibility and equalities group meetings, and at the
open day, the dis abled bays on the plan are just not
workable. The three bays at the North end of the Street
(the old bus stop)a t the bottom of the hill are extremely
dangerous and as a disabled driver I have on numerous
occasions had to wheel my wheelchair up the open part
of the road to reach a safe exit point. All the while with
cars behind me revving their engines and beeping me!
They are not now and never will be a safe place for
disabled people. Also trying to self propel yourself up a
hill in a chair is no easy task, and to place the disbaled
spaces at the bottom of the hill is just crazy!
2) The three disabled bays to the South of the Road
(Opposite the Malthouse pub). These bays are again in a

Thank you for your comments.
The layout changes proposed for
The Plain are not part of this TRO
advert process. As detailed plans
are evolving we are not yet at a
point where a detail plan can be
presented to the public though
this will be forthcoming in due
course.
Your concerns regarding the
disabled bays at the bottom of the
High Street nearest the Co-Op
have been noted. However, there
are several disabled bays
proposed at different locations
along the High Street.
Furthermore the disabled bays in
this specific location have been
designed to be wider than normal
disabled bays so that there is
enough room for a driver to exit
their vehicle without being in the
road.
In relation to the comments about
the Equalities Act; the act states
that we have a duty to make
adjustments if we put “a disabled
person at a substantial
disadvantage in relation to a
relevant matter in comparison with
persons who are not disabled, to
take such steps as it is
reasonable to have to take to
avoid the disadvantage.” Given
the fact that we have proposed
more disabled parking bays than
we have general parking bays on
the High Street, we believe this
criterion has been met.
With regards to the comments
made regarding the no waiting
zone on Castle Court and how
this will effect the garden centre:
loading and unloading is allowed
within the restricted parking zone
so their business should be
unaffected by this change as
there are already double yellow
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location that is not suitable to the wider community, and
pose a serious risk to drivers, residents and children
exiting the Mundy playing fields.
The Malthouse pub has taken over the entire pavement
with their round tables! This is forcing people into the road
beyond the planters, as if you stay within the planter area
a wheelchair user can't get off the road onto the
pavement, there is no drop curb, its obstructed by the
Malthouse! The Flower pots installed by the council take
up the full left side of the road, this means that the drivers
of disabaled cars will have only half a road to do a five or
six point turn to maneuver their vehicle whilst avoiding
vehicles exiting the High Street south. However, most
don't do this because it's too much hard work so reverse
into the close, which is normally busy with deliveries etc,
and makes it difficult to see children running quickly out of
the playing fields. This is a dangerous situation and
wondering if a full risk assessment has been undertaken
for this?
3) New disbled bays within the High Street that are
restricted as per planned changes
Three bays! Seriously! It is undemocratic and illegal and
refer you to the Equality Act 2010, Human Rights
legislation and Public Sector Equality Duty. To make a
public road less accessible to the disbled people in the
community, which you are proposing to do on a
monumental scale, is in my view illegal. Prior to the
closure, the High Street had 25 marked car parking bays,
and double yellow lines. The disbaled in the community
had access to those 25 bays, and if they were full could
park on the double yellow lines with their blue badges
where safe to do so. From what I am given to understand
this will not be possible either going forward. So you've
taken away 25 spaces and given us 3! Honestly, do you
think that is right? Is it more accessible or less
accessible? Definitely less by a significant margin and as
a town with a large elderly population totally impractical
and leaves people forced out of the High Street for
shopping, and unable to take part in community cafe and
elderly people meet up sessions. The very reason you
wanted to change the high street was to make it more
vibrant and a destination tourist town, did this plan include
making no disbled people welcome? Have you
deliberately set out to exclude the disbled and people with
reduced mobility? I am beginning to think that I am not
welcome to the High Street or this town anymore.
High Street - drop off/ Click and collect ten minute waiting
Have you ever tried to help someone with reduced
mobility? To get them out of a car, and their walking aid,
then walk/waddle and assist them to the chemist, fetch a
prescription (if it's actually ready on time for you!) and get

lines in this location that prevent
waiting.
English Heritage have not been
consulted as part of this scheme
as they are primarily concerned
with ancient monuments, historic
sites and artifacts, so this scheme
would no longer fall within their
remit. Historic England, who may
have a pertinent interest in the
built heritage of Thornbury have
been contacted and will be invited
to comment on the physical layout
designs as it evolves.
Assessment of risks and
mitigations is an iterative process
as part of the design of the
scheme and the potential impacts
at this location are being taken
into account in a number of ways
including internal scrutiny panels,
road safety audits and through
public engagement.
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back to the car, reload and leave within 10 minutes? I can
assure you this is totally impossible, and I have been
caring for my mother since I was 15 so have a good 30
years experience of this before becoming disbled myself.
Minimum wait times should be changed to 30 minutes lets
just have some common sense here please.
Castle Court
I totally object to the no waiting zone on Castle Court.
Has the knock on effect on Thornbury Garden Centre
business who are based here been considered in this?
Their van loads and unloads in this location for shop
deliveries as well as suppliers making deliveries, they
also offer a customer delivery service so need to load the
van, and they will load a customers' car at their shop
gates for heavy items purchased in person. As a disbled
person this is a vital service to myself. There is no issue
with Castle Court and again was never part of the original
consultation process so is once more being
undemocratically forced through.
Pedestrian Crossing - Located 55 metres North of the
junction with the Close.
I object to the removal of the crossing on the High Street.
These are fully recognised as safe places to cross, and
drivers of vehicles will stop to let people cross the road
safely. For the elderly in our community this is essential.
They can't walk quickly so need to know that's their place
without any worry about how long it takes to safely cross
the road. I would like to know - why would you remove
something so basic and critically important to road
safety?
I apologise for the tone of this email but I am totally fed up
and frustrated with this nightmare situation forced upon
our beautiful town that is being destroyed. Businesses are
not getting the footfall they used to have, some reporting
reductions by 60% less to pre-pandemic. Four
businesses have indicated they are leaving the town,
three are national brands , and one has been on the high
street for over 100 years! We are not now or never will be
a "destination tourist town", we have nothing to offer
except an overpriced Castle and our Britain in Bloom
awards! We are a rural farming community town that is
being choked to death by people trying to force a city
based plan into a rural town that only has two main roads
in and out, one of which you've closed! Wider impacts to
the whole town have not been considered at all.
All the council needs to do is the right thing, to fully
reopen the High street minimum one way, reinstate the
bus service, mark out some parking spaces available to
all like we had before and the double yellow lines to
provide disabled drivers with additional options. The bad
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feeling and toxic divide being caused in the community by
the current situation will go away as well, then don't forget
71% wanted this road opened one way as a compromise
according to your consultation data! The same people
also took a vote of no confidence in South
Gloucestershire Council and Toby Savage at the public
meeting with the Town Council on 9th September. So
PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING AND GIVE US FULL
ACCESS, ONE WAY!!!
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This current road layout, nicknamed locally as 'Mario Kart
race track' its an unnecessary man made winding road,
and is just an eye sore and not compatible with our town
heritage. Can you tell me if English Heritage have been
consulted on the design? As a heritage town they will
need to be involved in the planning too and don't recall
any conversations where they have been mentioned as
consulted.
Now Covid rules have all been reduced throughout the
country and a very positive Covid vacation program has
been offered, there is no longer a need to keep the high
street In Thornbury closed.
To name a couple of the negatives
The traffic on rock street has definitely increased pollution
and location of the bus stop is an accident waiting to
happen.
My Nan does not hold blue bagde, so can no longer
access the higstreet shops due to short distances she
can travel in older age . So adding bays for only blue
badges will not work for people who Dont qualify!
The high street as you statement said is about
regeneration, but you have lost over 40% foot fall for
business’s through closing it. Please help me with the
financial and community gains?
So as business do lose foot fall and start to close who is
going to pay the business rates for empty shops and
those who are taking more space, are you going to
increase there rates and reduce there profit margin?
Would be great to get some more sound facts about why
it has been closed?
Filled in all the surveys and still waiting for a really good
reason for the closure?
Even the elected MP Luke Hall is baffled why the high
street for closed in Thornbury.

Thank you for your comments.
The Statutory Notice you have
responded to is a legal
advertisement of the Highway
Authority's intent to introduce a
type of permanent traffic
restriction . This follows a range of
engagement activity by the
council since the easing of
lockdown restrictions in the
summer of 2020, including trial of
more severe restrictions by the
Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order. These latest proposals are
similar but much less restrictive in
response to comments already
made and any objections to these
currently proposed permanent
restrictions submitted in response
to this Statutory Notice should be
considered mainly in relation to
use of the highway. This would
include safety concerns, the use
of and access to the Highway for
the variety of traffic and vehicular
access to adjacent property; not
necessarily wider issues for the
town centre which other channels
of engagement might be more
appropriate. Your comments on
wider issues have however been
noted and can be seen by
decision makers through this
report.
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APPENDIX C – RESPONSES RECEIVED AND OFFICER COMMENTS FOR THORNBURY - HIGH
STREET - PROPOSED DESIGNATED LOADING PLACE - STATUTORY NOTICE PT.7033.
Comments
Officers comments
Statutory orders response
1

Hello
I am a business owner of Thornbury Discounts
which is on a High Street “unfortunately”
You guys have managed to ruin every business
on the high street including mine, give yourself a
pat on your back for doing that!
Now why on earth are you rubbing this in? Why
do you keep sending letters like the one i attach
now, STOP pretending you care about
businesses!
You are a bunch of clowns, a bunch of cowboys
from the old times!
HIGH STREET IS DEAD!!!! nobody has ever
seen high street like this you idiots! Totally utterly
idiots!
In a year’s time there will be NO HIGH STREET!!!
We have families, kids, mortgages to pay, bills to
pay, stop playing games with us and please stop
sending letters i cannot stand another letter from
you cowboys who run the SouthGloucestershire!

Officers are sorry to be advised you feel
that strongly against the recent changes
to the high street aimed at helping
businesses and enabling a safe retail and
leisure environment in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
In addition to advertisement in local press
and posting of notices on roads affected,
letters have been issued to those most
immediately affected by traffic regulation
order proposals as is usual practice. The
local authorities traffic orders procedure
regulations require the Highway Authority
to provide adequate publicity of their
intentions to persons likely to be affected
by the order.
Reintroduction of bus services through the
High Street is currently being considered
in response to the 2020 Experimental
Traffic Regulation Order, new emerging
layout designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from the
permanent traffic regulation orders
currently proposed.

Bring the busses back to high street!!!

2

3

You should be ashamed of yourselves!!!!
I am fully supportive of the change that you are
planning in this consultation with the following
comment:

Thank you for your comments.

The loading bays should be time limited (suggest
10mins) so that they are not used as general
parking spaces.
I agree that there should be designated loading
Thank you for your comments.
bays on the High Street.
The loading bays will be enforced by the
But your document does not specify a loading
councils parking services team.
time period.
How will you make sure that this is not parking in
disguise?
At the moment many vans park in the High Street,
I counted 8 at one time this week. They were not
loading or unloading, just parking for their
convenience.
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4

5

I totally oppose all of this bizarre plan to kill
thornbury. Restricting traffic and in this case
deliveries will force what’s left of the shops to
shut, deliveries already have to go further to
reach the street. The extra milage will add up to
increase pollution and road damage, this adds up
to extra maintenance costs. Due to the access
being ruined alruined for shoppers why would any
business want to come here with extra problems
being added. Please abandon this all
Good afternoon
Re Thornbury High Street consultation No.s 1-5:
PT.7028, PT.7029,PT7033, PT7034 & PT.7038
Please can you register my objection to the above
proposals; I could not find the online
questionnaire suggested, only a place to upload a
document or submit a response by post.
I went to the consultation at Turnberries on
Monday 6th September, and was given the
impression I could provide feedback to some of
the points I raised, however the online document
implies that feedback is only required regarding
the specific items rather than the points you have
omitted.
1.With regard to the new road layout at the
bottom of the High Street/ Pump - we will need a
crossing to enable shoppers to access the shops
on the other side of the road; The George, new
coffee shop Savery's and Craft shop etc.. It is
difficult to cross there at present, but with traffic
not having to stop at a junction it will become
dangerous. A crossing will suggest there are
other places to visit so may encourage more
footfall.
2.Re the outdoor seating area in front of the
Swan, at present the seating area is so close to
the footpath that, combined with the frontage
pillars there is less space to pass than before the
changes were implemented. In the past it was
possible to step down off the kerb, between
parked cars, to enable a buggy or mobility scooter
to pass. Please ensure adequate space is given.
3. The leaflet I was handed at the consultation
states there will be "waiting" bays - this suggests
someone must remain in the vehicle. At the
consultation I was advised it would be possible to
park for a limited time, however I am now unsure
as to whether I was correctly informed. Please
can you advise whether this is short time parking
or waiting only, which still requires a second
person in the vehicle.
4. It appears you have decided to not allow buses
back up the High Street, as I notice the bus stop

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments. The new
road layout has not yet been finalised and
is not part of this advert.
There are limited waiting bays proposed
as part of this scheme which means that
you can park your vehicle for a short
period of time in this case 30 minutes or
10 minutes.
The limited waiting bays and loading
areas are available to anyone with
reduced mobility and without a blue badge
to use for pick up and drop off purposes.
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is replaced with Disabled parking - please can I
draw your attention to the traffic issues at the
Traffic Lights between Aldi/Rock Street car park.
The increased congestion and annoyance is
significant.
5. Re the FAQ on your leaflet "I have reduced
mobility but not a Blue Badge where can I park?"
Can I strongly point out that if someone feels the
need to point out that they have reduced mobility,
it is probable they asking because they are
unable to walk the min 5 minute walk from a car
park. I found this response tone deaf and
offensive. It also suggests that the waiting areas
are not for parking, but that someone will have to
remain in the car.
Dear Cllr Savage,
I have finally found the above consultations, only
by a diligent and tenacious search, not on the
general consultations page but through a specific
traffic consultations page.
Now I find that I can only respond if I have to
have Office 365 or by post. Why not in the same
way as planning applications?
Is this in the true spirit of democracy?
Also why is the closure of the High Street in the
power of South Glos Council and not Thornbury
Town Council?

Thank you for your comments.
Legislation relating to the making of
Traffic Regulation Orders under the
Highways Act are the powers of the
highways authority ie South
Gloucestershire Council. The Town
Councils do not have any equivalent
powers.
The format in which objections are to be
submitted is specified in Regulation 8 of
The Local Authorities’ Traffic Orders
(Procedure) (England and Wales)
Regulations 1996:8.— Objections
(1) Any person may object to the making
of an order by the date specified in the
notice of proposals or, if later, the
end of the period of 21 days beginning
with the date on which the order making
authority has complied with all the
requirements of regulation 7(1) to (3).
(2) Without prejudice to its right to object
under paragraph (1), an authority required
to be consulted under paragraph
6(3)(c) of Part II of Schedule 5 to the 1985
Act may object to the making of an order
by the end of the period of 21
days beginning with the date on which the
notice of proposals was sent to that
authority.
(3) An objection under paragraph (1) or
(2) shall—
(a) be made in writing;
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(b) state the grounds on which it is made;
and
(c) be sent to the address specified in the
notice of proposals,
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Police response: Thank you for your email and
attachments regarding the proposed Designated
Loading Bay in High Street, Thornbury, as shown
on the attached plan.
I understand from the Statement of Reasons that
“As a result of the COVID-19 crisis, restrictions on
motor vehicles in Thornbury High Street were
trialled as part of the council’s network
management duty and guidance announced by
the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant
Shapps on 9th May 2020.
With the reopening of shops and public houses
the proposed measures were introduced to help
keep essential workers and goods moving,
provide safe access to shops and other high
street businesses, and provide people space for
social distancing. The proposed layout changes
aimed to reduce danger to the public in
connection with Covid-19, by encouraging active
travel and by helping people to stay 2 metres
apart for social distancing purposes when
outdoors.
On the 7 June 2021, cabinet agreed a future
vision for the High Street, seeking investment to
provide one way access through the high street
that supports the economic activity and includes
loading and unloading, disabled bays and drop off
points
Purpose of Scheme
The High Street vision supports the town centre
regeneration and anchors the High Street at the
heart of a thriving community supporting the
town’s recovery from the pandemic. A space that
meets the needs of all residents and visitors both
in safety, access and experience. Providing a
range of retail from High Street brands to
independent shops, selling both essential and
non-essential goods. A welcoming space for all
ages to meet and spend time together in a range
of hospitality and cultural experiences. That

and an objection under paragraph (2)
shall in addition state whether or not it is
alleged that the order would have any
direct
effect on traffic on any road, other than a
trunk road, in the area of the authority
making the objection.
Thank you for your comments.
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supports and embodies the future hybrid working
expected from more home working and less
commuting.
This vision will embrace and encourage active
travel, through improved safe cycling and walking
routes to the High Street and secure parking for
cycles including those adapted. Enabling all to
enjoy the reduction in traffic and noise when
using the High Street.
Proposed Scheme
The proposals in the High Street include:•
Prohibition of driving except for access
between the junction with Castle Court and The
Close.
•
One Way except for cycles
•
Disabled badge holder only bays
•
Loading only bays
•
Limited waiting bays
•
Restricted parking zone except in
marked bays
•
Shared use (limited waiting or residents
permit holders) bays”
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Enforcement of waiting restrictions within the
South Gloucestershire Council area rests with
South Glos. Parking Services.
The proposal should meet the aspirations in the
Statement of Reasons.
Reject this proposal.

Thank you for your comments.

Open the High Street and think again of ways to
support the economic activity on the High Street
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
Thank you for your comments.
Response to Loading order:
The loading bays are not sufficient for the number
of delivery vehicles that arrive on a daily basis.
There are no loading bays at the end of the High
Street to allow deliveries to the 2 public houses,
the Garden shop and the CO-OP. These
businesses receive deliveries on a regular basis
and the 2 pubs and the Garden Shop and Prezzo
have no rear access so have no option but to take
deliveries through their front doors.
Comment on TRO3 Proposed Loading Places Thank you for your comments.
in Thornbury High
Street L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
I disagree with this proposal as I want these
areas to be returned to public parking together
with the High Street opened to a one-way system
for all traffic including buses and the space saved
used for additional parking to encourage business
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and visitors. Loading for shops should be
available at limited times only.
I oppose this proposal.
not required - if high st. remains two way existing
arrangements work - if becomes one way existing
width must be maintained to allow full flow of
traffic so that again present arrangements will
apply.
We thought you were going to listen to the 77++%
of Residents & others from villages round
Thornbury re the High Street.
BRING BACK THE BUSES &OPEN THE ROAD
TO TRAFFIC, one way up if not both ways.
1 The closure was due to pandemic so money
was given for that all spent & to return it to as we
would like it ,we the tax payer will have to pay .
What has been done should not have been done
until decision with Thornbury Town Council & the
residents had come to an agreement or not. It
was not SGC decision to make with out proper
consultation.
2 The road should not have been closed to
disabled who could not get anywhere IT WAS
ILLEGAL. It was our right to have access. Not all
disabled have wheel chairs , or mobility buggies.
etc so even worse for them especially without a
bus service.
3 The Banks,Post office , Boots ,Age Concern
,Solicitors, Financial Advisors . Opticians ,Charity
shops, Discount Stores ,Shoe shop & coffee
places etc. all in High Street cut off. Many of
these places are talking of closing ,no matter how
much money is pumped in ,if there are no
customers. THE BANKS WILL disappear & POST
OFFICE. Life line for many who don't do
everything on line don't even have computers.
4 We need the road OPEN for all traffic up
oneway if not both. BUSES back as not
everyone has a car & it is to far to walk from Rock
Street. Many have ailments that don't enable the
person to get a Blue Badge . There are not
enough spaces for BB. So one finds oneself
polluting the air driving round & round finding a
parking. Much better to have parking for all as
BB can park on yellow lines .
5 No use having mobility buggies to hire clutter
up the walk ways altogether.

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
The experimental traffic regulation order
in place over the last year has provided a
wealth of consultation opportunity. The
permanent traffic regulation orders now
proposed have been devised in response
to both the councils vision and to address
some of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.
Reintroduction of bus services through the
High Street is currently being considered
in response to the 2020 Experimental
Traffic Regulation Order, new emerging
layout designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from the
permanent traffic regulation orders
currently proposed
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6. The table & chairs are far to many for size of
Thornbury .Not seen anyone sitting outside at
Prezzo ,they could have fewer & near the
building , The Knot of Rope are huge & round
,should be rectangular & their railing taken away
so tables can be nearer building & they are only
used at night mainly & blocking the pavement
badly. The Swan does have people but they hav
a garden at the back so don't need tables out
front but a couple would do . VERY DIFFICULT
TO WALK PAST THESE PLACES TWO
ABREAST OR WITH PRAM & CHILDREN &
WHEELCHAIRS.
7. The road should be left as a road with proper
pavements & lowered for wheelchairs, prams &
infirm & anybody crossing the road, with zebra
crossing markings with them, top middle & bottom
. It would slow traffic down.
8. What about people trying to get to Mundy
Playing Fields from High Street. Families no car
walking need a BUS
9 What about EMERGENCY vehicles trying to
get through if road closed. .
10 The Chepstow Market should not be
allowed in The High Street but in St
Mary's Centre where the Farmers Market is held
& can be accessed by all . In the High St. the
shops are cut off because of security round
stalls. We also already have a Saturday Market
that you are KILLING.
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11 Rock Street Bus Stop is a HAZARD
CAUSING MORE POLUSION than Cars in the
Hight St. ever did .Cant walk on
pavement because of shelter & people getting on
& off buses. Blocking main & side roads into
Rock St. which has a dangerous end anyhow.
Dear Sir
As your web pages will not allow me access to
comment on the below listed TRO'S I have
resorted as advised to do it this way
1. The first outstanding fault in all of the orders
are that you are using street plans which at
present do not exist. and I ask if there is a means
to object to the shown alterations to the road
network.

Thank you for your comments.
The new road layout has not yet been
finalised and is not part of this advert.
It is unlikely there will be a need for
planning permission as the current
scheme is being devised solely within the
highway extends and as such would be
covered under the wide ranging powers
under the highway authority. However,
our colleagues in a number of teams will
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2. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Does not allow for natural movement of
pedestrians. The furniture placed outside of Swan
Inn caused social distancing to be
i infringed
and increased likely hood of cross infections.
Retention of this furniture presents a hazard to
pedestrians and permitted vehicle movements.
The placing of furniture outside of The Malthouse
again infringes social distancing apart from
obstruction of footpath. his should be removed
immediately.
3. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
The imposition of loading places does not allow
people with serious physical disabilities to use
shopping facilities. The loading/unloading areas
are not convent for even every day movement of
goods making it harder for premises to receive
deliveries.
4. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Disabled parking. Though this goes a little way
of satisfying Mr Luke Hall MP request it falls short
of what is actually needed. People with severe
walking problems like myself would still have
serious difficulty in getting to the remaining
business in High Street. Think again.
5. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20mph Seed limit. Areas designated are sound
if traffic were permitted to use all of the area as
an everyday activity though there are places in
the area which at the present time 20mph cannot
be achieved. The alterations to road layout shown
but not yet carried out would allow an increase of
speed not now possible.
6.TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
WAITING RESTRICTION. These restrictions
are too limiting to allow day to day use of
premises in the High Street and again does not
take account of the large number of disabled
persons in Thornbury. I again note use of a plan
which does not exist at present.
I urge that serious thought be put to implementing
these restrictions in view of the fact that 7 out of 9

be consulted over detail aspects including
materials and greening of the High Street.
As detailed plans are evolving, we are not
yet at a point where a detail plan can be
presented to the public though this will be
forthcoming in due course.
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schemes in London have been reversed and that
ALL schemes in Wales have been lifted.
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With regards plan used when are the Council
going to publish changes and does planning
permission apply?
I wish to object to this Order on the following
grounds:

Thank you for your comments.

The intended imposition of this Order by South
Gloucestershire District Council is part of a
scheme by that Council to continue its intentions
to part-pedestrianise Thornbury High Street, in
the face of overwhelming opposition (61%) shown
in the Council’s own survey, and contrary to the
wishes of the majority of Thornbury Chamber of
Commerce. The Council’s scheme was agreed
by Councillors in Cabinet on 7 June 2021, despite
the fact that not one of the Cabinet members was
elected by the voters of Thornbury to make such
decisions on the future shape of the Town. The
decision was, therefore, completely
undemocratic.
The semi-closure of the High Street, to further the
Council’s plans, despite very obvious public
opposition, as reported in the press, will not
further what the Council regards as an economic
revival of High Street trading, since it removes the
free passage of vehicles through the Street, and
also the parking facilities available pre-pandemic
in the High Street, thus strangling the passing
trade which was a greater part of previous
commerce.
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The limited loading spaces allowed by this Order
are inadequate in number and scope for the
maintenance of the level of trade enjoyed before
the Council instituted Covid emergency measures
and then took a unilateral decision to make these
permanent. Since premises on the western side
of the High Street between The Close and Castle
Court have no rear vehicular access, all
deliveries, loading and unloading have to be
undertaken via the front of the premises. The
single space permitted for this purpose, with due
allowance for drop ramps at the rear of delivery
vehicles, is inadequate.
The loading space to be provided under this
Order outside Thornbury Deli is inadequate, since
up to three delivery vans are normally parked
there on weekdays for loading/unloading.
Closing the High Street, some 02.km long does
not provide a solution to the Secretary of State for

Thank you for your comments.
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Transport, Grant Shapps on 9th May 2020
announcement. Because the shops and roads
became closed or less busy by Mar 20, COVID
social distancing became easier in the already
wide, non modified High Street. The
announcement has been used to close the High
Street for other reasons such as a licensing for
markets and events, street art, alfresco style
dining, trees, sand pits – all of which can be
accommodated in the existing High Street
infrastructure or elsewhere (Munday Playing
Fields, Sports Centre, Armstrong Hall, Coltston
Hall, Turnberries or the Chantry if needs be.)
assuming one way single lane High Street for all
vehicles. Walking and cycling is a challenging
activity (for those that do) during the months of
Oct to April because of the weather and the
daylight hours imposed by nature (also applies for
Alfresco dining). Traffic noise and pollution has
been transferred elsewhere and perhaps now
increased requiring a further roundabout at the
Rock Street/Gillingstool Road “T junction”. The
mixing of cycling and walking is not safe for those
that are disabled, frail, accompanied young
children, the blind/partially sighted and/or the deaf
– cyclists dismount which must be possible in a
less than 0.2km road length if the cycling and
walking mix pertains! After all, if one cycles to
Thornbury dismounting a bicycle and walking for
less than 0.2km is possible other wise why
bother! Consultations DESIGNATED DISABLED
PERSONS' PARKING PLACE - proposal would
seem reasonable to help those that are disabled
as the High Street has become essentially barred
for disabled drivers and/or passengers.
DESIGNATED LOADING PLACE proposal would
seem reasonable for business requiring a loading
or unloading activity. PROHIBITION OF DRIVING
Disagree as this bars others such as the passing
through motor vehicles and buses. There is a
need to get people passing through and
unfortunately this needs to be encourage.
Perhaps some signage is required for parking
where there is Long and Short stay which other
towns have but no charging this will make it
difficult for those residents in Thornbury without a
drive and push shopping to other places where
there is no charge. “Exemptions are contained in
the order for vehicles to be used for building,
industrial or demolition operations; the removal of
any obstruction to traffic; ……., or of any main,
pipe or apparatus for the supply of gas, water or
electricity or any telecommunication
apparatus;….. Further exemptions will be

There is signage in Thornbury directing
people to its various car parks. Also South
Gloucestershire does not charge for its
parking currently.
Under current legislation it is not possible
to introduce a speed limit lower than
20mph on the public highway.
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included for pedal cycles, disabled persons’
vehicles, loading and unloading; and access to
limited waiting parking places” (Does not include
buses. (Bus passengers are placed in the High
Street and have to pass through it and hence visit
the shops and or stay which includes disabled).
Car park notices should be positioned at the
entrances to the High Street (at the north end and
south end) to divert the passing through vehicles
to Thornbury car parks (long/short stay) or to
bypass the High Street.) VARIOUS ROADS,
THORNBURY 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT There is no
issue with this and perhaps 15mph or less is
sufficient as accidents, noise and pollution is
reduced and less. Perhaps more important for the
constrained conditions in Chapel Street. As an
aside drivers use this rat run (Chapel Street) to
avoid the Midland Way/Rock Street mini
roundabout queues because the High Street Is
closed. PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTION OF
WAITING This is not acceptable as vehicles
cannot pass through and buses are not allowed to
drop-off and board passengers within the high
Street. This will means returning the use of the
previous bus stop outside the Coop and saving
finance for extensive bus stop modifications and
an additional roundabout in Rock Street.
However, returning the High Street to a single
lane, one-way system with a speed restriction for
buses and other vehicles (for quick drop off
and/or passing through) would help to bring back
the now reduced footfall to the High Street.
Should markets and events activities be required
then some smart signage could be used for the
duration of these non enduring activities.
Increasing walking and cycling for the
surrounding area is challenging (the terrain and
geography) coupled with the inclement weather
(rain and wind) and the reduced daylight hours in
the spring, winter and autumn together with that it
it is possible to carry everything (including young
children ) or indeed walk with the challenging
timings set by business and ones private life. In
certain circumstances work, school and home life
does not allow this in our current society in which
there is only 24hrs in a day!!!! Essentially there is
not a need to shut the High Street to cycle and
walk there – much terrain, geography and
weather has to be negotiated for a less than
0.2km High Street length it is an isolated historic
market town some 1 mile plus from the A38 –
have you tried cycling up Thornbury Hill in the
rain, with a south westerly wind in reduced
daylight hours? The only way people will cycle or
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walk (if minded to) is to ban all private vehicles
ownership at say a 2.5 mile radius or more from
the High Street centre removing all noise and
pollution which is not a reality. This includes all
visiting SGC representatives or their agents and
see if they can fit everything into their working day
– perhaps local authorities could be included in
the “Prohibition of Driving” and not be exempt!
Dear Sirs,
I have submitted completed Consultation
documents in respect of all five issues via the
Upload facility on your website.
However, I am also attaching a copy of a
document that I handed to Donna Whinham at the
presentation event held recently at Turnberries.
In addition to my comments made in all 6 of the
above-mentioned documents, I would also like to
make or reinforce the following points:
1. Your Officers pointed out that the Council do
not consider that Thornbury High Street has been
'pedestrianised' and that this was misreported by
local media. This needs to be made widely
known to the few local residents who believe that
they are entitled to prevent the free movement of
any traffic along the High Street in a southerly
direction.
2. Since 1st June, I have walked an average of
75-80km per week around Thornbury and I speak
to a LOT of local residents, even if I don't know
them! I can assure you that, despite the rare
protestations about the 'silent majority' who are in
favour of the current arrangements, I have only
managed to find 2 or 3 people out of literally
hundreds, who share this view!
3. Since the 2011 Census, I am pretty sure that
the population demographic for Thornbury will
have greatly increased for the 65+ group. In
2011 this group numbered 2,567 (21.2%) and I'm
sure that Andy Cornelius will have some more upto-date figures/estimates for the 2021 Census. A
large number of this age group do not drive cars,
do not have Blue Badges, do not have the ability
to walk far, do not have access to digital
technology and have to rely on family,
neighbours, infrequent bus services to gain
access to the High Street and surrounding
area. You can rest assured from me that they
feel their opinions are greatly under-represented
in this current round of Consultations. Many of
them now just steer clear of going to the High
Street, not because of COVID-19, but through
lack of accessibility. Start thinking of ways that
you could improve their lives by making access to

Thank you for your comments.
The one way system does not apply to
cyclists and at present there is not legal
way to control the speed at which cyclists
travel.
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the various Pensioners' drop-in centres/meeting
places so much easier and enjoyable.
4. Stop the groups of cyclists 'bombing' down the
High Street (northbound) at 20+mph, by enforcing
the one-way traffic system. Near misses, don't
make me start!
5. Clear the pavements of the clutter that is
picnic benches, advertising boards, planters,
inappropriately placed signage etc in order to
provide a safer route for disability vehicles,
zimmer frames, childrens' buggies etc.
In its current or proposed form, it does not
represent a welcoming destination for
shoppers. The only people who appear to enjoy it
are those who wish to spend large amounts of
time in coffee shops, pubs or eating
establishments and are fortunate enough to
possess the time, transport or mobility in order to
achieve that aspiration. What about the rest of
us?!!!
I would appreciate a full response to some, if not
all, of the issues/questions I have raised/asked.
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I look forward to hearing from you.
Plan for Loading or Unloading Bays

Thank you for your comments.

There is insufficient allocated space for Loading
and Unloading.
You only need to look on any day of the week and
see at times, how many
18

vehicles are trying to load or unload.
Dear Mr Cashmore
I was looking at the proposed TROs for
Thornbury High Street T430-374-063 etc. which
are intended to replace the current Covid-19
installations. These proposals and the
accompanying illustration include the possibility of
the elimination of the kerbs at the side of the
roadway. Have there been any studies to
consider the effect of this change on drainage ?
The current system of storm drains and gutters
was installed to stop flooding of roadside
premises some time ago. It seems to have
worked well over several decades. In the future
we are warned of increasing occurrences of rain
storms and flash floods. Any alteration to the
water flow such as levelling roads and walkways

Thank you for your comments.
The hard paved area is unlikely to
increase and may well be reduced by the
greening of the HS. Drainage
improvements and maintenance will be
considered as part of the detailed design
and works programme.
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would result more rapid run-off and potential
flooding of the premises at lower level.
What steps can be taken to avoid such run-off?
Have you any recommendations on
improvements that could be incorporated in this
improvement scheme for the High Street to
combat heavier rainstorms due to climate change
as the final scheme will be in place for decades to
come.
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I am particularly concerned about these proposals
as a member of an accessibility group as well as
a taxpayer!
Loading areas at the top of the High Street are
too close together and lorries will park on
either side of the road and COULD cause
gridlock. Emergency vehicles will be unable to
get through. There is insufficient space to
park a van/truck without it obstructing the
main carriage, especially if two vehicles park
at the same time opposite each other.
How will deliveries be made to the Co-op and
collections of parcels from the Post Office
with the current plan?
THE TRAFFIC PLANS ARE VERY DIFFICULT
TO READ AS THERE IS NOT ONE PLAN
SHOWING THE OVERALL PICTURE, SO EACH
HAS TO BE EXAMINE IN ISOLATION AND THIS
IS NOT SATISFACTORY.
Overall the whole scheme is undemocratic, ill
thought out, with little knowledge or regard for the
actual people who use our High Street.
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Please can the term 'a destination town' be fully
defined. This costly plan has been invented by
people who do not live or work here.
Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029





Enforcement will be essential and Council
has concerns about how this will be done
effectively.
The 10 minute waiting period is insufficient
and will need to be increased.
Council would like consideration to be
given to a taxi space on the High Street.
Council is concerned that there are not
enough short wait bays.

Thank you for your comments.
The 10-minute bay is to allow people to
quickly pop into a shop or takeaway to
pick up items and then leave again. The
short time frame creates a high turnover
of vehicles which allows more people to
use the space.
There are other sections of limited waiting
on The Plain, the High Street and Castle
Street which are 30 minutes or there are
the three car parks which people can park
in.
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Designated Disabled Persons’ Parking Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034


The three hour period seems excessive
and will reduce the number of people
overall that can access this facility. We
would suggest reducing this to two hours
which seems sufficient and will allow more
people to use the spaces.

Proposed Designated Loading Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033






There needs to be very clear signage
specifying who can use these areas and
for what purpose, and also making it clear
that this general area is a shared space.
There is some misunderstanding about
whether shoppers/members of the public
can use these spaces and for what
purpose, as opposed to delivery drivers
dropping off supplies for example.
There are concerns about whether the
loading bays are wide enough to larger
vehicles.

Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except for
Access) - L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028


There needs to be very clear signage
clarifying who can drive along the High
Street and for what purpose, specifically
under what circumstances access to shops
is permitted.

Proposed 20 MPH Speed Limit L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038




Council would strongly suggest that the
speed limit along the High Street itself is
reduced to 10 MPH.
The issue of enforcement is crucial, both
along the High Street and in the other
roads affected.
There is particularly concern about the
area around Quaker Lane/The Plain/Castle
Street and enforcement in this area will be
crucial to ensure it is safe. Council would
also like to see some kind of crossing in
this section – it is a dangerous area for
crossing now, and this could be made
worse when the changes in the road layout
are made.

The 3 hour period is a national standard
for all disabled parking, we decided on 3
hours so as not to add extra restrictions
that may confuse drivers when they are
used to being able to park for 3 hours
everywhere else.
The signage used will comply with the
Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions as well as the traffic signs
manuals.
It is not possible to implement a 10mph
speed limit on the High Street. The lowest
speed limit allowed currently on the public
highway is 20mph.
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Council is very concerned regarding the
speed that some cyclists are travelling
along the High Street. Consideration
needs to be given to controlling this. If
nothing else, clear signage needs to be in
place to urge cyclists to be cautious and
reduce their speed.
Why are there five different proposals to respond
to?
Thornbury High Street is now neither one thing
nor the other, you can't walk in the road as it is
still a road albeit impeded by tables and planters
and you can't walk on the pavements as they are
blocked with tables, randomly scattered A boards
and planters. How on earth are the vision
impaired supposed to manage?
The current ratrun through Chapel Street must be
stopped.
Drivers wanting to beat the queues at the two
mini roundabouts at Tesco and Rock Street nip
through Chapel Street and pull out into Rock
Street where there is limited vision.
I have had two cars one turning left and the other
right pull out on to Rock Street in front of me
without pausing where they are so intent on
beating other traffic.
The bus stop on Rock Street between two
junctions and a traffic light controlled crossing is
an accident waiting to happen.
Cyclists should either be banned from the High
Street, made to dismount and walk or be subject
to the one way uphill rule as this would stop them
weaving all over the road at high speed in the
downhill direction.
The pedestrian area should be the same level as
the pavement right across the road with access
ramps at each end, this would make motor traffic
more aware that they are encroaching on a
pedestrian area. The curbs are now just a trip
hazard.
A boards need to be banned or restricted.
The tables in the High Street look awful and I am
sure the noise from people seated outside at
night will be an annoyance for residents in the
new flats in Castle Court and Wildings.
Either close the High Street properly or reopen it.

Thank you for your comments.
There are five different proposals because
there are five different Traffic Regulation
Orders (TROs) that the council are
proposing.
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Consultation Feedback – Thornbury High Street
Thank you for your comments.
South Glos References: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
This is brief bullet point consultation feedback
from observations via a short 15 minute visit to
Turnberries and while looking at the takeaway
leaflet, it is not a full assessment of the proposals,
hopefully there will be further opportunities to look
in more detail. The presentation in the room
wasn’t clear. It was difficult to view the context
and holistic overview; given that I am a design
professional and found legibility tricky, it’s
questionable if the public will be able to visualise
the reality of some of the proposals. Keys and
orientation diagrams would have been useful. The
3D graphics are gloomy, unclear, lacking context
and short of details. For example, the main
pedestrian thoroughfare from St Mary’s Arcade
accessing onto the High Street isn’t clearly legible
on plans and graphics, nor are entrance and exit
points from properties. The pavement outside St
Mary’s Arcade is kept narrow, this is a natural
congregation point, one might expect more to be
made of this node (wider with street furniture).
The crossovers are indicated as paving areas set
in tarmac, it’s questionable if these are in the best
location for pedestrian desire lines. Space syntax
or observable use patterns should be studied to
position these, or preferably, the entire high street
should have setts. The arcade mentioned above
should have a crossing in alignment with it,
people naturally cross there. Why is Prezzo’s new
seating area so wide, as it’s located where
evening shadows fall? I would suggest the
designers visit on a Friday evening as well as in
the daytime. It was stated that road surfaces are
not yet fixed and that crossover points are
indicative, it is my view that you can’t separate
out urban and hard landscape design from traffic
order issues (I have experience of designing
urban landscape and home zones via community
consultation, so do not make this statement
flippantly). It was suggested that the detail will be
developed later and the scheme is not a fait
accompli, I would challenge this logic, as once
traffic orders are fixed, it’s questionable if there’s
enough scope left for future urban design ideas to
be accommodated. What is driving the strategy?
Is the scheme going to be set out solely by
parking / loading bays, or is there an aspiration
for a broader spatially driven vision in the design?
Is the strategy reacting to user groups
proportionally? While user input from shop
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owners and the disabled users is important, what
broader strategies and visions are there for
holistically conceived quality urban spaces? Is
there scope to position disabled parking to rear of
the town hall, alleviating pressure on the High
Street? The bus stop design adjacent to Rock
Street car park is poor in terms of urban place
making and traffic issues, given it’s one of the
main community transport nodes in the Town; the
2.57 metre passing gap is too small and will likely
to lead to incidents and congestion, this is already
evident at present. Firstly, why can’t the bus stop
be pleasant and engaging i.e. a nice place to wait
for a bus, rather than cramped spot next to traffic
queues? Can the bus stop be relocated back to
the previous location in the High Street? Most
forward thinking urban designers usually place
community transport in the heart of the town, not
on the periphery. If the bus stop is to stay
adjacent to Rock Street car park, why can’t the
road be widened and a designated bay with better
landscape and shelters be added by taking part of
Rock Street car park? Compare the bus stop to
the seating adjacent to the sheltered housing,
there’s a mismatch in terms of spatial quality.
There appears to be a lack of holistic thinking at
present and it seems to be a rushed process. I
might have expected to see more options for
certain areas and evidence of broader studies
showing how all access routes and adjacent
spaces link and influence the design, rather than
viewing a single solution based chiefly on traffic
considerations. Similarly, it’s customary to have
Post-It feedback on drawings and coloured dot
voting preferences on various design options and
decisions. Why was the process not held in the
covered arcade to catch passing pedestrians who
use the area (or drawings made visible in an
empty shop unit)? It’s questionable if the council /
design team are taking user / community
participation seriously in this consultation; the
event felt more of an expectation management
exercise. Whilst I am supportive of the principle of
improvement works to the High Street, there is a
danger that a solution will be imposed on the
town in a less than optimum arrangement, the
work needs to be done well. I would expect to see
further consultations and improved solutions
following on from this event, as there are clearly
some issues that could be improved upon. It
would be highly questionable if the scheme was
to proceed in its current form.
Statement of Objection to Order 202 and all
Thank you for your comments.
the other Current Orders
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On 7 June 2021 the Council took an undemocratic
decision contrary to the expressed wishes of 65%
of the people of Thornbury, who responded to the
so-called consultation about the changes to and
closure of Thornbury High Street to vehicles.
Far from supporting any town centre regeneration,
the whole scheme is signalling the death of this
town, with measures which were in any case
completely unnecessary. The use of the Covid
pandemic to justify the scheme was clearly an
excuse to do something that had been in
somebody’s head for a long time, looking for some
reason to implement it.
The further extension to prohibit or restrict parking
on The Plain and the bottom end of the High Street
is equally unjustified, and I need to ask what is
happening to the town pump in the plans which
have been drawn up. It looks as if the pump will be
demolished.
The Council clearly does not care about the future
of our town and the local Councillors, both South
Glos and Town, should be ashamed of themselves
for failing to represent the wishes of the majority of
the residents of this town.
The removal of cars from the High Street has
simply caused more traffic problems elsewhere –
particularly in Rock Street. The whole scheme
should be reversed and buses in particular should
be allowed to travel up the High Street as they did
previously and as has recently been requested by
Luke Hall, our local MP.
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Thank you for your comments.
We object to these TROs. The High Street should
return to being a through traffic Road, there are
some generic reasons why these are flawed
proposals.
1. The Council implemented the restrictions
in Thornbury High Street as part of the
COVID-19 crisis. Fundamentally, that
action was totally unnecessary, as the
width of pavements in the High Street for
the associated footfall were perfectly
adequate ( they were widened a number of
years ago). Indeed the area where any
queues did form, was at the Post Office,
and by virtue of where it is in the High
Street, it was not possible to increase the
width of the pavement! Many other Market

All of the hard copies of the brochure that
were not used at the event were left at
Thornbury Library.
We are currently working on a webpage,
this will enable us to share all if the
information about the Thornbury High
Street Project in one place. This is
expected to be available mid-November.
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Towns/Towns/Cities with much narrower
pavements ( a local example being Wotton
Under Edge) did not implement such
drastic schemes. Hence the premise on
which the whole scheme was
implemented, was fundamentally flawed.
2. Cabinet agreed a future vision for the High
Street on 7th June, ignoring their own
Consultation data.
65% disagreed. A similar result
came from the forums held. South
Glos were asked to consider a oneway THROUGH traffic system as
a compromise- this was dismissed
in the report in 4 lines.In a brochure
produced by South Glos for the
recent briefings, they actually
concede this position...’Why are the
council pursuing this when the
survey confirmed people want the
High Street to remain as it was’. So
where is the justification for ignoring
it? We hear that you have received
‘many views’, but where is the
actual evidence of this? The forums,
the Consultation all provide actual
tangible data, Council have a duty
to provide the tangible data of the
‘supporters view’ so it can be
properly considered and a
comparative evaluation made.
I understand that no formal traffic
impact analysis had been or has
been done to analyse these
proposals – this is totally
irresponsible. Any Developer has to
carry out traffic impact analysis as a
condition of their proposals, how is it
that that is not a pre-requisite of the
Council? Thornbury Town Council
actually asked for a full traffic
review. The resultant chaos that has
now ensued on Bristol Road,
Midland Way, Rock Street, Bath
Road, Grovesend
Road(Gillingstool), Gloucester
Road, The Plain and Castle Street
is unacceptable. Suddenly there are
also additional plans to reduce
speeds on Midland Way, install
speed Cushions/permanently
reduce speed on Gloucester Road
and speed tables on Morton Way.
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These will all have a contributory
effect and are all grid-locking
Thornbury.
Pollution monitors on the High
Street for 10 years, have been
within acceptable levels. The grid
lock that now ensues on Midland
Way, Rock Street and Gloucester
Road have no similar assessment. I
understand that a monitor on Rock
Street will only produce data in
Spring 2022....after the decision!
Hence there will be no comparative
pollution data, so that the true
analysis of the proposals impact on
pollution can be assessed. Surely,
when the Council has declared its
position re Climate Change impacts
etc, indeed quoted it as a reason to
remove traffic from the High Street,
it has a duty to consider all relevant
data.
Fundamentally, it does not support
the economic prosperity of the High
Street. Has the Council genuinely
surveyed the Traders for
comparative accounts? Even
hospitality establishments may not
have increased trade...purely
moved where it takes place. I am
aware of over 70 of about 75
asked, said they did not support it,
why would they say that if business
were booming?..and we have had
the summer period when ’closure’
/the ’bee trail’ (poorly supported in
thornbury I understand) should have
provided that expected economic
boost. All ‘passing trade’ has been
slashed from the ledger. South Glos
in a newspaper report by their
Leader June 12th quoted the
Timpsons owner and ‘Shopify’
research -‘about half of consumers
now expect to shop locally often
favouring a small, independent
retailer over shopping centres’, and
the survey said
’ 68% of consumers in the UK
believe that shopping locally is
important and a majority expect to
shop more locally post-pandemic
than before. There is a willingness
to support local businesses if the
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experience is convenient, close-by,
and if the product is of good quality
at a reasonable price ‘
....so why would South Glos seek to
promote a scheme that is likely to
sacrifice those few independent
traders we still have? They should
be doing everything to bolster and
support their continued existence
and providing incentives for others
to come. How too , do they consider
the provision of hospitality space to
be equitable? Does the ‘kebab van’
still have to pay for his pitch?
Given that this ‘public meeting’, due
to media failings, could not be
‘heard’ by the general public and
that the report consisted of
hundreds of pages, it would appear
very little discussion took place,
being decided in approx 30 minutes.
It would suggest that this was a
‘done deal’. For such a momentus
decision for the town of
Thornbury...one of the biggest in its
history, to be denied public scrutiny
is unacceptable.
We understand this proposal,
potentially unlocks a sum of £6
million( but no guarantees)- and that
is not going to go far! I am aware
that South Glos spent £203,000
June - August 2020 on the COVID
High Street scheme. From the
same brochure and question above,
‘capitalising on an opportunity to
invest’...might this be the real
reason - that South Glos are
chasing available ‘monies’ that
have strings attached and hence it
has nothing to do with what the local
population might want? This
suggests that local democracy is
worthless. South Gloucestershire
Council’s cabinet member for
communities and local place,
Rachael Hunt, said: “The changes
we are making will help the precinct
recover and thrive by unlocking a
major public investment package.”
Thornbury High Street is not a
‘precinct’ and we don’t want it to be,
she clearly has little knowledge of
Thornbury! Again this cements the
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view that they are chasing a
money pot.
3. Thornbury is an ‘historic market town’ and
is a Conservation Area, complete with
coaching inns. It has been described
previously as ‘the Jewel of the Severn
Vale’. Introducing into the High street a
proliferation of signage and paraphernalia,
taking away its ‘historic purpose’, will
totally undermine its context and standing
as the historical asset that it was and
arguably make it less accessible to the
public.
4. It does not anchor the High Street at the
heart of the Community, does not meet the
needs of ALL residents ( and primarily
those that are able to use it for the majority
of the time (9-5:30pm Monday-Friday when
the retail outlets are open!) Typically, the
working population will only access
evening establishments (hospitality)/retail
Saturdays/Sundays hospitality and families
with school children for 38 weeks of the
year only after 3:30 Monday to Friday and
Saturdays/sundays). The retail sector will
probably do the greater proportion of their
trade Monday-Friday....has anyone asked
them?
Safety is definitely compromised, access
fundamentally and therefore experience
follows. It often looks sad and soulless and
devoid of activity (we have the photos to
prove it)...rarely the case previously, as
people were always passing through.
Many cannot even now come. If this
scheme is implemented, our independent
retail outlets will be threatened, if the high
street brands lose money, they will close
and all that will be left will be the hospitality
sector – outdoor will be seasonal and we
know from past experience, only so many
can be sustained...a new one comes and
an existing business goes. With respect,
we have just gone through the ‘largest
hybrid working period’ and trade for most
has reduced...and whilst there may be
some hybrid working that remains,
categorically it will never be at the levels of
the COVID period as it is impractical for
business and mental well-being.
Active travel is only relevant for those that
are able( and when weather suits) and with
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respect, Thornbury supports the wider
village community in the area too, from
which it is not so feasible! There have
always been walking routes to the High
Street and cycling was always possible,
but hard work as Thornbury is not flat!
There have always been facilities to secure
cycles.
Please accept that fundamentally,
Thornbury high Street cannot be devoid of
traffic and its impact. The whole of the
Western side can only receive deliveries
from the High Street and a number of
residential properties on this side also
have access from the High Street. Some
establishments on the eastern side also
receive deliveries from the High Street.
Currently a number of new residential
developments are also taking place so the
vehicular access need will actually
increase. Hence the High Street is totally
unsuited to removing traffic. As such, you
then have a totally ‘no-win scenario’, a real
‘hotch-potch affair’ . This resultant half-way
house suits no-one and actually is far more
dangerous. I suspect there have been far
more ‘near misses’ and with the potential
for a much greater level of injury than there
has ever been in the past. I do not recollect
previous accidents in the High Street and I
have been associated with Thornbury
since 1976.
There is a suggestion that noise will be
reduced too. Given outdoor hospitality and
associated noise from that as well as
music playing, I suspect there will be times
at which the noise nuisance may be a
future issue. I have certainly been in the
High Street at 10pm and there has been
raucous noise and some local residents
may consider the former High Street to be
a much quieter and more ambient place! In
addition, with the suggested advent of
‘electric’ vehicles, the noise factor would
reduce anyway...but give the added
danger that no one hears a vehicle
coming...much like a cyclist coming down
the High Street.
Hence, the whole purpose of the scheme
is flawed.
I would also draw attention to the
safety/security issue. I have previously
frequented the High Street to attend
evening meetings. Earlier this week,
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leaving a meeting in the High Street, I had
to return as a female, to Castle Court Car
Park on my own. There were a handful of
cars in there , it backs onto fields and one
can feel very vulnerable – poignant in that
today there is another vigil for a murdered
young teacher in London. I previously
would have parked in the High Street,
where there were passing people/vehicles.
Equally...it will be interesting to see if the
security of High Street business is
compromised on the basis there is now no
‘passing traffic’ through at night.
Ironically, 10% of the responses to the
NDP called for MORE parking!...not
less...and that was pre-COVID and all the
extra houses!!
Thornbury High street and associated
streets have always been successfully
closed for events...Carnivals, Parades,
Christmas Lights Switch-on, Arts Festivals
and Art Trails etc and initiatives like
Christmas Lights, Thornbury in Bloom
etc...these are what makes it the
Community Hub....and special events.
5. We are aware of only a handful of people
who agree with the proposed scheme and
overwhelmingly know dozens that think it
should return to through traffic. The public
Town meeting at the Leisure Centre, which
was radically oversubscribed demonstrates
that strength of feeling. Many of those
represented their extended family too and
many were not in a position to attend.
There is a strong sense of community and
care in Thornbury and that should be
welcomed and fostered- it is part of what
makes it a special place to live. Many,
many volunteers have invested their time
and energy in creating it. In recent days,
neighbours who split time between London
and Thornbury (long standing family
residents of Thornbury), remarked how
they really dislike it and how in London , it
is not permanent, it is ‘evening/ weekend ’
closures. Only yesterday, a lady witnessed
me photographing the queues at midland
Way/Bristol Road and proceeded to say
what could she do to stop it. This morning
at a ‘Parkinsons’ meeting another lady told
me she was against the scheme and did
not know anyone who was for it...Hence
there is a wealth of opposition. As always
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there will be a proportion ‘who don’t
care’/no point in commenting as no one will
take any notice.
6. Further briefing of the latest proposals
took place at Turnberries to a very select
audience. A brochure was available.
Where is this available in the public
domain? When are South Glos going to
publish these proposals? Many will be
unaware of what these proposals and the
details underpin the context of these
TROs. I would suggest that South Glos
should have made these brochures
available in all public spaces and published
the detail widely prior to the consultation
on the TROs.
7. Way forward
Scrap these TROs.
Return the buses to the High Street, with
two stops as previously.
Open the road to through traffic. Consider
a genuine assessment of one
way/herringbone parking with
predominantly disabled spaces, but
several able-bodied spaces throughout the
High Street and The Plain. Previously
there were often 3 / 4 ‘ disabled’ cars
parked on the double yellow lines outside
Prezzo and no doubt several others in
available spaces on the eastern side. In
addition, they would also park on The
Plain, outside the Italian, Nat West Bank,
Crossmans, in Castle Court. For many this
allowed them independence and
connection with their ‘home town’. Equally,
it is vital that individuals with impaired
ability, but not such that they qualify for a
blue badge, have the ability to
independently access their High Street.
That is what it is..many will have lived here
10s of years. It is ‘our home’, hence people
feel passionately about it. Arguably with a
reduced speed to 20mph on the High
Street(timed), herringbone parking would
provide greater safety for disabled
users(shielded by parked cars either side)
and no impairment of visibility when
reversing due to the incline of the Road.
‘Parking cars’ also naturally slow traffic. An
hours parking was previously viable.
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Disabled would need the statutory
requirement.
Objections to the specific TROs
TRO 1
We object to this Traffic Order
1. SHARED USE parking top High Street.
30 minutes, is totally inadequate to walk to
wherever and attend a dental
appointment/‘shop’/carry out business and
return to the car. Permit holders need a
means to park permanently and a facility
for visitors to utilise a space.
2. Limited waiting 10 minutes no return in 2
hours
10 minutes is wholly inadequate. An order
placed at the chip shop would take 10
minutes to cook!! This is barely two
spaces. Previously there would have been
bays fully utilised and double parking!...this
has hit their trade enormously. A 5 minute
walk and 5 minute walk to an
establishment, takes no account of the
purchase, finding an order, a queue etc.eg.
a perscription at Boots will take much
longer than 10 minutes from this
space...especially if the person is less
able, has children to get out of a car etc.
3. Limited waiting 30 minutes at the Plain
As in 1 above 30 minutes is totally in
adequate to walk to wherever and carry
out associated business when one
considers queues etc(eg Post Office...this
Christmas when someone might be
carrying many parcels etc)
4. M-F 10-11, 2-3 30 minutes. we fail to
understand why these times have been
chosen and with the current scheme
proposed and the High Street junction
opposite, potentially chaotic and a recipe
for disaster. Added to which, what will the
visibility be around the Pump? I sincerely
hope that there will be no plans to modify
that! The Pump has an historical context.
5. Schedule 2 implies that the only taxi rank
will be in Rock Street. Again wholly
unacceptable in promoting the High Street
as the centre of the community and
accessible for all.
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6. With restricted parking in Castle Court,
whilst we might agree that the regular
double yellow line parking causes chaos
for access and egress from Castle Court
and the conflict with deliveries/collections
to the Butchers Hook/Thornbury Garden
shop, how many will continue to frequent
‘Parky’s Chip Shop’ when they can no
longer park to collect ‘hot food’. Yet
another establishment who may cease to
be able to trade from the High Street.
7. Pedestrian crossings should remain at the
top and bottom, to provide a safe refuge
for young children(without adult escort)
and slower adults to ensure a recognised
place for safe passage.
TRO 2
We Object to this Traffic Order
1. 3 disabled spaces adjacent to Lloyds bank.
2 disabled spaces adjacent to card
shop/HSBC bank.
It is important to understand that
Thornbury High Street is a hill. Many
disabled people will only be able to walk a
few yards and that often it is a breathing
difficulty that impairs that walking ability.
Thus having the ability to park ‘outside’ a
premises means that the energy is
maximised in order that they may be able
to engage in the process for which the
journey is intended. Hence, previously,
there was parking throughout the High
Street on the double yellow lines. Previous
parking bays, meant that otherwise they
could circuit until an appropriate space
became available. This is absolutely vital
for continued ‘independence’ and self
worth. Anyone who has pushed an adult in
a wheelchair up Thornbury High Street,
knows how hard this is – often this will be
an elderly wheelchair user and an elderly
carer. These restricted few spaces would
always require a walk ‘up a hill’. In
addition, there would be a need to cross
the street to access the western side. It is
a ‘wide’ street and a significant distance.
The slow speed at which they would cross
would make them vulnerable to the
passing traffic and the cyclists coming both
ways.
Raised kerbs that remain from the previous
bus stop, have made it impossible for
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some passenger doors on vehicles to be
opened. Again this could result in these
users ceasing to utilise their High Street.
2. 3 disabled spaces beyond the restricted
parking zone. These were previously
police/taxi spaces. Where will they park
instead?
These may be acceptable for the
businesses adjacent to where they sit, but
definitely too far otherwise. However, as
previously indicated, there was little or no
use of disabled spaces in the car parks as
they were too far away, now the restriction
will be 5 spaces within the High Street area
and 3 outside sited here. I would suggest
that it is not enough! There is also no
provision for The Plain area and the walk
as proposed by the pedestrianisation
around the pump/Owens corner etc will all
be excessive for many, along with
associated an road crossing etc.
TRO 3.
We object to this Traffic order
1. Loading places will only exist in 3 places.
These will barely accept a ‘lorry’. Deliveries
to ‘The Lion’, will mean that barrels will
need to be trundled a significant distance,
with time associated. Previously these
would have been brief and outside the
entrance. Some businesses on the eastern
side of the street also receive deliveries
from the High Street (eg. COSTA).
Previously there was appropriate flexibility.
2. We also express concern with regard to
deliveries of monies to all financial
establishments(including at The Plain and
the Post Office) and the associated
vulnerablity from a security viewpoint of
personnel and passers by. When these
personnel are required to walk greater
distances the danger increases.
TRO 4.
We object to this Traffic Order
1. THROUGH Traffic(including buses)
should return to the High Street
without delay to promote the
economic viability and well being of the
High Street. The generic points
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above(1-7) give many reasons why this
is a flawed proposal.
2. The High Street can be readily closed
for Events as has been readily done in
the past via a Temporary Events notice
or via a Premises Licence(one is
already held by me on behalf of TCLA
to close the High Street , Castle Street
and the Plain up to 4 times per year).
3. A formal traffic analysis must be done
to analyse the long term impact of ‘one
way’ through options on all roads in the
vicinity, BEFORE embarking on a
‘oneway’ through traffic option. Cycling
in a northerly direction, in a southerly
one way system has dangers
associated for unsuspecting
pedestrians and has to be properly
assessed and analysed.- consider
crossing the Road from the Westerly
side to the Town Council Offices...one
is blind to cyclists coming down the hill(
often at speed). Herring-bone parking
should also be considered.
TRO 5
We object to this Traffic Order, please
see qualification.
1. In principal we do not object to 20mph
and were amazed that 20mph was
brought in in Castle Street but not The
High Street!. However, we would
suggest that it is a time related. Hence
between the hours of 7:30 and 11pm
say as outside those hours the
pedestrian activity will be minimal.
Maintaining 20mph outside those hours
will mean that they are frequently
flouted.
25

Response to 5 statutory notices for the closure of
Thornbury Highstreet
The council has broken its own guidelines on
consultations by restricting the consultation period
to less than 6 weeks.
The council has made it difficult to respond to the
consultation by breaking the documents into 5
separate consultations and by not providing a
simple online form to complete

Thank you for your comments.
The length of time that the council must
legally advertise proposed Traffic
Regulation Orders (TROs) is 21 days,
these legal orders were advertised for
longer than this.
There are 5 separate consultations
because there are 5 separate TROs that
must be legally advertised.
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None of the consolations show how the loss of
vehicle capacity will be addressed.
None of the consultations show the reinstatement
of the “do not follow Sat nav” signs on the A38
B4061 junction.
None of the consultations address the safety of
pedestrians outside the take aways by the entry
to castle court car park. This area has become
very unsafe especially on Friday evenings
The consultations fail to show how the safety of
residents on the B4061 will be ensured given the
restricted access to Thornbury. There has been a
substantial increase in holiday traffic trying to
access Wales via this road when the traffic is
heavy on the motorway. The speed restrictions
and associated road hardware will impede any
holiday traffic through the town or ring road
resulting in further issues along the B4061. The
Thornbury ring road has to many small islands
that will also restrict the flow of holiday traffic
creating a potentially unsafe situation for
caravans and trailers.
The scheme has not considered the impacts on
surrounding parishes and their access to
Thornbury. The overall scheme makes Thornbury
a less attractive destination as it becomes more
difficult to access the Highstreet and surrounding
ring road. Most parishes surrounding Thornbury
have to drive to Thornbury. As the roads become
more congested and less accessible due to the
decreased capacity Shopping in Bristol and
Cribbs Causeway becomes more attractive and is
only an additional 10 minutes drive.
There has been no investment in the surrounding
infrastructure in 50 years and the road can not
cope with the traffic. Closing road capacity
without think of the surrounding infrastructure will
make this worse.
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
Delivering goods to Thornbury High Street
presents a problem for those advocating
minimum vehicle presence in a pedestrianised
area as there is no rear access on one side of the
street and limited access on the other. Big
vehicles will still arrive. As shown on the map of
the proposals in this draft, it would appear that
there are few places for the transfer of goods
from delivery vehicles. There is no indication that
this has been agreed with or received comment
from any of the traders so affected; so how have
these areas been chosen? No implementation
should take place without their input. It would
appear that those premises without rear access,
and not adjacent to a loading bay, will be using

Thank you for your comments. The local
shops have been involved in
engagements and are free to respond to
all the consultations and this legal advert
to give their opinions.
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sack trucks or similar devises to transfer
deliveries to their door. This will be an inferior
arrangement to that used previously.
Response to TRO3 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
I wish to reject this proposal as it is part of a
scheme that severely limits access to High Street
premises for the disabled ( I am a blue badge
holder) and most other users. Loading bays are
generally used for a small part of the day and are
wasted when users of the High street cannot park
there so any loading should be at specified time,
say before 10am.
The High Street could become a one-way
roadway with parking and loading bays on both
sides, with all traffic allowed through and a speed
limit. This would be safer than the original 2-way
system and better access to the benefit of
residents, business and visitors including bus
passengers.
The outdoor seating was acceptable during the
pandemic but should be removed and the space
used for regenerating the town.
I oppose this TRO
I l will list a number of items that ratepayers
seem concerned about.
1/ the bus stop in Rock street should be returned
to High street as a matter of urgency. It,s current
location is a danger to all road users. This was
demonstrated when there was a serious
accident close to the site in question
2/ If the High street is to become one way it
needs to be clearly signposted to
cyclists/skateboarders etc that that is the case so
there are no accidents.
3/ Steps must be taken to ensure that
disabled/elderly people can convenienly access
the High street i.e. disabled spaces/
reinstatement of bus service.
4/ Pubs/ cafes are making surrounding areas look
untidy with their street furniture.Are they paying
extra rates for the additional space they take up?
5/ The planters make the High street look
uninviting. Someone has told me they can cost up
to £1000 ! Don,t say this is not out of our rates
bill because it is still the taxpayer
funding unnecessary expenditure.
6/ Has pollution levels on Rock street and
surrounding roads been monitored since the
increase in co ngestion at busy times?
7/ I fear there will be further loss
shops/businesses if S.G.C. don,t take the High
street in the right direction.
8/ The feelings of the electorate are being
ignored! This was most apparent by reading the

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
Cyclists are exempt from the one way
restriction on the High Street.
Any businesses that use space on the
public highway for things such are tables
need to apply and pay for a licence.
We monitor air quality, specifically
nitrogen dioxide which is a traffic related
pollutant, in Thornbury High Street at a
site between Chapel Street and The
Close (Site 11). The monitoring results for
the site from 2015 - 2020 are shown in the
table below.
Site No.
Site Name Annual mean
NO2 concentration (µg/m3)
20
15
20
16
20
17
20
18
20
19
2020
11
Thornbury – High Street 25.5
26.8 25.6 24.7 24.2 14.7
The results show the annual average
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels are well
below the national target of 40 μg/m3 at
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latest edition of Thornbury Voice( pages 4/5) The
number of people seen by S.G.C.
in advance of Sept 9th meeting was insignificant
compared to the public meeting(many of whom
could not get in.) I think many of S.G.C
councillors are on another planet.
Remember Thornbury high street belongs to the
ratepayers of Thornbury not councillors who do
NOT live in the area
9/ There is no need to remove one of the
pedestrian crossings. Unnecessary expense.
10/ I have lived in Thornbury for more than 50
years and it pains me to see what has been done
to the High street

this site in these years. In 2020, the
nitrogen dioxide levels fell by nearly 40%
compared to 2019 due to the Covid-19
pandemic restrictions and the closure of
Thornbury High Street to vehicles.
As the results are reported as an average
for the calendar year, the 2021 results will
not be available until 2022, however the
2021 data so far indicates similar low
levels to those monitored in 2020 due to
the considerable reduction in traffic
through the High Street.
A monitoring site in Rock Street opposite
the Chapel Street junction (site 187) was
set up in February 2021 following the
changes to the High Street. As this is a
new site, there is no previous data for
direct comparison.
As for the High Street site, because the
results are reported as an annual
average, the results for Site 187 will not
be available until 2022. However, the
preliminary data from the new site
indicates the annual average nitrogen
dioxide levels are also likely to be well
below the national target (40 μg/m3) as at
site 11. It is acknowledged that the
pandemic restrictions earlier this year
would have reduced traffic volumes, so
the monitoring in Rock Street will remain
in place to assess any potential ongoing
impacts of the changed traffic movements
in the town centre, although it is not
anticipated that air quality will be
significantly affected.
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As an incredibly IT literate person, I have never
seen anything so complicated in terms of giving
feedback via the website, so hence I have
reverted in frustratioin to email. I am seriously
concerned that many people will just give up, and
wonder if this is part of the council's plan to force
through unwanted and ridiculously short timerestricted changes.

Thank you for your comments.
The layout changes proposed for The
Plain are not part of this TRO advert
process. As detailed plans are evolving
we are not yet at a point where a detail
plan can be presented to the public
though this will be forthcoming in due
course.

I write these following comments as an individual
not as a representative of Accessibility Thornbury. Your concerns regarding the disabled
bays at the bottom of the High Street
The Plain & Castle Street
nearest the Co-Op have been noted.
I firmly object to all changes to The Plain, and the However, there are several disabled bays
proposed changes to the road layout. Pushing
proposed at different locations along the
traffic down Castle Street which is residential,
High Street. Furthermore the disabled
with two elderly people's residential
bays in this specific location have been
accommodation, and in the direction of local
designed to be wider than normal
schools is highly dangerous, and damn right
disabled bays so that there is enough
stupid. Any town planner who suggests this does room for a driver to exit their vehicle
not deserve to be employed. Just this week
without being in the road.
(Tuesday 21st September 2021) we have had a
child knocked over by a car on the way to Castle
Consultation with disabled and elderly
School, so pushing more traffic that way will only
residents has been undertaken and a
exacerbate an already difficult stretch of road as it clear need for blue badge parking along
also narrows as you go down the road. Please
the length of the High Street has been
also consider that we have a special needs
clearly communicated. Therefore, the
school on this road as well. The changes
new design will see 3 enforceable blue
suggested are not sensible for the area, and were
badge parking bays at the bottom of the
also not part of the original consultation and road
High Street, 3 in the middle and 3 at the
closure so therefore should have a separate
consultation process from the start of now. These top. When coupled with enhanced blue
have not been previously discussed and the town badge parking bays in both St Mary’s car
park and Rock Street car park and a far
people only found out when this RTO was
launched. This is highly undemocratic, and again more pedestrian friendly design, we
believe that accessibility will be enhanced
shows a predetermined outcome, and a council
that is unwilling to accept that 71% of the people
and will meet the requirements of the
in Thornbury object to these changes, but we
Equality Act 2010.
have been undemocratically ignored!
With regards to the comments made
High Street Disabled bays.
regarding the no waiting zone on Castle
1) As previously commented to the council at the Court and how this will effect the garden
accessibility and equalities group meetings, and
centre: loading and unloading is allowed
at the open day, the dis abled bays on the plan
within the restricted parking zone so their
are just not workable. The three bays at the North business should be unaffected by this
end of the Street (the old bus stop)a t the bottom
change as there are already double
of the hill are extremely dangerous and as a
yellow lines in this location that prevent
disabled driver I have on numerous occasions
waiting.
had to wheel my wheelchair up the open part of
the road to reach a safe exit point. All the while
English Heritage have not been consulted
with cars behind me revving their engines and
as part of this scheme as they are
beeping me! They are not now and never will be primarily concerned with ancient
a safe place for disabled people. Also trying to
monuments, historic sites and artifacts, so
self propel yourself up a hill in a chair is no easy
this scheme would no longer fall within
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task, and to place the disbaled spaces at the
bottom of the hill is just crazy!
2) The three disabled bays to the South of the
Road (Opposite the Malthouse pub). These bays
are again in a location that is not suitable to the
wider community, and pose a serious risk to
drivers, residents and children exiting the Mundy
playing fields.
The Malthouse pub has taken over the entire
pavement with their round tables! This is forcing
people into the road beyond the planters, as if
you stay within the planter area a wheelchair user
can't get off the road onto the pavement, there is
no drop curb, its obstructed by the Malthouse!
The Flower pots installed by the council take up
the full left side of the road, this means that the
drivers of disabaled cars will have only half a road
to do a five or six point turn to maneuver their
vehicle whilst avoiding vehicles exiting the High
Street south. However, most don't do this
because it's too much hard work so reverse into
the close, which is normally busy with deliveries
etc, and makes it difficult to see children running
quickly out of the playing fields. This is a
dangerous situation and wondering if a full risk
assessment has been undertaken for this?
3) New disbled bays within the High Street that
are restricted as per planned changes
Three bays! Seriously! It is undemocratic and
illegal and refer you to the Equality Act 2010,
Human Rights legislation and Public Sector
Equality Duty. To make a public road less
accessible to the disbled people in the
community, which you are proposing to do on a
monumental scale, is in my view illegal. Prior to
the closure, the High Street had 25 marked car
parking bays, and double yellow lines. The
disbaled in the community had access to those 25
bays, and if they were full could park on the
double yellow lines with their blue badges where
safe to do so. From what I am given to
understand this will not be possible either going
forward. So you've taken away 25 spaces and
given us 3! Honestly, do you think that is right?
Is it more accessible or less accessible?
Definitely less by a significant margin and as a
town with a large elderly population totally
impractical and leaves people forced out of the
High Street for shopping, and unable to take part
in community cafe and elderly people meet up
sessions. The very reason you wanted to change

their remit. Historic England, who may
have a pertinent interest in the built
heritage of Thornbury have been
contacted and will be invited to comment
on the physical layout designs as it
evolves.
Assessment of risks and mitigations is an
iterative process as part of the design of
the scheme and the potential impacts at
this location are being taken into account
in a number of ways including internal
scrutiny panels, road safety audits and
through public engagement.
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the high street was to make it more vibrant and a
destination tourist town, did this plan include
making no disbled people welcome? Have you
deliberately set out to exclude the disbled and
people with reduced mobility? I am beginning to
think that I am not welcome to the High Street or
this town anymore.
High Street - drop off/ Click and collect ten minute
waiting
Have you ever tried to help someone with
reduced mobility? To get them out of a car, and
their walking aid, then walk/waddle and assist
them to the chemist, fetch a prescription (if it's
actually ready on time for you!) and get back to
the car, reload and leave within 10 minutes? I can
assure you this is totally impossible, and I have
been caring for my mother since I was 15 so have
a good 30 years experience of this before
becoming disbled myself. Minimum wait times
should be changed to 30 minutes lets just have
some common sense here please.
Castle Court
I totally object to the no waiting zone on Castle
Court. Has the knock on effect on Thornbury
Garden Centre business who are based here
been considered in this? Their van loads and
unloads in this location for shop deliveries as well
as suppliers making deliveries, they also offer a
customer delivery service so need to load the
van, and they will load a customers' car at their
shop gates for heavy items purchased in person.
As a disbled person this is a vital service to
myself. There is no issue with Castle Court and
again was never part of the original consultation
process so is once more being undemocratically
forced through.
Pedestrian Crossing - Located 55 metres North of
the junction with the Close.
I object to the removal of the crossing on the High
Street. These are fully recognised as safe places
to cross, and drivers of vehicles will stop to let
people cross the road safely. For the elderly in
our community this is essential. They can't walk
quickly so need to know that's their place without
any worry about how long it takes to safely cross
the road. I would like to know - why would you
remove something so basic and critically
important to road safety?
I apologise for the tone of this email but I am
totally fed up and frustrated with this nightmare
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situation forced upon our beautiful town that is
being destroyed. Businesses are not getting the
footfall they used to have, some reporting
reductions by 60% less to pre-pandemic. Four
businesses have indicated they are leaving the
town, three are national brands , and one has
been on the high street for over 100 years! We
are not now or never will be a "destination tourist
town", we have nothing to offer except an
overpriced Castle and our Britain in Bloom
awards! We are a rural farming community town
that is being choked to death by people trying to
force a city based plan into a rural town that only
has two main roads in and out, one of which
you've closed! Wider impacts to the whole town
have not been considered at all.
All the council needs to do is the right thing, to
fully reopen the High street minimum one way,
reinstate the bus service, mark out some parking
spaces available to all like we had before and the
double yellow lines to provide disabled drivers
with additional options. The bad feeling and toxic
divide being caused in the community by the
current situation will go away as well, then don't
forget 71% wanted this road opened one way as
a compromise according to your consultation
data! The same people also took a vote of no
confidence in South Gloucestershire Council and
Toby Savage at the public meeting with the Town
Council on 9th September. So PLEASE DO THE
RIGHT THING AND GIVE US FULL ACCESS,
ONE WAY!!!
This current road layout, nicknamed locally as
'Mario Kart race track' its an unnecessary man
made winding road, and is just an eye sore and
not compatible with our town heritage. Can you
tell me if English Heritage have been consulted
on the design? As a heritage town they will need
to be involved in the planning too and don't recall
any conversations where they have been
mentioned as consulted.
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Now Covid rules have all been reduced
throughout the country and a very positive Covid
vacation program has been offered, there is no
longer a need to keep the high street In
Thornbury closed.
To name a couple of the negatives
The traffic on rock street has definitely increased
pollution and location of the bus stop is an
accident waiting to happen.
My Nan does not hold blue bagde, so can no
longer access the higstreet shops due to short
distances she can travel in older age . So adding
bays for only blue badges will not work for people
who Dont qualify!
The high street as you statement said is about
regeneration, but you have lost over 40% foot fall
for business’s through closing it. Please help me
with the financial and community gains?
So as business do lose foot fall and start to close
who is going to pay the business rates for empty
shops and those who are taking more space, are
you going to increase there rates and reduce
there profit margin?

Thank you for your comments. The
Statutory Notice you have responded to is
a legal advertisement of the Highway
Authority's intent to introduce a type of
permanent traffic restriction . This follows
a range of engagement activity by the
council since the easing of lockdown
restrictions in the summer of 2020,
including trial of more severe restrictions
by the Experimental Traffic Regulation
Order. These latest proposals are similar
but much less restrictive in response to
comments already made and any
objections to these currently proposed
permanent restrictions submitted in
response to this Statutory Notice should
be considered mainly in relation to use of
the highway. This would include safety
concerns, the use of and access to the
Highway for the variety of traffic and
vehicular access to adjacent property; not
necessarily wider issues for the town
centre which other channels of
engagement might be more appropriate.
Your comments on wider issues have
however been noted and can be seen by
decision makers through this report.

Would be great to get some more sound facts
about why it has been closed?
Filled in all the surveys and still waiting for a really
good reason for the closure?
Even the elected MP Luke Hall is baffled why the
high street for closed in Thornbury.
APPENDIX D – RESPONSES RECEIVED AND OFFICER COMMENTS FOR THORNBURY - HIGH
STREET - PROPOSED PROHIBITION OF DRIVING (EXCEPT FOR ACCESS) - STATUTORY
NOTICE PT.7028.
Comments
Officers comments
Statutory orders response
1

Dear Kristy and Donna,

Thank you for your interest regarding the
waiting restriction proposals.

We have received two letters explaining about the
Drop in or briefing sessions are aimed at
TRO consultations from the 1st September.
the councils' wider vision and emerging
proposals for Thornbury Town Centre.
There is also a briefing session on Monday 6th
Although these proposed permanent
September 9.45-4.30pm. Are are there going to
traffic regulation orders help support those
be no other drop in sessions at weekends or out
improvements, Traffic Regulation Orders
of working hours as we both work full time and
at Statutory Notice advertisement stage
are usually undertaken solely by providing
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this concerns us as residents who live on the
High street.
Also following recent feedback on our views
around resident parking will you be arranging any
other sessions or even a specific session for
residents, particularly in light of the sentence in
the most recent letter 'complementary changes
are also proposed to parking arrangements along
the section of High Street between The Close and
Midland Way, where two-way access would be
retained' and what this means for us?

documentation online and in council
buildings with notification in the press and
by posting of notices on street. No further
face to face meetings are envisaged
specifically for these traffic regulation
orders.
The experimental traffic regulation order
in place over the last year has provided a
wealth of consultation opportunity. The
permanent traffic regulation orders now
proposed have been devised in response
to both the councils vision and to address
some of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.

As you can image there is a lot of heated
discussion and debate about pedestrianisation of
the High street and parking and we would like to
be supportive of proposed plans, but also like to
know how this affects us as it can severely impact Specific changes to the arrangement of
restrictions between Midland Way and
on our day to day life.
The Close are detailed in proposed
restriction drawings T430-374-066 Rev C
Proposed waiting restrictions & T430-374068 Rev A
Proposed restricted parking zone; along
with pre-existing traffic regulation orders.
These documents were available
throughout the advertisement period and
remain available through our online
consultation page for this statutory notice.
Additional parking space is being made
available for approximately two vehicles to
park in lieu of the bus stop and double
yellow lines outside Age Concern.

2

Hello
I am a business owner of Thornbury Discounts
which is on a High Street “unfortunately”
You guys have managed to ruin every business
on the high street including mine, give yourself a
pat on your back for doing that!

Additionally, the proposed change of
restriction to 30 minutes waiting and no
return within 2 hours, except for permit
holders at all times; should offer increased
parking opportunity for permit holders
compared to the 1 hour no return within 2
hours except permit holders Monday to
Saturday between 8am and 6pm that has
previously been the case.
Officers are sorry to be advised you feel
that strongly against the recent changes
to the high street aimed at helping
businesses and enabling a safe retail and
leisure environment in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
In addition to advertisement in local press
and posting of notices on roads affected,
letters have been issued to those most
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Now why on earth are you rubbing this in? Why
do you keep sending letters like the one i attach
now, STOP pretending you care about
businesses!
You are a bunch of clowns, a bunch of cowboys
from the old times!
HIGH STREET IS DEAD!!!! nobody has ever
seen high street like this you idiots! Totally utterly
idiots!
In a year’s time there will be NO HIGH STREET!!!
We have families, kids, mortgages to pay, bills to
pay, stop playing games with us and please stop
sending letters i cannot stand another letter from
you cowboys who run the SouthGloucestershire!

immediately affected by traffic regulation
order proposals as is usual practice. The
local authorities traffic orders procedure
regulations require the Highway Authority
to provide adequate publicity of their
intentions to persons likely to be affected
by the order.
Reintroduction of bus services through the
High Street is currently being considered
in response to the 2020 Experimental
Traffic Regulation Order, new emerging
layout designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from the
permanent traffic regulation orders
currently proposed.

Bring the busses back to high street!!!
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You should be ashamed of yourselves!!!!
Mr Ashmore,
With regard to the closure of Thornbury High
Street to all traffic, with the exception of drop off,
pick up, loading and unloading, please could you
answer the following questions?
1) What is the difference in air quality in the High
Street today compared to pre change conditions?
2) What is the difference in air quality in Rock
Street to Midland Way compared to pre change
conditions?
Given the significant increase in traffic congestion
arising out of the High Street closure, I imagine
SCG has had to measured emissions and air
quality in order to justify the changes. Improving
environmental conditions was one of SGC’s aims.
However, in the unlikely event SGC has not
measured these things, I am sure you can explain
why changes are going ahead in the absence of
evidence of environmental benefits.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.

Thank you for your comments.
1) What is the difference in air quality in
the High Street today compared to pre
change conditions?
We monitor air quality, specifically
nitrogen dioxide which is a traffic related
pollutant, in Thornbury High Street at a
site between Chapel Street and The
Close (Site 11). The monitoring results for
the site from 2015 - 2020 are shown in the
table below.
Sit
Site
e
Na
No
me
.
Tho
rnbu
ry –
11 Hig
h
Stre
et

Annual mean NO2
concentration (µg/m3)
20 20 20 20 20
2020
15 16 17 18 19

25. 26.
24.
25.6
24.2 14.7
5
8
7

The results show the annual average
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels are well
below the national target of 40 μg/m3 at
this site in these years. In 2020, the
nitrogen dioxide levels fell by nearly 40%
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compared to 2019 due to the Covid-19
pandemic restrictions and the closure of
Thornbury High Street to vehicles.
As the results are reported as an average
for the calendar year, the 2021 results will
not be available until 2022, however the
2021 data so far indicates similar low
levels to those monitored in 2020 due to
the considerable reduction in traffic
through the High Street.
2) What is the difference in air quality in
Rock Street to Midland Way compared to
pre change conditions?
A monitoring site in Rock Street opposite
the Chapel Street junction (site 187) was
set up in February 2021 following the
changes to the High Street. As this is a
new site, there is no previous data for
direct comparison.
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How to kill a town ! Close it’s high street.
Now don’t go there anymore as there is little
variation in retail, mostly coffee shops.
Will be moving from Thornbury as soon as
possible.
I fully support the change that you are planning to
implement with the following observations:
a. What system will be put in place to ensure
that the road is not just used as a one way
road?
b. The term ‘Loading or Unloading’ will be
abused and I am sure people will just park
in these spaces. do some shopping, return

As for the High Street site, because the
results are reported as an annual
average, the results for Site 187 will not
be available until 2022. However, the
preliminary data from the new site
indicates the annual average nitrogen
dioxide levels are also likely to be well
below the national target (40 μg/m3) as at
site 11. It is acknowledged that the
pandemic restrictions earlier this year
would have reduced traffic volumes, so
the monitoring in Rock Street will remain
in place to assess any potential ongoing
impacts of the changed traffic movements
in the town centre, although it is not
anticipated that air quality will be
significantly affected.
Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
The prohibition of driving except for
access can be enforced by the police.
The loading restrictions will be enforced
by the councils parking services team.
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to their vehicles and drive off. What will
stop people from doing this?
I am a keen cyclist and can see that conflict may
arise with cycles travelling in both directions. A
clear 2-way cycle lane must form part of the
development.
I would say that buses should be added to the list
of traffic allowed to use the High Street in a oneway system
I agree strongly with the proposals for traffic free
High Street and one way system.
The street is much quieter and cleaner and safer
than before, although there are still issues, see
below.
I think cyclists should dismount and walk in the
traffic free zone.
I am a cyclist, pedestrian and driver!
I disagree with the ideas I have seen online for 20
minute waiting in the High Street. People will
abuse this and use it as parking.
Very short term delivery and drop off up to 5
minutes should be the only access. At the
moment there are multiple vans parked
continuously in the High Street which really
makes a mockery of the whole scheme. They are
not delivering, just taking advantage of no one
else being allowed to drive there. Where did all
these vans go previously when cars dominated
the parking?
I completely object to this ill conceived fiasco. I
am still waiting for any logical justification for any
of this. By restricting access you inconvenience
the remaining shops, put off new ones, restrict
access for disabled and poor mobility, increase
traffic jams and pollution and increase car milage.
Your clean air policy and climate emergency
states you want to lessen car milage but this
policy means people who live in parts of the high
street or want to do deliveries have to drive
further. Also, numerous people I know have
abandoned the high street to use cribbs or yate
so you have again increased milage and
emissions.
Please se sense and abandon this whole
brainless plan and stop trying to fix a problem that
wasn’t there
Good afternoon

Thank you for your comments.
Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments. The new
road layout has not yet been finalised and
is not part of this advert.

Re Thornbury High Street consultation No.s 1-5:
PT.7028, PT.7029,PT7033, PT7034 & PT.7038
Please can you register my objection to the above There are limited waiting bays proposed
proposals; I could not find the online
as part of this scheme which means that
questionnaire suggested, only a place to upload a you can park your vehicle for a short
document or submit a response by post.
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I went to the consultation at Turnberries on
Monday 6th September, and was given the
impression I could provide feedback to some of
the points I raised, however the online document
implies that feedback is only required regarding
the specific items rather than the points you have
omitted.
1.With regard to the new road layout at the
bottom of the High Street/ Pump - we will need a
crossing to enable shoppers to access the shops
on the other side of the road; The George, new
coffee shop Savery's and Craft shop etc.. It is
difficult to cross there at present, but with traffic
not having to stop at a junction it will become
dangerous. A crossing will suggest there are
other places to visit so may encourage more
footfall.
2.Re the outdoor seating area in front of the
Swan, at present the seating area is so close to
the footpath that, combined with the frontage
pillars there is less space to pass than before the
changes were implemented. In the past it was
possible to step down off the kerb, between
parked cars, to enable a buggy or mobility scooter
to pass. Please ensure adequate space is given.
3. The leaflet I was handed at the consultation
states there will be "waiting" bays - this suggests
someone must remain in the vehicle. At the
consultation I was advised it would be possible to
park for a limited time, however I am now unsure
as to whether I was correctly informed. Please
can you advise whether this is short time parking
or waiting only, which still requires a second
person in the vehicle.
4. It appears you have decided to not allow buses
back up the High Street, as I notice the bus stop
is replaced with Disabled parking - please can I
draw your attention to the traffic issues at the
Traffic Lights between Aldi/Rock Street car park.
The increased congestion and annoyance is
significant.
5. Re the FAQ on your leaflet "I have reduced
mobility but not a Blue Badge where can I park?"
Can I strongly point out that if someone feels the
need to point out that they have reduced mobility,
it is probable they asking because they are
unable to walk the min 5 minute walk from a car
park. I found this response tone deaf and
offensive. It also suggests that the waiting areas
are not for parking, but that someone will have to
remain in the car.

period of time in this case 30 minutes or
10 minutes.

Dear Cllr Savage,

Thank you for your comments.

The limited waiting bays and loading
areas are available to anyone with
reduced mobility and without a blue badge
to use for pick up and drop off purposes..
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I have finally found the above consultations, only
by a diligent and tenacious search, not on the
general consultations page but through a specific
traffic consultations page.
Now I find that I can only respond if I have to
have Office 365 or by post. Why not in the same
way as planning applications?
Is this in the true spirit of democracy?
Also why is the closure of the High Street in the
power of South Glos Council and not Thornbury
Town Council?

Legislation relating to the making of
Traffic Regulation Orders under the
Highways Act are the powers of the
highways authority ie South
Gloucestershire Council. The Town
Councils do not have any equivalent
powers.
The format in which objections are to be
submitted is specified in Regulation 8 of
The Local Authorities’ Traffic Orders
(Procedure) (England and Wales)
Regulations 1996:8.— Objections
(1) Any person may object to the making
of an order by the date specified in the
notice of proposals or, if later, the
end of the period of 21 days beginning
with the date on which the order making
authority has complied with all the
requirements of regulation 7(1) to (3).
(2) Without prejudice to its right to object
under paragraph (1), an authority required
to be consulted under paragraph
6(3)(c) of Part II of Schedule 5 to the 1985
Act may object to the making of an order
by the end of the period of 21
days beginning with the date on which the
notice of proposals was sent to that
authority.
(3) An objection under paragraph (1) or
(2) shall—
(a) be made in writing;
(b) state the grounds on which it is made;
and
(c) be sent to the address specified in the
notice of proposals,
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Good Morning
We wish to object to South Gloucestershire
Council proposals regarding Thornbury High
Street. The pre pandemic High Street
arrangement was all agreed with English Heritage

and an objection under paragraph (2)
shall in addition state whether or not it is
alleged that the order would have any
direct
effect on traffic on any road, other than a
trunk road, in the area of the authority
making the objection.
Thank you for your comments.
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and took account of the fact that the High Street
is in a Conservation Area. These arrangements
proposed by the Council will make the businesses
located in the High Street unsustainable. We
understand that several businesses at present in
the High Street want to leave the town due to the
current and future proposals. The proposals are
in breach of the Equalities Act of 2010 in that
disabled people who do not own vehicles cannot
easily access the High Street. The tables set out
in the High Street are a safety hazard because
vehicles loading and off loading could easily
cause an accident to pedestrians.
The foot traffic in the High Street has markedly
dropped off which is affecting local small
businesses and likely to lead to their
demise. One of the attractions at Christmas time
was for people from all the surrounding areas to
drive up and down the High Street to look at the
spectacular Light display. Thornbury is
renowned world wide for the Castle and the
High Street has attracted thousands of visitors
over the years but the present restrictions have
blighted the Castle Street and whole town
area. We should be playing to our strengths.
On school days traffic backs up from Rock Street
down Gloucester Road as far as the Morton
Anchor public house due to the volume of traffic
and the traffic lights/zebra crossing/bus stop in
Rock Street. Apart from the volume of traffic the
pollution being caused is unacceptable.
The mini roundabout at the junction of Midland
Way and Rock Street is an accident waiting to
happen.
Buses must be returned to the High Street in
both directions. There is already a bus shelter
situated by the Nat West Bank and the pavement
is wide enough by Lloyds Bank for a bus shelter
to be incorporated. The High Street should be
designated a Heritage asset and not continually
tampered with in an amateurish way as now
appears to be the case.
The market located in the High Street is run by
traders who are not local and is being operated
as a detriment to local businesses. At close of
business they disappear with their takings until
the next time.
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Please keep us informed of any public meetings
or matters which affect the High Stret.
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I object to THORNBURY - HIGH STREET Proposed Prohibition of Driving (except for
access) - STATUTORY NOTICE for the
following reason ;It discriminates against people who do not qualify
for Blue Badges but have issues that prevent
them accessing the high street.
It does not allow for a bus service /private
transport i.e. taxis access.
It will restrict the economic activity as some of the
trades in the high street rely on passing through
trade. E.g. newspaper shops and coffee take
outs.

Thank you for your comments.
Taxis are able to pick up and drop off
within the prohibition of driving zone.
There are several limited waiting bays in
the area that have been proposed some
with a max stay of 30 minutes, others with
a max stay of 10 minutes to
accommodate people who only need to
pop into a shop quickly and allow a higher
turn over of vehicles.

It will not increase active travel people will go out
of town to shop also the restriction will increase
traffic flow on Rock Street therefore the noise
issues has just been moved to somewhere else
likewise for air quality.
Allowing cyclist to travel in the wrong direction on
a one way street is a recipe for an accident as
motorist travelling south will not be expecting
cyclist to be travelling North.
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The high street used to work pre covid so why
change something that was no broken.
Police Response:
Thank you for your comments.
Thank you for your email and attachments
regarding the proposed Prohibition of Driving in
High Street, Thornbury, as shown on the attached
drawings.
I understand from the Statement of Reasons that
“As a result of the COVID-19 crisis, restrictions on
motor vehicles in Thornbury High Street were
trialled as part of the council’s network
management duty and guidance announced by
the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant
Shapps on 9th May 2020.
With the reopening of shops and public houses
the proposed measures were introduced to help
keep essential workers and goods moving,
provide safe access to shops and other high
street businesses, and provide people space for
social distancing. The proposed layout changes
aimed to reduce danger to the public in
connection with Covid-19, by encouraging active
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travel and by helping people to stay 2 metres
apart for social distancing purposes when
outdoors.
On the 7 June 2021, cabinet agreed a future
vision for the High Street, seeking investment to
provide one way access through the high street
that supports the economic activity and includes
loading and unloading, disabled bays and drop off
points
Purpose of Scheme
The High Street vision supports the town centre
regeneration and anchors the High Street at the
heart of a thriving community supporting the
town’s recovery from the pandemic. A space that
meets the needs of all residents and visitors both
in safety, access and experience. Providing a
range of retail from High Street brands to
independent shops, selling both essential and
non-essential goods. A welcoming space for all
ages to meet and spend time together in a range
of hospitality and cultural experiences. That
supports and embodies the future hybrid working
expected from more home working and less
commuting.
This vision will embrace and encourage active
travel, through improved safe cycling and walking
routes to the High Street and secure parking for
cycles including those adapted. Enabling all to
enjoy the reduction in traffic and noise when
using the High Street.
Proposed Scheme
The proposals in the High Street include:•
Prohibition of driving except for access
between the junction with Castle Court and The
Close.
•
One Way except for cycles
•
Disabled badge holder only bays
•
Loading only bays
•
Limited waiting bays
•
Restricted parking zone except in
marked bays
•
Shared use (limited waiting or residents
permit holders) bays”
I further understand from the Notice of Intent that
the proposals;
“a) prohibit any vehicle entering, proceeding or
waiting in that length of High Street, Thornbury
which extends from its junction with Castle Court
to its junction with The Close; and
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b) introduce one way traffic working in the length
of road specified in item a) above. Permitted
motor vehicles will travel in a southerly direction.”
And that exemptions are contained in the order
for “vehicles to be used for building, industrial or
demolition operations; the removal of any
obstruction to traffic; the maintenance,
improvement or reconstruction of the road; the
laying, erection, alteration or repair in, or in land
adjacent to the road of any sewer, or of any main,
pipe or apparatus for the supply of gas, water or
electricity or any telecommunication apparatus; in
the service of a local authority, for fire brigade,
ambulance or police purposes in exercise of
official duties and for the purpose of gaining
access to premises accessible only from that
length of road. Further exemptions will be
included for pedal cycles, disabled persons’
vehicles, loading and unloading; and access to
limited waiting parking places.”
It is not possible to provide a dedicated police
enforcement presence to the proposed prohibition
of driving / one way restriction. This should be
self-enforcing by means of traffic management,
with any enforcement required being targeted and
intelligence led.
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I write to say that it will be essential for us to have
the right to be able to drive to our property at 16
High Street. Can we please have clarity over what
this statement (see below) means, for example
are we able to leave a vehicle outside the
premises? The statement says we can proceed to
and from, but it does not make it clear what we
can do with the vehicle when we get there. Will
there be restrictions on how long we can leave
the vehicle there for? We need to be able to
retain the ability to leave a vehicle on the road
outside in order to continue our use of the
building, which we purchased in 1966. Please do
not remove our ability to continue our enjoyment
of the property in this regard. 2. Nothing in Article
3 of this order shall apply to any motor vehicle
necessarily proceeding to or from any premises
situated on or accessible only from the length of
road referred to therein provided that any such
vehicle proceeds only in a southerly direction.
I oppose the changes proposed for Thornbury
High Street.

Thank you for your comments.
You would not be able to park outside
your property as you would be within the
restricted parking zone.

Thank you for your comments.
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Reasons: the Local Authority is making the
previous situation worse for reasons (a) of
hygiene and (b) access.
Hygiene: The current new arrangements funnel
all (non blue-badge) pedestrian access to the
High Street from Rock Street car parks and bus
stops via the St Marys Centre and narrow
arcade. This brings a large number of
pedestrians together in close proximity with each
other. This is contrary to the social distancing
guidelines.
Access: It further increases the walking distance
from the car parks and bus stops to the
destination retailer. Especially bad for the elderly,
wheel chair and buggy users with children in tow,
crossing a very busy road.
Access: Bus Stops: The placement of bus stops
in Rock Street has greatly increased atmospheric
pollution and congestion in that area because of
the traffic lights-controlled stop/go nature of
traffic. The cure is worse than the cold.
Remedy: Buses should be permitted two-way
access to the High Street. This would improve
pedestrian access to the High Street, and allow
for an easier flow of traffic through Rock Street. It
would also encourage the use of buses.
Having a grant of funds from Central Government
is not a good reason for spending the money,
espeially if it makes the situation worse, which is
the case at present.
"If haven't got a problem, don't try and fix it."
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I reject the proposal for the following reasons:
The South Gloss Cabinet voted on 7th June to
endorse the Thornbury High street future vision
“Reasons for Decision
To endorse the vision of a thriving Thornbury
High Street, that supports long term regeneration
and enables one-way motorised vehicle access in
support of economic activity on the High Street.”
From SG Cabinet meeting 7th June minutes
I read this as allowing traffic to use the High
Street to access the businesses. What is being
proposed is to exclude passing trade, this makes
no sense.
The statement here in the probation of driving
reads:

Thank you for your comments.
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On the 7 June 2021, cabinet agreed a future
vision for the High Street, seeking investment to
provide one way access through the high street
that supports the economic activity and includes
loading and unloading, disabled bays and drop off
points
Not the statement agreed at the Cabinet meeting
on the 7th as per the minutes.
To support the High Street South Glos should
being trying to realise all the potential the High
Street has to offer. To my mind this would be
having the best from both options, ie open at
times of high passing trade (Monday to Friday)
and closed to allow the space to be used for other
purposes (Weekends/bank holidays). The bus
should also return to the High Street and the time
table could alternate the stops between High
Street/Rock Street.
The current plan is neither open nor closed and
still has traffic 24/7. It also encourages the wrong
sort of traffic such as ubereats, deliveroo and
local delivery services. By the very nature of
these services it removes footfall from the High
Street and discourages visitors from the High
Street.
South Glos have consistently said the 600 spaces
less than 5 minutes’ walk away can support this,
really?
Has no one from South Glos looked at the bottom
of the High street during this experiment to see
how this plays out in the real world? Convenience
is what stimulates activity.
The “statement of reasons” background reads:
As a result of the COVID-19 crisis, restrictions on
motor vehicles in Thornbury High Street were
trialled as part of the council’s network
management duty and guidance announced by
the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant
Shapps on 9th May 2020.
With the reopening of shops and public houses
the proposed measures were introduced to help
keep essential workers and goods moving,
provide safe access to shops and other high
street businesses, and provide people space for
social distancing. The proposed layout changes
aimed to reduce danger to the public in
connection with Covid-19, by encouraging active
travel and by helping people to stay 2 metres
apart for social distancing purposes when
outdoors
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Did it decree the High Street to be closed? If it did
why every High Street/retail is area not closed
across the country?
Long Street in Wotton under Edge remained open
and has narrow pavements top to bottom.
Stroud’s council leader did not feel compelled to
use the covid powers to close Long Street. Long
street remains supported and functional.
The South Glos cabinet meeting on the 7th
appears to enable one way motorised vehicle
access to support economic was agreed. This
order cannot exclude traffic between Castle court
and Close, I see no powers to introduce this as
not agreed at the cabinet meeting as per minutes
agreed and endorsed at the September South
Glos cabinet meeting.
The purpose of the scheme statement is not
recognised by the Majority of Thornbury
residents. The Thornbury residents meeting on
the 9th was well supported in rejection of the
scheme.
Rock Street cannot cope with the increase in both
traffic and footfall, it works for neither.
The positioning of the bus stop is plain dangerous
and must be returned to the High Street. Rock
street has seen at least four accidents during the
consultation, how many more before sense
prevails.
The vision will “embrace and encourage active
travel” according to South Glos’s statement. The
evidence so far does not support this, it is also
clear that retail is not supported. It is more likely
to drive trade away rather than attract new
business.
Why spent £4-5 million on a scheme that the
majority of Thornbury residents feel will finish the
High Street off.
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Please stop all of this nonsense and just open up
the High Street to all traffic and allow normal
parking.as it used to be
The current and proposed restrictions are killing
the High Street
L3/STOP/PT.7028 I disagree with this notice
because this will make the High Street less
accessible to disabled and infirm members of the
public. Previously blue badge holders could park
anywhere on the High Street now two of the
spaces offered are either inadequate or unsafe.

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
Although disabled badge holders were
able to park anywhere on the High Street
historically it doesn’t mean that they could
actually find a space.
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The top disabled parking only works as a visual
on a map and not in practise. Drivers have to
drive into them from the top of the High Street
and then they are stuck. They have no safe way
to exit the space as they can't drive on down the
High Street. They have to attempt to do a three
point turn by driving forward and then reversing
into the Close which often has delivery trucks and
other parked cars, then they have to attempt to
negotiate the road out which is now hugely
narrowed by the planters outside the Malthouse.
Additionally children are running up and down the
Close as it is the exit to the Mundy Playing Fields,
this is very unsafe. The space at the bottom of the
High Street should be used for park and drop
parking. This area is NOT SAFE as a disabled
parking space since disabled drivers have to exit
their car into active traffic which is coming around
two blind corners and then drive their wheelchair
up the road on traffic to get on the pavement at
the crossing. It is unacceptable disabled people to
have to exit their vehicles on this blind corner.
Additionally it is right at the bottom of the hill and
not everyone can afford an electric wheelchair
Self propelled wheeling up the hill is exhausting. I
am against any new High Street design which is
LESS disabled friendly than it was before as it is
discrimination due the legal and moral duty to
those with protected characteristics and the
Public Sector Equality Duty. We see these
proposals as leaving the disabled substantially
worse off in the High Street. Our interpretation of
the UN Human Rights Article 6 is that if as a
public authority you make a decision that has an
impact on these civil rights of disabled peoples’
rights to a barrier free High Street (which is not
limited to a few disabled bays) that you will have
failed in your duty as the the golden rule of
statutory interpretation is barrier free, full access.
The majority of responders to the previous
consultation wanted the High Street open, this is
undemocratic. If this is the best you can do, I am
also fully against the new scheme
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Response to prohibition of Driving Order:
I object strongly to the above order as this will
continue the detrimental effect the experimental
traffic order has had on our High Street and the
surrounding streets over the last 18 months.
The closure to traffic of the High Street has
resulted in congestion on the surrounding streets,
Rock Street, Gloucester Road, Midland Way and
Gillingstool, caused not only by the closure of the

Making a space safe and accessible for
disabled and vulnerable road users is a
balancing act. They need spaces to park
close to amenities but similarly the more
cars in the area the higher the risk of an
accident. The aim of the scheme is to try
and strike a balance between less
vehicles and more access.
The 10 minute bay is to allow people to
quickly pop into a shop or takeaway to
pick up items and then leave again. The
short time frame creates a high turn over
of vehicles which allows more people to
use the space.
The 30 minute limited waiting on The
Plain is existing and is not proposed to be
changed at this time.
Section d) relates to the existing bays on
The plain that are limited waiting places
between the hours of 10am and 11am;
and 2pm and 3pm, Monday to Friday.
This is not changing and has been
included in this advert to allow us to
remove it from the old traffic regulation
order document and include it in the new
one.

Thank you for your comments.
New powers for local authorities are
expected to come into force during the
winter which will commence the remaining
elements of Part 6 of the Traffic
Management Act 2004, allowing local
authorities, rather than the police,
to enforce against moving traffic offences
such as disregarding one-way systems or
entering mandatory cycle lanes. The
change has already largely taken effect in
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High Street to traffic but also the relocation of the
bus stop from the High Street to Rock Street.
The bus stop causes a back log particularly in the
morning and again at School leaving times, but
Friday afternoon in particular is very bad,
sometimes the congestion goes even up
Thornbury Hill.
It has made the junction of Rock St and Midland
Way very dangerous, there are many close calls
and it is only a matter of time before a serious
accident happens at this junction. Trying to exit
the Rock St Car Park and indeed Bath Road in
general has become hazardous. We have
already seen one accident when a car ran across
the road into the wall of the St Mary St Car Park.
The junction from Aldi Car Park and service yard
is also another problem now with the amount of
extra traffic being diverted along Rock Street, and
the standing traffic must be giving off higher
emissions than the previous High Street and
Rock St combined.
Since the experimental traffic order the High
Street has been left in a complete mess. No-one
knows whether traffic is coming up or if it is
pedestrianised. Your plan to allow traffic to drive
one way for access only seems again very
confusing. How will this be managed. Is there
any way to differentiate between someone
entering the High Street to load, unload, disabled
park, pick up drop off and someone just driving
through? If so please explain what will be put in
place to differentiate as anyone intending to use
the space as allowed but who cant find a space
will have no option but to drive through. The only
possible solution will be to make it a proper one
way street with parking for both disabled and
short stay parking with the bus put back through.
This will give people the access they want and
will help to support the businesses in the High
Street. At the moment there area considerable
number of people with mobility issues that are
now unable to access any of the businesses in
the High Street as the car parks are too far away
for them to manage to walk the distance there
and back again, especially carrying shopping.
The bus stop being moved has also isolated
many vulnerable people who now are stuck at
home and unable to come to meet with people in
the High Street. Saying people can be dropped
off and picked up again is also no solution as if
they are vulnerable in any way how can you just
leave them on the roadside whilst you go and find
a parking space, do you just hope they are still
there when you get back!

London, where it has significantly reduced
police
workload on traffic offences, allowing
officers to prioritise more important
matters, while also improving
enforcement.
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There has been a considerable loss of trade
particularly first thing and late afternoon as we
have lost all passing trade when people were on
their way to work/school run and used to stop to
quickly buy a paper, coffee, prescription etc.
At present the exit to the experimental order at
the corner of The Close has daily issues, I work at
this corner and daily see issues with large lorries,
cars who come down from the Tesco end of the
High Street, and then have to reverse into The
Close to turn round. This coupled with traffic
coming one way up the High Street has caused
some very difficult congestion with no one being
able to move/reverse turn around. This is
impacted further by the planters outside the Malt
House as this in effect narrows the two way
portion of the High Street to a one way road.
Anyone parking in the disabled bays at this end of
the Street cannot turn around without either
driving through the no entry or reversing into The
Close. I have video evidence of two articulated
lorries who had to reverse back from the no entry
closure to the roundabout at the end of the High
Street and Bristol Road. They actually had to
reverse into the live traffic using the High Street to
enable them to turn up Midland Way, with cars
coming down Thornbury Hill and along Midland
Way at the same time. This was because after
delivering to the property in the High Street by
Riddifords, they could not turn in the available
space and could not go down the High Street due
to the no entry sign. Also last week another large
builders merchant lorry came correctly up the one
way street and pulled into the side to offload next
to the Malt House. At the same time another
builders merchant came down from the Thornbury
Hill end and was unable to park due to the
planters, unable to turn around in the space, the
other lorry could not get out and past him to allow
him to park so he had no alternative than to drive
the wrong way down the High Street.
There is also an issue with cyclists being able to
drive both ways, vehicles coming up the High
Street correctly are not aware that cyclists may be
coming towards them. Cyclists do not always
look ahead and there has already been one close
call. There is no sign at the Castle Court end
saying cyclists may be coming towards you. I do
not think there needs to be a sign, the Cyclists
should be also only allowed on way as
pedestrians have also had near misses for the
same reason, they think they are either in a
pedestrianised zone or it is one way.
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Comment on TRO 4 proposed Prohibition of
driving in Thornbury High
street L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
I object to this proposal as it severely limits
my access to the facilities in the High Street,
not only shops but also banks, town hall,
pharmacy and citizens advice. I find it difficult
to walk from the car parks to these
particularly as Soapers Lane is also closed.
I support a One-way system providing it
allows and applies to all traffic including
buses and bicycles.
The current setup is no longer acceptable
since Covid-19 restrictions are being lifted.
I object to this proposal
As residents on the High Street we have a few
concerns with the proposals that we would like to
address.
The first is around how we avoid getting a parking
ticket for doing things that residents should be
entitled to do, such as loading for longer than 10
mins for things such as moving to a new house or
preparing for an anitques fair? My husband is an
antique trader and when we are loading the van
for a fair, it can take an hour or so. We haven’t
done this through the covid time but will start
them again next year so we need to know how we
can do this within the legal requirements that you
propose.
Will there be such a thing as a resident permit or
something to at least identify us as having
additional rights outside our homes?
Please can you clarify what is the difference
between waiting bay, shared use and loading and
whether these bays will be clearly marked?
What about if we need to have work done? Such
as a plumber or electrician who will want their van
close by? We used to be able to get a permit for
them, can we still do that?
Finally, we feel that you have devalued our home
without thought as we can no longer park at all
outside. I don’t feel safe coming back late at night
and having to park a 10 min walk away when I
must go past so many pubs with drinkers outside.
This will put people off when we come to sell. It
has also restricted me socially as I think about
this before I decide on a night out. Can residents
park overnight if they get back late and move the

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
You can load and unload for as long as
necessary.
There are no residents permits proposed
as part of this scheme.
A limited waiting bay is a parking bay that
you can park in for a limited amount of
time. The time will be shown on the signs.
A shared use bay is a bay that residents
permit holders can park in for an unlimited
amount of time and drivers without a
permit may park in for a limited amount of
time. A loading bay is a bay that is
designated for loading and unloading
only. All bays will be clearly marked.
If you are having work done on your
property then the trade person is entitled
to park to load and unload their vehicle.
Once they have finished they should
move their vehicle to a parking bay that
entitles them to stay for the amount of
time they will need to carry out their work.
The restricted parking zone will be in force
24/7 so no you will not be able to park
overnight.
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car before a certain time in the morning? We
need clarity on this.
I feel like I have raised all these concerns on
previous feedback but no one is taking this
seriously and we feel like we have no voice.
We went to the meeting on September 9th and got
turned away as you were full up. Again, no
thought for how many people might want a say in
this.
Residents have not been considered at all in
these proposals. We feel that you (the council)
forget that you have residents on the High Street
so forget us when you decide to do these things.
The market on a Saturday means that we have to
restrict movement on a Saturday – why couldn’t
you use somewhere without residents and shops
for a market – the St Mary’s car park would have
been better.
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Please can someone call or email to discuss
these plans with us?
a)do not prohibit vehicles etc.High ST.has always
been two way and has been buoyant,traffic
incidents free and worked well especially since
major works completed following intro.of st mary
centre - new pavements,,drainage,street furniture
resulting in becoming outstanding conservation
area. b)one way traffic - considered before and
rejected in town council - not needed and if
enforced should be south to north -main traffic
flow is bristol/thornbury down alveston hill into top
end of high street -the natural,historic and
attractive intro. to centre of Thornbury.

Thank you for your comments.
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Thank you for your comments.
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Thank you for your comments.

We thought you were going to listen to the 77++% Thank you for your comments.
of Residents & others from villages round
The experimental traffic regulation order
Thornbury re the High Street.
in place over the last year has provided a
wealth of consultation opportunity. The
BRING BACK THE BUSES &OPEN THE ROAD
permanent traffic regulation orders now
TO TRAFFIC, one way up if not both ways.
proposed have been devised in response
to both the councils vision and to address
1 The closure was due to pandemic so money
some of the shortcomings of the
was given for that all spent & to return it to as we experimental layout that have been
would like it ,we the tax payer will have to pay .
bought to our attention.
What has been done should not have been done
until decision with Thornbury Town Council & the Reintroduction of bus services through the
residents had come to an agreement or not. It
High Street is currently being considered
was not SGC decision to make with out proper
in response to the 2020 Experimental
consultation.
Traffic Regulation Order, new emerging
layout designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from the
2 The road should not have been closed to
permanent traffic regulation orders
disabled who could not get anywhere IT WAS
currently proposed
ILLEGAL. It was our right to have access. Not all
disabled have wheel chairs , or mobility buggies.
etc so even worse for them especially without a
bus service.
3 The Banks,Post office , Boots ,Age Concern
,Solicitors, Financial Advisors . Opticians ,Charity
shops, Discount Stores ,Shoe shop & coffee
places etc. all in High Street cut off. Many of
these places are talking of closing ,no matter how
much money is pumped in ,if there are no
customers. THE BANKS WILL disappear & POST
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OFFICE. Life line for many who don't do
everything on line don't even have computers.
4 We need the road OPEN for all traffic up
oneway if not both. BUSES back as not
everyone has a car & it is to far to walk from Rock
Street. Many have ailments that don't enable the
person to get a Blue Badge . There are not
enough spaces for BB. So one finds oneself
polluting the air driving round & round finding a
parking. Much better to have parking for all as
BB can park on yellow lines .
5 No use having mobility buggies to hire clutter
up the walk ways altogether.
6. The table & chairs are far to many for size of
Thornbury .Not seen anyone sitting outside at
Prezzo ,they could have fewer & near the
building , The Knot of Rope are huge & round
,should be rectangular & their railing taken away
so tables can be nearer building & they are only
used at night mainly & blocking the pavement
badly. The Swan does have people but they hav
a garden at the back so don't need tables out
front but a couple would do . VERY DIFFICULT
TO WALK PAST THESE PLACES TWO
ABREAST OR WITH PRAM & CHILDREN &
WHEELCHAIRS.
7. The road should be left as a road with proper
pavements & lowered for wheelchairs, prams &
infirm & anybody crossing the road, with zebra
crossing markings with them, top middle & bottom
. It would slow traffic down.
8. What about people trying to get to Mundy
Playing Fields from High Street. Families no car
walking need a BUS
9 What about EMERGENCY vehicles trying to
get through if road closed. .
10 The Chepstow Market should not be
allowed in The High Street but in St
Mary's Centre where the Farmers Market is held
& can be accessed by all . In the High St. the
shops are cut off because of security round
stalls. We also already have a Saturday Market
that you are KILLING.
11 Rock Street Bus Stop is a HAZARD
CAUSING MORE POLUSION than Cars in the
Hight St. ever did .Cant walk on
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pavement because of shelter & people getting on
& off buses. Blocking main & side roads into
Rock St. which has a dangerous end anyhow.
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Dear Sir

Thank you for your comments.

As your web pages will not allow me access to
comment on the below listed TRO'S I have
resorted as advised to do it this way

The new road layout has not yet been
finalised and is not part of this advert.
It is unlikely there will be a need for
planning permission as the current
scheme is being devised solely within the
highway extends and as such would be
covered under the wide ranging powers
under the highway authority. However,
our colleagues in a number of teams will
be consulted over detail aspects including
materials and greening of the High Street.

1. The first outstanding fault in all of the orders
are that you are using street plans which at
present do not exist. and I ask if there is a means
to object to the shown alterations to the road
network.
2. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Does not allow for natural movement of
pedestrians. The furniture placed outside of Swan
Inn caused social distancing to be
i infringed
and increased likely hood of cross infections.
Retention of this furniture presents a hazard to
pedestrians and permitted vehicle movements.
The placing of furniture outside of The Malthouse
again infringes social distancing apart from
obstruction of footpath. his should be removed
immediately.
3. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
The imposition of loading places does not allow
people with serious physical disabilities to use
shopping facilities. The loading/unloading areas
are not convent for even every day movement of
goods making it harder for premises to receive
deliveries.
4. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Disabled parking. Though this goes a little way
of satisfying Mr Luke Hall MP request it falls short
of what is actually needed. People with severe
walking problems like myself would still have
serious difficulty in getting to the remaining
business in High Street. Think again.
5. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20mph Seed limit. Areas designated are sound
if traffic were permitted to use all of the area as
an everyday activity though there are places in
the area which at the present time 20mph cannot
be achieved. The alterations to road layout shown

As detailed plans are evolving, we are not
yet at a point where a detail plan can be
presented to the public though this will be
forthcoming in due course.
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but not yet carried out would allow an increase of
speed not now possible.
6.TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
WAITING RESTRICTION. These restrictions
are too limiting to allow day to day use of
premises in the High Street and again does not
take account of the large number of disabled
persons in Thornbury. I again note use of a plan
which does not exist at present.
I urge that serious thought be put to implementing
these restrictions in view of the fact that 7 out of 9
schemes in London have been reversed and that
ALL schemes in Wales have been lifted.
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With regards plan used when are the Council
going to publish changes and does planning
permission apply?
THORNBURY - HIGH STREET - Proposed
Prohibition of Driving (except for access) STATUTORY NOTICE
As a regular visitor to Thornbury from an outlying
village I am against the pedestrianisation of the
High Street.
Businesses in Thornbury have consistently
reported a reduction in their trade which is not
good news for the High Street.
When I moved from the South East to the
Thornbury area 20 years ago I was pleasantly
surprised to find a thriving town with free parking.
The traffic restrictions now mean that I rarely visit
the High Street. I recently walked through the
High Street, the first time in several weeks and
was surprised to find a new restaurant had
opened. If I had not walked up the High Street I
would not have known that it was there.
My trips to Thornbury Leisure Centre from the
North side of the town take considerably longer
due to the closure of the High Street and all
through traffic utilising Rock Street.
The mini roundabout located at the junction of
Midland Way and Rock Street is not fit for
purpose. I have witnessed several near misses
due to the poor visibility when turning out of Rock
Street and cars not stopping when travelling on
Midland Way.

Thank you for your comments.
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The mini roundabout by The George is also a
concern.
The easiest option for my trips to the Leisure
centre is to drive to Alveston on the A38 and
down Thornbury Road to the Leisure Centre.
This adds 3 mile onto my journey, is not
environmentally friendly, but is generally a much
safer, easier and quicker option.
My other option is to avoid the centre of
Thornbury by driving round Morton Way and
Midland way.
During the summer of 2021 the Southbound M5
was at a standstill and drivers opted to use the
A38. Several holidaymakers decided to visit
Thornbury for a food/drink/ toilet stop. There were
numerous vehicles, some with caravans attached
entering the north end of the High Street. The
vehicles with caravans could not travel through
the High Street, enter the car park or turn round.
The only option available was to allow the
vehicles access through the High Street.
A sensible option would be to consider making
the High Street one way. This would alleviate
some of the traffic problems in Rock Street and
provide an alternative route through Thornbury.
I am somewhat dismayed by the Councils
decision to implement the changes during
lockdown at a significant cost and consult with the
residents and traders after the event.
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I wish to object to the above order on the
following grounds:
Social distancing of 2.0m is no longer required
out of doors and most of the older members of
society in Thornbury have been doublevaccinated against Covid, with ongoing
vaccination of younger groups, so that the basis
for perpetuating the initial emergency Covid
measures is no longer valid. Thus, the
restrictions to be imposed by the Order are no
longer required and should be discontinued. All
changes to the High Street should revert to the
status quo ante, so as to permit free passage to
vehicles and pedestrians, and allow the High
Street to thrive as it did before the pandemic.

Thank you for your comments.
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South Gloucestershire Council states that it is
making the changes to the High Street as a result
of decline caused by internet shopping, changing
shopping patterns and consumer expectations,
but where is the research, specific to Thornbury
High Street, which should have been carried out
prior to the notice to effect the changes to the
High Street, including traffic movements, to
explain the meaning of “changing shopping
patterns” and “[changing] consumer
expectations”, to support this bald statement?
Working from home does not constitute a change
in shopping patterns, since conscientious workers
will still be carrying out their jobs full-time, even if
based at home.
Allowing cycling both ways in an otherwise oneway system is a recipe for serious accidents,
either cycle-pedestrian or cycle-delivery vehicle or
cycle-disabled person’s vehicle. Prohibition of
northbound cycle traffic, therefore, should be
viewed as a minimum change requirement.
Prohibiting shoppers’ vehicles from parking on the
High Street, except in very limited areas, is not
the way to promote and revive trading with
commercial premises in the High Street, since it
limits available time for such pursuits, particularly
for those who wish only to buy a coffee and a
sandwich on their way to work, but now find
themselves walking all the way from a public car
park to a retail outlet. For disabled persons,
navigating the seating areas which now sprawl
across the street is a great inconvenience. For
those who are of a frail disposition but without a
blue parking permit, the distance to walk from a
public car park to the High Street is an
insurmountable obstacle for some. For those
disabled persons with a blue parking badge, once
the few dedicated parking spaces within the
closed High Street are filled, there are the limited
options of parking in a public car park and walking
a long distance, or of parking in the middle of the
designated driving lane on the High Street and
obstructing all other traffic.
The plans to prohibit all but exempted traffic from
Thornbury High Street will have obvious knock-on
effects on other roads, and it is clear that there
was no traffic management assessment carried
out prior to the inception of the changes.
Prohibiting the passage of through traffic in the
High Street has already caused inordinate and
patent disruption to traffic flow, which is now
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concentrated solely on Rock Street. This
includes the southbound bus route, which clearly
needs to be routed back southbound through the
High Street as a first and cost-effective measure
to solve the traffic congestion, because the siting
of the southbound bus stop on Rock Street blocks
the sight lines for traffic exiting Rock Street car
park, causes traffic in peak times, which cannot
safely pass a bus at the stop, to back up along
Gloucester Road, has already been the scene of
one known road traffic crash, where a driver
exiting the car park has demolished a wall on the
other side of the road, and will doubtless be the
scene of other highly hazardous manoeuvres by
road vehicles, necessitated by the current siting
of the bus stop.
Further, the additional 3,000 vehicles per day
traffic movements on Rock Street, with frequent
stop-start motoring necessitated by road
junctions, a pedestrian crossing, the bus stop,
and the congestion itself are a source of
increased air pollution in an area which includes
Grace Lodge, an elderly people’s residential
building.
The increase in traffic movements on Rock Street
have made the exit from the Aldi car park more
hazardous, especially for those vehicles wishing
to turn right. The proximity of the bends in the
road in both directions leaves little time for a
driver to react, and there is no longer a slightly
safer option to turn left from the car park and then
left again up the High Street.
The prohibition of through traffic, as determined
by Cabinet on 7 June 2021, was essentially a
non-democratic decision, made only by
Councillors who do not represent Thornbury, and
thus had no mandate to do so from the electors of
Thornbury. Further, they ignored the clear result
of a survey, which showed that 61% of those
responding wanted to have the High Street
changed back to its original form prior to the
pandemic, once the requirement for the Covid
emergency measures was past. The explanation
that the views of the 61% should be discounted
because many had not recently used the High
Street is specious, in that lockdown and the
closure of non-essential premises meant that
most people were staying safely at home, as
recommended by the Government medical
advisors, and shopping only infrequently.
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The road closure to through traffic on Thornbury
high street has been an absolute disaster for
Thornbury and the shops on the high street, SGC
haven’t listened from the start to the residents of
Thornbury on this issue and have totally ignored
us the people who actually live here and regularly
use or used the high street before this closure
was forced upon us using `Covid` as a cover to
meet their own agenda, including the totally bias
`online consultation` in keeping the road closed.
The high street as it is now is a desolate shadow
of its former self, the heart has been ripped out of
our town, the buzz that used to be on the high
street has totally gone, traffic as it is now is
diverted through a totally unsuitable and
dangerous mini roundabout which has always
been an accident waiting to happen, Rock Street
is a nightmare now whether you are on foot or in
a vehicle trying to cross or pull out of a side road,
whereas before traffic would flow freely between
the high street and Rock Street. Re-Open the
high street to traffic just as it was before SGC got
involved with their unwanted changes to our
historic high street and hopefully then our town
and the shops on the high street will recover from
this disaster they have inflicted upon us here in
Thornbury.
Closing the High Street, some 02.km long does
not provide a solution to the Secretary of State for
Transport, Grant Shapps on 9th May 2020
announcement. Because the shops and roads
became closed or less busy by Mar 20, COVID
social distancing became easier in the already
wide, non modified High Street. The
announcement has been used to close the High
Street for other reasons such as a licensing for
markets and events, street art, alfresco style
dining, trees, sand pits – all of which can be
accommodated in the existing High Street
infrastructure or elsewhere (Munday Playing
Fields, Sports Centre, Armstrong Hall, Coltston
Hall, Turnberries or the Chantry if needs be.)
assuming one way single lane High Street for all
vehicles. Walking and cycling is a challenging
activity (for those that do) during the months of
Oct to April because of the weather and the
daylight hours imposed by nature (also applies for
Alfresco dining). Traffic noise and pollution has
been transferred elsewhere and perhaps now
increased requiring a further roundabout at the
Rock Street/Gillingstool Road “T junction”. The
mixing of cycling and walking is not safe for those
that are disabled, frail, accompanied young
children, the blind/partially sighted and/or the deaf

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
There is signage in Thornbury directing
people to its various car parks. Also South
Gloucestershire does not charge for its
parking currently.
Under current legislation it is not possible
to introduce a speed limit lower than
20mph on the public highway.
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– cyclists dismount which must be possible in a
less than 0.2km road length if the cycling and
walking mix pertains! After all, if one cycles to
Thornbury dismounting a bicycle and walking for
less than 0.2km is possible other wise why
bother! Consultations DESIGNATED DISABLED
PERSONS' PARKING PLACE - proposal would
seem reasonable to help those that are disabled
as the High Street has become essentially barred
for disabled drivers and/or passengers.
DESIGNATED LOADING PLACE proposal would
seem reasonable for business requiring a loading
or unloading activity. PROHIBITION OF DRIVING
Disagree as this bars others such as the passing
through motor vehicles and buses. There is a
need to get people passing through and
unfortunately this needs to be encourage.
Perhaps some signage is required for parking
where there is Long and Short stay which other
towns have but no charging this will make it
difficult for those residents in Thornbury without a
drive and push shopping to other places where
there is no charge. “Exemptions are contained in
the order for vehicles to be used for building,
industrial or demolition operations; the removal of
any obstruction to traffic; ……., or of any main,
pipe or apparatus for the supply of gas, water or
electricity or any telecommunication
apparatus;….. Further exemptions will be
included for pedal cycles, disabled persons’
vehicles, loading and unloading; and access to
limited waiting parking places” (Does not include
buses. (Bus passengers are placed in the High
Street and have to pass through it and hence visit
the shops and or stay which includes disabled).
Car park notices should be positioned at the
entrances to the High Street (at the north end and
south end) to divert the passing through vehicles
to Thornbury car parks (long/short stay) or to
bypass the High Street.) VARIOUS ROADS,
THORNBURY 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT There is no
issue with this and perhaps 15mph or less is
sufficient as accidents, noise and pollution is
reduced and less. Perhaps more important for the
constrained conditions in Chapel Street. As an
aside drivers use this rat run (Chapel Street) to
avoid the Midland Way/Rock Street mini
roundabout queues because the High Street Is
closed. PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTION OF
WAITING This is not acceptable as vehicles
cannot pass through and buses are not allowed to
drop-off and board passengers within the high
Street. This will means returning the use of the
previous bus stop outside the Coop and saving
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finance for extensive bus stop modifications and
an additional roundabout in Rock Street.
However, returning the High Street to a single
lane, one-way system with a speed restriction for
buses and other vehicles (for quick drop off
and/or passing through) would help to bring back
the now reduced footfall to the High Street.
Should markets and events activities be required
then some smart signage could be used for the
duration of these non enduring activities.
Increasing walking and cycling for the
surrounding area is challenging (the terrain and
geography) coupled with the inclement weather
(rain and wind) and the reduced daylight hours in
the spring, winter and autumn together with that it
it is possible to carry everything (including young
children ) or indeed walk with the challenging
timings set by business and ones private life. In
certain circumstances work, school and home life
does not allow this in our current society in which
there is only 24hrs in a day!!!! Essentially there is
not a need to shut the High Street to cycle and
walk there – much terrain, geography and
weather has to be negotiated for a less than
0.2km High Street length it is an isolated historic
market town some 1 mile plus from the A38 –
have you tried cycling up Thornbury Hill in the
rain, with a south westerly wind in reduced
daylight hours? The only way people will cycle or
walk (if minded to) is to ban all private vehicles
ownership at say a 2.5 mile radius or more from
the High Street centre removing all noise and
pollution which is not a reality. This includes all
visiting SGC representatives or their agents and
see if they can fit everything into their working day
– perhaps local authorities could be included in
the “Prohibition of Driving” and not be exempt!
Road traffic order number. L3/STOP/PT.7028
Thank you for your comments.
I am emailing you this because it is almost
impossible to access the documents on line.
Please note that a large number of people are
having difficulty duties with this format, therefore
you are excluding large number of people who
would like to comment and complain about the
closure.
I feel it is ludicrous to close the street to traffic. It
makes a nonsense of access for anyone trying to
shop be cause they have to carry their
shopping long distances to the car parks . This is
driving people away from shopping in the town
and killing trade and the general life of the town.
People with accessibility issues are allowed to
park at the top and the bottom of the street in
limited spaces but still have to walk greater
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distances rather than parking and popping in to
the shops they need to visit as they used to.This
is reducing their opportunities to shop properly.
The drop off allowance of 10 minutes in the high
st is ridiculous as this means that people with less
severe mobility issues or elderly people, who do
not have a blue badge have to be abandoned
after the 10 mins whilst the driver parks the car.
With no bus service running up the high st,
people without cars have to get off the bus on the
opposite side of the road from the shops, wait at
the crossing for the lights, then walk across
through the arcade to the high st, and then back
again with shopping. The traffic is stopped every
time the crossing is used, creating queues and
running engines. The traffic has been doubled
because of the high st closure thereby increasing
the numbers of cars and vans and increasing the
pollution manifold because so many cars are
using it and have to stop at the lights. This is
where the school buses also stop and all the
children have to cross the road. They are waiting
to go to school in an area with increased emission
levels from the increased traffic. Not healthy.
Like so many people I would like to see the high
st reopened. One way is a good move, and a 20
mph is also good. However there should be public
parking reinstated, even if only on one side. This
could be herring bone to allow more cars to park
and the waiting time could be 30 mins. This
allows people time to do their shopping and
particularly those with reduced mobility to access
the shops they would like to.
Please let common sense and human rights
prevail.
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L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Dear Sirs,
I have submitted completed Consultation
documents in respect of all five issues via the
Upload facility on your website.
However, I am also attaching a copy of a
document that I handed to Donna Whinham at the
presentation event held recently at Turnberries.
In addition to my comments made in all 6 of the
above-mentioned documents, I would also like to
make or reinforce the following points:
1. Your Officers pointed out that the Council do
not consider that Thornbury High Street has been
'pedestrianised' and that this was misreported by
local media. This needs to be made widely
known to the few local residents who believe that
they are entitled to prevent the free movement of

Thank you for your comments.
The one way system does not apply to
cyclists and at present there is not legal
way to control the speed at which cyclists
travel.
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any traffic along the High Street in a southerly
direction.
2. Since 1st June, I have walked an average of
75-80km per week around Thornbury and I speak
to a LOT of local residents, even if I don't know
them! I can assure you that, despite the rare
protestations about the 'silent majority' who are in
favour of the current arrangements, I have only
managed to find 2 or 3 people out of literally
hundreds, who share this view!
3. Since the 2011 Census, I am pretty sure that
the population demographic for Thornbury will
have greatly increased for the 65+ group. In
2011 this group numbered 2,567 (21.2%) and I'm
sure that Andy Cornelius will have some more upto-date figures/estimates for the 2021 Census. A
large number of this age group do not drive cars,
do not have Blue Badges, do not have the ability
to walk far, do not have access to digital
technology and have to rely on family,
neighbours, infrequent bus services to gain
access to the High Street and surrounding
area. You can rest assured from me that they
feel their opinions are greatly under-represented
in this current round of Consultations. Many of
them now just steer clear of going to the High
Street, not because of COVID-19, but through
lack of accessibility. Start thinking of ways that
you could improve their lives by making access to
the various Pensioners' drop-in centres/meeting
places so much easier and enjoyable.
4. Stop the groups of cyclists 'bombing' down the
High Street (northbound) at 20+mph, by enforcing
the one-way traffic system. Near misses, don't
make me start!
5. Clear the pavements of the clutter that is
picnic benches, advertising boards, planters,
inappropriately placed signage etc in order to
provide a safer route for disability vehicles,
zimmer frames, childrens' buggies etc.
In its current or proposed form, it does not
represent a welcoming destination for
shoppers. The only people who appear to enjoy it
are those who wish to spend large amounts of
time in coffee shops, pubs or eating
establishments and are fortunate enough to
possess the time, transport or mobility in order to
achieve that aspiration. What about the rest of
us?!!!
I would appreciate a full response to some, if not
all, of the issues/questions I have raised/asked.
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I look forward to hearing from you.
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Plan of One Way Movement - Prohibition of
Motor Vehicles Except Access V2

Thank you for your comments.

I am in favour of the One Way Movement, but I
feel very strongly that it would be much better to
extend the One Way all of the way up to the Mini
Round-a-Bout.
Then reverse the one way system in Chapel
Street, so that (Residents) traffic that at present
travels north bound between Midland Way and
The Close, can reach their premises via. Midland
Way – Rock Street -Chapel Street.
This will then stop traffic driving down the High
Street – which some still do at present.
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At the Round-a-Bout there must be no Entry to
ALL traffic, including cycles, because some
cyclists are creating a dangerous situation with
the speed that they travel at.
Dear Mr Cashmore

Thank you for your comments. The hard
paved area is unlikely to increase and
may well be reduced by the greening of
I was looking at the proposed TROs for
Thornbury High Street T430-374-063 etc. which the HS. Drainage improvements and
maintenance will be considered as part of
are intended to replace the current Covid-19
the detailed design and works
installations. These proposals and the
accompanying illustration include the possibility of programme.
the elimination of the kerbs at the side of the
roadway. Have there been any studies to
consider the effect of this change on drainage ?
The current system of storm drains and gutters
was installed to stop flooding of roadside
premises some time ago. It seems to have
worked well over several decades. In the future
we are warned of increasing occurrences of rain
storms and flash floods. Any alteration to the
water flow such as levelling roads and walkways
would result more rapid run-off and potential
flooding of the premises at lower level.
What steps can be taken to avoid such run-off?
Have you any recommendations on
improvements that could be incorporated in this
improvement scheme for the High Street to
combat heavier rainstorms due to climate change
as the final scheme will be in place for decades to
come.
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I am particularly concerned about these proposals
as a member of an accessibility group as well as
a taxpayer!
The majority of Thornbury residents are totally
Thank you for your comments.
against the ill considered Alterations to our High
Street and surrounding roads.
The best solution would be to make the area one
way, and 20 mph.
There was always plenty of room for pedestrians,
always safe, in my 47 years in thornbury ,I dont
remember an accident in the high street.
It is even worse now, huge delivery lorries etc
frequently coming up the high street.
Certainly it is not a Safe pedestrian area.
Pedestians need to take great care when
crossing the road, cycles also cause danger, as
they are allowed to come down the road, which
slopes down, and speed up.
The people of thornbury know their own town
best.
South Glos council should listen to us.
I have had much trouble in connecting and using
Thank you for your comments.
the SGC website. I therefore attach my comments
to the consultation by the attached scanned
document .

We are in agreement with a one-way system
OPEN TO ALL THROUGH TRAFFIC SOUTH
BOUND with a 20mph speed limit, in particular
buses.
The High Street should be fully open to one-way
through traffic for the following reasons:


To maintain the flow of traffic and therefore
avoid the traffic congestion in Rock Street
and Midland Way. By keeping the traffic
flow moving, thus reduce pollution and
have less of an adverse environmental
impact. At school time and during rush
hour, Rock Street and Midland Way is total

Thank you for your comments.
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gridlock. The traffic is often backed up to
the Castle Grammar School.


Thornbury is expanding its housing stock
considerably and there is no road
infrastructure plan to accommodate the
increasing number of vehicles in
Thornbury. With the current proposal, the
traffic is Rock Street and Midland Way will
only get worse.



Passing trade would return to the High
Street and support the local businesses as
many are suffering due to reduced footfall
and customers.



Emergency vehicles would be able to use
the High Street to get patients to hospital in
peak times, fire engines would get to their
destinations quicker. The current gridlock
prevents this.



The bus stop should be reinstated to the
High Street and the bus stop moved to a
more central position in the High Street
(outside Costa), allowing easier access.

Cyclists should only be permitted to cycle
SOUTH.
It is very confusing for everyone but particularly
for children or those with learning impairments
when you teach them the highway code that on
our High Street, traffic comes from the south and
then cyclists can come in both directions, often at
speed northbound, as it is downhill. There have
already been some near misses but someone will
get seriously injured if it remains as it is. It is also
confusing to motorists, as they are not
anticipating that cyclists can come hurtling
towards them downhill on a one-way street.
Overall the whole scheme is undemocratic, ill
thought out, with little knowledge or regard for the
actual people who use our High Street.
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Please can the term 'a destination town' be fully
defined. This costly, ill-thought out scheme has
been invented by people who do not live or work
here.
Having struggled to provide feedback on the
proposed changes to Thornbury High Street
online, I must now resort to email.

Thank you for your comments.
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RE Blue Badge spaces: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Those at the top of the High Street, opposite The
Malthouse public house are inaccessible. You
have to approach them from the top of the High
Street, which means that you are driving in the
opposite direction to vehicles coming out of the
one way system, potentially causing a head-on
obstruction. When leaving the spaces or if unable
to park because they are already occupied
(currently the norm) there is nowhere to turn
around. Space is limited by the planters outside
the pub and the only alternative is to go into The
Close to manoeuvre. However this can be difficult
when more than one vehicle needs to do this at
the same time, and in any case, it is annoying for
the residents and office workers in that area, and
there is pollution from car exhaust fumes.
Those spaces outside the co-op at the bottom of
the High St are frequently required for Royal Mail
vans and delivery vehicles for the businesses
there, rendering them unavailable to Blue Badge
holders.There is also still a raised kerb for the bus
stop at this location so drivers have to stop at a
distances from the kerb so that disabled
passengers are able to exit the vehicle
safely. Given that there is no alternative
loading/unloading space for businesses in this
area, it would seem sensible to relocate the Blue
Badge spaces. The spaces are also used by
Dominos Pizza drivers as a waiting/pick up area,
which also needs to be addressed.
Prohibition of Driving L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
One way restriction should apply equally to
cyclists as to other vehicles. Pedestrians don't
expect to find bicycles approaching from the
opposite direction and I have seen a number of
near-miss potential collisions between
pedestrians and cyclists.
20 mph Speed limit L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20 mph speed limit is essential because
pedestrians are at huge risk of injury from
vehicles and bicycles in the one way street area.
It is particularly risky for elderly and hearing
impaired residents, who are often unaware of the
approach of vehicles, especially electric ones,
and bicycles. Delivery vehicles and cyclists often
travel at speed through the one way street, and
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seem to expect that pedestrians will simply get
out of their way.
Other comments - can't find references or
relevant documents for these and time is running
out. Sorry, but you could have helped by making
the process much simpler. It feels as if you are
doing everything possible to discourage
feedback.
Traffic chaos in Rock Street and surrounding
areas, resulting from rerouting traffic that
previously used the High St needs urgent
attention and action. At busy times, eg rush hour
and school opening/closing times, traffic in Rock
St backs up so much that tailbacks are often seen
from Thornbury Hill coming from Alveston and
down Gloucester Road beyond the Castle School
sixth form centre. Standing traffic emits fumes
that hang in the air, affecting pedestrians and
local residents, including children in local schools,
and elderly and disabled residents from the
Churchill Residential homes and Quaker Court.
Elderly residents have great difficulty in crossing
the road to get to local shops and amenities. The
bus stop that moved from the High Street to Rock
Street is now too far from the High Street to allow
those with restricted mobility to walk to the shops,
depriving them of independence, choice and
access. Buses waiting at this stop cause an
obstruction to the flow of traffic in the area, and
block the vision of drivers attempting to leave
Rock St car park. Tailbacks in Rock Street make
it completely unsafe for drivers leaving Aldi car
park to turn right. The alternative is to turn left and
use the pump at the bottom of the High Street as
a roundabout to get back to where they need to
be ... because of course they can't use the other
alternative of the High Street. The roundabout at
the junction of Rock Street and Midland Way has
always been dangerous because of its limited
visibility, but with the increased volume of traffic in
that area it is now lethal. Drivers have to pull
halfway across the roundabout before they can
even see whether or not there is traffic
approaching from the right and then it is too late.
It is an accident waiting to happen. The situation
is exacerbated by the increase in the number of
buses and other large vehicles that have to
negotiate the roundabout, where they previously
drove up the High Street. This is one of a number
of arguments for reinstating the bus services
going up the High Street.
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One of the plans I have seen suggests building
up the pavements at the bottom of the High Street
so the pump would effectively be on the
pavement. How will the 60 bus service to Wotton
under Edge negotiate this? Currently it goes
around the pump to turn into Castle Street and on
to Stokesfield Close. There is also a suggestion
of building out the pavement on the other side of
the street and providing an art installation. I would
be against this prososal on the grounds that it
would restrict visibility for drivers leaving Castle
Court car park and turning right from the bottom
of the High Street towards Gloucester Road. It
would also compete, aesthetically, with the pump,
which is currently a focal point for Thornbury in
Bloom displays and a much loved local
landmark.
Please do not remove the zebra crossings. These
need to be highly visible and recognisable as
crossings by all users of the area, both
pedestrians and drivers, in order to prevent
accidents. The use of coloured bricks as an
alternative to kerbs to mark the edge of the road
is also not a good idea. I am the carer of 2
relatives in their 90s and they would struggle to
recognise the purpose of the bricks.
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There is so much more that I could say if only
there was more time. I really don't feel that the
consultation period has been long enough for
such an important development
Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029





Enforcement will be essential and Council
has concerns about how this will be done
effectively.
The 10 minute waiting period is insufficient
and will need to be increased.
Council would like consideration to be
given to a taxi space on the High Street.
Council is concerned that there are not
enough short wait bays.

Designated Disabled Persons’ Parking Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034


The three hour period seems excessive
and will reduce the number of people
overall that can access this facility. We
would suggest reducing this to two hours
which seems sufficient and will allow more
people to use the spaces.

Thank you for your comments.
The 10-minute bay is to allow people to
quickly pop into a shop or takeaway to
pick up items and then leave again. The
short time frame creates a high turnover
of vehicles which allows more people to
use the space.
There are other sections of limited waiting
on The Plain, the High Street and Castle
Street which are 30 minutes or there are
the three car parks which people can park
in.
The 3 hour period is a national standard
for all disabled parking, we decided on 3
hours so as not to add extra restrictions
that may confuse drivers when they are
used to being able to park for 3 hours
everywhere else.
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Proposed Designated Loading Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033






There needs to be very clear signage
specifying who can use these areas and
for what purpose, and also making it clear
that this general area is a shared space.
There is some misunderstanding about
whether shoppers/members of the public
can use these spaces and for what
purpose, as opposed to delivery drivers
dropping off supplies for example.
There are concerns about whether the
loading bays are wide enough to larger
vehicles.

The signage used will comply with the
Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions as well as the traffic signs
manuals.
It is not possible to implement a 10mph
speed limit on the High Street. The lowest
speed limit allowed currently on the public
highway is 20mph.

Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except for
Access) - L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028


There needs to be very clear signage
clarifying who can drive along the High
Street and for what purpose, specifically
under what circumstances access to shops
is permitted.

Proposed 20 MPH Speed Limit L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
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Council would strongly suggest that the
speed limit along the High Street itself is
reduced to 10 MPH.
 The issue of enforcement is crucial, both
along the High Street and in the other
roads affected.
 There is particularly concern about the
area around Quaker Lane/The Plain/Castle
Street and enforcement in this area will be
crucial to ensure it is safe. Council would
also like to see some kind of crossing in
this section – it is a dangerous area for
crossing now, and this could be made
worse when the changes in the road layout
are made.
 Council is very concerned regarding the
speed that some cyclists are travelling
along the High Street. Consideration
needs to be given to controlling this. If
nothing else, clear signage needs to be in
place to urge cyclists to be cautious and
reduce their speed.
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Thank you for your comments.
It is clear that the concept of pedestrianisation of
Thornbury High Street presents many problems
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for which no answers are available and there is
no evidence to support the hoped for
regeneration. The changes, already imposed by
South Gloucester Council, would never have
been contemplated without the advent of Covid
19 and the prospect of receiving “Government
Money”. That they were first aired on the TV
programme Country File, before even the town’s
traders had any intimation of these plans,
summarises the total lack of candour shown
throughout this process. The questionnaire,
subsequently offered to residents, posed only
options which were biased in favour of
pedestrianisation of the High Street. Although
Covid imposed restrictions have now gone, the
High Street traders are reported to have a very
serious fall in trade. There are now more empty
premises and there are strong indications that
more are to come. I find there is very little support
for the current proposed pedestrianisation and am
dismayed that those that are supposed to
represent the community, have failed to seek
wider opinion before falling in line with those
councillors who have no knowledge of, or interest
in, Thornbury. Removing vehicles from a High
Street does not have to be prerequisite for its
improvement.
A major point that is overlooked is the difficulty
experienced by people with poor mobility when
walking from the new bus stop or the car parks to
the High Street. I refer to those who are in chronic
back or leg pain, possibly in a long queue to get
appropriate treatment, and who are nevertheless
unable at this point in time to get a Blue Badge. In
the past they could have managed a short
distance, having parked in the High Street. It is
not clear that even with a Blue Badge that there
will be sufficient parking places in the High Street,
and their presence, along with other permitted
vehicles, will mean that the concept of a traffic
free area (as in St Mary Street) cannot be fulfilled.
At no point will the current proposals look
anything like the pictures so far offered as part of
the PR campaign. There will still be traffic and it
will still be two-way as cyclists are already shown
to travel at a reckless speed down the High
Street, and no cyclists have any warning such as
the time-proved bell.
One of the aspects of the current situation, which
has received scant attention from council officers,
and those few councillors who know Thornbury, is
the complete absence of any ideas on how to
alleviate the traffic congestion along Rock Street
and roads leading into it. It would appear that this
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will persist indefinitely. The increased traffic has
lead to serious problems when making an exit
from car parks. At the Rock Street car park the
obstruction of view from parked buses is of real
concern and at the entry and exit to the Aldi car
park, with its proximity to two sharp corners,
presents a serious hazard. Further, at this same
point, large delivery vehicles bring traffic to a halt
as they reverse across both lanes to enter the
adjacent Aldi delivery yard. There is now more
traffic congestion which is worse at the time of the
daily school runs. The pollution from queuing
stationary traffic in Gloucester Road and other
adjacent roads is experienced by all pedestrians,
including schoolchildren, as they make their way
to and from home.
I would wish the High Street to be reopened to
vehicular traffic, including south bound buses,
and the previous parking arrangements restored.
Why are there five different proposals to respond Thank you for your comments.
to?
There are five different proposals because
Thornbury High Street is now neither one thing
there are five different Traffic Regulation
nor the other, you can't walk in the road as it is
Orders (TROs) that the council are
still a road albeit impeded by tables and planters
proposing.
and you can't walk on the pavements as they are
blocked with tables, randomly scattered A boards
and planters. How on earth are the vision
impaired supposed to manage?
The current ratrun through Chapel Street must be
stopped.
Drivers wanting to beat the queues at the two
mini roundabouts at Tesco and Rock Street nip
through Chapel Street and pull out into Rock
Street where there is limited vision.
I have had two cars one turning left and the other
right pull out on to Rock Street in front of me
without pausing where they are so intent on
beating other traffic.
The bus stop on Rock Street between two
junctions and a traffic light controlled crossing is
an accident waiting to happen.
Cyclists should either be banned from the High
Street, made to dismount and walk or be subject
to the one way uphill rule as this would stop them
weaving all over the road at high speed in the
downhill direction.
The pedestrian area should be the same level as
the pavement right across the road with access
ramps at each end, this would make motor traffic
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more aware that they are encroaching on a
pedestrian area. The curbs are now just a trip
hazard.
A boards need to be banned or restricted.
The tables in the High Street look awful and I am
sure the noise from people seated outside at
night will be an annoyance for residents in the
new flats in Castle Court and Wildings.
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Either close the High Street properly or reopen it.
I object to these proposals.
There was no traffic impact assessment
completed before the closure and it really shows.
The stopping of through Thank y has caused
dreadful congestion on Rock St, Bath Road,
Midland Way and surrounding areas.
This is a problem because vehicles cause
pollution and difficulties moving around the town.
The resiting of the bus stop and rerouting away
from the High Street means that people with
mobility problems can’t access the High Street
easily because it is too far to walk from Rock
Street.
The location of the bus stop on the corner of the
exit from Rock Steet car park causes an
obstruction to sight lines on to Rock Street. Cars
exiting 5he car park can’t see round the waiting
buses and have to edge out. The cars moving
along Rock Street to Midland Way end up
queued behind the bus across the pedestrian
crossing lights or edging past and coming into
contact with the cars crawling out of the Rock
Street car park. There have been innumerable
near misses.
The queues back up both directions past Midland
Way and onto Gloucester Road in the mornings
from around 07.45 until about 10.00 and in the
afternoons from around 14.45 to 18.00.
Thornbury has a retained fire station and the crew
are often faced with severe delays when
attending because of the congestion. This is
risking lives.
Ambulances on emergency calls have had to turn
around at the southern end of the High Street

Thank you for your comments.
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because they can’t get through, delaying
emergency response.
There is confusion from the pedestrian signs and
unclear access las led to conflict between
vehicles legitimately accessing the High Street
and pedestrians who perceive that they shouldn’t
be on the High Street. Pedestrians have jumped
out in front of cars without warning. Lorries and
vans have had near misses with people sitting in
the on-road tables. Cycles riding northbound
regularly have near misses with oncoming cars
and motor vehicles, and have collided on at least
one occasion with pedestrians, and had failed to
stop in time and hit pedestrians on the zebra
crossing outside The Coop and Parky’s chip
shop.
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The closure has been a disaster. Please reverse
it.
Consultation Feedback – Thornbury High Street
Thank you for your comments.
South Glos References: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
This is brief bullet point consultation feedback
from observations via a short 15 minute visit to
Turnberries and while looking at the takeaway
leaflet, it is not a full assessment of the proposals,
hopefully there will be further opportunities to look
in more detail. The presentation in the room
wasn’t clear. It was difficult to view the context
and holistic overview; given that I am a design
professional and found legibility tricky, it’s
questionable if the public will be able to visualise
the reality of some of the proposals. Keys and
orientation diagrams would have been useful. The
3D graphics are gloomy, unclear, lacking context
and short of details. For example, the main
pedestrian thoroughfare from St Mary’s Arcade
accessing onto the High Street isn’t clearly legible
on plans and graphics, nor are entrance and exit
points from properties. The pavement outside St
Mary’s Arcade is kept narrow, this is a natural
congregation point, one might expect more to be
made of this node (wider with street furniture).
The crossovers are indicated as paving areas set
in tarmac, it’s questionable if these are in the best
location for pedestrian desire lines. Space syntax
or observable use patterns should be studied to
position these, or preferably, the entire high street
should have setts. The arcade mentioned above
should have a crossing in alignment with it,
people naturally cross there. Why is Prezzo’s new
seating area so wide, as it’s located where
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evening shadows fall? I would suggest the
designers visit on a Friday evening as well as in
the daytime. It was stated that road surfaces are
not yet fixed and that crossover points are
indicative, it is my view that you can’t separate
out urban and hard landscape design from traffic
order issues (I have experience of designing
urban landscape and home zones via community
consultation, so do not make this statement
flippantly). It was suggested that the detail will be
developed later and the scheme is not a fait
accompli, I would challenge this logic, as once
traffic orders are fixed, it’s questionable if there’s
enough scope left for future urban design ideas to
be accommodated. What is driving the strategy?
Is the scheme going to be set out solely by
parking / loading bays, or is there an aspiration
for a broader spatially driven vision in the design?
Is the strategy reacting to user groups
proportionally? While user input from shop
owners and the disabled users is important, what
broader strategies and visions are there for
holistically conceived quality urban spaces? Is
there scope to position disabled parking to rear of
the town hall, alleviating pressure on the High
Street? The bus stop design adjacent to Rock
Street car park is poor in terms of urban place
making and traffic issues, given it’s one of the
main community transport nodes in the Town; the
2.57 metre passing gap is too small and will likely
to lead to incidents and congestion, this is already
evident at present. Firstly, why can’t the bus stop
be pleasant and engaging i.e. a nice place to wait
for a bus, rather than cramped spot next to traffic
queues? Can the bus stop be relocated back to
the previous location in the High Street? Most
forward thinking urban designers usually place
community transport in the heart of the town, not
on the periphery. If the bus stop is to stay
adjacent to Rock Street car park, why can’t the
road be widened and a designated bay with better
landscape and shelters be added by taking part of
Rock Street car park? Compare the bus stop to
the seating adjacent to the sheltered housing,
there’s a mismatch in terms of spatial quality.
There appears to be a lack of holistic thinking at
present and it seems to be a rushed process. I
might have expected to see more options for
certain areas and evidence of broader studies
showing how all access routes and adjacent
spaces link and influence the design, rather than
viewing a single solution based chiefly on traffic
considerations. Similarly, it’s customary to have
Post-It feedback on drawings and coloured dot
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voting preferences on various design options and
decisions. Why was the process not held in the
covered arcade to catch passing pedestrians who
use the area (or drawings made visible in an
empty shop unit)? It’s questionable if the council /
design team are taking user / community
participation seriously in this consultation; the
event felt more of an expectation management
exercise. Whilst I am supportive of the principle of
improvement works to the High Street, there is a
danger that a solution will be imposed on the
town in a less than optimum arrangement, the
work needs to be done well. I would expect to see
further consultations and improved solutions
following on from this event, as there are clearly
some issues that could be improved upon. It
would be highly questionable if the scheme was
to proceed in its current form.
Statement of Objection to Order 202 and all
Thank you for your comments.
the other Current Orders
On 7 June 2021 the Council took an undemocratic
decision contrary to the expressed wishes of 65%
of the people of Thornbury, who responded to the
so-called consultation about the changes to and
closure of Thornbury High Street to vehicles.
Far from supporting any town centre regeneration,
the whole scheme is signalling the death of this
town, with measures which were in any case
completely unnecessary. The use of the Covid
pandemic to justify the scheme was clearly an
excuse to do something that had been in
somebody’s head for a long time, looking for some
reason to implement it.
The further extension to prohibit or restrict parking
on The Plain and the bottom end of the High Street
is equally unjustified, and I need to ask what is
happening to the town pump in the plans which
have been drawn up. It looks as if the pump will be
demolished.
The Council clearly does not care about the future
of our town and the local Councillors, both South
Glos and Town, should be ashamed of themselves
for failing to represent the wishes of the majority of
the residents of this town.
The removal of cars from the High Street has
simply caused more traffic problems elsewhere –
particularly in Rock Street. The whole scheme
should be reversed and buses in particular should
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be allowed to travel up the High Street as they did
previously and as has recently been requested by
Luke Hall, our local MP.
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Thank you for your comments.
We object to these TROs. The High Street should
return to being a through traffic Road, there are
some generic reasons why these are flawed
proposals.
1. The Council implemented the restrictions
in Thornbury High Street as part of the
COVID-19 crisis. Fundamentally, that
action was totally unnecessary, as the
width of pavements in the High Street for
the associated footfall were perfectly
adequate ( they were widened a number of
years ago). Indeed the area where any
queues did form, was at the Post Office,
and by virtue of where it is in the High
Street, it was not possible to increase the
width of the pavement! Many other Market
Towns/Towns/Cities with much narrower
pavements ( a local example being Wotton
Under Edge) did not implement such
drastic schemes. Hence the premise on
which the whole scheme was
implemented, was fundamentally flawed.
2. Cabinet agreed a future vision for the High
Street on 7th June, ignoring their own
Consultation data.
65% disagreed. A similar result came from the
forums held. South Glos were asked to consider a
one-way THROUGH traffic system as a
compromise- this was dismissed in the report in 4
lines.In a brochure produced by South Glos for
the recent briefings, they actually concede this
position...’Why are the council pursuing this when
the survey confirmed people want the High Street
to remain as it was’. So where is the justification
for ignoring it? We hear that you have received
‘many views’, but where is the actual evidence of
this? The forums, the Consultation all provide
actual tangible data, Council have a duty to
provide the tangible data of the ‘supporters view’
so it can be properly considered and a
comparative evaluation made.
I understand that no formal traffic impact analysis
had been or has been done to analyse these
proposals – this is totally irresponsible. Any
Developer has to carry out traffic impact analysis
as a condition of their proposals, how is it that
that is not a pre-requisite of the Council?

All of the hard copies of the brochure that
were not used at the event were left at
Thornbury Library.
We are currently working on a webpage,
this will enable us to share all if the
information about the Thornbury High
Street Project in one place. This is
expected to be available mid-November.
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Thornbury Town Council actually asked for a full
traffic review. The resultant chaos that has now
ensued on Bristol Road, Midland Way, Rock
Street, Bath Road, Grovesend Road(Gillingstool),
Gloucester Road, The Plain and Castle Street is
unacceptable. Suddenly there are also additional
plans to reduce speeds on Midland Way, install
speed Cushions/permanently reduce speed on
Gloucester Road and speed tables on Morton
Way. These will all have a contributory effect and
are all grid-locking Thornbury.
Pollution monitors on the High Street for 10 years,
have been within acceptable levels. The grid lock
that now ensues on Midland Way, Rock Street
and Gloucester Road have no similar
assessment. I understand that a monitor on Rock
Street will only produce data in Spring
2022....after the decision! Hence there will be no
comparative pollution data, so that the true
analysis of the proposals impact on pollution can
be assessed. Surely, when the Council has
declared its position re Climate Change impacts
etc, indeed quoted it as a reason to remove traffic
from the High Street, it has a duty to consider all
relevant data.
Fundamentally, it does not support the economic
prosperity of the High Street. Has the Council
genuinely surveyed the Traders for comparative
accounts? Even hospitality establishments may
not have increased trade...purely moved where it
takes place. I am aware of over 70 of about 75
asked, said they did not support it, why would
they say that if business were booming?..and we
have had the summer period when ’closure’ /the
’bee trail’ (poorly supported in thornbury I
understand) should have provided that expected
economic boost. All ‘passing trade’ has been
slashed from the ledger. South Glos in a
newspaper report by their Leader June 12th
quoted the Timpsons owner and ‘Shopify’
research -‘about half of consumers now expect to
shop locally often favouring a small, independent
retailer over shopping centres’, and the survey
said
’ 68% of consumers in the UK believe that
shopping locally is important and a majority
expect to shop more locally post-pandemic
than before. There is a willingness to support
local businesses if the experience is convenient,
close-by, and if the product is of good quality at a
reasonable price ‘
....so why would South Glos seek to promote a
scheme that is likely to sacrifice those few
independent traders we still have? They should
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be doing everything to bolster and support their
continued existence and providing incentives for
others to come. How too , do they consider the
provision of hospitality space to be equitable?
Does the ‘kebab van’ still have to pay for his
pitch?
Given that this ‘public meeting’, due to media
failings, could not be ‘heard’ by the general public
and that the report consisted of hundreds of
pages, it would appear very little discussion took
place, being decided in approx 30 minutes. It
would suggest that this was a ‘done deal’. For
such a momentus decision for the town of
Thornbury...one of the biggest in its history, to be
denied public scrutiny is unacceptable.
We understand this proposal, potentially unlocks
a sum of £6 million( but no guarantees)- and that
is not going to go far! I am aware that South Glos
spent £203,000 June - August 2020 on the
COVID High Street scheme. From the same
brochure and question above, ‘capitalising on an
opportunity to invest’...might this be the real
reason - that South Glos are chasing available
‘monies’ that have strings attached and hence it
has nothing to do with what the local population
might want? This suggests that local democracy
is worthless. South Gloucestershire Council’s
cabinet member for communities and local place,
Rachael Hunt, said: “The changes we are making
will help the precinct recover and thrive by
unlocking a major public investment package.”
Thornbury High Street is not a ‘precinct’ and we
don’t want it to be, she clearly has little
knowledge of Thornbury! Again this cements the
view that they are chasing a money pot.
3. Thornbury is an ‘historic market town’ and
is a Conservation Area, complete with
coaching inns. It has been described
previously as ‘the Jewel of the Severn
Vale’. Introducing into the High street a
proliferation of signage and paraphernalia,
taking away its ‘historic purpose’, will
totally undermine its context and standing
as the historical asset that it was and
arguably make it less accessible to the
public.
4. It does not anchor the High Street at the
heart of the Community, does not meet the
needs of ALL residents ( and primarily
those that are able to use it for the majority
of the time (9-5:30pm Monday-Friday when
the retail outlets are open!) Typically, the
working population will only access
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evening establishments (hospitality)/retail
Saturdays/Sundays hospitality and families
with school children for 38 weeks of the
year only after 3:30 Monday to Friday and
Saturdays/sundays). The retail sector will
probably do the greater proportion of their
trade Monday-Friday....has anyone asked
them?
Safety is definitely compromised, access
fundamentally and therefore experience
follows. It often looks sad and soulless and
devoid of activity (we have the photos to prove
it)...rarely the case previously, as people were
always passing through. Many cannot even
now come. If this scheme is implemented, our
independent retail outlets will be threatened, if
the high street brands lose money, they will
close and all that will be left will be the
hospitality sector – outdoor will be seasonal
and we know from past experience, only so
many can be sustained...a new one comes
and an existing business goes. With respect,
we have just gone through the ‘largest hybrid
working period’ and trade for most has
reduced...and whilst there may be some
hybrid working that remains, categorically it
will never be at the levels of the COVID period
as it is impractical for business and mental
well-being.
Active travel is only relevant for those that are
able( and when weather suits) and with respect,
Thornbury supports the wider village community
in the area too, from which it is not so feasible!
There have always been walking routes to the
High Street and cycling was always possible, but
hard work as Thornbury is not flat! There have
always been facilities to secure cycles.
Please accept that fundamentally, Thornbury high
Street cannot be devoid of traffic and its impact.
The whole of the Western side can only receive
deliveries from the High Street and a number of
residential properties on this side also have
access from the High Street. Some
establishments on the eastern side also receive
deliveries from the High Street. Currently a
number of new residential developments are also
taking place so the vehicular access need will
actually increase. Hence the High Street is totally
unsuited to removing traffic. As such, you then
have a totally ‘no-win scenario’, a real ‘hotchpotch affair’ . This resultant half-way house suits
no-one and actually is far more dangerous. I
suspect there have been far more ‘near misses’
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and with the potential for a much greater level of
injury than there has ever been in the past. I do
not recollect previous accidents in the High Street
and I have been associated with Thornbury since
1976.
There is a suggestion that noise will be reduced
too. Given outdoor hospitality and associated
noise from that as well as music playing, I
suspect there will be times at which the noise
nuisance may be a future issue. I have certainly
been in the High Street at 10pm and there has
been raucous noise and some local residents
may consider the former High Street to be a much
quieter and more ambient place! In addition, with
the suggested advent of ‘electric’ vehicles, the
noise factor would reduce anyway...but give the
added danger that no one hears a vehicle
coming...much like a cyclist coming down the
High Street.
Hence, the whole purpose of the scheme is
flawed.
I would also draw attention to the safety/security
issue. I have previously frequented the High
Street to attend evening meetings. Earlier this
week, leaving a meeting in the High Street, I had
to return as a female, to Castle Court Car Park on
my own. There were a handful of cars in there , it
backs onto fields and one can feel very
vulnerable – poignant in that today there is
another vigil for a murdered young teacher in
London. I previously would have parked in the
High Street, where there were passing
people/vehicles. Equally...it will be interesting to
see if the security of High Street business is
compromised on the basis there is now no
‘passing traffic’ through at night.
Ironically, 10% of the responses to the NDP
called for MORE parking!...not less...and that was
pre-COVID and all the extra houses!!
Thornbury High street and associated streets
have always been successfully closed for
events...Carnivals, Parades, Christmas Lights
Switch-on, Arts Festivals and Art Trails etc and
initiatives like Christmas Lights, Thornbury in
Bloom etc...these are what makes it the
Community Hub....and special events.
5. We are aware of only a handful of people
who agree with the proposed scheme and
overwhelmingly know dozens that think it
should return to through traffic. The public
Town meeting at the Leisure Centre, which
was radically oversubscribed demonstrates
that strength of feeling. Many of those
represented their extended family too and
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many were not in a position to attend.
There is a strong sense of community and
care in Thornbury and that should be
welcomed and fostered- it is part of what
makes it a special place to live. Many,
many volunteers have invested their time
and energy in creating it. In recent days,
neighbours who split time between London
and Thornbury (long standing family
residents of Thornbury), remarked how
they really dislike it and how in London , it
is not permanent, it is ‘evening/ weekend ’
closures. Only yesterday, a lady witnessed
me photographing the queues at midland
Way/Bristol Road and proceeded to say
what could she do to stop it. This morning
at a ‘Parkinsons’ meeting another lady told
me she was against the scheme and did
not know anyone who was for it...Hence
there is a wealth of opposition. As always
there will be a proportion ‘who don’t
care’/no point in commenting as no one will
take any notice.
6. Further briefing of the latest proposals
took place at Turnberries to a very select
audience. A brochure was available.
Where is this available in the public
domain? When are South Glos going to
publish these proposals? Many will be
unaware of what these proposals and the
details underpin the context of these
TROs. I would suggest that South Glos
should have made these brochures
available in all public spaces and published
the detail widely prior to the consultation
on the TROs.
7. Way forward
Scrap these TROs.
Return the buses to the High Street, with two
stops as previously.
Open the road to through traffic. Consider a
genuine assessment of one way/herringbone
parking with predominantly disabled spaces, but
several able-bodied spaces throughout the High
Street and The Plain. Previously there were often
3 / 4 ‘ disabled’ cars parked on the double yellow
lines outside Prezzo and no doubt several others
in available spaces on the eastern side. In
addition, they would also park on The Plain,
outside the Italian, Nat West Bank, Crossmans, in
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Castle Court. For many this allowed them
independence and connection with their ‘home
town’. Equally, it is vital that individuals with
impaired ability, but not such that they qualify for
a blue badge, have the ability to independently
access their High Street. That is what it is..many
will have lived here 10s of years. It is ‘our home’,
hence people feel passionately about it. Arguably
with a reduced speed to 20mph on the High
Street(timed), herringbone parking would provide
greater safety for disabled users(shielded by
parked cars either side) and no impairment of
visibility when reversing due to the incline of the
Road. ‘Parking cars’ also naturally slow traffic. An
hours parking was previously viable. Disabled
would need the statutory requirement.
Objections to the specific TROs
TRO 1
We object to this Traffic Order
1. SHARED USE parking top High Street.
30 minutes, is totally inadequate to walk to
wherever and attend a dental
appointment/‘shop’/carry out business and
return to the car. Permit holders need a
means to park permanently and a facility
for visitors to utilise a space.
2. Limited waiting 10 minutes no return in 2
hours
10 minutes is wholly inadequate. An order
placed at the chip shop would take 10
minutes to cook!! This is barely two
spaces. Previously there would have been
bays fully utilised and double parking!...this
has hit their trade enormously. A 5 minute
walk and 5 minute walk to an
establishment, takes no account of the
purchase, finding an order, a queue etc.eg.
a perscription at Boots will take much
longer than 10 minutes from this
space...especially if the person is less
able, has children to get out of a car etc.
3. Limited waiting 30 minutes at the Plain
As in 1 above 30 minutes is totally in adequate to
walk to wherever and carry out associated
business when one considers queues etc(eg Post
Office...this Christmas when someone might be
carrying many parcels etc)
4. M-F 10-11, 2-3 30 minutes. we fail to
understand why these times have been
chosen and with the current scheme
proposed and the High Street junction
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opposite, potentially chaotic and a recipe
for disaster. Added to which, what will the
visibility be around the Pump? I sincerely
hope that there will be no plans to modify
that! The Pump has an historical context.
5. Schedule 2 implies that the only taxi rank
will be in Rock Street. Again wholly
unacceptable in promoting the High Street
as the centre of the community and
accessible for all.
6. With restricted parking in Castle Court,
whilst we might agree that the regular
double yellow line parking causes chaos
for access and egress from Castle Court
and the conflict with deliveries/collections
to the Butchers Hook/Thornbury Garden
shop, how many will continue to frequent
‘Parky’s Chip Shop’ when they can no
longer park to collect ‘hot food’. Yet
another establishment who may cease to
be able to trade from the High Street.
7. Pedestrian crossings should remain at the
top and bottom, to provide a safe refuge
for young children(without adult escort)
and slower adults to ensure a recognised
place for safe passage.
TRO 2
We Object to this Traffic Order
1. 3 disabled spaces adjacent to Lloyds bank.
2 disabled spaces adjacent to card
shop/HSBC bank.
It is important to understand that Thornbury High
Street is a hill. Many disabled people will only be
able to walk a few yards and that often it is a
breathing difficulty that impairs that walking
ability. Thus having the ability to park ‘outside’ a
premises means that the energy is maximised in
order that they may be able to engage in the
process for which the journey is intended. Hence,
previously, there was parking throughout the High
Street on the double yellow lines. Previous
parking bays, meant that otherwise they could
circuit until an appropriate space became
available. This is absolutely vital for continued
‘independence’ and self worth. Anyone who has
pushed an adult in a wheelchair up Thornbury
High Street, knows how hard this is – often this
will be an elderly wheelchair user and an elderly
carer. These restricted few spaces would always
require a walk ‘up a hill’. In addition, there would
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be a need to cross the street to access the
western side. It is a ‘wide’ street and a significant
distance. The slow speed at which they would
cross would make them vulnerable to the passing
traffic and the cyclists coming both ways.
Raised kerbs that remain from the previous bus
stop, have made it impossible for some
passenger doors on vehicles to be opened. Again
this could result in these users ceasing to utilise
their High Street.
2. 3 disabled spaces beyond the restricted
parking zone. These were previously
police/taxi spaces. Where will they park
instead?
These may be acceptable for the businesses
adjacent to where they sit, but definitely too far
otherwise. However, as previously indicated,
there was little or no use of disabled spaces in the
car parks as they were too far away, now the
restriction will be 5 spaces within the High Street
area and 3 outside sited here. I would suggest
that it is not enough! There is also no provision for
The Plain area and the walk as proposed by the
pedestrianisation around the pump/Owens corner
etc will all be excessive for many, along with
associated an road crossing etc.
TRO 3.
We object to this Traffic order
1. Loading places will only exist in 3 places.
These will barely accept a ‘lorry’. Deliveries
to ‘The Lion’, will mean that barrels will
need to be trundled a significant distance,
with time associated. Previously these
would have been brief and outside the
entrance. Some businesses on the eastern
side of the street also receive deliveries
from the High Street (eg. COSTA).
Previously there was appropriate flexibility.
2. We also express concern with regard to
deliveries of monies to all financial
establishments(including at The Plain and
the Post Office) and the associated
vulnerablity from a security viewpoint of
personnel and passers by. When these
personnel are required to walk greater
distances the danger increases.
TRO 4.
We object to this Traffic Order
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1. THROUGH Traffic(including buses)
should return to the High Street
without delay to promote the
economic viability and well being of the
High Street. The generic points
above(1-7) give many reasons why this
is a flawed proposal.
2. The High Street can be readily closed
for Events as has been readily done in
the past via a Temporary Events notice
or via a Premises Licence(one is
already held by me on behalf of TCLA
to close the High Street , Castle Street
and the Plain up to 4 times per year).
3. A formal traffic analysis must be done
to analyse the long term impact of ‘one
way’ through options on all roads in the
vicinity, BEFORE embarking on a
‘oneway’ through traffic option. Cycling
in a northerly direction, in a southerly
one way system has dangers
associated for unsuspecting
pedestrians and has to be properly
assessed and analysed.- consider
crossing the Road from the Westerly
side to the Town Council Offices...one
is blind to cyclists coming down the hill(
often at speed). Herring-bone parking
should also be considered.
TRO 5
We object to this Traffic Order, please
see qualification.
1. In principal we do not object to 20mph
and were amazed that 20mph was
brought in in Castle Street but not The
High Street!. However, we would
suggest that it is a time related. Hence
between the hours of 7:30 and 11pm
say as outside those hours the
pedestrian activity will be minimal.
Maintaining 20mph outside those hours
will mean that they are frequently
flouted.
We also represent 5 other family members.
45

Thank you for your comments.
We object to these TROs. The High Street should
return to being a through traffic Road, there are
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some generic reasons why these are flawed
proposals.
1. The Council implemented the restrictions
in Thornbury High Street as part of the
COVID-19 crisis. Fundamentally, that
action was totally unnecessary, as the
width of pavements in the High Street for
the associated footfall were perfectly
adequate ( they were widened a number of
years ago). Indeed the area where any
queues did form, was at the Post Office,
and by virtue of where it is in the High
Street, it was not possible to increase the
width of the pavement! Many other Market
Towns/Towns/Cities with much narrower
pavements ( a local example being Wotton
Under Edge) did not implement such
drastic schemes. Hence the premise on
which the whole scheme was
implemented, was fundamentally flawed.
2. Cabinet agreed a future vision for the High
Street on 7th June, ignoring their own
Consultation data.
65% disagreed. A similar result
came from the forums held. South
Glos were asked to consider a oneway THROUGH traffic system as
a compromise- this was dismissed
in the report in 4 lines.In a brochure
produced by South Glos for the
recent briefings, they actually
concede this position...’Why are the
council pursuing this when the
survey confirmed people want the
High Street to remain as it was’. So
where is the justification for ignoring
it? We hear that you have received
‘many views’, but where is the
actual evidence of this? The forums,
the Consultation all provide actual
tangible data, Council have a duty
to provide the tangible data of the
‘supporters view’ so it can be
properly considered and a
comparative evaluation made.
I understand that no formal traffic
impact analysis had been or has
been done to analyse these
proposals – this is totally
irresponsible. Any Developer has to
carry out traffic impact analysis as a
condition of their proposals, how is it

All of the hard copies of the brochure that
were not used at the event were left at
Thornbury Library.
We are currently working on a webpage,
this will enable us to share all if the
information about the Thornbury High
Street Project in one place. This is
expected to be available mid-November.
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that that is not a pre-requisite of the
Council? Thornbury Town Council
actually asked for a full traffic
review. The resultant chaos that has
now ensued on Bristol Road,
Midland Way, Rock Street, Bath
Road, Grovesend
Road(Gillingstool), Gloucester
Road, The Plain and Castle Street
is unacceptable. Suddenly there are
also additional plans to reduce
speeds on Midland Way, install
speed Cushions/permanently
reduce speed on Gloucester Road
and speed tables on Morton Way.
These will all have a contributory
effect and are all grid-locking
Thornbury.
Pollution monitors on the High
Street for 10 years, have been
within acceptable levels. The grid
lock that now ensues on Midland
Way, Rock Street and Gloucester
Road have no similar assessment. I
understand that a monitor on Rock
Street will only produce data in
Spring 2022....after the decision!
Hence there will be no comparative
pollution data, so that the true
analysis of the proposals impact on
pollution can be assessed. Surely,
when the Council has declared its
position re Climate Change impacts
etc, indeed quoted it as a reason to
remove traffic from the High Street,
it has a duty to consider all relevant
data.
Fundamentally, it does not support
the economic prosperity of the High
Street. Has the Council genuinely
surveyed the Traders for
comparative accounts? Even
hospitality establishments may not
have increased trade...purely
moved where it takes place. I am
aware of over 70 of about 75
asked, said they did not support it,
why would they say that if business
were booming?..and we have had
the summer period when ’closure’
/the ’bee trail’ (poorly supported in
thornbury I understand) should have
provided that expected economic
boost. All ‘passing trade’ has been
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slashed from the ledger. South Glos
in a newspaper report by their
Leader June 12th quoted the
Timpsons owner and ‘Shopify’
research -‘about half of consumers
now expect to shop locally often
favouring a small, independent
retailer over shopping centres’, and
the survey said
’ 68% of consumers in the UK
believe that shopping locally is
important and a majority expect to
shop more locally post-pandemic
than before. There is a willingness
to support local businesses if the
experience is convenient, close-by,
and if the product is of good quality
at a reasonable price ‘
....so why would South Glos seek to
promote a scheme that is likely to
sacrifice those few independent
traders we still have? They should
be doing everything to bolster and
support their continued existence
and providing incentives for others
to come. How too , do they consider
the provision of hospitality space to
be equitable? Does the ‘kebab van’
still have to pay for his pitch?
Given that this ‘public meeting’, due
to media failings, could not be
‘heard’ by the general public and
that the report consisted of
hundreds of pages, it would appear
very little discussion took place,
being decided in approx 30 minutes.
It would suggest that this was a
‘done deal’. For such a momentus
decision for the town of
Thornbury...one of the biggest in its
history, to be denied public scrutiny
is unacceptable.
We understand this proposal,
potentially unlocks a sum of £6
million( but no guarantees)- and that
is not going to go far! I am aware
that South Glos spent £203,000
June - August 2020 on the COVID
High Street scheme. From the
same brochure and question above,
‘capitalising on an opportunity to
invest’...might this be the real
reason - that South Glos are
chasing available ‘monies’ that
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have strings attached and hence it
has nothing to do with what the local
population might want? This
suggests that local democracy is
worthless. South Gloucestershire
Council’s cabinet member for
communities and local place,
Rachael Hunt, said: “The changes
we are making will help the precinct
recover and thrive by unlocking a
major public investment package.”
Thornbury High Street is not a
‘precinct’ and we don’t want it to be,
she clearly has little knowledge of
Thornbury! Again this cements the
view that they are chasing a
money pot.
3. Thornbury is an ‘historic market town’ and
is a Conservation Area, complete with
coaching inns. It has been described
previously as ‘the Jewel of the Severn
Vale’. Introducing into the High street a
proliferation of signage and paraphernalia,
taking away its ‘historic purpose’, will
totally undermine its context and standing
as the historical asset that it was and
arguably make it less accessible to the
public.
4. It does not anchor the High Street at the
heart of the Community, does not meet the
needs of ALL residents ( and primarily
those that are able to use it for the majority
of the time (9-5:30pm Monday-Friday when
the retail outlets are open!) Typically, the
working population will only access
evening establishments (hospitality)/retail
Saturdays/Sundays hospitality and families
with school children for 38 weeks of the
year only after 3:30 Monday to Friday and
Saturdays/sundays). The retail sector will
probably do the greater proportion of their
trade Monday-Friday....has anyone asked
them?
Safety is definitely compromised, access
fundamentally and therefore experience
follows. It often looks sad and soulless and
devoid of activity (we have the photos to
prove it)...rarely the case previously, as
people were always passing through.
Many cannot even now come. If this
scheme is implemented, our independent
retail outlets will be threatened, if the high
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street brands lose money, they will close
and all that will be left will be the hospitality
sector – outdoor will be seasonal and we
know from past experience, only so many
can be sustained...a new one comes and
an existing business goes. With respect,
we have just gone through the ‘largest
hybrid working period’ and trade for most
has reduced...and whilst there may be
some hybrid working that remains,
categorically it will never be at the levels of
the COVID period as it is impractical for
business and mental well-being.
Active travel is only relevant for those that
are able( and when weather suits) and with
respect, Thornbury supports the wider
village community in the area too, from
which it is not so feasible! There have
always been walking routes to the High
Street and cycling was always possible,
but hard work as Thornbury is not flat!
There have always been facilities to secure
cycles.
Please accept that fundamentally,
Thornbury high Street cannot be devoid of
traffic and its impact. The whole of the
Western side can only receive deliveries
from the High Street and a number of
residential properties on this side also
have access from the High Street. Some
establishments on the eastern side also
receive deliveries from the High Street.
Currently a number of new residential
developments are also taking place so the
vehicular access need will actually
increase. Hence the High Street is totally
unsuited to removing traffic. As such, you
then have a totally ‘no-win scenario’, a real
‘hotch-potch affair’ . This resultant half-way
house suits no-one and actually is far more
dangerous. I suspect there have been far
more ‘near misses’ and with the potential
for a much greater level of injury than there
has ever been in the past. I do not recollect
previous accidents in the High Street and I
have been associated with Thornbury
since 1976.
There is a suggestion that noise will be
reduced too. Given outdoor hospitality and
associated noise from that as well as
music playing, I suspect there will be times
at which the noise nuisance may be a
future issue. I have certainly been in the
High Street at 10pm and there has been
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raucous noise and some local residents
may consider the former High Street to be
a much quieter and more ambient place! In
addition, with the suggested advent of
‘electric’ vehicles, the noise factor would
reduce anyway...but give the added
danger that no one hears a vehicle
coming...much like a cyclist coming down
the High Street.
Hence, the whole purpose of the scheme
is flawed.
I would also draw attention to the
safety/security issue. I have previously
frequented the High Street to attend
evening meetings. Earlier this week,
leaving a meeting in the High Street, I had
to return as a female, to Castle Court Car
Park on my own. There were a handful of
cars in there , it backs onto fields and one
can feel very vulnerable – poignant in that
today there is another vigil for a murdered
young teacher in London. I previously
would have parked in the High Street,
where there were passing people/vehicles.
Equally...it will be interesting to see if the
security of High Street business is
compromised on the basis there is now no
‘passing traffic’ through at night.
Ironically, 10% of the responses to the
NDP called for MORE parking!...not
less...and that was pre-COVID and all the
extra houses!!
Thornbury High street and associated
streets have always been successfully
closed for events...Carnivals, Parades,
Christmas Lights Switch-on, Arts Festivals
and Art Trails etc and initiatives like
Christmas Lights, Thornbury in Bloom
etc...these are what makes it the
Community Hub....and special events.
5. We are aware of only a handful of people
who agree with the proposed scheme and
overwhelmingly know dozens that think it
should return to through traffic. The public
Town meeting at the Leisure Centre, which
was radically oversubscribed demonstrates
that strength of feeling. Many of those
represented their extended family too and
many were not in a position to attend.
There is a strong sense of community and
care in Thornbury and that should be
welcomed and fostered- it is part of what
makes it a special place to live. Many,
many volunteers have invested their time
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and energy in creating it. In recent days,
neighbours who split time between London
and Thornbury (long standing family
residents of Thornbury), remarked how
they really dislike it and how in London , it
is not permanent, it is ‘evening/ weekend ’
closures. Only yesterday, a lady witnessed
me photographing the queues at midland
Way/Bristol Road and proceeded to say
what could she do to stop it. This morning
at a ‘Parkinsons’ meeting another lady told
me she was against the scheme and did
not know anyone who was for it...Hence
there is a wealth of opposition. As always
there will be a proportion ‘who don’t
care’/no point in commenting as no one will
take any notice.
6. Further briefing of the latest proposals
took place at Turnberries to a very select
audience. A brochure was available.
Where is this available in the public
domain? When are South Glos going to
publish these proposals? Many will be
unaware of what these proposals and the
details underpin the context of these
TROs. I would suggest that South Glos
should have made these brochures
available in all public spaces and published
the detail widely prior to the consultation
on the TROs.
7. Way forward
Scrap these TROs.
Return the buses to the High Street, with
two stops as previously.
Open the road to through traffic. Consider
a genuine assessment of one
way/herringbone parking with
predominantly disabled spaces, but
several able-bodied spaces throughout the
High Street and The Plain. Previously
there were often 3 / 4 ‘ disabled’ cars
parked on the double yellow lines outside
Prezzo and no doubt several others in
available spaces on the eastern side. In
addition, they would also park on The
Plain, outside the Italian, Nat West Bank,
Crossmans, in Castle Court. For many this
allowed them independence and
connection with their ‘home town’. Equally,
it is vital that individuals with impaired
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ability, but not such that they qualify for a
blue badge, have the ability to
independently access their High Street.
That is what it is..many will have lived here
10s of years. It is ‘our home’, hence people
feel passionately about it. Arguably with a
reduced speed to 20mph on the High
Street(timed), herringbone parking would
provide greater safety for disabled
users(shielded by parked cars either side)
and no impairment of visibility when
reversing due to the incline of the Road.
‘Parking cars’ also naturally slow traffic. An
hours parking was previously viable.
Disabled would need the statutory
requirement.
Objections to the specific TROs
TRO 1
We object to this Traffic Order
1. SHARED USE parking top High Street.
30 minutes, is totally inadequate to walk to
wherever and attend a dental
appointment/‘shop’/carry out business and
return to the car. Permit holders need a
means to park permanently and a facility
for visitors to utilise a space.
2. Limited waiting 10 minutes no return in 2
hours
10 minutes is wholly inadequate. An order
placed at the chip shop would take 10
minutes to cook!! This is barely two
spaces. Previously there would have been
bays fully utilised and double parking!...this
has hit their trade enormously. A 5 minute
walk and 5 minute walk to an
establishment, takes no account of the
purchase, finding an order, a queue etc.eg.
a perscription at Boots will take much
longer than 10 minutes from this
space...especially if the person is less
able, has children to get out of a car etc.
3. Limited waiting 30 minutes at the Plain
As in 1 above 30 minutes is totally in
adequate to walk to wherever and carry
out associated business when one
considers queues etc(eg Post Office...this
Christmas when someone might be
carrying many parcels etc)
4. M-F 10-11, 2-3 30 minutes. we fail to
understand why these times have been
chosen and with the current scheme
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proposed and the High Street junction
opposite, potentially chaotic and a recipe
for disaster. Added to which, what will the
visibility be around the Pump? I sincerely
hope that there will be no plans to modify
that! The Pump has an historical context.
5. Schedule 2 implies that the only taxi rank
will be in Rock Street. Again wholly
unacceptable in promoting the High Street
as the centre of the community and
accessible for all.
6. With restricted parking in Castle Court,
whilst we might agree that the regular
double yellow line parking causes chaos
for access and egress from Castle Court
and the conflict with deliveries/collections
to the Butchers Hook/Thornbury Garden
shop, how many will continue to frequent
‘Parky’s Chip Shop’ when they can no
longer park to collect ‘hot food’. Yet
another establishment who may cease to
be able to trade from the High Street.
7. Pedestrian crossings should remain at the
top and bottom, to provide a safe refuge
for young children(without adult escort)
and slower adults to ensure a recognised
place for safe passage.
TRO 2
We Object to this Traffic Order
1. 3 disabled spaces adjacent to Lloyds bank.
2 disabled spaces adjacent to card
shop/HSBC bank.
It is important to understand that
Thornbury High Street is a hill. Many
disabled people will only be able to walk a
few yards and that often it is a breathing
difficulty that impairs that walking ability.
Thus having the ability to park ‘outside’ a
premises means that the energy is
maximised in order that they may be able
to engage in the process for which the
journey is intended. Hence, previously,
there was parking throughout the High
Street on the double yellow lines. Previous
parking bays, meant that otherwise they
could circuit until an appropriate space
became available. This is absolutely vital
for continued ‘independence’ and self
worth. Anyone who has pushed an adult in
a wheelchair up Thornbury High Street,
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knows how hard this is – often this will be
an elderly wheelchair user and an elderly
carer. These restricted few spaces would
always require a walk ‘up a hill’. In
addition, there would be a need to cross
the street to access the western side. It is
a ‘wide’ street and a significant distance.
The slow speed at which they would cross
would make them vulnerable to the
passing traffic and the cyclists coming both
ways.
Raised kerbs that remain from the previous
bus stop, have made it impossible for
some passenger doors on vehicles to be
opened. Again this could result in these
users ceasing to utilise their High Street.
2. 3 disabled spaces beyond the restricted
parking zone. These were previously
police/taxi spaces. Where will they park
instead?
These may be acceptable for the
businesses adjacent to where they sit, but
definitely too far otherwise. However, as
previously indicated, there was little or no
use of disabled spaces in the car parks as
they were too far away, now the restriction
will be 5 spaces within the High Street area
and 3 outside sited here. I would suggest
that it is not enough! There is also no
provision for The Plain area and the walk
as proposed by the pedestrianisation
around the pump/Owens corner etc will all
be excessive for many, along with
associated an road crossing etc.
TRO 3.
We object to this Traffic order
1. Loading places will only exist in 3 places.
These will barely accept a ‘lorry’. Deliveries
to ‘The Lion’, will mean that barrels will
need to be trundled a significant distance,
with time associated. Previously these
would have been brief and outside the
entrance. Some businesses on the eastern
side of the street also receive deliveries
from the High Street (eg. COSTA).
Previously there was appropriate flexibility.
2. We also express concern with regard to
deliveries of monies to all financial
establishments(including at The Plain and
the Post Office) and the associated
vulnerablity from a security viewpoint of
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personnel and passers by. When these
personnel are required to walk greater
distances the danger increases.
TRO 4.
We object to this Traffic Order
1. THROUGH Traffic(including buses)
should return to the High Street
without delay to promote the
economic viability and well being of the
High Street. The generic points
above(1-7) give many reasons why this
is a flawed proposal.
2. The High Street can be readily closed
for Events as has been readily done in
the past via a Temporary Events notice
or via a Premises Licence(one is
already held by me on behalf of TCLA
to close the High Street , Castle Street
and the Plain up to 4 times per year).
3. A formal traffic analysis must be done
to analyse the long term impact of ‘one
way’ through options on all roads in the
vicinity, BEFORE embarking on a
‘oneway’ through traffic option. Cycling
in a northerly direction, in a southerly
one way system has dangers
associated for unsuspecting
pedestrians and has to be properly
assessed and analysed.- consider
crossing the Road from the Westerly
side to the Town Council Offices...one
is blind to cyclists coming down the hill(
often at speed). Herring-bone parking
should also be considered.
TRO 5
We object to this Traffic Order, please
see qualification.
1. In principal we do not object to 20mph
and were amazed that 20mph was
brought in in Castle Street but not The
High Street!. However, we would
suggest that it is a time related. Hence
between the hours of 7:30 and 11pm
say as outside those hours the
pedestrian activity will be minimal.
Maintaining 20mph outside those hours
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will mean that they are frequently
flouted.
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Response to 5 statutory notices for the closure of
Thornbury Highstreet
The council has broken its own guidelines on
consultations by restricting the consultation period
to less than 6 weeks.
The council has made it difficult to respond to the
consultation by breaking the documents into 5
separate consultations and by not providing a
simple online form to complete
None of the consolations show how the loss of
vehicle capacity will be addressed.
None of the consultations show the reinstatement
of the “do not follow Sat nav” signs on the A38
B4061 junction.
None of the consultations address the safety of
pedestrians outside the take aways by the entry
to castle court car park. This area has become
very unsafe especially on Friday evenings
The consultations fail to show how the safety of
residents on the B4061 will be ensured given the
restricted access to Thornbury. There has been a
substantial increase in holiday traffic trying to
access Wales via this road when the traffic is
heavy on the motorway. The speed restrictions
and associated road hardware will impede any
holiday traffic through the town or ring road
resulting in further issues along the B4061. The
Thornbury ring road has to many small islands
that will also restrict the flow of holiday traffic
creating a potentially unsafe situation for
caravans and trailers.
The scheme has not considered the impacts on
surrounding parishes and their access to
Thornbury. The overall scheme makes Thornbury
a less attractive destination as it becomes more
difficult to access the Highstreet and surrounding
ring road. Most parishes surrounding Thornbury
have to drive to Thornbury. As the roads become
more congested and less accessible due to the
decreased capacity Shopping in Bristol and
Cribbs Causeway becomes more attractive and is
only an additional 10 minutes drive.
There has been no investment in the surrounding
infrastructure in 50 years and the road can not
cope with the traffic. Closing road capacity
without think of the surrounding infrastructure will
make this worse.
My wife and I have lived in Thornbury for just over
25 years, moving here after serving 26 years in
the Royal Air Force. Both of us worked in the
local area, my wife actually in Thornbury and

Thank you for your comments.
The length of time that the council must
legally advertise proposed Traffic
Regulation Orders (TROs) is 21 days,
these legal orders were advertised for
longer than this.
There are 5 separate consultations
because there are 5 separate TROs that
must be legally advertised.

Thank you for your comments.
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myself at Airbus and later at Age UK in
Thornbury, until retirement. Both of us have used
the local amenities and shops continuously over
these years. Thank you for the opportunity to talk
to officials at Turnberries, earlier this month. We
appreciated the chance to talk and ask questions
important to us. We would be happy to clarify any
of the points raised in our response today.
Whilst we both appreciate the Councils
"intervention to help our key community assets
build back better and stronger than before", we
object to the measures that have been
implemented.
Access to the high street is vital to ensure its
continuing attraction, but by relocating the bus
service, restricting traffic, allowing businesses to
extend into the road, and placing ambiguous
notices, it has only created safety concerns and
confusion. Consequently it seems to us that the
high street has become quieter, "taking the heart
out of it" and visibly reducing the presence of,
what is the most important, people!
Current implementation - points of concern &
comments on Thornbury High Street brochure.
1. Safety is paramount and cyclists travelling in
both directions, in
a one- way system
increases the risk of a collision with confused
pedestrians.
2. Relocating the bus services has taken away an
important mode of access for mobility challenged
people. It's particularly difficult for the elderly,
many of whom do not have access to a car, to be
able to get close to the banks, shops etc on the
high street without the bus. The various buses
help to "feed the high street! The roads around
the alternative bus stop become very congested,
especially at school start and end times.
3. Outdoor seating areas reduce the
access/footpath area causing people to walk
around in the road.
4. Most outdoor events involve closing off the
high street, so safety is not a concern
5. If drop off and pick up points for people through
the high street are planned, why not the buses?
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6. Is the proposal for a "pedestrianisation area"
as identified on signs. If so, why limited waiting
bays and drop off pick up points as stated in
brochure?
As previously stated, thank you for the
opportunity to talk to officials at Turnberries,
earlier this month. We appreciated the chance to
talk and ask questions important to us. We would
be happy to clarify any of the points raised in our
response today.
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Closing the High Street has caused so much
Thank you for your comments.
increased traffic on Rock street that crossing it
safely is impossible. I have had a few near
misses myself. I have seen many people forced
to walk in front of moving vehicles at busy times!!
Response to L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Thank you for your comments.
I oppose this TRO as it severely restricts the
access to and changes the whole use of the
Thornbury High Street. The out-door seating
was appropriate during Covid lockdown when
indoor seating was not allowed but is no
longer needed as it restricts all other activities
we wish to return to in normal times.
A one-way system could be used for all traffic
including buses, with the space saved used for
more car parking possibly herringbone on one
side and a new central bus-stop with shelter.
I reject this proposal
I wish to support the closure of the High Street in
Thornbury as it will make it safer for shopping,
remove harmful traffic fumes and enable a
greater community spirit when markets and
events take place.
I wish to object to the prohibition of driving order
outlined
Reference:
L3/DFA23/STOP/PT.7028
1. The High Street vision outlined in the
statement of reasons is not supported by
the plan to prevent residents from driving
into the High Street, and through it as it
prevents many elderly residents from now
using the town centre shops. Many of the
2500 over 70 year old residents of
Thornbury have restricted mobility, many
can’t drive and now find it too far to walk
from the newly re-positioned bus stop in
Rock Street.Those of us who at one time
pre-covid, regularly drove into the High
Street, parked in the many 1 -hour waiting
spaces and bought our groceries, went to

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
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the post office, chemists and during this
time met other familiar faces and stopped
to chat. For those of us living alone and
unsupported, this was often the only
conversation that we might have for days,
so was a very important part of our lives.
With the restrictions imposed many old
people have lost not only this
independence, but their socialising also
and this is discriminatory, illegal as it is a
violation of our human rights as a
disadvantaged minority.
2. The re-routing of the previously through
High Street traffic into Rock Street now
causes regular daily traffic jams in Rock
Street and hence is in direct contradiction
of SGC Environmental Targets owing to
increased pollution . Added to the traffic
issues in Rock Street now is the badly and
dangerously re-positioned bus stop, which
previously travelled via the High Street..
This bus stop is only metres from the
junction of Bath Road which is our main
car park exit and entrance. The vehicles
exiting Bath Road are unable to see
oncoming traffic when a bus is stopped
there and there have been several near
misses. It is an accident waiting to happen.
3. SGC are now failing to meet their legal
responsibility to elderly, infirm and disabled
residents . They are leaving us with a High
Street that is less accessible than it was
before the road changes.
4. SGC are acting illegally by not preventing,
rather allowing, the mis-use of the public
highway in places by allowing and or
placing obstructions on it. They are failing
in their duty.
I ask that for all the reasond outlined and for the
best interests of Thornbury I ask that this order be
disallowed, cancelled and the High Street
returned to as it was pre-Covid.
I l will list a number of items that ratepayers
seem concerned about.
1/ the bus stop in Rock street should be returned
to High street as a matter of urgency. It,s current
location is a danger to all road users. This was
demonstrated when there was a serious
accident close to the site in question
2/ If the High street is to become one way it
needs to be clearly signposted to
cyclists/skateboarders etc that that is the case so
there are no accidents.
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3/ Steps must be taken to ensure that
disabled/elderly people can convenienly access
the High street i.e. disabled spaces/
reinstatement of bus service.
4/ Pubs/ cafes are making surrounding areas look
untidy with their street furniture.Are they paying
extra rates for the additional space they take up?
5/ The planters make the High street look
uninviting. Someone has told me they can cost up
to £1000 ! Don,t say this is not out of our rates
bill because it is still the taxpayer
funding unnecessary expenditure.
6/ Has pollution levels on Rock street and
surrounding roads been monitored since the
increase in co ngestion at busy times?
7/ I fear there will be further loss
shops/businesses if S.G.C. don,t take the High
street in the right direction.
8/ The feelings of the electorate are being
ignored! This was most apparent by reading the
latest edition of Thornbury Voice( pages 4/5) The
number of people seen by S.G.C.
in advance of Sept 9th meeting was insignificant
compared to the public meeting(many of whom
could not get in.) I think many of S.G.C
councillors are on another planet.
Remember Thornbury high street belongs to the
ratepayers of Thornbury not councillors who do
NOT live in the area
9/ There is no need to remove one of the
pedestrian crossings. Unnecessary expense.
10/ I have lived in Thornbury for more than 50
years and it pains me to see what has been done
to the High street
As an incredibly IT literate person, I have never
seen anything so complicated in terms of giving
feedback via the website, so hence I have
reverted in frustratioin to email. I am seriously
concerned that many people will just give up, and
wonder if this is part of the council's plan to force
through unwanted and ridiculously short timerestricted changes.

Thank you for your comments.
The layout changes proposed for The
Plain are not part of this TRO advert
process. As detailed plans are evolving
we are not yet at a point where a detail
plan can be presented to the public
though this will be forthcoming in due
course.

I write these following comments as an individual
not as a representative of Accessibility Thornbury. Your concerns regarding the disabled
bays at the bottom of the High Street
The Plain & Castle Street
nearest the Co-Op have been noted.
I firmly object to all changes to The Plain, and the However, there are several disabled bays
proposed changes to the road layout. Pushing
proposed at different locations along the
traffic down Castle Street which is residential,
High Street. Furthermore the disabled
with two elderly people's residential
bays in this specific location have been
accommodation, and in the direction of local
designed to be wider than normal
schools is highly dangerous, and damn right
disabled bays so that there is enough
stupid. Any town planner who suggests this does
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not deserve to be employed. Just this week
(Tuesday 21st September 2021) we have had a
child knocked over by a car on the way to Castle
School, so pushing more traffic that way will only
exacerbate an already difficult stretch of road as it
also narrows as you go down the road. Please
also consider that we have a special needs
school on this road as well. The changes
suggested are not sensible for the area, and were
also not part of the original consultation and road
closure so therefore should have a separate
consultation process from the start of now. These
have not been previously discussed and the town
people only found out when this RTO was
launched. This is highly undemocratic, and again
shows a predetermined outcome, and a council
that is unwilling to accept that 71% of the people
in Thornbury object to these changes, but we
have been undemocratically ignored!
High Street Disabled bays.
1) As previously commented to the council at the
accessibility and equalities group meetings, and
at the open day, the dis abled bays on the plan
are just not workable. The three bays at the North
end of the Street (the old bus stop)a t the bottom
of the hill are extremely dangerous and as a
disabled driver I have on numerous occasions
had to wheel my wheelchair up the open part of
the road to reach a safe exit point. All the while
with cars behind me revving their engines and
beeping me! They are not now and never will be
a safe place for disabled people. Also trying to
self propel yourself up a hill in a chair is no easy
task, and to place the disbaled spaces at the
bottom of the hill is just crazy!
2) The three disabled bays to the South of the
Road (Opposite the Malthouse pub). These bays
are again in a location that is not suitable to the
wider community, and pose a serious risk to
drivers, residents and children exiting the Mundy
playing fields.
The Malthouse pub has taken over the entire
pavement with their round tables! This is forcing
people into the road beyond the planters, as if
you stay within the planter area a wheelchair user
can't get off the road onto the pavement, there is
no drop curb, its obstructed by the Malthouse!
The Flower pots installed by the council take up
the full left side of the road, this means that the
drivers of disabaled cars will have only half a road
to do a five or six point turn to maneuver their

room for a driver to exit their vehicle
without being in the road.
Consultation with disabled and elderly
residents has been undertaken and a
clear need for blue badge parking along
the length of the High Street has been
clearly communicated. Therefore, the
new design will see 3 enforceable blue
badge parking bays at the bottom of the
High Street, 3 in the middle and 3 at the
top. When coupled with enhanced blue
badge parking bays in both St Mary’s car
park and Rock Street car park and a far
more pedestrian friendly design, we
believe that accessibility will be enhanced
and will meet the requirements of the
Equality Act 2010.
With regards to the comments made
regarding the no waiting zone on Castle
Court and how this will effect the garden
centre: loading and unloading is allowed
within the restricted parking zone so their
business should be unaffected by this
change as there are already double
yellow lines in this location that prevent
waiting.
English Heritage have not been consulted
as part of this scheme as they are
primarily concerned with ancient
monuments, historic sites and artifacts, so
this scheme would no longer fall within
their remit. Historic England, who may
have a pertinent interest in the built
heritage of Thornbury have been
contacted and will be invited to comment
on the physical layout designs as it
evolves.
Assessment of risks and mitigations is an
iterative process as part of the design of
the scheme and the potential impacts at
this location are being taken into account
in a number of ways including internal
scrutiny panels, road safety audits and
through public engagement.
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vehicle whilst avoiding vehicles exiting the High
Street south. However, most don't do this
because it's too much hard work so reverse into
the close, which is normally busy with deliveries
etc, and makes it difficult to see children running
quickly out of the playing fields. This is a
dangerous situation and wondering if a full risk
assessment has been undertaken for this?
3) New disbled bays within the High Street that
are restricted as per planned changes
Three bays! Seriously! It is undemocratic and
illegal and refer you to the Equality Act 2010,
Human Rights legislation and Public Sector
Equality Duty. To make a public road less
accessible to the disbled people in the
community, which you are proposing to do on a
monumental scale, is in my view illegal. Prior to
the closure, the High Street had 25 marked car
parking bays, and double yellow lines. The
disbaled in the community had access to those 25
bays, and if they were full could park on the
double yellow lines with their blue badges where
safe to do so. From what I am given to
understand this will not be possible either going
forward. So you've taken away 25 spaces and
given us 3! Honestly, do you think that is right?
Is it more accessible or less accessible?
Definitely less by a significant margin and as a
town with a large elderly population totally
impractical and leaves people forced out of the
High Street for shopping, and unable to take part
in community cafe and elderly people meet up
sessions. The very reason you wanted to change
the high street was to make it more vibrant and a
destination tourist town, did this plan include
making no disbled people welcome? Have you
deliberately set out to exclude the disbled and
people with reduced mobility? I am beginning to
think that I am not welcome to the High Street or
this town anymore.
High Street - drop off/ Click and collect ten minute
waiting
Have you ever tried to help someone with
reduced mobility? To get them out of a car, and
their walking aid, then walk/waddle and assist
them to the chemist, fetch a prescription (if it's
actually ready on time for you!) and get back to
the car, reload and leave within 10 minutes? I can
assure you this is totally impossible, and I have
been caring for my mother since I was 15 so have
a good 30 years experience of this before
becoming disbled myself. Minimum wait times
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should be changed to 30 minutes lets just have
some common sense here please.
Castle Court
I totally object to the no waiting zone on Castle
Court. Has the knock on effect on Thornbury
Garden Centre business who are based here
been considered in this? Their van loads and
unloads in this location for shop deliveries as well
as suppliers making deliveries, they also offer a
customer delivery service so need to load the
van, and they will load a customers' car at their
shop gates for heavy items purchased in person.
As a disbled person this is a vital service to
myself. There is no issue with Castle Court and
again was never part of the original consultation
process so is once more being undemocratically
forced through.
Pedestrian Crossing - Located 55 metres North of
the junction with the Close.
I object to the removal of the crossing on the High
Street. These are fully recognised as safe places
to cross, and drivers of vehicles will stop to let
people cross the road safely. For the elderly in
our community this is essential. They can't walk
quickly so need to know that's their place without
any worry about how long it takes to safely cross
the road. I would like to know - why would you
remove something so basic and critically
important to road safety?
I apologise for the tone of this email but I am
totally fed up and frustrated with this nightmare
situation forced upon our beautiful town that is
being destroyed. Businesses are not getting the
footfall they used to have, some reporting
reductions by 60% less to pre-pandemic. Four
businesses have indicated they are leaving the
town, three are national brands , and one has
been on the high street for over 100 years! We
are not now or never will be a "destination tourist
town", we have nothing to offer except an
overpriced Castle and our Britain in Bloom
awards! We are a rural farming community town
that is being choked to death by people trying to
force a city based plan into a rural town that only
has two main roads in and out, one of which
you've closed! Wider impacts to the whole town
have not been considered at all.
All the council needs to do is the right thing, to
fully reopen the High street minimum one way,
reinstate the bus service, mark out some parking
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spaces available to all like we had before and the
double yellow lines to provide disabled drivers
with additional options. The bad feeling and toxic
divide being caused in the community by the
current situation will go away as well, then don't
forget 71% wanted this road opened one way as
a compromise according to your consultation
data! The same people also took a vote of no
confidence in South Gloucestershire Council and
Toby Savage at the public meeting with the Town
Council on 9th September. So PLEASE DO THE
RIGHT THING AND GIVE US FULL ACCESS,
ONE WAY!!!
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This current road layout, nicknamed locally as
'Mario Kart race track' its an unnecessary man
made winding road, and is just an eye sore and
not compatible with our town heritage. Can you
tell me if English Heritage have been consulted
on the design? As a heritage town they will need
to be involved in the planning too and don't recall
any conversations where they have been
mentioned as consulted.
With regard to the closure of Thornbury High
Street to all traffic, with the exception of drop off,
pick up, loading and unloading, please could you
answer the following questions?
1) What is the difference in air quality in the High
Street today compared to pre change conditions?
2) What is the difference in air quality in Rock
Street to Midland Way compared to pre change
conditions?
Given the significant increase in traffic congestion
arising out of the High Street closure, I imagine
SCG has had to measured emissions and air
quality in order to justify the changes. Improving
environmental conditions was one of SGC’s aims.
However, in the unlikely event SGC has not
measured these things, I am sure you can explain
why changes are going ahead in the absence of
evidence of environmental benefits.
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Thank you for your attention in this matter.
Hi,
I’m not sure who’s idea it was to pedestrianise
Thornbury High street but it was a very poor one.
The lack of visitors and customers to local shops
has already had an impact on businesses
because of what you have done. This will only get
worse through the winter months. It has been a
shockingly arrogant decision by you to continue
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with the plans when the overwhelming majority do
not want it to happen. Please re think your
decision and for once make the right one.
Thanks,
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One of a big many who are against your utterly
ridiculous decision.
Now Covid rules have all been reduced
throughout the country and a very positive Covid
vacation program has been offered, there is no
longer a need to keep the high street In
Thornbury closed.
To name a couple of the negatives
The traffic on rock street has definitely increased
pollution and location of the bus stop is an
accident waiting to happen.
My Nan does not hold blue bagde, so can no
longer access the higstreet shops due to short
distances she can travel in older age . So adding
bays for only blue badges will not work for people
who Dont qualify!
The high street as you statement said is about
regeneration, but you have lost over 40% foot fall
for business’s through closing it. Please help me
with the financial and community gains?
So as business do lose foot fall and start to close
who is going to pay the business rates for empty
shops and those who are taking more space, are
you going to increase there rates and reduce
there profit margin?
Would be great to get some more sound facts
about why it has been closed?
Filled in all the surveys and still waiting for a really
good reason for the closure?
Even the elected MP Luke Hall is baffled why the
high street for closed in Thornbury.
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I love the pedestrianised High Street! I know that
there is a lot of resistance to the pedestrian zone
but I think it's fabulous.
I don't want to have cars on the High Street - it's
so much nicer without them.
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I usually cycle to town and so have a pro-bike
viewpoint. Unfortuantly there isn't a particularly
nice off road route there and I think this is an
issue that needs to be considered more in the
transport plan. I am also aware that the bike racks
outside Hawkes House have recently been
removed and although there's still enough bike
parking it needs expanding.
In contrast, when I drive to town I am always
frustrated by the tiny car parking spaces. Not
enough car parking, and really really hard to keep
my car inside the lines. When I was pregnant I
had great difficulty in getting out of the car
sometimes as I was large and the space too small
for me to open the door fully.
Please can we keep the High Street a pedestrian
zone? Improve the bike offer, and try to
encourage people to use bikes rather than
driving?
APPENDIX E – RESPONSES RECEIVED AND OFFICER COMMENTS FOR THORNBURY VARIOUS ROADS - HIGH STREET AREA - PROPOSED 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT - STATUTORY
NOTICE PT.7038.
Comments
Officers comments
Statutory orders response
1

Hello
I am a business owner of Thornbury Discounts
which is on a High Street “unfortunately”
You guys have managed to ruin every business
on the high street including mine, give yourself a
pat on your back for doing that!
Now why on earth are you rubbing this in? Why
do you keep sending letters like the one i attach
now, STOP pretending you care about
businesses!
You are a bunch of clowns, a bunch of cowboys
from the old times!
HIGH STREET IS DEAD!!!! nobody has ever
seen high street like this you idiots! Totally utterly
idiots!
In a year’s time there will be NO HIGH STREET!!!
We have families, kids, mortgages to pay, bills to
pay, stop playing games with us and please stop

Officers are sorry to be advised you feel
that strongly against the recent changes
to the high street aimed at helping
businesses and enabling a safe retail and
leisure environment in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
In addition to advertisement in local press
and posting of notices on roads affected,
letters have been issued to those most
immediately affected by traffic regulation
order proposals as is usual practice. The
local authorities traffic orders procedure
regulations require the Highway Authority
to provide adequate publicity of their
intentions to persons likely to be affected
by the order.
Reintroduction of bus services through the
High Street is currently being considered
in response to the 2020 Experimental
Traffic Regulation Order, new emerging
layout designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from the
permanent traffic regulation orders
currently proposed.
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sending letters i cannot stand another letter from
you cowboys who run the SouthGloucestershire!
Bring the busses back to high street!!!

2
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You should be ashamed of yourselves!!!!
I agree with most of the proposals.
However I disagree with the High Street section.
The High Street is supposed to be
“pedestrianised”.
Therefore the speed limit in that zone should be 5
mph.
How can people safely walk in a “pedestrianised”
zone when traffic is moving at 20 mph? And we
know that some drivers do not keep to limits
either.
Good afternoon
Re Thornbury High Street consultation No.s 1-5:
PT.7028, PT.7029,PT7033, PT7034 & PT.7038
Please can you register my objection to the above
proposals; I could not find the online
questionnaire suggested, only a place to upload a
document or submit a response by post.
I went to the consultation at Turnberries on
Monday 6th September, and was given the
impression I could provide feedback to some of
the points I raised, however the online document
implies that feedback is only required regarding
the specific items rather than the points you have
omitted.
1.With regard to the new road layout at the
bottom of the High Street/ Pump - we will need a
crossing to enable shoppers to access the shops
on the other side of the road; The George, new
coffee shop Savery's and Craft shop etc.. It is
difficult to cross there at present, but with traffic
not having to stop at a junction it will become
dangerous. A crossing will suggest there are
other places to visit so may encourage more
footfall.
2.Re the outdoor seating area in front of the
Swan, at present the seating area is so close to
the footpath that, combined with the frontage
pillars there is less space to pass than before the
changes were implemented. In the past it was
possible to step down off the kerb, between
parked cars, to enable a buggy or mobility scooter
to pass. Please ensure adequate space is given.
3. The leaflet I was handed at the consultation
states there will be "waiting" bays - this suggests
someone must remain in the vehicle. At the
consultation I was advised it would be possible to

Thank you for your comments.
It is not possible to implement a speed
limit on the public highway lower than
20mph as defined in the Traffic signs and
General Directions 2016.

Thank you for your comments. The new
road layout has not yet been finalised and
is not part of this advert.
There are limited waiting bays proposed
as part of this scheme which means that
you can park your vehicle for a short
period of time in this case 30 minutes or
10 minutes.
The limited waiting bays and loading
areas are available to anyone with
reduced mobility and without a blue badge
to use for pick up and drop off purposes.
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park for a limited time, however I am now unsure
as to whether I was correctly informed. Please
can you advise whether this is short time parking
or waiting only, which still requires a second
person in the vehicle.
4. It appears you have decided to not allow buses
back up the High Street, as I notice the bus stop
is replaced with Disabled parking - please can I
draw your attention to the traffic issues at the
Traffic Lights between Aldi/Rock Street car park.
The increased congestion and annoyance is
significant.
5. Re the FAQ on your leaflet "I have reduced
mobility but not a Blue Badge where can I park?"
Can I strongly point out that if someone feels the
need to point out that they have reduced mobility,
it is probable they asking because they are
unable to walk the min 5 minute walk from a car
park. I found this response tone deaf and
offensive. It also suggests that the waiting areas
are not for parking, but that someone will have to
remain in the car.
4

Dear Cllr Savage,

Thank you for your comments.

I have finally found the above consultations, only
by a diligent and tenacious search, not on the
general consultations page but through a specific
traffic consultations page.

Legislation relating to the making of
Traffic Regulation Orders under the
Highways Act are the powers of the
highways authority ie South
Gloucestershire Council. The Town
Councils do not have any equivalent
powers.

Now I find that I can only respond if I have to
have Office 365 or by post. Why not in the same
way as planning applications?
Is this in the true spirit of democracy?
Also why is the closure of the High Street in the
power of South Glos Council and not Thornbury
Town Council?

The format in which objections are to be
submitted is specified in Regulation 8 of
The Local Authorities’ Traffic Orders
(Procedure) (England and Wales)
Regulations 1996:8.— Objections
(1) Any person may object to the making
of an order by the date specified in the
notice of proposals or, if later, the
end of the period of 21 days beginning
with the date on which the order making
authority has complied with all the
requirements of regulation 7(1) to (3).
(2) Without prejudice to its right to object
under paragraph (1), an authority required
to be consulted under paragraph
6(3)(c) of Part II of Schedule 5 to the 1985
Act may object to the making of an order
by the end of the period of 21
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days beginning with the date on which the
notice of proposals was sent to that
authority.
(3) An objection under paragraph (1) or
(2) shall—
(a) be made in writing;
(b) state the grounds on which it is made;
and
(c) be sent to the address specified in the
notice of proposals,
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Police Response:
Thank you for your email and attachments
regarding the proposed 20mph speed restriction
on various roads in Thornbury, as shown on the
attached plan.
As previously discussed, we have a Force stance
regarding the introduction of speed restrictions,
which has been written to reflect the current
speed environment. I copy this below for your
information.
“Speed limits are only one element of speed
management and local speed limits should not be
set in isolation. They should be part of a package
with other measures to manage speeds, which
include engineering, visible interventions and
landscaping standards that respect the needs of
all road users and raise the driver’s awareness of
their environment, together with education, driver
information, training and publicity.
The police service has to ensure all resources are
used effectively in responding to community
priorities.
Avon and Somerset Constabulary will support all
appropriate speed limits, including 20mph roads,
where;
The limit looks and feels like the limit, giving
visiting motorists who wish to conform that
chance;
the desired outcome has to be speeds at the limit
chosen so as to achieve safe roads for other and

and an objection under paragraph (2)
shall in addition state whether or not it is
alleged that the order would have any
direct
effect on traffic on any road, other than a
trunk road, in the area of the authority
making the objection.
Thank you for your comments.
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vulnerable users, not high speeds and high
enforcement;
the limit is self-enforcing ( with reducing features)
not requiring large scale enforcement;
the limit is only introduced where mean speeds
are already close to the limit to be imposed,
(24mph in a 20mph limit) or with interventions that
make the limit clear to visiting motorists;
speeding problems identified in an area must
have the engineering, site clarity and need reassessed, not simply a call for more enforcement.
Enforcement will be considered in all clearly
posted limits, given other priorities, and this will
be by:
Targeted enforcement where there is deliberate
offending and the limits are clear;
Where limits are not clear ( that is they don’t feel
like or look like the limit or are on inappropriate
roads), they will not be routinely enforced, only
targeted where there is intelligence of obvious
deliberate disregard which may result in
increased threat, harm or risk to other road users.
Deliberate high harm offenders will always be
targeted and prosecuted whereas enforcement
against drivers who simply misread the road may
not be appropriate.
None of the above should in anyway leave the
impression that we will not enforce the law. As
with all speed limits, and other enforcement work,
we will use evidence to ensure that our resources
are allocated in the most appropriate way using
appropriate tactics. Enforcement of limits that do
not comply with the above representations could
lead to mistaken offending and could risk the loss
of public support.
Enforcement cannot and must not take the place
of proper engineering and or clear signing.”
We do not, as part of this consultation, check the
accuracy or validity of what is being proposed but
we do consider implications for road safety and
enforcement. We always expect that:
a) the powers being exercised are available to
you as traffic authority, are valid and are
appropriate for the proposals;
b) the descriptions of the lengths of road, the road
names, the road numbers and any directional
descriptions are correct and accurate;
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c) where any proposals replace existing
restrictions or prohibitions, that the previous
orders are adequately revoked or varied;
d) the mandatory traffic signs giving legal effect to
the order will be fully TSRGD compliant, will give
drivers adequate guidance and will placed to
accord to the descriptions in the order.
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We have worked on the assumption that, by
submitting this TRO for consultation, you are also
confirming the above points and that subject to
consultation process, the order will be made. Any
enforcement action taken by the Police will be
based on this and, should this transpire not to be
the case, Avon & Somerset Constabulary will not
accept any liability – financial or otherwise –
arising as a result.
I support the 20 mph speed limits to the High
Thank you for your comments. The
th
Street and surrounding areas if open as before 8
20mph signs will be installed in
June 2020.
accordance with the Traffic Signs and
General Directions 2016 regulations and
I do not support the erection of numerous 20mph the Traffic Signs Manuals.
signs. There is already far too many signs in the
areas mentioned.
So many signs that it unreasonable to expect
anyone to take them all in without losing
concentration on the road.
The current signs on Castle street are ruin the
look of the area, no more please.
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038 I am for a 20 mph speed Thank you for your comments.
limit up the High Street. I think it is very important
in a shared space that the speed limit should be
lowered for safety.
Comment on proposed speed limit.
Thank you for your comments.
The proposal to impose a 20mph limit on the High
Street and some nearby roads in Thornbury is
sensible and should improve the safety
irrespective of other changes proposed. I am in
favour of it to slow traffic and improve the safety
of pedestrians (particularly children and those of
limited mobility) and cyclists as well as motorised
vehicles. 20mph limits are familiar in Bristol and
many local villages where they are accepted
safety measures. It is essential they are clearly
signed.
I approve of the Traffic Order.
if hgh street remains two way 20 mph should be
introduced whole length also rock street and glos
road(anchor inn/royal george mini-roundabout)
We thought you were going to listen to the 77++%
of Residents & others from villages round
Thornbury re the High Street.

Thank you for your comments.
Thank you for your comments.
The experimental traffic regulation order
in place over the last year has provided a
wealth of consultation opportunity. The
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BRING BACK THE BUSES &OPEN THE ROAD
TO TRAFFIC, one way up if not both ways.
1 The closure was due to pandemic so money
was given for that all spent & to return it to as we
would like it ,we the tax payer will have to pay .
What has been done should not have been done
until decision with Thornbury Town Council & the
residents had come to an agreement or not. It
was not SGC decision to make with out proper
consultation.
2 The road should not have been closed to
disabled who could not get anywhere IT WAS
ILLEGAL. It was our right to have access. Not all
disabled have wheel chairs , or mobility buggies.
etc so even worse for them especially without a
bus service.
3 The Banks,Post office , Boots ,Age Concern
,Solicitors, Financial Advisors . Opticians ,Charity
shops, Discount Stores ,Shoe shop & coffee
places etc. all in High Street cut off. Many of
these places are talking of closing ,no matter how
much money is pumped in ,if there are no
customers. THE BANKS WILL disappear & POST
OFFICE. Life line for many who don't do
everything on line don't even have computers.
4 We need the road OPEN for all traffic up
oneway if not both. BUSES back as not
everyone has a car & it is to far to walk from Rock
Street. Many have ailments that don't enable the
person to get a Blue Badge . There are not
enough spaces for BB. So one finds oneself
polluting the air driving round & round finding a
parking. Much better to have parking for all as
BB can park on yellow lines .
5 No use having mobility buggies to hire clutter
up the walk ways altogether.
6. The table & chairs are far to many for size of
Thornbury .Not seen anyone sitting outside at
Prezzo ,they could have fewer & near the
building , The Knot of Rope are huge & round
,should be rectangular & their railing taken away
so tables can be nearer building & they are only
used at night mainly & blocking the pavement
badly. The Swan does have people but they hav
a garden at the back so don't need tables out
front but a couple would do . VERY DIFFICULT
TO WALK PAST THESE PLACES TWO

permanent traffic regulation orders now
proposed have been devised in response
to both the councils vision and to address
some of the shortcomings of the
experimental layout that have been
bought to our attention.
Reintroduction of bus services through the
High Street is currently being considered
in response to the 2020 Experimental
Traffic Regulation Order, new emerging
layout designs and restricted traffic
movements that would result from the
permanent traffic regulation orders
currently proposed
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ABREAST OR WITH PRAM & CHILDREN &
WHEELCHAIRS.
7. The road should be left as a road with proper
pavements & lowered for wheelchairs, prams &
infirm & anybody crossing the road, with zebra
crossing markings with them, top middle & bottom
. It would slow traffic down.
8. What about people trying to get to Mundy
Playing Fields from High Street. Families no car
walking need a BUS
9 What about EMERGENCY vehicles trying to
get through if road closed. .
10 The Chepstow Market should not be
allowed in The High Street but in St
Mary's Centre where the Farmers Market is held
& can be accessed by all . In the High St. the
shops are cut off because of security round
stalls. We also already have a Saturday Market
that you are KILLING.
11 Rock Street Bus Stop is a HAZARD
CAUSING MORE POLUSION than Cars in the
Hight St. ever did .Cant walk on
pavement because of shelter & people getting on
& off buses. Blocking main & side roads into
Rock St. which has a dangerous end anyhow.
11

Dear Sir

Thank you for your comments.

As your web pages will not allow me access to
comment on the below listed TRO'S I have
resorted as advised to do it this way

The new road layout has not yet been
finalised and is not part of this advert.
It is unlikely there will be a need for
planning permission as the current
scheme is being devised solely within the
highway extends and as such would be
covered under the wide ranging powers
under the highway authority. However,
our colleagues in a number of teams will
be consulted over detail aspects including
materials and greening of the High Street.

1. The first outstanding fault in all of the orders
are that you are using street plans which at
present do not exist. and I ask if there is a means
to object to the shown alterations to the road
network.
2. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
Does not allow for natural movement of
pedestrians. The furniture placed outside of Swan
Inn caused social distancing to be
i infringed
and increased likely hood of cross infections.
Retention of this furniture presents a hazard to
pedestrians and permitted vehicle movements.
The placing of furniture outside of The Malthouse
again infringes social distancing apart from

As detailed plans are evolving, we are not
yet at a point where a detail plan can be
presented to the public though this will be
forthcoming in due course.
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obstruction of footpath. his should be removed
immediately.
3. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
The imposition of loading places does not allow
people with serious physical disabilities to use
shopping facilities. The loading/unloading areas
are not convent for even every day movement of
goods making it harder for premises to receive
deliveries.
4. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Disabled parking. Though this goes a little way
of satisfying Mr Luke Hall MP request it falls short
of what is actually needed. People with severe
walking problems like myself would still have
serious difficulty in getting to the remaining
business in High Street. Think again.
5. TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20mph Seed limit. Areas designated are sound
if traffic were permitted to use all of the area as
an everyday activity though there are places in
the area which at the present time 20mph cannot
be achieved. The alterations to road layout shown
but not yet carried out would allow an increase of
speed not now possible.
6.TRO L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
WAITING RESTRICTION. These restrictions
are too limiting to allow day to day use of
premises in the High Street and again does not
take account of the large number of disabled
persons in Thornbury. I again note use of a plan
which does not exist at present.
I urge that serious thought be put to implementing
these restrictions in view of the fact that 7 out of 9
schemes in London have been reversed and that
ALL schemes in Wales have been lifted.
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With regards plan used when are the Council
going to publish changes and does planning
permission apply?
Closing the High Street, some 02.km long does
not provide a solution to the Secretary of State for
Transport, Grant Shapps on 9th May 2020
announcement. Because the shops and roads
became closed or less busy by Mar 20, COVID
social distancing became easier in the already

Thank you for your comments.
There is signage in Thornbury directing
people to its various car parks. Also South
Gloucestershire does not charge for its
parking currently.
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wide, non modified High Street. The
announcement has been used to close the High
Under current legislation it is not possible
Street for other reasons such as a licensing for
to introduce a speed limit lower than
markets and events, street art, alfresco style
20mph on the public highway.
dining, trees, sand pits – all of which can be
accommodated in the existing High Street
infrastructure or elsewhere (Munday Playing
Fields, Sports Centre, Armstrong Hall, Coltston
Hall, Turnberries or the Chantry if needs be.)
assuming one way single lane High Street for all
vehicles. Walking and cycling is a challenging
activity (for those that do) during the months of
Oct to April because of the weather and the
daylight hours imposed by nature (also applies for
Alfresco dining). Traffic noise and pollution has
been transferred elsewhere and perhaps now
increased requiring a further roundabout at the
Rock Street/Gillingstool Road “T junction”. The
mixing of cycling and walking is not safe for those
that are disabled, frail, accompanied young
children, the blind/partially sighted and/or the deaf
– cyclists dismount which must be possible in a
less than 0.2km road length if the cycling and
walking mix pertains! After all, if one cycles to
Thornbury dismounting a bicycle and walking for
less than 0.2km is possible other wise why
bother! Consultations DESIGNATED DISABLED
PERSONS' PARKING PLACE - proposal would
seem reasonable to help those that are disabled
as the High Street has become essentially barred
for disabled drivers and/or passengers.
DESIGNATED LOADING PLACE proposal would
seem reasonable for business requiring a loading
or unloading activity. PROHIBITION OF DRIVING
Disagree as this bars others such as the passing
through motor vehicles and buses. There is a
need to get people passing through and
unfortunately this needs to be encourage.
Perhaps some signage is required for parking
where there is Long and Short stay which other
towns have but no charging this will make it
difficult for those residents in Thornbury without a
drive and push shopping to other places where
there is no charge. “Exemptions are contained in
the order for vehicles to be used for building,
industrial or demolition operations; the removal of
any obstruction to traffic; ……., or of any main,
pipe or apparatus for the supply of gas, water or
electricity or any telecommunication
apparatus;….. Further exemptions will be
included for pedal cycles, disabled persons’
vehicles, loading and unloading; and access to
limited waiting parking places” (Does not include
buses. (Bus passengers are placed in the High
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Street and have to pass through it and hence visit
the shops and or stay which includes disabled).
Car park notices should be positioned at the
entrances to the High Street (at the north end and
south end) to divert the passing through vehicles
to Thornbury car parks (long/short stay) or to
bypass the High Street.) VARIOUS ROADS,
THORNBURY 20 MPH SPEED LIMIT There is no
issue with this and perhaps 15mph or less is
sufficient as accidents, noise and pollution is
reduced and less. Perhaps more important for the
constrained conditions in Chapel Street. As an
aside drivers use this rat run (Chapel Street) to
avoid the Midland Way/Rock Street mini
roundabout queues because the High Street Is
closed. PROHIBITION AND RESTRICTION OF
WAITING This is not acceptable as vehicles
cannot pass through and buses are not allowed to
drop-off and board passengers within the high
Street. This will means returning the use of the
previous bus stop outside the Coop and saving
finance for extensive bus stop modifications and
an additional roundabout in Rock Street.
However, returning the High Street to a single
lane, one-way system with a speed restriction for
buses and other vehicles (for quick drop off
and/or passing through) would help to bring back
the now reduced footfall to the High Street.
Should markets and events activities be required
then some smart signage could be used for the
duration of these non enduring activities.
Increasing walking and cycling for the
surrounding area is challenging (the terrain and
geography) coupled with the inclement weather
(rain and wind) and the reduced daylight hours in
the spring, winter and autumn together with that it
it is possible to carry everything (including young
children ) or indeed walk with the challenging
timings set by business and ones private life. In
certain circumstances work, school and home life
does not allow this in our current society in which
there is only 24hrs in a day!!!! Essentially there is
not a need to shut the High Street to cycle and
walk there – much terrain, geography and
weather has to be negotiated for a less than
0.2km High Street length it is an isolated historic
market town some 1 mile plus from the A38 –
have you tried cycling up Thornbury Hill in the
rain, with a south westerly wind in reduced
daylight hours? The only way people will cycle or
walk (if minded to) is to ban all private vehicles
ownership at say a 2.5 mile radius or more from
the High Street centre removing all noise and
pollution which is not a reality. This includes all
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visiting SGC representatives or their agents and
see if they can fit everything into their working day
– perhaps local authorities could be included in
the “Prohibition of Driving” and not be exempt!
I personally do not feel the speed limit reduction
Thank you for your comments.
from 30mph to 20mph is necessary on the high
street, the speed limit has been 30mph for years
& years, in my recollection I cannot remember
any serious accidents on the high street where
speed has been an issue, therefor in my opinion
the speed limit should stay at 30mph, we are now
having far too many councils getting involved with
unnecessary lowering of speed limits throughout
the country & now it seems like SGC are jumping
on this bandwagon with several unnecessary
speed limit reductions & traffic calming measures
being introduced in Thornbury.
You should read this response in conjunction with
my comments in the other 4 Proposals in
connection with the Thornbury High Street
Consultation.
I wholeheartedly agree with the reduction to the
speed limit in the areas marked on your plan.
However, I am puzzled as to why you haven’t
extended this to the part of Midland Way from its
junction with Bristol Road/High Street along to its
junction with Rock Street, the whole of Rock
Street and ALL of Quaker Lane!!!
Hopefully you will have read my comments on the
suggested amendments/extensions to current
one-way systems in L3/DFA23/STOP/PT.7028?
If you are going to make changes, do them
properly and fully, don’t do half a job.
One question, how are you proposing to
monitor/enforce/police these proposed speed limit
reductions?
Dear Sirs,
I have submitted completed Consultation
documents in respect of all five issues via the
Upload facility on your website.
However, I am also attaching a copy of a
document that I handed to Donna Whinham at the
presentation event held recently at Turnberries.
In addition to my comments made in all 6 of the
above-mentioned documents, I would also like to
make or reinforce the following points:
1. Your Officers pointed out that the Council do
not consider that Thornbury High Street has been
'pedestrianised' and that this was misreported by
local media. This needs to be made widely
known to the few local residents who believe that
they are entitled to prevent the free movement of

Thank you for your comments.
The zebra crossing south of the town
council offices is proposed to be removed
as it will be within the new zone where it is
safer to cross at any point in the road
because of the reduced amount of traffic.
The measurements shown in the legal
order, notice and consultation page are
also shown on the plans.
The speed limit can be enforced by the
police.

Thank you for your comments.
The one way system does not apply to
cyclists and at present there is not legal
way to control the speed at which cyclists
travel.
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any traffic along the High Street in a southerly
direction.
2. Since 1st June, I have walked an average of
75-80km per week around Thornbury and I speak
to a LOT of local residents, even if I don't know
them! I can assure you that, despite the rare
protestations about the 'silent majority' who are in
favour of the current arrangements, I have only
managed to find 2 or 3 people out of literally
hundreds, who share this view!
3. Since the 2011 Census, I am pretty sure that
the population demographic for Thornbury will
have greatly increased for the 65+ group. In
2011 this group numbered 2,567 (21.2%) and I'm
sure that Andy Cornelius will have some more upto-date figures/estimates for the 2021 Census. A
large number of this age group do not drive cars,
do not have Blue Badges, do not have the ability
to walk far, do not have access to digital
technology and have to rely on family,
neighbours, infrequent bus services to gain
access to the High Street and surrounding
area. You can rest assured from me that they
feel their opinions are greatly under-represented
in this current round of Consultations. Many of
them now just steer clear of going to the High
Street, not because of COVID-19, but through
lack of accessibility. Start thinking of ways that
you could improve their lives by making access to
the various Pensioners' drop-in centres/meeting
places so much easier and enjoyable.
4. Stop the groups of cyclists 'bombing' down the
High Street (northbound) at 20+mph, by enforcing
the one-way traffic system. Near misses, don't
make me start!
5. Clear the pavements of the clutter that is
picnic benches, advertising boards, planters,
inappropriately placed signage etc in order to
provide a safer route for disability vehicles,
zimmer frames, childrens' buggies etc.
In its current or proposed form, it does not
represent a welcoming destination for
shoppers. The only people who appear to enjoy it
are those who wish to spend large amounts of
time in coffee shops, pubs or eating
establishments and are fortunate enough to
possess the time, transport or mobility in order to
achieve that aspiration. What about the rest of
us?!!!
I would appreciate a full response to some, if not
all, of the issues/questions I have raised/asked.
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I look forward to hearing from you.
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Plan for - 20 MPH Speed Limit
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I am in complete agreement with the proposed 20
MPH arrangements.
Dear Mr Cashmore

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments. The hard
paved area is unlikely to increase and
may well be reduced by the greening of
I was looking at the proposed TROs for
Thornbury High Street T430-374-063 etc. which the HS. Drainage improvements and
maintenance will be considered as part of
are intended to replace the current Covid-19
the detailed design and works
installations. These proposals and the
accompanying illustration include the possibility of programme.
the elimination of the kerbs at the side of the
roadway. Have there been any studies to
consider the effect of this change on drainage ?
The current system of storm drains and gutters
was installed to stop flooding of roadside
premises some time ago. It seems to have
worked well over several decades. In the future
we are warned of increasing occurrences of rain
storms and flash floods. Any alteration to the
water flow such as levelling roads and walkways
would result more rapid run-off and potential
flooding of the premises at lower level.
What steps can be taken to avoid such run-off?
Have you any recommendations on
improvements that could be incorporated in this
improvement scheme for the High Street to
combat heavier rainstorms due to climate change
as the final scheme will be in place for decades to
come.
I am particularly concerned about these proposals
as a member of an accessibility group as well as
a taxpayer!
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We support the 20mph speed limit, on the proviso
that the High Street is opened to all through
traffic, in particular buses.
Having struggled to provide feedback on the
proposed changes to Thornbury High Street
online, I must now resort to email.
RE Blue Badge spaces: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034
Those at the top of the High Street, opposite The
Malthouse public house are inaccessible. You
have to approach them from the top of the High
Street, which means that you are driving in the
opposite direction to vehicles coming out of the

Thank you for your comments.
Thank you for your comments.
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one way system, potentially causing a head-on
obstruction. When leaving the spaces or if unable
to park because they are already occupied
(currently the norm) there is nowhere to turn
around. Space is limited by the planters outside
the pub and the only alternative is to go into The
Close to manoeuvre. However this can be difficult
when more than one vehicle needs to do this at
the same time, and in any case, it is annoying for
the residents and office workers in that area, and
there is pollution from car exhaust fumes.
Those spaces outside the co-op at the bottom of
the High St are frequently required for Royal Mail
vans and delivery vehicles for the businesses
there, rendering them unavailable to Blue Badge
holders.There is also still a raised kerb for the bus
stop at this location so drivers have to stop at a
distances from the kerb so that disabled
passengers are able to exit the vehicle
safely. Given that there is no alternative
loading/unloading space for businesses in this
area, it would seem sensible to relocate the Blue
Badge spaces. The spaces are also used by
Dominos Pizza drivers as a waiting/pick up area,
which also needs to be addressed.
Prohibition of Driving L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028
One way restriction should apply equally to
cyclists as to other vehicles. Pedestrians don't
expect to find bicycles approaching from the
opposite direction and I have seen a number of
near-miss potential collisions between
pedestrians and cyclists.
20 mph Speed limit L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
20 mph speed limit is essential because
pedestrians are at huge risk of injury from
vehicles and bicycles in the one way street area.
It is particularly risky for elderly and hearing
impaired residents, who are often unaware of the
approach of vehicles, especially electric ones,
and bicycles. Delivery vehicles and cyclists often
travel at speed through the one way street, and
seem to expect that pedestrians will simply get
out of their way.
Other comments - can't find references or
relevant documents for these and time is running
out. Sorry, but you could have helped by making
the process much simpler. It feels as if you are
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doing everything possible to discourage
feedback.
Traffic chaos in Rock Street and surrounding
areas, resulting from rerouting traffic that
previously used the High St needs urgent
attention and action. At busy times, eg rush hour
and school opening/closing times, traffic in Rock
St backs up so much that tailbacks are often seen
from Thornbury Hill coming from Alveston and
down Gloucester Road beyond the Castle School
sixth form centre. Standing traffic emits fumes
that hang in the air, affecting pedestrians and
local residents, including children in local schools,
and elderly and disabled residents from the
Churchill Residential homes and Quaker Court.
Elderly residents have great difficulty in crossing
the road to get to local shops and amenities. The
bus stop that moved from the High Street to Rock
Street is now too far from the High Street to allow
those with restricted mobility to walk to the shops,
depriving them of independence, choice and
access. Buses waiting at this stop cause an
obstruction to the flow of traffic in the area, and
block the vision of drivers attempting to leave
Rock St car park. Tailbacks in Rock Street make
it completely unsafe for drivers leaving Aldi car
park to turn right. The alternative is to turn left and
use the pump at the bottom of the High Street as
a roundabout to get back to where they need to
be ... because of course they can't use the other
alternative of the High Street. The roundabout at
the junction of Rock Street and Midland Way has
always been dangerous because of its limited
visibility, but with the increased volume of traffic in
that area it is now lethal. Drivers have to pull
halfway across the roundabout before they can
even see whether or not there is traffic
approaching from the right and then it is too late.
It is an accident waiting to happen. The situation
is exacerbated by the increase in the number of
buses and other large vehicles that have to
negotiate the roundabout, where they previously
drove up the High Street. This is one of a number
of arguments for reinstating the bus services
going up the High Street.
One of the plans I have seen suggests building
up the pavements at the bottom of the High Street
so the pump would effectively be on the
pavement. How will the 60 bus service to Wotton
under Edge negotiate this? Currently it goes
around the pump to turn into Castle Street and on
to Stokesfield Close. There is also a suggestion
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of building out the pavement on the other side of
the street and providing an art installation. I would
be against this prososal on the grounds that it
would restrict visibility for drivers leaving Castle
Court car park and turning right from the bottom
of the High Street towards Gloucester Road. It
would also compete, aesthetically, with the pump,
which is currently a focal point for Thornbury in
Bloom displays and a much loved local
landmark.
Please do not remove the zebra crossings. These
need to be highly visible and recognisable as
crossings by all users of the area, both
pedestrians and drivers, in order to prevent
accidents. The use of coloured bricks as an
alternative to kerbs to mark the edge of the road
is also not a good idea. I am the carer of 2
relatives in their 90s and they would struggle to
recognise the purpose of the bricks.
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There is so much more that I could say if only
there was more time. I really don't feel that the
consultation period has been long enough for
such an important development
Prohibition and Restriction of Waiting L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029





Enforcement will be essential and Council
has concerns about how this will be done
effectively.
The 10 minute waiting period is insufficient
and will need to be increased.
Council would like consideration to be
given to a taxi space on the High Street.
Council is concerned that there are not
enough short wait bays.

Designated Disabled Persons’ Parking Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034


The three hour period seems excessive
and will reduce the number of people
overall that can access this facility. We
would suggest reducing this to two hours
which seems sufficient and will allow more
people to use the spaces.

Proposed Designated Loading Place L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033


There needs to be very clear signage
specifying who can use these areas and

Thank you for your comments.
The 10-minute bay is to allow people to
quickly pop into a shop or takeaway to
pick up items and then leave again. The
short time frame creates a high turnover
of vehicles which allows more people to
use the space.
There are other sections of limited waiting
on The Plain, the High Street and Castle
Street which are 30 minutes or there are
the three car parks which people can park
in.
The 3 hour period is a national standard
for all disabled parking, we decided on 3
hours so as not to add extra restrictions
that may confuse drivers when they are
used to being able to park for 3 hours
everywhere else.
The signage used will comply with the
Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions as well as the traffic signs
manuals.
It is not possible to implement a 10mph
speed limit on the High Street. The lowest
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for what purpose, and also making it clear
that this general area is a shared space.
There is some misunderstanding about
whether shoppers/members of the public
can use these spaces and for what
purpose, as opposed to delivery drivers
dropping off supplies for example.
There are concerns about whether the
loading bays are wide enough to larger
vehicles.

speed limit allowed currently on the public
highway is 20mph.

Proposed Prohibition of Driving (Except for
Access) - L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028


There needs to be very clear signage
clarifying who can drive along the High
Street and for what purpose, specifically
under what circumstances access to shops
is permitted.

Proposed 20 MPH Speed Limit L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
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Council would strongly suggest that the
speed limit along the High Street itself is
reduced to 10 MPH.
 The issue of enforcement is crucial, both
along the High Street and in the other
roads affected.
 There is particularly concern about the
area around Quaker Lane/The Plain/Castle
Street and enforcement in this area will be
crucial to ensure it is safe. Council would
also like to see some kind of crossing in
this section – it is a dangerous area for
crossing now, and this could be made
worse when the changes in the road layout
are made.
 Council is very concerned regarding the
speed that some cyclists are travelling
along the High Street. Consideration
needs to be given to controlling this. If
nothing else, clear signage needs to be in
place to urge cyclists to be cautious and
reduce their speed.
Why are there five different proposals to respond Thank you for your comments.
to?
There are five different proposals because
Thornbury High Street is now neither one thing
there are five different Traffic Regulation
nor the other, you can't walk in the road as it is
Orders (TROs) that the council are
still a road albeit impeded by tables and planters
proposing.
and you can't walk on the pavements as they are
blocked with tables, randomly scattered A boards
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and planters. How on earth are the vision
impaired supposed to manage?
The current ratrun through Chapel Street must be
stopped.
Drivers wanting to beat the queues at the two
mini roundabouts at Tesco and Rock Street nip
through Chapel Street and pull out into Rock
Street where there is limited vision.
I have had two cars one turning left and the other
right pull out on to Rock Street in front of me
without pausing where they are so intent on
beating other traffic.
The bus stop on Rock Street between two
junctions and a traffic light controlled crossing is
an accident waiting to happen.
Cyclists should either be banned from the High
Street, made to dismount and walk or be subject
to the one way uphill rule as this would stop them
weaving all over the road at high speed in the
downhill direction.
The pedestrian area should be the same level as
the pavement right across the road with access
ramps at each end, this would make motor traffic
more aware that they are encroaching on a
pedestrian area. The curbs are now just a trip
hazard.
A boards need to be banned or restricted.
The tables in the High Street look awful and I am
sure the noise from people seated outside at
night will be an annoyance for residents in the
new flats in Castle Court and Wildings.
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Either close the High Street properly or reopen it.
Consultation Feedback – Thornbury High Street
Thank you for your comments.
South Glos References: L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7029
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7034 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7033
L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7028 L3/DFA/STOP/PT.7038
This is brief bullet point consultation feedback
from observations via a short 15 minute visit to
Turnberries and while looking at the takeaway
leaflet, it is not a full assessment of the proposals,
hopefully there will be further opportunities to look
in more detail. The presentation in the room
wasn’t clear. It was difficult to view the context
and holistic overview; given that I am a design
professional and found legibility tricky, it’s
questionable if the public will be able to visualise
the reality of some of the proposals. Keys and
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orientation diagrams would have been useful. The
3D graphics are gloomy, unclear, lacking context
and short of details. For example, the main
pedestrian thoroughfare from St Mary’s Arcade
accessing onto the High Street isn’t clearly legible
on plans and graphics, nor are entrance and exit
points from properties. The pavement outside St
Mary’s Arcade is kept narrow, this is a natural
congregation point, one might expect more to be
made of this node (wider with street furniture).
The crossovers are indicated as paving areas set
in tarmac, it’s questionable if these are in the best
location for pedestrian desire lines. Space syntax
or observable use patterns should be studied to
position these, or preferably, the entire high street
should have setts. The arcade mentioned above
should have a crossing in alignment with it,
people naturally cross there. Why is Prezzo’s new
seating area so wide, as it’s located where
evening shadows fall? I would suggest the
designers visit on a Friday evening as well as in
the daytime. It was stated that road surfaces are
not yet fixed and that crossover points are
indicative, it is my view that you can’t separate
out urban and hard landscape design from traffic
order issues (I have experience of designing
urban landscape and home zones via community
consultation, so do not make this statement
flippantly). It was suggested that the detail will be
developed later and the scheme is not a fait
accompli, I would challenge this logic, as once
traffic orders are fixed, it’s questionable if there’s
enough scope left for future urban design ideas to
be accommodated. What is driving the strategy?
Is the scheme going to be set out solely by
parking / loading bays, or is there an aspiration
for a broader spatially driven vision in the design?
Is the strategy reacting to user groups
proportionally? While user input from shop
owners and the disabled users is important, what
broader strategies and visions are there for
holistically conceived quality urban spaces? Is
there scope to position disabled parking to rear of
the town hall, alleviating pressure on the High
Street? The bus stop design adjacent to Rock
Street car park is poor in terms of urban place
making and traffic issues, given it’s one of the
main community transport nodes in the Town; the
2.57 metre passing gap is too small and will likely
to lead to incidents and congestion, this is already
evident at present. Firstly, why can’t the bus stop
be pleasant and engaging i.e. a nice place to wait
for a bus, rather than cramped spot next to traffic
queues? Can the bus stop be relocated back to
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the previous location in the High Street? Most
forward thinking urban designers usually place
community transport in the heart of the town, not
on the periphery. If the bus stop is to stay
adjacent to Rock Street car park, why can’t the
road be widened and a designated bay with better
landscape and shelters be added by taking part of
Rock Street car park? Compare the bus stop to
the seating adjacent to the sheltered housing,
there’s a mismatch in terms of spatial quality.
There appears to be a lack of holistic thinking at
present and it seems to be a rushed process. I
might have expected to see more options for
certain areas and evidence of broader studies
showing how all access routes and adjacent
spaces link and influence the design, rather than
viewing a single solution based chiefly on traffic
considerations. Similarly, it’s customary to have
Post-It feedback on drawings and coloured dot
voting preferences on various design options and
decisions. Why was the process not held in the
covered arcade to catch passing pedestrians who
use the area (or drawings made visible in an
empty shop unit)? It’s questionable if the council /
design team are taking user / community
participation seriously in this consultation; the
event felt more of an expectation management
exercise. Whilst I am supportive of the principle of
improvement works to the High Street, there is a
danger that a solution will be imposed on the
town in a less than optimum arrangement, the
work needs to be done well. I would expect to see
further consultations and improved solutions
following on from this event, as there are clearly
some issues that could be improved upon. It
would be highly questionable if the scheme was
to proceed in its current form.
Statement of Objection to Order 202 and all
Thank you for your comments.
the other Current Orders
On 7 June 2021 the Council took an undemocratic
decision contrary to the expressed wishes of 65%
of the people of Thornbury, who responded to the
so-called consultation about the changes to and
closure of Thornbury High Street to vehicles.
Far from supporting any town centre regeneration,
the whole scheme is signalling the death of this
town, with measures which were in any case
completely unnecessary. The use of the Covid
pandemic to justify the scheme was clearly an
excuse to do something that had been in
somebody’s head for a long time, looking for some
reason to implement it.
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The further extension to prohibit or restrict parking
on The Plain and the bottom end of the High Street
is equally unjustified, and I need to ask what is
happening to the town pump in the plans which
have been drawn up. It looks as if the pump will be
demolished.
The Council clearly does not care about the future
of our town and the local Councillors, both South
Glos and Town, should be ashamed of themselves
for failing to represent the wishes of the majority of
the residents of this town.
The removal of cars from the High Street has
simply caused more traffic problems elsewhere –
particularly in Rock Street. The whole scheme
should be reversed and buses in particular should
be allowed to travel up the High Street as they did
previously and as has recently been requested by
Luke Hall, our local MP.
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Thank you for your comments.
We object to these TROs. The High Street should
return to being a through traffic Road, there are
some generic reasons why these are flawed
proposals.
1. The Council implemented the restrictions
in Thornbury High Street as part of the
COVID-19 crisis. Fundamentally, that
action was totally unnecessary, as the
width of pavements in the High Street for
the associated footfall were perfectly
adequate ( they were widened a number of
years ago). Indeed the area where any
queues did form, was at the Post Office,
and by virtue of where it is in the High
Street, it was not possible to increase the
width of the pavement! Many other Market
Towns/Towns/Cities with much narrower
pavements ( a local example being Wotton
Under Edge) did not implement such
drastic schemes. Hence the premise on
which the whole scheme was
implemented, was fundamentally flawed.
2. Cabinet agreed a future vision for the High
Street on 7th June, ignoring their own
Consultation data.
65% disagreed. A similar result
came from the forums held. South
Glos were asked to consider a oneway THROUGH traffic system as

All of the hard copies of the brochure that
were not used at the event were left at
Thornbury Library.
We are currently working on a webpage,
this will enable us to share all if the
information about the Thornbury High
Street Project in one place. This is
expected to be available mid-November.
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a compromise- this was dismissed
in the report in 4 lines.In a brochure
produced by South Glos for the
recent briefings, they actually
concede this position...’Why are the
council pursuing this when the
survey confirmed people want the
High Street to remain as it was’. So
where is the justification for ignoring
it? We hear that you have received
‘many views’, but where is the
actual evidence of this? The forums,
the Consultation all provide actual
tangible data, Council have a duty
to provide the tangible data of the
‘supporters view’ so it can be
properly considered and a
comparative evaluation made.
I understand that no formal traffic
impact analysis had been or has
been done to analyse these
proposals – this is totally
irresponsible. Any Developer has to
carry out traffic impact analysis as a
condition of their proposals, how is it
that that is not a pre-requisite of the
Council? Thornbury Town Council
actually asked for a full traffic
review. The resultant chaos that has
now ensued on Bristol Road,
Midland Way, Rock Street, Bath
Road, Grovesend
Road(Gillingstool), Gloucester
Road, The Plain and Castle Street
is unacceptable. Suddenly there are
also additional plans to reduce
speeds on Midland Way, install
speed Cushions/permanently
reduce speed on Gloucester Road
and speed tables on Morton Way.
These will all have a contributory
effect and are all grid-locking
Thornbury.
Pollution monitors on the High
Street for 10 years, have been
within acceptable levels. The grid
lock that now ensues on Midland
Way, Rock Street and Gloucester
Road have no similar assessment. I
understand that a monitor on Rock
Street will only produce data in
Spring 2022....after the decision!
Hence there will be no comparative
pollution data, so that the true
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analysis of the proposals impact on
pollution can be assessed. Surely,
when the Council has declared its
position re Climate Change impacts
etc, indeed quoted it as a reason to
remove traffic from the High Street,
it has a duty to consider all relevant
data.
Fundamentally, it does not support
the economic prosperity of the High
Street. Has the Council genuinely
surveyed the Traders for
comparative accounts? Even
hospitality establishments may not
have increased trade...purely
moved where it takes place. I am
aware of over 70 of about 75
asked, said they did not support it,
why would they say that if business
were booming?..and we have had
the summer period when ’closure’
/the ’bee trail’ (poorly supported in
thornbury I understand) should have
provided that expected economic
boost. All ‘passing trade’ has been
slashed from the ledger. South Glos
in a newspaper report by their
Leader June 12th quoted the
Timpsons owner and ‘Shopify’
research -‘about half of consumers
now expect to shop locally often
favouring a small, independent
retailer over shopping centres’, and
the survey said
’ 68% of consumers in the UK
believe that shopping locally is
important and a majority expect to
shop more locally post-pandemic
than before. There is a willingness
to support local businesses if the
experience is convenient, close-by,
and if the product is of good quality
at a reasonable price ‘
....so why would South Glos seek to
promote a scheme that is likely to
sacrifice those few independent
traders we still have? They should
be doing everything to bolster and
support their continued existence
and providing incentives for others
to come. How too , do they consider
the provision of hospitality space to
be equitable? Does the ‘kebab van’
still have to pay for his pitch?
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Given that this ‘public meeting’, due
to media failings, could not be
‘heard’ by the general public and
that the report consisted of
hundreds of pages, it would appear
very little discussion took place,
being decided in approx 30 minutes.
It would suggest that this was a
‘done deal’. For such a momentus
decision for the town of
Thornbury...one of the biggest in its
history, to be denied public scrutiny
is unacceptable.
We understand this proposal,
potentially unlocks a sum of £6
million( but no guarantees)- and that
is not going to go far! I am aware
that South Glos spent £203,000
June - August 2020 on the COVID
High Street scheme. From the
same brochure and question above,
‘capitalising on an opportunity to
invest’...might this be the real
reason - that South Glos are
chasing available ‘monies’ that
have strings attached and hence it
has nothing to do with what the local
population might want? This
suggests that local democracy is
worthless. South Gloucestershire
Council’s cabinet member for
communities and local place,
Rachael Hunt, said: “The changes
we are making will help the precinct
recover and thrive by unlocking a
major public investment package.”
Thornbury High Street is not a
‘precinct’ and we don’t want it to be,
she clearly has little knowledge of
Thornbury! Again this cements the
view that they are chasing a
money pot.
3. Thornbury is an ‘historic market town’ and
is a Conservation Area, complete with
coaching inns. It has been described
previously as ‘the Jewel of the Severn
Vale’. Introducing into the High street a
proliferation of signage and paraphernalia,
taking away its ‘historic purpose’, will
totally undermine its context and standing
as the historical asset that it was and
arguably make it less accessible to the
public.
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4. It does not anchor the High Street at the
heart of the Community, does not meet the
needs of ALL residents ( and primarily
those that are able to use it for the majority
of the time (9-5:30pm Monday-Friday when
the retail outlets are open!) Typically, the
working population will only access
evening establishments (hospitality)/retail
Saturdays/Sundays hospitality and families
with school children for 38 weeks of the
year only after 3:30 Monday to Friday and
Saturdays/sundays). The retail sector will
probably do the greater proportion of their
trade Monday-Friday....has anyone asked
them?
Safety is definitely compromised, access
fundamentally and therefore experience
follows. It often looks sad and soulless and
devoid of activity (we have the photos to
prove it)...rarely the case previously, as
people were always passing through.
Many cannot even now come. If this
scheme is implemented, our independent
retail outlets will be threatened, if the high
street brands lose money, they will close
and all that will be left will be the hospitality
sector – outdoor will be seasonal and we
know from past experience, only so many
can be sustained...a new one comes and
an existing business goes. With respect,
we have just gone through the ‘largest
hybrid working period’ and trade for most
has reduced...and whilst there may be
some hybrid working that remains,
categorically it will never be at the levels of
the COVID period as it is impractical for
business and mental well-being.
Active travel is only relevant for those that
are able( and when weather suits) and with
respect, Thornbury supports the wider
village community in the area too, from
which it is not so feasible! There have
always been walking routes to the High
Street and cycling was always possible,
but hard work as Thornbury is not flat!
There have always been facilities to secure
cycles.
Please accept that fundamentally,
Thornbury high Street cannot be devoid of
traffic and its impact. The whole of the
Western side can only receive deliveries
from the High Street and a number of
residential properties on this side also
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have access from the High Street. Some
establishments on the eastern side also
receive deliveries from the High Street.
Currently a number of new residential
developments are also taking place so the
vehicular access need will actually
increase. Hence the High Street is totally
unsuited to removing traffic. As such, you
then have a totally ‘no-win scenario’, a real
‘hotch-potch affair’ . This resultant half-way
house suits no-one and actually is far more
dangerous. I suspect there have been far
more ‘near misses’ and with the potential
for a much greater level of injury than there
has ever been in the past. I do not recollect
previous accidents in the High Street and I
have been associated with Thornbury
since 1976.
There is a suggestion that noise will be
reduced too. Given outdoor hospitality and
associated noise from that as well as
music playing, I suspect there will be times
at which the noise nuisance may be a
future issue. I have certainly been in the
High Street at 10pm and there has been
raucous noise and some local residents
may consider the former High Street to be
a much quieter and more ambient place! In
addition, with the suggested advent of
‘electric’ vehicles, the noise factor would
reduce anyway...but give the added
danger that no one hears a vehicle
coming...much like a cyclist coming down
the High Street.
Hence, the whole purpose of the scheme
is flawed.
I would also draw attention to the
safety/security issue. I have previously
frequented the High Street to attend
evening meetings. Earlier this week,
leaving a meeting in the High Street, I had
to return as a female, to Castle Court Car
Park on my own. There were a handful of
cars in there , it backs onto fields and one
can feel very vulnerable – poignant in that
today there is another vigil for a murdered
young teacher in London. I previously
would have parked in the High Street,
where there were passing people/vehicles.
Equally...it will be interesting to see if the
security of High Street business is
compromised on the basis there is now no
‘passing traffic’ through at night.
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Ironically, 10% of the responses to the
NDP called for MORE parking!...not
less...and that was pre-COVID and all the
extra houses!!
Thornbury High street and associated
streets have always been successfully
closed for events...Carnivals, Parades,
Christmas Lights Switch-on, Arts Festivals
and Art Trails etc and initiatives like
Christmas Lights, Thornbury in Bloom
etc...these are what makes it the
Community Hub....and special events.
5. We are aware of only a handful of people
who agree with the proposed scheme and
overwhelmingly know dozens that think it
should return to through traffic. The public
Town meeting at the Leisure Centre, which
was radically oversubscribed demonstrates
that strength of feeling. Many of those
represented their extended family too and
many were not in a position to attend.
There is a strong sense of community and
care in Thornbury and that should be
welcomed and fostered- it is part of what
makes it a special place to live. Many,
many volunteers have invested their time
and energy in creating it. In recent days,
neighbours who split time between London
and Thornbury (long standing family
residents of Thornbury), remarked how
they really dislike it and how in London , it
is not permanent, it is ‘evening/ weekend ’
closures. Only yesterday, a lady witnessed
me photographing the queues at midland
Way/Bristol Road and proceeded to say
what could she do to stop it. This morning
at a ‘Parkinsons’ meeting another lady told
me she was against the scheme and did
not know anyone who was for it...Hence
there is a wealth of opposition. As always
there will be a proportion ‘who don’t
care’/no point in commenting as no one will
take any notice.
6. Further briefing of the latest proposals
took place at Turnberries to a very select
audience. A brochure was available.
Where is this available in the public
domain? When are South Glos going to
publish these proposals? Many will be
unaware of what these proposals and the
details underpin the context of these
TROs. I would suggest that South Glos
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should have made these brochures
available in all public spaces and published
the detail widely prior to the consultation
on the TROs.
7. Way forward
Scrap these TROs.
Return the buses to the High Street, with
two stops as previously.
Open the road to through traffic. Consider
a genuine assessment of one
way/herringbone parking with
predominantly disabled spaces, but
several able-bodied spaces throughout the
High Street and The Plain. Previously
there were often 3 / 4 ‘ disabled’ cars
parked on the double yellow lines outside
Prezzo and no doubt several others in
available spaces on the eastern side. In
addition, they would also park on The
Plain, outside the Italian, Nat West Bank,
Crossmans, in Castle Court. For many this
allowed them independence and
connection with their ‘home town’. Equally,
it is vital that individuals with impaired
ability, but not such that they qualify for a
blue badge, have the ability to
independently access their High Street.
That is what it is..many will have lived here
10s of years. It is ‘our home’, hence people
feel passionately about it. Arguably with a
reduced speed to 20mph on the High
Street(timed), herringbone parking would
provide greater safety for disabled
users(shielded by parked cars either side)
and no impairment of visibility when
reversing due to the incline of the Road.
‘Parking cars’ also naturally slow traffic. An
hours parking was previously viable.
Disabled would need the statutory
requirement.
Objections to the specific TROs
TRO 1
We object to this Traffic Order
1. SHARED USE parking top High Street.
30 minutes, is totally inadequate to walk to
wherever and attend a dental
appointment/‘shop’/carry out business and
return to the car. Permit holders need a
means to park permanently and a facility
for visitors to utilise a space.
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2. Limited waiting 10 minutes no return in 2
hours
10 minutes is wholly inadequate. An order
placed at the chip shop would take 10
minutes to cook!! This is barely two
spaces. Previously there would have been
bays fully utilised and double parking!...this
has hit their trade enormously. A 5 minute
walk and 5 minute walk to an
establishment, takes no account of the
purchase, finding an order, a queue etc.eg.
a perscription at Boots will take much
longer than 10 minutes from this
space...especially if the person is less
able, has children to get out of a car etc.
3. Limited waiting 30 minutes at the Plain
As in 1 above 30 minutes is totally in
adequate to walk to wherever and carry
out associated business when one
considers queues etc(eg Post Office...this
Christmas when someone might be
carrying many parcels etc)
4. M-F 10-11, 2-3 30 minutes. we fail to
understand why these times have been
chosen and with the current scheme
proposed and the High Street junction
opposite, potentially chaotic and a recipe
for disaster. Added to which, what will the
visibility be around the Pump? I sincerely
hope that there will be no plans to modify
that! The Pump has an historical context.
5. Schedule 2 implies that the only taxi rank
will be in Rock Street. Again wholly
unacceptable in promoting the High Street
as the centre of the community and
accessible for all.
6. With restricted parking in Castle Court,
whilst we might agree that the regular
double yellow line parking causes chaos
for access and egress from Castle Court
and the conflict with deliveries/collections
to the Butchers Hook/Thornbury Garden
shop, how many will continue to frequent
‘Parky’s Chip Shop’ when they can no
longer park to collect ‘hot food’. Yet
another establishment who may cease to
be able to trade from the High Street.
7. Pedestrian crossings should remain at the
top and bottom, to provide a safe refuge
for young children(without adult escort)
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and slower adults to ensure a recognised
place for safe passage.
TRO 2
We Object to this Traffic Order
1. 3 disabled spaces adjacent to Lloyds bank.
2 disabled spaces adjacent to card
shop/HSBC bank.
It is important to understand that
Thornbury High Street is a hill. Many
disabled people will only be able to walk a
few yards and that often it is a breathing
difficulty that impairs that walking ability.
Thus having the ability to park ‘outside’ a
premises means that the energy is
maximised in order that they may be able
to engage in the process for which the
journey is intended. Hence, previously,
there was parking throughout the High
Street on the double yellow lines. Previous
parking bays, meant that otherwise they
could circuit until an appropriate space
became available. This is absolutely vital
for continued ‘independence’ and self
worth. Anyone who has pushed an adult in
a wheelchair up Thornbury High Street,
knows how hard this is – often this will be
an elderly wheelchair user and an elderly
carer. These restricted few spaces would
always require a walk ‘up a hill’. In
addition, there would be a need to cross
the street to access the western side. It is
a ‘wide’ street and a significant distance.
The slow speed at which they would cross
would make them vulnerable to the
passing traffic and the cyclists coming both
ways.
Raised kerbs that remain from the previous
bus stop, have made it impossible for
some passenger doors on vehicles to be
opened. Again this could result in these
users ceasing to utilise their High Street.
2. 3 disabled spaces beyond the restricted
parking zone. These were previously
police/taxi spaces. Where will they park
instead?
These may be acceptable for the
businesses adjacent to where they sit, but
definitely too far otherwise. However, as
previously indicated, there was little or no
use of disabled spaces in the car parks as
they were too far away, now the restriction
will be 5 spaces within the High Street area
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and 3 outside sited here. I would suggest
that it is not enough! There is also no
provision for The Plain area and the walk
as proposed by the pedestrianisation
around the pump/Owens corner etc will all
be excessive for many, along with
associated an road crossing etc.
TRO 3.
We object to this Traffic order
1. Loading places will only exist in 3 places.
These will barely accept a ‘lorry’. Deliveries
to ‘The Lion’, will mean that barrels will
need to be trundled a significant distance,
with time associated. Previously these
would have been brief and outside the
entrance. Some businesses on the eastern
side of the street also receive deliveries
from the High Street (eg. COSTA).
Previously there was appropriate flexibility.
2. We also express concern with regard to
deliveries of monies to all financial
establishments(including at The Plain and
the Post Office) and the associated
vulnerablity from a security viewpoint of
personnel and passers by. When these
personnel are required to walk greater
distances the danger increases.
TRO 4.
We object to this Traffic Order
1. THROUGH Traffic(including buses)
should return to the High Street
without delay to promote the
economic viability and well being of the
High Street. The generic points
above(1-7) give many reasons why this
is a flawed proposal.
2. The High Street can be readily closed
for Events as has been readily done in
the past via a Temporary Events notice
or via a Premises Licence(one is
already held by me on behalf of TCLA
to close the High Street , Castle Street
and the Plain up to 4 times per year).
3. A formal traffic analysis must be done
to analyse the long term impact of ‘one
way’ through options on all roads in the
vicinity, BEFORE embarking on a
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‘oneway’ through traffic option. Cycling
in a northerly direction, in a southerly
one way system has dangers
associated for unsuspecting
pedestrians and has to be properly
assessed and analysed.- consider
crossing the Road from the Westerly
side to the Town Council Offices...one
is blind to cyclists coming down the hill(
often at speed). Herring-bone parking
should also be considered.
TRO 5
We object to this Traffic Order, please
see qualification.
1. In principal we do not object to 20mph
and were amazed that 20mph was
brought in in Castle Street but not The
High Street!. However, we would
suggest that it is a time related. Hence
between the hours of 7:30 and 11pm
say as outside those hours the
pedestrian activity will be minimal.
Maintaining 20mph outside those hours
will mean that they are frequently
flouted.
25

Response to 5 statutory notices for the closure of
Thornbury Highstreet
The council has broken its own guidelines on
consultations by restricting the consultation period
to less than 6 weeks.
The council has made it difficult to respond to the
consultation by breaking the documents into 5
separate consultations and by not providing a
simple online form to complete
None of the consolations show how the loss of
vehicle capacity will be addressed.
None of the consultations show the reinstatement
of the “do not follow Sat nav” signs on the A38
B4061 junction.
None of the consultations address the safety of
pedestrians outside the take aways by the entry
to castle court car park. This area has become
very unsafe especially on Friday evenings
The consultations fail to show how the safety of
residents on the B4061 will be ensured given the
restricted access to Thornbury. There has been a
substantial increase in holiday traffic trying to
access Wales via this road when the traffic is
heavy on the motorway. The speed restrictions
and associated road hardware will impede any
holiday traffic through the town or ring road

Thank you for your comments.
The length of time that the council must
legally advertise proposed Traffic
Regulation Orders (TROs) is 21 days,
these legal orders were advertised for
longer than this.
There are 5 separate consultations
because there are 5 separate TROs that
must be legally advertised.
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resulting in further issues along the B4061. The
Thornbury ring road has to many small islands
that will also restrict the flow of holiday traffic
creating a potentially unsafe situation for
caravans and trailers.
The scheme has not considered the impacts on
surrounding parishes and their access to
Thornbury. The overall scheme makes Thornbury
a less attractive destination as it becomes more
difficult to access the Highstreet and surrounding
ring road. Most parishes surrounding Thornbury
have to drive to Thornbury. As the roads become
more congested and less accessible due to the
decreased capacity Shopping in Bristol and
Cribbs Causeway becomes more attractive and is
only an additional 10 minutes drive.
There has been no investment in the surrounding
infrastructure in 50 years and the road can not
cope with the traffic. Closing road capacity
without think of the surrounding infrastructure will
make this worse.
Response to TRO 5- Speed limits
I agree with the proposal to impose a 20mph
seed limit on Thornbury High Street and some
surrounding roads. This will be a good measure
to improve safety whatever the final solution for
traffic flow in this area. It will also encourage
through traffic to use Rock St rather than the High
Street and is compatible with use of the High
Street for buses
I support this proposal
I l will list a number of items that ratepayers
seem concerned about.
1/ the bus stop in Rock street should be returned
to High street as a matter of urgency. It,s current
location is a danger to all road users. This was
demonstrated when there was a serious
accident close to the site in question
2/ If the High street is to become one way it
needs to be clearly signposted to
cyclists/skateboarders etc that that is the case so
there are no accidents.
3/ Steps must be taken to ensure that
disabled/elderly people can convenienly access
the High street i.e. disabled spaces/
reinstatement of bus service.
4/ Pubs/ cafes are making surrounding areas look
untidy with their street furniture.Are they paying
extra rates for the additional space they take up?
5/ The planters make the High street look
uninviting. Someone has told me they can cost up
to £1000 ! Don,t say this is not out of our rates
bill because it is still the taxpayer
funding unnecessary expenditure.

Thank you for your comments.

Thank you for your comments.
Cyclists are exempt from the one way
restriction on the High Street.
Any businesses that use space on the
public highway for things such are tables
need to apply and pay for a licence.
We monitor air quality, specifically
nitrogen dioxide which is a traffic related
pollutant, in Thornbury High Street at a
site between Chapel Street and The
Close (Site 11). The monitoring results for
the site from 2015 - 2020 are shown in the
table below.
Site No.
Site Name Annual mean
NO2 concentration (µg/m3)
20
15
20
16
20
17
20
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6/ Has pollution levels on Rock street and
surrounding roads been monitored since the
increase in co ngestion at busy times?
7/ I fear there will be further loss
shops/businesses if S.G.C. don,t take the High
street in the right direction.
8/ The feelings of the electorate are being
ignored! This was most apparent by reading the
latest edition of Thornbury Voice( pages 4/5) The
number of people seen by S.G.C.
in advance of Sept 9th meeting was insignificant
compared to the public meeting(many of whom
could not get in.) I think many of S.G.C
councillors are on another planet.
Remember Thornbury high street belongs to the
ratepayers of Thornbury not councillors who do
NOT live in the area
9/ There is no need to remove one of the
pedestrian crossings. Unnecessary expense.
10/ I have lived in Thornbury for more than 50
years and it pains me to see what has been done
to the High street

18
19
11

20
2020
Thornbury – High Street
26.8 25.6 24.7 24.2

25.5
14.7

The results show the annual average
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels are well
below the national target of 40 μg/m3 at
this site in these years. In 2020, the
nitrogen dioxide levels fell by nearly 40%
compared to 2019 due to the Covid-19
pandemic restrictions and the closure of
Thornbury High Street to vehicles.
As the results are reported as an average
for the calendar year, the 2021 results will
not be available until 2022, however the
2021 data so far indicates similar low
levels to those monitored in 2020 due to
the considerable reduction in traffic
through the High Street.
A monitoring site in Rock Street opposite
the Chapel Street junction (site 187) was
set up in February 2021 following the
changes to the High Street. As this is a
new site, there is no previous data for
direct comparison.
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As an incredibly IT literate person, I have never
seen anything so complicated in terms of giving
feedback via the website, so hence I have
reverted in frustratioin to email. I am seriously
concerned that many people will just give up, and
wonder if this is part of the council's plan to force
through unwanted and ridiculously short timerestricted changes.

As for the High Street site, because the
results are reported as an annual
average, the results for Site 187 will not
be available until 2022. However, the
preliminary data from the new site
indicates the annual average nitrogen
dioxide levels are also likely to be well
below the national target (40 μg/m3) as at
site 11. It is acknowledged that the
pandemic restrictions earlier this year
would have reduced traffic volumes, so
the monitoring in Rock Street will remain
in place to assess any potential ongoing
impacts of the changed traffic movements
in the town centre, although it is not
anticipated that air quality will be
significantly affected
Thank you for your comments.
The layout changes proposed for The
Plain are not part of this TRO advert
process. As detailed plans are evolving
we are not yet at a point where a detail
plan can be presented to the public
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I write these following comments as an individual
not as a representative of Accessibility Thornbury.
The Plain & Castle Street
I firmly object to all changes to The Plain, and the
proposed changes to the road layout. Pushing
traffic down Castle Street which is residential,
with two elderly people's residential
accommodation, and in the direction of local
schools is highly dangerous, and damn right
stupid. Any town planner who suggests this does
not deserve to be employed. Just this week
(Tuesday 21st September 2021) we have had a
child knocked over by a car on the way to Castle
School, so pushing more traffic that way will only
exacerbate an already difficult stretch of road as it
also narrows as you go down the road. Please
also consider that we have a special needs
school on this road as well. The changes
suggested are not sensible for the area, and were
also not part of the original consultation and road
closure so therefore should have a separate
consultation process from the start of now. These
have not been previously discussed and the town
people only found out when this RTO was
launched. This is highly undemocratic, and again
shows a predetermined outcome, and a council
that is unwilling to accept that 71% of the people
in Thornbury object to these changes, but we
have been undemocratically ignored!
High Street Disabled bays.
1) As previously commented to the council at the
accessibility and equalities group meetings, and
at the open day, the dis abled bays on the plan
are just not workable. The three bays at the North
end of the Street (the old bus stop)a t the bottom
of the hill are extremely dangerous and as a
disabled driver I have on numerous occasions
had to wheel my wheelchair up the open part of
the road to reach a safe exit point. All the while
with cars behind me revving their engines and
beeping me! They are not now and never will be
a safe place for disabled people. Also trying to
self propel yourself up a hill in a chair is no easy
task, and to place the disbaled spaces at the
bottom of the hill is just crazy!
2) The three disabled bays to the South of the
Road (Opposite the Malthouse pub). These bays
are again in a location that is not suitable to the
wider community, and pose a serious risk to

though this will be forthcoming in due
course.
Your concerns regarding the disabled
bays at the bottom of the High Street
nearest the Co-Op have been noted.
However, there are several disabled bays
proposed at different locations along the
High Street. Furthermore the disabled
bays in this specific location have been
designed to be wider than normal
disabled bays so that there is enough
room for a driver to exit their vehicle
without being in the road.
Consultation with disabled and elderly
residents has been undertaken and a
clear need for blue badge parking along
the length of the High Street has been
clearly communicated. Therefore, the
new design will see 3 enforceable blue
badge parking bays at the bottom of the
High Street, 3 in the middle and 3 at the
top. When coupled with enhanced blue
badge parking bays in both St Mary’s car
park and Rock Street car park and a far
more pedestrian friendly design, we
believe that accessibility will be enhanced
and will meet the requirements of the
Equality Act 2010.
With regards to the comments made
regarding the no waiting zone on Castle
Court and how this will effect the garden
centre: loading and unloading is allowed
within the restricted parking zone so their
business should be unaffected by this
change as there are already double
yellow lines in this location that prevent
waiting.
English Heritage have not been consulted
as part of this scheme as they are
primarily concerned with ancient
monuments, historic sites and artifacts, so
this scheme would no longer fall within
their remit. Historic England, who may
have a pertinent interest in the built
heritage of Thornbury have been
contacted and will be invited to comment
on the physical layout designs as it
evolves.
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drivers, residents and children exiting the Mundy
playing fields.
The Malthouse pub has taken over the entire
pavement with their round tables! This is forcing
people into the road beyond the planters, as if
you stay within the planter area a wheelchair user
can't get off the road onto the pavement, there is
no drop curb, its obstructed by the Malthouse!
The Flower pots installed by the council take up
the full left side of the road, this means that the
drivers of disabaled cars will have only half a road
to do a five or six point turn to maneuver their
vehicle whilst avoiding vehicles exiting the High
Street south. However, most don't do this
because it's too much hard work so reverse into
the close, which is normally busy with deliveries
etc, and makes it difficult to see children running
quickly out of the playing fields. This is a
dangerous situation and wondering if a full risk
assessment has been undertaken for this?
3) New disbled bays within the High Street that
are restricted as per planned changes
Three bays! Seriously! It is undemocratic and
illegal and refer you to the Equality Act 2010,
Human Rights legislation and Public Sector
Equality Duty. To make a public road less
accessible to the disbled people in the
community, which you are proposing to do on a
monumental scale, is in my view illegal. Prior to
the closure, the High Street had 25 marked car
parking bays, and double yellow lines. The
disbaled in the community had access to those 25
bays, and if they were full could park on the
double yellow lines with their blue badges where
safe to do so. From what I am given to
understand this will not be possible either going
forward. So you've taken away 25 spaces and
given us 3! Honestly, do you think that is right?
Is it more accessible or less accessible?
Definitely less by a significant margin and as a
town with a large elderly population totally
impractical and leaves people forced out of the
High Street for shopping, and unable to take part
in community cafe and elderly people meet up
sessions. The very reason you wanted to change
the high street was to make it more vibrant and a
destination tourist town, did this plan include
making no disbled people welcome? Have you
deliberately set out to exclude the disbled and
people with reduced mobility? I am beginning to
think that I am not welcome to the High Street or
this town anymore.

Assessment of risks and mitigations is an
iterative process as part of the design of
the scheme and the potential impacts at
this location are being taken into account
in a number of ways including internal
scrutiny panels, road safety audits and
through public engagement.
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High Street - drop off/ Click and collect ten minute
waiting
Have you ever tried to help someone with
reduced mobility? To get them out of a car, and
their walking aid, then walk/waddle and assist
them to the chemist, fetch a prescription (if it's
actually ready on time for you!) and get back to
the car, reload and leave within 10 minutes? I can
assure you this is totally impossible, and I have
been caring for my mother since I was 15 so have
a good 30 years experience of this before
becoming disbled myself. Minimum wait times
should be changed to 30 minutes lets just have
some common sense here please.
Castle Court
I totally object to the no waiting zone on Castle
Court. Has the knock on effect on Thornbury
Garden Centre business who are based here
been considered in this? Their van loads and
unloads in this location for shop deliveries as well
as suppliers making deliveries, they also offer a
customer delivery service so need to load the
van, and they will load a customers' car at their
shop gates for heavy items purchased in person.
As a disbled person this is a vital service to
myself. There is no issue with Castle Court and
again was never part of the original consultation
process so is once more being undemocratically
forced through.
Pedestrian Crossing - Located 55 metres North of
the junction with the Close.
I object to the removal of the crossing on the High
Street. These are fully recognised as safe places
to cross, and drivers of vehicles will stop to let
people cross the road safely. For the elderly in
our community this is essential. They can't walk
quickly so need to know that's their place without
any worry about how long it takes to safely cross
the road. I would like to know - why would you
remove something so basic and critically
important to road safety?
I apologise for the tone of this email but I am
totally fed up and frustrated with this nightmare
situation forced upon our beautiful town that is
being destroyed. Businesses are not getting the
footfall they used to have, some reporting
reductions by 60% less to pre-pandemic. Four
businesses have indicated they are leaving the
town, three are national brands , and one has
been on the high street for over 100 years! We
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are not now or never will be a "destination tourist
town", we have nothing to offer except an
overpriced Castle and our Britain in Bloom
awards! We are a rural farming community town
that is being choked to death by people trying to
force a city based plan into a rural town that only
has two main roads in and out, one of which
you've closed! Wider impacts to the whole town
have not been considered at all.
All the council needs to do is the right thing, to
fully reopen the High street minimum one way,
reinstate the bus service, mark out some parking
spaces available to all like we had before and the
double yellow lines to provide disabled drivers
with additional options. The bad feeling and toxic
divide being caused in the community by the
current situation will go away as well, then don't
forget 71% wanted this road opened one way as
a compromise according to your consultation
data! The same people also took a vote of no
confidence in South Gloucestershire Council and
Toby Savage at the public meeting with the Town
Council on 9th September. So PLEASE DO THE
RIGHT THING AND GIVE US FULL ACCESS,
ONE WAY!!!
This current road layout, nicknamed locally as
'Mario Kart race track' its an unnecessary man
made winding road, and is just an eye sore and
not compatible with our town heritage. Can you
tell me if English Heritage have been consulted
on the design? As a heritage town they will need
to be involved in the planning too and don't recall
any conversations where they have been
mentioned as consulted.
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APPENDIX F – Proposed plans from advertisement

Incorrect extent at northern junction with The Plain

Correct extent at northern junction with The Plain

